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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. THE PRESENT GRAMMAR 

This work comprises two parts: the first part consists of a concise descriptive grammar of the Mansac 

dialect of the Tigre language; the second part contains a selection of new Tigre texts. The motive for the 
present work is the state of research of the Tigre language: practically none of the grammatical works of 
the earlier period of Tigre studies are of descriptive value to the student of Tigre, some of them now 
being linguistic curiosities of primarily historical value, while others were written by people who lacked 
the required skill of qualification for the task. Most of the credit for scholarly grammatical work on Tigre 
goes to E. Littmann, W. Leslau, and F. R. Palmer, the latter two having made the strongest impact in 
their endeavours to bring Tigre studies into the domain of modern linguistic research. W. Leslau's Short 
grammar of Tigre (1945) is the only valuable grammar of the language available. Leslau's treatise is 
mainly based on Littmann's Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia (1910-1915), vol. I, 
and on certain of Littmann's articles. Leslau made an attempt to supplement Ms work with fresh 
material. This he collected while on a short visit to Keren in Eritrea and published as Supplementary 
observations on Tigre grammar (1948). The only attempt to produce a comprehensive work on Tigre 
grammar, Grammatica della lingua tigre (Asmara 1919), is worthless to descriptive linguistics, since 
(a) the grammatical framework used is that of Italian, and (b) many features of the data given are foreign 
to the Tigre language. The scarcity of Tigre grammars is paralleled by a scarcity of Tigre texts. 
E. Littmann's Publications of the Princeton Expedition to Abyssinia (1910-1915), the result of an 
expedition to Eritrea that he undertook in the autumn and winter of 1905/06 is still the best available 
collection of Tigre texts. Other texts of scholarly value were published by members of the Swedish 
Evangelical Mission in Eritrea. These are (a) folk tales, biblical tales, customs and rites, law, history of 
the Mansac people, medicines and diseases, poetry, a student reader, etc., and (b) Bible translations. 
The most prominent text published in book form by the Swedish Mission is Kal^e Mansac "The two 

Palmer has written a few grammatical essays on the Tigre language, the most comprehensive being The morphology 
of the Tigre noun. London: Oxford University Press, 1962, 96 pp.. 

'Leslau, W., Short grammar of Tigre (North Ethiopic). Dialect of Mensa. New Haven, 1945 (Publications of the American 
Oriental Society. Offprint series, no. 18). 

Littmann, E., Publications of the Princeton Expedition to Abyssinia. Leyden: E. J. Brill, 1910-1915, 4 vol. in 5. 
lLeslau, w., "Supplementary observations on Tigre grammar," JAOS, LXVIII, 3, 1948, 127-39. 

Only two parts of the Old Testament were translated into Tigre: The Book of Psalms-/7arxan duwsi and the Book of 
Isaiah-AafaZ) 'asayas. G. R. Sundstrom is to be credited with the work, though its publication was posthumous. The 
names of the native speakers who helped him are not on record. As regards the New Testament, the first part to appear 
in print was the Gospel of St. Mark, from the Swedish Mission press at Monkullo-where one of the two missionary 
stations that existed among the Tigre speaking people was situated at that time. The other was at Galab. This translation 
into Tigre, in an Ethiopic script whose orthography is not consistent, was done by indigenous scholars under the 
supervision of Dr. C. Winquist, a missionary physician, whose own scholarship was more in the domain of Tigrinya. 
The entire New Testament in Tigre was first published in 1902 by the Swedish Mission Press at Asmara. K. G. Roden, 
the principal of the Mission station at Galab, supervised the work of translation which was carried out with the help 
of the native teachers at the Swedish Mission. As for the sources from which the translation was made, see: E. Ullendorf<^ 
Ethiopia and the Bible, Oxford University Press for the British Academy, 1968, p. 71. Books of the New Testament 
used now among Tigre speaking Christians are reprints of a second edition of the 1902 publication, produced in a 
revised and improved form at Asmara in 1931. All Tigre Bible translations appear in Ethiopic script. 

1 



2 1. Introduction 

Mansa'. K. G. Roden, the head of the Missionary Station at Galab devoted a considerable period— 
between his arrival in Galab in 1890 and the publication of fol'e Mansac in 1913-to collecting material 
for the book. The Revd. G. R. Sundstrom was another member of the Swedish Mission whose 
contribution was significant. A contribution to the corpus of Tigre texts was also made by C. Conti 
Rossini who was helped in his work by members of the Swedish Mission. In the last fifty years only 
two scholarly contributions to the existing corpus of Tigre texts have been made, both published in 1961 
but recorded at a much earlier period. These are: Tigre games° by W. Leslau which was recorded by him 

c v Q 

during his stay in Keren in 1947, and Ad Sek which was edited and prepared for publication by 
M. Hofner. The only valuable dictionary of Tigre in existence—E. Littmann's Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache 
—incorporates most vocabularies and glossaries published previously. Littmann's Publications of the 
Princeton Expedition to Abyssinia was the main text used, but almost all other published texts are 
represented as well. It also includes material produced by Sundstrom, Naffac wad'Etman, and others, 
which thus saw the light of publication for the first time in this dictionary. M. Hofner should be credited 
with most of the work of editing. The survey provided up to this point is intended as a general picture 
of the nature and scope of published material in Tigre. For a detailed bibliographical survey the reader is 
advised to consult with Leslau's The Semitic languages of Ehiopia}^ pp. 145-164. Coming back to the 
present work, my intention has been to go beyond the existing corpus of texts in order to attempt a 
fresh treatment of Tigre grammar. The linguistic material was collected by me in the field during summer 
1969 and winter 1970. While the major part of my stay was in Asmara and Massawa, I managed a few 
visits to some Tigre speaking areas. On arrival at Asmara I discovered that the Ethiopian Radio was 
broadcasting from there in Tigre, half an hour per evening. The three native speakers of Tigre responsible 
for these broadcasts became my first "informants." One of them, Musse Bekit, a native of Galab, became 
my assistant and main "informant" during my stay in Ethiopia and proved of particular help in introducing 
me to members of his family and to further "informants." Another of them, Legam Ishaq, a native of 
Mehlab, had previous experience of being an "informant" for Tigre and had worked in this capacity with 
F. R. Palmer during the early fifties. I collected further material by engaging in informal conversation, 
on everyday topics, with the broadcasters and other "informants." I collected additional material 

K. G. Roden, Le Tribii dei Mensa. Storia, legge e costumi. A. Testo originate tigre, Asmara, Evangeliska Fosterlands-
Stiftelsens Forlags-expedition, 1913, xiii, 192 pp. The first part (pp. 1-87), entitled Dsgim Mansa' 'The story of.Mansac', 
contains a description of genealogies of the Mansac, accounts of historical events and of tribal traditions. Part two, 
entitled Fstah Mahari wa'adotat 'The law of Mahari and customs', consists of an account of the law and customs of the 
Mansac tribes. Some of the tales and customs found in both parts of this book are also found in Littmann's Publications 
of the Princeton Expedition to Abyssinia, Vol. I, in slightly different versions, cf., e.g., Tribii, 3:18-4:6 with PL1, story 
no. 73; Tribii, 4:20-5:1 with PL1, story no. 74; FM, 102:23 et seq. with PL1, 112:5 et seq. 

C. Conti Rossini's Dsgstn Mansac "Tradizioni storiche dei Mensa" (GSAI 14, 1901, pp. 41-99), was, in fact, the first 
valuable text to be published in Tigre. In his work Conti Rossini was helped by K. G. Roden and by Roden's native 
assistant Tawalda Madhan. Indeed, a comparison of Roden's 1913 text-bearing the same Tigre name Dsgam Mansac-
Le Tribii dei Mensa-with that of Conti Rossini's shows that the same Tigre source underlies both. Cf., e.g., C. Ross. 
Trad., pp. 60-61 with Tribii, 46:27 et seq.; C. Ross. Trad. 63:13 et seq. with Tribii, 40:10 et seq.; C. Ross. Trad., 59:7 
with Tribii, 8:8, etc. 

Leslau, W., "Tigre games," RSE, 17, 1961, pp. 61-68. The text consists of seven children's games in phonetic transcrip
tion, the Tigre text of each game being followed by an English translation. 

Hofner, M., "Uberliefungen bei Tigre-Stammen (1). cAd Sek," AE 4, 1961, pp. 181-203. This is a document of 
Sundstrom's concerning the cAd Sek, a Tigre-speaking Muslim tribe. It was turned over by Sundstrom to Littmann and 
later published by M. Hofner. 

Littmann, E., and Hofner, M., Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache: Tigre-Deutsch-Englisch (Akademie der Wissenschaften 
und der Literatur in Mainz. Veroffentlichungen der Orientalischen Kommission, XI). Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag 
GmbH, 1962. The dictionary is an impressive work. However, it has a weak point: too many entries are based on 
Littmann's poetry collection (Publications, Vol. Ill), where the meaning is sometimes that of the contextual sense, and 
not that of the general lexical content. From a general point of view it can be said that the dictionary is a compilation 
of linguistic forms and their meanings as found in certain texts, rather than a reflection of the spoken language. The 
disadvantage of this is that the spoken Tigre of today is represented to a limited extent only. 

Leslau, W., An annotated bibliography of the Semitic languages of Ethiopia. Mouton & Co.: The Hague, 1965, 336 pp. 
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from people engaged in various jobs, such as waiters, doormen, etc. Finally I spent six days on the 
Red Sea, on a fishing boat, whose crew consisted almost entirely of native speakers of Tigre. This 
trip enabled me to gain access to material which would otherwise be very difficult to obtain. Since 
my first submitted account on the subject of Tigre grammar,12 I have had many opportunities to put 
it to test with the help of colleagues and students. I have also managed to go through a fairly large 
number of transcribed tapes from the collection I made in Eritrea, and chose some of these for the 
textual part of the book. I hope that the present work will serve as a useful work tool to the 
student of Tigre. 

1.2. REMARKS ON SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 

(1) Most phonetic symbols used in this work are those set out in 2.1. Consonants, and in 2.2. 
Vowels. 

(2) Phonetic symbols other than those of (1) above, are in conformity with The Principles 
of the International Phonetic Association, University College, London, 1949. These are 
commented on where they occur. 

(3) / / is used to denote phonemic transcription. [ ] is used to denote (a) phonetic 
transcription; (b) in the English translation of Tigre utterances words which are not found 
in the original, but are needed in the translation. ( ) is used to denote, in the English 
translation of Tigre utterances, words that are found in the original but should better be 
omitted in the translation. 

(4) All Tigre utterances are italicized. 

(5) Morphological notation: (a) The three consonants of the triradical verb are represented by 
qtl. (b) C stands for consonant, V stands for vowel, L stands for laryngal and SV stands 
for semi-vowel, (c) CC stands for a geminated consonant whereas CC signifies a cluster 
of two-identical or different-consonants, (d) Actual speech-sounds are italicized, e.g.: 
'aCaCCat, 'akatbat 'books'. 

Raz, S., A descriptive study of Tigre grammar. Ph. D. thesis, University of London, 1973. 



2. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 

2.1. CONSONANTS. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

N 
N 
/h/ 
/m/ 
M 
N 
/s7 
/q/ 
M 
N 
M 
I'l 
M 
M 

voiceless glottal fricative 
voiced alveolar lateral 
voiceless pharyngeal fricative 
voiced bilabial nasal 
voiced alveolar flap/trill 
voiceless alveolar fricative 
voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
ejective velar stop 
voiced bilabial stop 
voiceless dental stop 
voiced dental nasal 
glottal stop 
voiceless velar stop 
semivowel ("voiced bilabial") 

I'l 
hi 
lyl 
Idl 
III 
/g/ 
IM 

•o
< 

/?/ 
IV 
[c] 
[2] 
[x] 

The above list is the complete phonemic inventory of Tigre consonants, excluding [z] and [x], and with 
reservations in the case of [c]; in terms of distribution, [z] occurs only as the palatized form of /z/, while 
[c] occurs almost exclusively as the palatalized form of /t/ (cf., however, mac 'abala 'to beat'). This 
palatalization occurs with dentals and alveolars, in final position, in forms to which the first pers. sing. 
pron. suff. is attached, [z] is seldom met with while [c] is by no means uncommon. Examples: 
[masanit] 'friends', [masaniccel 'my 'friends'; [gazaz] 'glass', [gozazze] 'my glass' (the gemination is 
optional). The corresponding inventory of Ethiopic graphemes by which most Tigre texts have been 
rendered includes also [p] or [p] for loan words, as in: [folpos] 'Philip'; [polis] 'police', [x] occurs 
in a few loan words from Arabic, e.g., [3axbar] 'news'. 

GEMINATION. All consonants except I'l, /'/, /h/, /h/ (laryngeals)1 and /w/, /y/ (semivowels) are 
subject to gemination. The significance of gemination is primarily morphological. 

2.1.1. CONSONANT VARIATION 

Though the articulation of most of the consonants is not subject to major variation, some variants do 
occur in a manner determined by consonant position in the word, by adjacent speech sounds and by 
certain suprasegmental features—mainly stress. Some of these variants must be treated as simple 
allophones; some others are evidence of the articulatory overlapping of different phonemes. The 
principal examples are as follows: 

This term denotes I'l, I'l, /h/, /h/ throughout the work except where it is necessary to distinguish laryngeals I'l and 
/h/ from pharyngeals / 7 and /h/, the distinction then being explicitly made. 

voiced pharyngeal fricative 
voiced alveolar fricative 
semivowel ("voiced palatal") 
voiced dental stop 
voiced palato-alveolar affricate 
voiced velar stop 
ejective dental stop 
ejective palato-alveolar affricate 
ejective alveolar affricate 
voiceless labio-dental fricative 
voiceless palato-alveolar affricate 
voiced palato-alveolar fricative 
voiceless velar fricative 

4 



2. Phonetics and Phonology 5 

2.1.1.1. Ejectives: /q/, /t/, /s/, /c/ 

These consonants share the co-articulation of a glottal stop, the release phase being simultaneous in each 
case. In final position in a syllable—preceding a consonant—the ejectives show a tendency to weaken 
and to lose their homorganic feature, full release not being achieved in the absence of a following 
vowel. Examples: [qanasko] 'I got up'; [masatko] 'I combed (my hair)'; [Jagbal] 'ashes', /q/ loses its 
homorganic feature only when followed by close juncture, as in: ['afluk] 'forked branches' (/'afluq/). 
In final position—preceding a consonant—/q/ tends to lose completely its phonemic identity. The 
articulatory position of the variants of /q/ is post-velar. The acoustic impression is usually that of [']. 
Sometimes, however, being extremely tense in the release phase, it sounds like [c]. Examples: [lo'lo'] 
or [locloc] 'smeared' (/laqluq/); [ma'raha] 'her condition' (/maqraha/); [ta'bal] 'she will return' (jussive) 
(/taqbal/); ['acbar] 'tombs' (/'aqbar/); [laca'ba.'ab ca'rudu] 'the Aqba tree together with its roots' 
(/lacaqba 'ab 'aqrudu/); ['agal la'tolo] 'in order to kill him' (/laqtolo/). Post-velar variation of /q/ is 
not limited to final position in a syllable: it may occur in a stress unit (see 2.2.2) in medial position as 
a result of regressive assimilation. Example: [tsaha'a'ntom] 'he laughed at them' (/tasahaqa 'attorn/). 

2.1.1.2. Voiced Plosives: /b/, /d/, /g/ 

These consonants, when in final position in the syllable, may become voiceless. The voiceless b, d, g, 
are tense and differ as such from /p/, /t/, /k/ which are lax and have a greater degree of aspiration. ° 
Examples: ['ab-farug] 'exactly'; [cadad] 'number'; [galab] 'Galab' (name of a village). The voiced 
plosives, when geminated between vowels, may also become voiceless, e.g., [(ta)sabb3ha] 'to take breakfast'. 

2.1.1.3. Laryngeals: / ' / , / 7 , /h/, /h/ 

• The unstressed glottal stop may have weak articulation in all positions. In word-final position it may 
disappear altogether. Examples: [gabbi] 'maybe' (/gabba'/); [mulu] 'full' (/mulu'/). Followed by a 
laryngeal or by an ejective anywhere in the word, ['] and [c] may be in free variation with one 
another. Examples: ['addaha] or [caddaha] 'noon' (/'addaha/); fad-had] or [cad-had] 'one another' 
(/cad-had/); [carqay] or ['arqay] 'bed' (/carqay/); ['atal] or [catal] 'goats' (/catal/); ['asfar] or [casfar] 
'nails' (/'asfar/); ['alias] or [callas] 'hawk' (/'alias/). 

2.1.1.4. Nasals: /m/, /n/ 

There is a possible neutralization of the m/n phonemic contrast when one of them occurs in a 
homorganic consonantal sequence, either of the phonemes then being actualized as either [m] or [n]. 
Examples: ['amboba] or ['anboba] 'flower'; [cambuy]. or [canbuy] 'solitary'; [samfa'at] or [sanfa'at] 
name of a plant. The question of which phoneme is represented in each actualization can be 
answered only where the morphological evidence is sufficient, as in: ['agal tambar] or ['agal tanbar] 
'in order that you live' (root nbr); ['ambe] or ['anbe] 'we said' (root bhl). 

2.1.1.5. Liquids: /l/, /r/ 

/l/ which exists in two monosyllabic particles of very wide distribution: 'a/ 'to, for' and la, the 
definite article (and relative pronoun), is liable to disappear by assimilation in the following 
circumstances: the particle 'a/ either loses the [1] without acoustic compensation (since /y/ is not 
geminated) or becomes zero when it occurs with the 1st pers. sing. pron. suff. Examples: [bahal 
bal-'aye] 'excuse me' (/'alye/); [zabe 'aye] 'buy for me'; [hallaye] 'I have' (lit. 'there is to me' for 
halla 'alye). With 2nd pers. suffs., sing. & pi., the suffix is geminated when 'a/ becomes zero. 
Examples: [hallakka] 'you (masc. sing.) have' (halla >dlka), [hallakkum] 'you (masc. pi.) have' (halla 
'slkum). The definite article la is usually assimilated to the preceding particle, forming one unit with it 
and thus creating a sharp transition between itself and the initial sound of the following word. 
Examples: ['abba saqal] 'about the work' ('aft lahqol); ['atta gabay] 'in the street' ('at lagabay); [manna 
bet] 'from the house' (man labet). 
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The /r/ phoneme has a free variant which has the relative length of articulation typical of a geminated 
consonant. It lacks, however, the tension which characterizes a geminated consonant in the release 
phase. This /r/ variant occurs in a way that could be interpreted as a voice-quality modulation. 
Examples: [Jadbarr] 'mountains' (/'adbar/); [rrabbi] 'God" (/rabbi/): [fagarrna] 'we went out' (/fagarna/). 

2.1.1.6. Semivowels: /w/, /y/ 

Semivowels may have a weak articulation. The weak variant of /w/ is distinctive as regards lip 
position, which is "spread" (denoted in the IPA alphabet by an upside down m), as in: [tamayau] 
'they spent the night' (/tamayaw/); [caud] 'threshing-floor' (/cawd/). The weak variant of /y/ has a 
lower, more lax position of the tongue, as in: [kara^i] 'band (of raiders)' (/karayi/);[qa>'ah] 'red' 
(/qayah/). In both cases the acoustic impression is that of a diphthong. In words of frequent 
occurrence the /y/ in intervocalic position is liable to disappear by assimilation, e.g., [he] 'however' 
(/haye/). The semivowels are subject to metathesis. Examples: [cawacit] or [cacawit] 'chicken'; 
[mawarri] or [marawi] 'sticks' (sing, mora); f'abyat] or [3aybat] 'houses' (sing, bet); [radyam] or 
[raydam] 'cruel (people)' (root rdy)? 

2.2. VOWELS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

There are six vowel phonemes in Tigre, as follows: 

/i/ high-front /u/ high-back 
/e/ mid-front /o/ mid-back 
/a/ low-front (to low-central) 
/a/ long low-front 

In addition to the above six phonemes the vowel a (mid-central) needs to be mentioned here. From a 
phonemic point of view, nothing is gained by including it in the inventory of the vowel phonemes: its 
role is in conserving the syllabic structure typical of Tigre, whereas its phonemic identity is open to 
question (cf. 2.2.5). From the articulatory point of view each vowel is distinctive in regard to 
tongue-height and tongue-advancement, excluding the a/a contrast which is in terms of vowel quantity. 
That such phonemic contrast exists is shown by the following sets of minimal pairs: 

/har/ 'afterwards, then' — /har/ 'the other, the last one' 
/gadam/ 'now then, so, thus' — /gadam/ 'plain, country' 
/hal/ 'maternal aunt' — /hal/ 'maternal uncle' 
/bacal/ 'master, owner' — /bacal/ 'a festal day, holiday' 
/man/ 'who?' - /man/ 'right (hand)' 
/hadi/ 'marriage' — /hadi/ 'bridegroom' 
/gahay/ 'sadness' — /gahay/ 'sad' 

Exceptional is the case of words with a final CV-type syllable, when V is a low-front vowel. In such 
a case no phonemic contrast of quality may occur and vowel duration is subject to stress and syllabic 
structure (cf. 2.2.4.4 (c)), e.g., [sabka] or [sabka] 'your people' (/sabka/); [sabka-tom] 'they are your 
people' (/sabka torn/); [balsa] 'he answered (/balsa/); [balsa-3attu] 'he answered him' (/balsa 3attu/); 
[h5sa] or [hosa] 'sand' (/hosa/). The above statement provides a basic description of cardinal values 
of Tigre vowels. A wide range of variation is encountered in some of these (cf. 2.2.4) when actualized 
in the chain of speech. 

See also 3.4.2, examples of participles with a final radical semivowel. 
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2.2.1. VOWEL QUANTITY AND THE SYLLABIC STRUCTURE 

Usually vowels may be long or short according to the incidence of stress and syllabic structure, though 
one typical variant of /a/ (namely [a], see 2.2.4.4) and also [a] are predominantly short. Thus vowel 
quantity is phonemically relevant only in the (above mentioned, 2.2) case of a/a. The typical Tigre 
sequence is composed of CV and CVC syllables, or any combination of these two syllables. Long 
vowels are likely to be found in syllables that carry prominent stress. There are, however, two further 
observations to be noted: 

(a) phonetically-long vowels are typical of CV syllables and are rare in unstressed CVC syllables, where 
phonetically-short vowels are frequent. 

(b) a CV-type syllable does not favor a short vowel in word-final position. 

Though the occurrence of /a/ is not subject to the implications of the incidence of stress and syllabic 
structure, [a] usually occurs in locations similar to those mentioned in (a) and (b). 

Observation (b) is of special importance in regard to /a/, as no contrast between /a/ and /a/ is likely 
to materialize in a CV-type syllable in word-final position (cf. 2.2 & 2.2.4.4 (c)). Examples: 

(1) in CV-type syllables with prominent stress: [cabe"] 'yes' (/cabe/); [sahl] 'tea' (/sahi/); pifalu] 'no' 
(/^ifalu/); [hosahl] 'its sand' (lit. 'her sand') (/hosaha/)'. 

(2) in CVC-type syllables with prominent stress: [b3b] 'door' (/bab/); [bit] 'house' (/bet/); [y6m] 
'day' (/yom/); [cartt] 'bed' (/carat/); [badob] 'desert' (/badob/); [dgrhs] 'chicken' (/derho/); 
[gadmottt] 'plains' (/gadmotat/). 

(3) in unstressed CVC-type syllable: [kadbSt] 'floor' (/kadbet/); [mask5t] 'window' (/maskot/); 
[barbarg] 'pepper' (/barbare/). 

(4) in a CV-type syllable in word-final position: [nabra] 'he lived' (/nabra/); [nabrl] 'meal' (/nabra/). 

2.2.2. THE ACCENTUAL SYSTEM: THE STRESS UNIT 

The accentual system of Tigre cannot be described in terms of word boundaries, as is the case in many 
languages. This is, firstly, because stress is non-distinctive and shifts easily from one syllable to the 
other. Secondly, a certain speech rhythm is maintained by means of which the number of prominent 
stresses in a given utterance determines the length of time it takes to produce the utterance. This 
means that the time elapsing between two primary stresses is roughly the same, regardless of the number 
of syllables in between. Such a phenomenon may have an overwhelming effect on all vowels. In order 
to represent the spoken chain, a basic unit of measurement will be established. This unit will be 
called a "stress unit." Its boundaries are two sharp transitions (non-phonemic) between which there 
occurs at least one prominent stress. Such an arbitrary unit "cuts" words and affixes in such a way 
that some bound morphemes fall on the "wrong" side of the juncture. In spite of this, the importance 
of recognizing such a unit is in the fact that vowel variation by assimilation occurs inside it. The 
analysis of the utterance into stress units is accomplished as in the following instance: the utterances 
['athayabayom] 'he caused (it) to be given to them' (/3athayabayom/) and [lagVlagba' ] 'whatever, 
something' (/laga^a tagba3/), each consist of a stress unit, with, in this instance, the same stress 
pattern. Other examples: the utterances cadad kaPe md'st wahdmsa 'a number of two hundred and 
fifty' and man sanat hh saman ma'dt wasaca 'since the year of 1890' are to be rendered as: [cadad 
kaPe-m^t^u hamsa}; [msn-sanat-sah samln-mJt wasaca]. A comparison of the last two examples 
reveals the stress timed rhythm as follows: 

Cf., Hudson, R. A„ Be/a, 2.4, in: Bender, M. L., (ed) The non-Semitic languages of Ethiopia. Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Michigan, 1976. Hudson's "accent-unit" is, however, defined as "a unit smaller than the 
word" (p. 102). 
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j man- sanat 

cadadl 

J L salil saman-m't 

kaPae-m'atH 'u| 1 hamsal 

L wasa ̂  

Notes: 1. The vertical long line marks each successive primary stress. 
2. The horizontal lines delimited by two vertical strokes mark the stress units. 
3. The hyphen stands for an open ("muddy") transition, while the empty 

spaces between the stress units mark close (sharp) transition. 

2.2.3. INTONATION AND PITCH 

Usually stress and pitch coalesce. In interrogative (or emphatic) utterances the tonal pattern can have 
its own distinctive contour. Examples: [-"alii betk5-tuf j 'Is this your house?'; pat 'asmara-tafnajbbarf] 
'Do you live in 'Asmara?'; [r»t-wadeka|] 'What did you do (having got up)?'; [mit-'awaddej] 'What 
shall I do? (exclamative)'. 

2.2.4. VOWEL VARIATION 

All vowels, except /a/ are liable to variation. 

2.2.4.1. HI 

(a) (1) Between two prominent stresses, and without being itself stressed, this vowel may have a 
centralized variant. Examples: ['abballi-sabab 3alli] 'because of this'; [sanni-labbas] 'beautiful clothes'. 
(2) Furthermore, a full centralization of /i/ can be occasionally detected. Examples: ['anta 
sanna-wadeka] 'you have done well'; [mandalla-hS] 'after that, however' (rrwndalli haye). (3) With the 
greatest degree of weakening, the acoustic impression is that of zero articulation, as in: [sanhalleko] 
'I am well' (sanni halleko). 

(b) In interrogative patterns, where the tonal contour prevails and stress and pitch do not coalesce 
(cf. 2.2.3), the centralized variant of /i/ may be stressed. Example: [mif-ga'aka] 'What happened to 
you?'; [ira-f-ta Jall3] 'What is this?'. Here, the particle mi, being at the center of intonation in the 
stress unit, takes a prominent stress. The primary stress, however, falls on the last syllable of the 
stress unit. 

2.2.4.2. lei 

The most frequent variant of /e/ is a low-front sound, which is closer to [a] than to [e]. It will be 
represented therefore, by the symbol [ae]. The sounds [e] and [ae] exist in a stressed-unstressed 
relationship to each other, analogous to that of [i] and [i]. Examples: [hattae-kabbayat nay-bdn] 
'a cup of coffee'; [wahathattae-'awan-he] 'and sometimes, however', cf. [hatte-tu] 'It is the same'; 
[galas-gar] 'something'; ['amerikl 'atkaPae-tatkaffal] 'America is divided into two (parts)'; [man 
^azae-'azae-faggar] 'Now, even now, he will come out', cf. [wa'asak ^azema] 'and even until now'. 
Occasionally one can hear a stressed [ae], which is a case of dilated regressive assimilation—in these 
examples owing to the influence of /a/: [la'azae-tnaddaqa 3offs] 'the office which is built now'; 
[hatu ^anzab-'ala] 'He was here'; [hatu gaega-thSga] 'He made a mistake (in speech)'. 

4 
In fact the vowel is not entirely eliminated, as the release phase of the geminated /n/ implies a vocalic timber during 
the shift of the organs of speech to /h/ position. 
Cf., 2.2.4.4 (b) and (c). Assimilation of [e] by consonants is infrequent but possible, e.g., [kaPae-sah] 'two thousand' 
(kaPe hh); cf. also 2.2.4.4 (e). 
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2.2.4.3. /u/ and /o/ 

These two high-back and mid-back vowels have unstressed variants which are more lax and centralized, 
and lower, than is the case with cardinal [u] and [o]. Stressed variants of /u/ may occur in the 
case of assimilation by laryngeals. Examples: /o/: [word 33nas] 'a (certain) man'; [ ̂ ando-hadagna] 
'we, leaving (having left)', /u/: [betkum] 'your (masc. pi.) house'; ['afsuh-^slye] 'Allow (masc. pi.) 
me'; [bszuh] 'much, many'; [sabuc] 'seven'; 

2.2.4.4. /a/ 

Allophones of this phoneme are actualized in the area (of the IPA trapezium) which extends between 
the points of actualization of [a] and [e]. In fact /a/ has a considerable number of variants whose 
gross acoustic features overlap the allophones of several phonemes. In terms of the spoken chain no 
allophone dominates. Two variants can, however, be chosen as a standard of measurement by 
reference to which other variants can be described and without which the process of variation would 
be incomprehensible. These allophones, [a] and [a], suggest only the acoustic range of the phoneme 
and do not refer to the characteristic distribution of its variants. Assimilation is the main factor 

Q 

which determines the quality of the allophone. The processes of assimilation by which the actualization 
of an /a/ allophone is determined are as follows: 

(a) WHEN FOLLOWED BY A FRONT VOWEL OTHER THAN /a/. When immediately followed by /i/ or /e/, /a/ is 
represented by a more advanced variant than otherwise. Such variants can be almost as advanced as 
[a]. Examples: [rats' gabbi3] 'It will be all right' (/ratac gabba3/); [g'abil] 'tribe, people' (/gabil/); 
[galehom] 'some of them' (/galehom/); [ra'asse] 'my head' (/ra'as/ .'head'); [>ana duluy halleko] 
T am ready' (/halleko/). 

(b) WHEN FOLLOWED BY /a/. When immediately followed by /a/, /a/ has the quality of [a]. Examples: 
[masanitu] 'his friends' (/masanit/); [Jamanu-tu] 'He is right' (/>amanu tu/). 

(c) WHEN FOLLOWED BY A LOW-FRONT VOWEL IN CV STRESS-UNIT FINAL POSITION. No Contrast between /a/ 
and /a/ is likely to materialize in" a CV-type syllable in stress-unit final position. In such a position 
/a/ may be represented by [a] or [a], and regressive assimilation occurs. This regressive assimilation 
is applied to all /a/ allophones which precede [a] or [a] within the stress unit, on condition that no 
other vowel-relevant to the process of assimilation- occurs in between. Examples: [>ab-tartarS] 
'sometimes, sporadically' (/tartara/); [qadamla zalam sahay-cala]9 'There was sun before the rain' 
(/qadam lazalam sahay cala/); [sabbara] '(He, it) was broken' (/sabbara/); [lasalsalatla brosT] 'the 
anchor's chain'. 

(d) WHEN FOLLOWED BY A BACK VOWEL. When followed by either of the two back vowels, retracted 
variants of /a/ are liable to occur. The variant with a following /o/ is more retracted than that with 
a following /u/. Examples: [membBro] '(way of) life'; [nreskot] 'window; [salsalatii] 'its chain'; 
[bannu] 'by himself. 

(e) INFLUENCE OF EJECTIVE AND PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS ON /a/. When immediately preceded by, or 
when followed anywhere within the stress unit by an ejective or a pharyngeal, /a/ is represented by [a]. 

The symbol [B] (an upside down a) stands for a central vowel which is lower than [a] (The principles of the IPA, 
University College, London, 1949, p. 7, §18). For typographical reasons [B] is denoted in this work by the symbol [a]. 
See previous footnote. 

o 

As well as in its narrow sense assimilation is taken here also in the broad meaning of a process by which a simplification 
of the articulatory motion brings about economy of movement. 
For the tendency of the particle la to be assimilated with the preceding sequence, cf. 2.1.1.5 and 3.8 (e). 
Providing that the vowel is not crushed by the stress rhythm, as for instance: [ t̂ta-may-lamhaz] 'in the water of the 
river' (/̂ af lamay lamahazj). 
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Ejectives: [gas] 'face', cf. [sar] 'half; [tarrmiz] 'bottle'; [salot] 'prayer"; [qalfl] 'light, easy*; [mandaq] 'wall'. 

Pharyngeals: [hamasganiy] 'dark-grey'; [wahar] 'and after'; [nabah] 'a bark': [sacat] 'hour, watch"; [casar] 
'ten'; [sacarsacar6] 'green'. 

(f) LARYNGEALS. /'/ and /h/ do not affect the quality of /a/ in the same way that the pharyngeals 
do. When immediately preceded or followed by / ' / or /h/, /a/ may have variants which are more 
advanced or more retracted than [a], owing to partial assimilation with other vowels and consonants, 
as described previously. In the absence of such an influence, there is a tendency, however 
inconsistent, to pronounce adjacent /a/ allophones slightly higher and/or more retracted than the [a] 
position. In a V.CV-, sequence where C rs laryngeal, V, tends to become similar to V?. Examples:-
[la^anas] 'the man' (/Ta'anas/); [bahalat] 'that is' (/hahalat/); [dahab] 'gold' (/dahab/); [bazuh gahau] 
'They were very sorry' (/gahaw/); [dahay] 'noise' (/dahay/); paf] 'mouth' (/Jaf/); [la^akat] 'she sent' 
(/la^akat/); [da^am] 'but' (/da'am/); [wa'at] 'cow' (/wa'at/); cf. parwe] 'snake' (/3arwe/). In one case 
the behavior of the laryngeals is similar to that of the pharyngeals. In a word, or a stress-unit final 
syllable, closed by either of these two categories of consonant, /a/ is represented by [a] or, when 
stressed, by [a], as in: [lag'a-lagbi5] 'something, anything' (/laga'a lagbaV); pagal 'inasma^] 'that 
we shall not be thirsty' (/Mnasma1/); [farrSh] 'fear' (/farrah/); cf. [labia'] 'that he will eat' (/labia'/), 
and [laftah] "that he will open' (/laftah/). 

(g) PROCESSES OTHER THAN ONE OF THOSE DESCRIBED IN (a)-(f). When an /a/ allophone appears 
in sequences whose phonetic contexts make the phoneme immune to the assimilation process-
namely processes other than one of those described in (a)-(f)—its actualization fluctuates between [a] 
and [a] and is usually closer to [a]. This is so since an utterance which includes the vowel /a/ and 
excludes the set of phonetic phenomena described in (a)-(f) can only consist of a CVC-type syllable 
(where V is /a/) or an utterance having a CVC-type syllable in final position. Such a CVC syllabic 
structure in final position is favorable to the actualization of phonetically-short vowels (cf. 2.2.1) and 
a phonetically-short /a/ allophone is here liable to become centralized. Thus, the word /faras/ 'horse', 
for example, can be rendered as [faras] or [faras] and the first form is favored. The utterance /saf/ 
'battle' can be rendered as [saf] or [saf] with a preference for [saf], etc. 

2.2.5. THE PHONEMIC IDENTITY OF a 

The examples below (2.2.5.1) show the range of variation in the occurrence of a sounds in Tigre and 
their characteristic distribution. The question arises as to whether these a sounds can be regarded as 
allophones of a phoneme /a/ in the phonological system of the language. To answer the question, 
sets of minimal pairs, like: 

[kam] 'like' (prep.) — [kam] 'how much' (adv.) 
[kan] 'bribe' — [ken] 'there' 
[darho] 'donation' (also: [drrho]) — [derho] 'chicken', etc., 

must be examined. Taking into account the syllabic role of [a] (2.2.5.2), the utterances [kam], [kan] 
and [darho] ([drrho]) can be described as /km/, /kn/ and /drho/ (cf. 2.1.1.5, last example) and thus 
do not constitute a series of minimal pairs with /kam/, /ken/ and /derho/. Analyzing the syllabic 
role of a in the examples above and in the following sections, one is tempted to see [a] as an 
"allophone of a zero phoneme." This special role of [a] as a "consonantal glue" is sometimes 
reflected in pronunciation, when it is almost impossible to be absolutely certain of the actualization 
of the sound, as with [har(a)s] 'agriculture', [kar(a)s] 'inside' (noun) and the like. In fact, many 
instances among the examples with non-medial clusters can be seen in this light. Finally, it should 
be pointed out that clusters of two stops in initial position are by no means uncommon, e.g., [ktabu 
habayu] 'He gave him his book'; [tkallasa] i t is finished'; [tkarre] 'Get down!' (imperative, masc. sing.) 

Duration is optional even when stressed. 
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2.2.5.1. a Variations 

By virtue of its articulatory status, which implies an economy of movement, this mid-central vowel 
is particularly exposed to the effects of assimilation. The positions and environments in which a 
variations occur are on a par with those of the other vowels, with special resemblance to those of 
/a/. However, two important observations may be made when the determining factors of /a/ 
variations are compared with those of a: (1) almost all variants of a are central, even when the 
influence is that of pharyngeals or ejectives; (2) the occurrence of a variants is frequent but 
inconsistent: Examples: [man-gabbi5] 'perhaps' (man gabba*); [wUltd] 'sons' (walad); [wUril3] 
'papers' (weraq); [qUrUb] 'relative' (qarub); [wUddly] 'a deed' (waddfiy); [qablat] 'north' (qablat), 
cf. [gsbiat] 'south' (gablat); [sSqal] 'work' (saqaf); [saq|lna] 'our work' (saqalna); [salmat] 'darkness' 
(salmat); parba'a] 'forty' (>arbaca); [hamsa] 'fifty' (hamsa). 

2.2.5.2. The Role of a in the Syllabic Structure 

The full treatment of a calls for a description of its role in the syllabic structure (cf. 2.2.1). In any 
sequence of common occurrence composed of CV and CVC syllables, only a cluster of two consonants 
is permissible, and this only in medial position. Thus, the word katab 'book', has a plural form 
'akatbat, where by means of the introduction of [a] the non-attested sequence CVC C CVC is avoided, 
and a "legitimate" CVC CV CVC sequence occurs. Similarly, in cases where a morphological C.C^C, 
is about to materialize in medial position, an [a] is inserted to avoid such a sequence. Examples: 
'agassat 'faces'; 'agadda 'but, especially'. Bearing in mind that the term "medial position" is not 
limited to the "word," a sequence like [habanni-laktab] 'give (masc. sing.) me the book' is no 
exception. A similar process governs the re-distribution of syllables in the following examples: 
[ a3ll4-kt3b 3alli] 'this book'; [hafun ma-bnid] 'hot or cold'; [ ̂ agalla-gzaz 3abmay maPaya] 'He filled 
the glass with water' ('agal lagazaz >ab may mal'aya). In initial and final position—though 
infrequently encountered—clusters are not impossible. The typical syllabic structure yields forms like: 

Initials: [zallm] 'rain'; [garrflm] 'beautiful' 

Finals: plnas] 'women'; [riyam] 'long'; [halam] 'dream'; [habal] 'rope'. 

Yet, owing to the stress-timed rhythm and to the articulatory nature of potentially-continuant 
consonants (i.e., consonants other than stops), it is possible to encounter a cluster of two consonants, 
and even more than two, in all positions, in many sequences that disallow them otherwise. Examples: 
[grnim-tu] 'it is beautiful'; [bzuh-tu] 'It is abundant, more than enough'; [kars] 'inside' (noun; the 
articulation of this [r] consists of one flap); [hars] 'ploughing, agriculture'; [ 3at-galab-Janabbrr] 'I live 
in Galab' (^anabbar). A cluster of three consonants is found in the following utterance: [cafsna-karena] 
'We put (past tense) down our luggage', cf. [lacaf3s] 'the luggage, the parcel'. An interesting example 
is the following, where /r/ functions as a syllabic: [kfn-hySet] 'a voice of an animal' (karan hayayat). 
Clusters of two stops in initial position are also possible. For examples see 2.2.5. 

Cf. 2.1.1.3. The change takes place in spite of the disappearance of the final consonant. 



3. THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE NOUN 

GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES. The Tigre noun occurs (a) belonging to the number category which 
comprises, as subcategories, the singular and plural and an intermediate category: the collective, and 
(b) having masculine or feminine gender. The intermediate position of the collective noun involves 
morphological and syntactic features of overlapping between itself and the other subcategories which 
are treated in the appropriate sections below. 

3.1. GENDER 

(a) The gender of the singular noun is statable lexically, the plural-form gender being subject to the 
state of animateness of the noun (3.1.1.1). 

Examples of nouns of masculine gender: 

katab 'book' ganday 'log of wood' 
hangal 'brain, skull' >af 'mouth 
faluy 'bull-calf takla 'wolf 
wad 'son' 

madosa 'hammer' 
qanfoz 'porcupine' 
'anas 'man' 

Examples of nouns of femine gender: 

wanca 'bracelet' 
caJ 'village, country' 
sokan 'gazelle' 
folit 'female-calf 

gabay 'road' 
71 a wan time' 
qorac 'frog' 
walat 'daughter' 

baqot 'accident' 
Angara '(loaf of) bread' 
'•ansay 'mouse' 
'assit 'woman' 

As may be seen from the above examples gender correlates with sex only in those nouns where sex is 
expressed semantically. Animateness itself, though necessary, is not sufficient in establishing such a 
correlation. 

(b) Inanimate nouns may sometimes occur having concord of either gender. In such a case (1) the 
noun may be described as having both genders, or (2) the gender of the noun may be stated in 
accordance with the gender of its diminutive form—when such a form exists—which is itself always 
that of the noun from which the diminutive is derived (3.3). The noun bet 'house', for example, was 
recorded having both masculine and feminine concord. Cf., 'alii bet 'alii wakamsalhu lahay 'this 
(masc. sing.) house and also that (masc. sing.) [one]', and lahan 'abyat lahan 'those (fern, pi.) houses'. 
The diminutive form of bet is betatit—e.g., a derivation with a suffix of feminine gender—and is thus 
definable morphologically as a feminine form. 

(c) An animate noun may have both masculine and feminine concord and also a diminutive form with 
alternate genders expressed morphologically. In such a case gender and sex usually correlate although 
masculine concord may also refer to species, e.g., habay '(male/female) monkey'. Diminutive: habbeyay 
(mas.), habbeyat (fern.). 

(d) The lexically statable gender of Tigre nouns is the key to the analysis of the suffixed derivatives: 
the gender of the diminutive form corresponds to that of the basic singular form, all other types of 
suffixed derivatives having a different gender (3.3). 

12 
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3.1.1. FEATURES OF CONCORD 

A statement regarding features of concord in the Tigre noun must account for (a) the state of 
animateness of the noun (3.1.1.1) and (b) the occurrence or non occurrence of numerals as its 
qualifiers (3.1.1.2). 

3.1.1.1. Animateness in Relation to Concord 

(a) One may generally observe a distinction between (1) animate nouns whose plural forms usually 
have plural concord and the same gender as the singular form, and (2) inanimate nouns whose 
plural forms usually have masculine singular concord. Examples: * 

lohan ''anas 'those (fem. pi.) women' ('assit 'woman', fern, sing.) 
'allan dawarrah 'allan gazayaf tan 'These (fem. pi.) chickens are fat' {derho 'chicken', masc./fem. sing.) 
'at galab ''aha catal 'abagac wa'agmul 'abbazhe latrakkabo 'There are (masc. pi.) in Galab cows, 

goats, sheep and camels in abundance' (wa'at 'cow', fem, sing.; talit 'she-goat', fem. sing.; bagguc 

'sheep', masc. sing.; gamal 'male camel', masc. sing.) 
takallit rayim 'afac bom 'Wolves have (masc. pi.) long (masc. sing.) mouths (i.e., 'jaws')' (takla 

'wolf, masc. sing.; 'af 'mouth', masc. sing.) 
'alii 'akatbat ''alii 'these (masc. sing.) books' (katdb 'book', masc. sing.) 
hata bazuh garrum wanaccit ba 'She has most beautiful (masc. sing.) bracelets' (wanca 'bracelet', 

fem. sing.) 

(b) Tliough the features of concord observed above in (a) are the most obvious to inscpection, other 
relations of concord between the noun and the form or choice of words which refer to it, are 
possible, as follows: (1) animate nouns may have singular concord in the plural, the concord feature 
retaining the gender of the noun; (2) the lexically statable gender of inanimate nouns may still be 
kept as a feature of concord. 

Examples of (1); 

'alia 'aha 'these (fem. sing.) cows' ( wa'at 'cow', fem. sing.) 
'alia 'ansa 'these (fem. sing.) she-camels' (na'at 'she-camel', fem. sing.) 

Examples of (2): 

lalatacaggab 'akanat 'fascinating (fem. sing.) places' ('akan 'place', fem. sing.) 
'allan 'agbuy 'these (fem. pi.) roads' (gabay 'road', fem. sing.) 

3.1.1.2. Nouns Qualified by Numerals 

(a) A noun qualified by a numeral occurs in the singular form, e.g., 

kale' wa'at 'two cows' (pi..'aha 'cows') 
solas hal 'three maternal uncles' (pi.: halotdt 'maternal uncles') 
kal'e lah rayul 'two thousand (Ethiopian) dollars' (pi.: 'ashat 'thousands'; 'aralyat 'Ethiopian' 

dollars') 

(b) The plural form may also, though infrequently, occur with numerals, as in: 

sabuc hematat 'seven first wives' (sing.; hema 'first wife') PL1, 102:20 
'asar 'acabac 'ten fingers' (sing, cab'it 'finger') 

With relevant features of concord inserted in brackets following the appropriate word in the English translation, and 
the lexically statable gender of the noun given at the end of the translation. 
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(c) The collective nouns never occur with numerals. The singular form which occurs regularly with 
numerals will be referred to in this work as the "countable noun" or the "countable singular," as 
distinct from both the uncountable collective noun and the plural form—the occurrence of the former 
with numerals being non existent, and that of the latter being atypical of Tigre syntax. 

3.2. NOUN FORMATION: THE BASIC FORMS 

The morphological analysis of the Tigre noun calls for a recognition of the basic forms which underlie 
the various types of formation. Such basic forms may be the collective nouns, or the countable 
singular nouns. The basic form is morphologically the unmarked member of a given form class. The 
countable singular nouns vary greatly in their phonological shape and may be identifiable morphologically 
only as verbal forms (3.4 et seq.) or where a collective form coexists (i.e., as singulative, cf. 3.2.2). 
The collective nouns pose an even greater problem of morphological classification owing to their 
special status in respect of syntactic features and meaning. A negative statement would be that the 
collective form does not have suffixes or the additional morphological elements typical of broken plural 
forms (3.2.2). 

3.2.1. THE COLLECTIVE NOUN 

The collective nouns never occur with numerals and are not subject to the semantic distinction 
"one/more than one." They refer to the grouping of individual objects or persons, species of animals, 
plants, material etc. 

(a) MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES. The presence of a collective noun does not imply the absence of 
either the countable singular or the plural: where a collective noun exists, a countable singular, for 
which a plural form is possible, is derived from the collective by means of a suffix (i.e., the 
singulative, cf. 3.2.2). A plural form may exist beside the collective form, and in the absence of a 
countable singular derived from the same root. Examples: 

Collective Countable Singular Plural 

gabil 'people, tribes, nation' gabilat '(one) tribe' gabayal 'tribes, people' 
qataf 'leaves' qatfat 'leaf yaqattaf 'leaves' 
hasin 'iron' hasinay 'a piece of iron' hasuyan 'pieces of iron, 

hasinat 'iron implement' iron implements' 
'adddm 'people, men' 'anas 'man' 'addamatat 'crowds' 

(b) SYNTACTIC FEATURES. The concord typical of the collective is masculin singular, with one 
exception: animate nouns may have either singular or plural concord (where concord, in the case of 
words referring to the noun, can be singular in one word and plural in another word of the same 
utterance). This plural concord is limited to nouns of masculine gender denoting human being. 
Examples: 

'at galab lanabro gabil 
in Galab who live (masc.) [the] people (coll.) 
'The people who live in Galab' 

'alii gabil 'alii bazuh 'akkuy "amal bom 
this (masc.) people, (coll.) this (masc.) much bad custom [they] have 
"These people have a very bad custom' 

rabbi 'agal 'adddm bellom 
God to the human race (coll.) said to them (m. pi.) 
'God said to the human race' 
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man la'adddm la'aze lahalla 
'from the human race (coll.) which exists (masc. sing.) now' 

>3lli garrum tofah 

'these (masc. sing.) beautiful (masc. sing.) apples/apple-trees' 

Pretty rare, though not impossible is feminine singular concord with nouns denoting human beings, e.g., 

dallalib taqubalatto 
'(A caravan of) merchants met him' PL1, 16:1 

3.2.2. THE SINGULATIVE 

The singulative form is derived on the basis of the collective noun to which either (1) the suffix -at, 
the gender of which is feminine, or less frequently, (2) the suffix -ay, the gender of which is masculine, 
is added. 

(a) THE SUFFIX -at. In deriving the singulative form from the collective form, the following 
constructional features may be noted: (1) The suffix -at is usually added to the collective form 
without causing any changes in its phonological shape, whereas in the case of a CVCVC syllabic 
structure of the collective a final V is not a or a (a final vowel a may also submit to change. See (3) 
below). Examples: 

rasas 'lead' — rasasat 'a bullet, piece of lead' 
som 'beads' — somat 'a string of beads, bead' 
bun 'coffee' — bunat 'a coffee bush/grain' 
lomin 'lemons' — lominat 'a lemon tree/fruit' 

cf. sabah 'fat' — sabhat 'a piece of fat' 
bdlaq 'rocks' — balqat 'a rock' 

(2) A juncture feature -t- is introduced, preceding the suffix -at, in the case of collectives ending in a 
vowel other than a; with collectives ending in a, the suffix -at replaces this a, e.g., 

wagre 'olive trees/fruits' — wagretat 'an olive tree, a piece of olive wood' 
cewa 'salt' — cewat 'a pinch of salt' 

(3) Vowel changes are effected in the case of singulative forms of which the corresponding collective 
form structure is CVCVC (the syllabic structure may also be CVCCVC, e.g., sakkar 'sugar' - hkkarat 
'a piece of sugar'), where either vowel of the collective is a, a or a. In such instances, the second 
vowel of the basic form is omitted in the derived form, e.g., 

qataf 'leaves' — qatfat 'a leaf 
galab 'boats' — galbat 'a boat' 
nada> 'sheaves' — nad'at 'a sheaf 

(4) In certain instances of the structure mentioned in (3) above a gemination of one of the consonants 
of the singulative form occurs, whereas the vowel change set out in (3) does not occur, e.g., 

cagar 'hair' — caggarat 'a hair' 
qamal 'lice' — qammalat 'a louse' 

(b) THE SUFFIX -ay. Some few singulative forms have the suffix -ay as the marker of the singulative, 
e.g., 

qadar 'gnats' — qadray 'a gnat' 
takan 'bugs' — takenay 'a bug' 

There are nouns denoting material, where the suffix -ay is a marker of the notion "a piece of." In 
such a case, both -at and -ay may occur with the same item of lexis in the expression of the notions 
"a whole" and "a piece of," respectively. Examples: 
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'aban 'stones' — 'abbanay 'a piece of stone' - 3abbawt 'a stone' 
'acay 'trees, wood (substance)' — cacyuy 'a piece of wood' — cacyat 'a tree' 

(c) THE SUFFIXES -ay (MASC.) AND -ayt (FEM.). There are certain collective nouns denoting human 
beings whose corresponding singulative forms are derived by means of the suffixes -ay and -ayt for 
persons of the male and female sexes respectively. Such nouns refer to the tribal and racial origin, or 
the social and occupational status of the persons concerned, e.g., 

kastan 'Christians' - kastenay 'a Christian' (masc.) - kastenayt 'a Christian' (fern.) 
mama' 'the Mansac tribe' — mansa'ay 'a member of the Mansac tribe' (masc.) — 

mansa'ayt 'a member of the Mansac tribe' (fern.) 

3.2.2.1. Overlapping in Form and Meaning of the Collective and the Plural 

A partial overlapping between these two subcategories of number exists, which, in many an instance, 
renders classification arbitrary. The features of form and meaning that need to be stressed in 
connection with this problem of overlapping are as follows: 

(a) MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES. Collective forms rarely have suffixes and neither have they the 
additional morphological elements which typify broken-plural forms, but such features are common 
with uncountable nouns of the syllabic structure CVCVC which, in many instances do not have any 
other uncountable form, e.g., 

'agar 'foot' — pi. 'agar 
kaymat 'tent' — pi. kdyam 

(b) SYNTACTIC FEATURES. Collective forms which denote human beings can have either singular or 
plural concord. The latter is similar to the concord of the plural forms of animate nouns. Such 
collective forms are: gabil 'people, tribes', 'addam 'people', kastan 'Christians', etc. Inanimate nouns, 
both collective and plurals, have, almost exclusively, masculine singular concord, e.g., 'alii °agarbat 
'these belongings' (pi.) (sing, garab 'thing'); garrum tamar 'beautiful dates' (pi.) (singulat. tamrat 'date', 
pi. >atmar). 

(c) SEMANTIC FEATURES. Many lexical entries in the Tigre dictionary contain both a collective and a 
plural form which can be interchangeable in a given utterance without, apparently, altering its 
meaning, e.g., 

darabus darbus te'alu rakba 'agal labde qanas cala 
Dervishes dervish people which it he found in order that will destroy rising was 
'The Dervishes—the Dervish people—rose in order to destroy everything they might find' 

PL1, 163:3 

In the above sentence the word for "Dervishes" occurs twice, first in the plural form, followed 
immediately by the collective form of the same noun, occurring between hyphens. 

Taking into account the import of formal and semantic features presented above, it happens that the 
classification of a given form as a collective or a plural is sometimes arbitrary, e.g., 

>3tmat 'spring' - pi. >atam 
karsat 'stomach' - pi. karas 

It would be equally justifiable to classify the forms of the structure CVCVC exemplified above as 
either collectives, or as plurals. They might be classified as collectives since (1) they have corresponding 
singulatives derived from them, (2) they do not have suffixes and neither have they the additional 
morphological features which are typical of broken plurals, and finally (3) their concord is that of the 
collective form (i.e., masc. sing.) and they are uncountable. They might be classified as plurals, since 
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(1) there is no other form for the expression of the notion of plurality for these particular nouns, (2) 
the meaning of the forms under discussion is that of plural, and finally (3) the concord of these forms 
is typical of the plural concord of inanimate nouns (i.e., masc. sing.) and they are uncountable. 

3.2.3. PLURAL FORMS 

Plural forms fall into two morphological classes: suffixed plurals and broken plurals, with the plural 
forms derived, in either case, from the basic forms described in 3.2 et seq. Plural forms serve in the 
expression of the notion "more than one." Syntactic features of both the suffixed and the broken 
plurals are those described in 3.1.1 et seq. 

3.2.3.1. Suffixed Plurals 

These are nouns whose plural is expressed by means of a suffix attached to the basic form (as defined 
in 3.2). Semantically, such a suffix has the sole meaning of plural. The formatives met with, suffixed 
to the singular form in the expression of the notion of plural, are the following: -at, -otat, -ot, -ac, -at, 
-am. 

THE SUFFIX -at. (a) This suffix is the commonest among the suffixed plurals. It is especially common 
with singular forms that consist of one syllable, GzC, or whose final syllable is CaC. Examples: 

dar 'house, property' - pi. darat 'akan 'place' - pi. ^akanat 

(b) The suffix -at is also common with singular forms ending in a vowel, a juncture feature -t-
occurring between the noun and the suffix in this case, e.g., 

masanqo '(Ethiopian) harp' — pi. masanqotat 
saHi 'picture, photograph' — S3>litat mantalle 'hare' — pi. mantalletat 
goyla 'dance' — pi. goylatat 

(c) Nouns having the syllabic structure CVCer or CVCot in the singular form have, in the plural, the 
structure CaCyat and CaCwat respectively. The treatment of such plural nouns as suffixed plurals is 
possible insofar as vowel alternation in the suffixed forms can be recognized as a morphophonemic 
change in relation to the singular form. This morphophonemic change may be summarized as follows: 
the vowels e or o of the second syllable of the singular form are represented in the plural by -y- in 
the case of the front vowel and by -w- in the case of the back vowel. Examples: 

rakot 'pot-ladle' - pi. rakwat sdtet 'rib, side' - pi. satyat 
bdsot 'forehead' — pi. baswat sawet 'corn' — pi. sawyat 

(d) In the case of certain nouns having the ending -at in the singular form, this ending is replaced in 
the plural by -at (the more common plural suffix with singular forms which have the ending -at is, 
however, -otat. See below). Examples: 

sam'at 'witness' — pi. samcat sakat 'water-pool' — pi. sakat 
nalat 'female-antlope' — pi. nalat 

THE SUFFIX -otat. (a) This suffix is common with nouns whose singular form has the ending -at. The 
The suffix -otat replaces the ending -at of the singular (see, however, (d) above), e.g., 

sadayat 'help' — pi. sadayotat camat 'year' — pi. 'amotat 

(b) The suffix -otat is also met with in the case of certain morphological structures of the noun of 
which the following are worth mentioning: (1) as the plural suffix of nouns of the syllabic structure 
CaC^C which is rendered in the plural as CaCCotat, e.g., 

'anaf 'nose' - pi. 'anfotat gadam 'plain' - pi. gadmotat 
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One particular instance of the above structure is the morphologically active participle of the pattern 
qatal whose plural may be qailotat, e.g., 

dafdr 'a man in his prime' — pi. dafrotat 
saydb 'white haired' (i.e., 'old') — pi. saybotat 

(2) as the plural suffix of some verbal nouns of the structure qatal whose plural form is qatloraf, e.g., 

saraq 'theft' - pi. sarqotat 

(3) as the plural suffix of certain biconsonantal nouns that are morphologically CVCC while being 
phonologically of the structure CVC, e.g., 

cad 'village, tribe' - pi. caddotat 

(4) as the plural suffix of certain nouns whose singular forms terminate with a vocalic exponent 
liable to metathesis (i.e., involving semivowels as juncture features, e.g. 

malase 'razor' - pi. malaysotat zamate 'robbing excursion' - pi. zamuytotat 

(5) as the plural suffix of certain nouns expressing kinship where phonological shapes are different in 
each case: 

hal 'maternal uncle' — pi. halotat hal maternal aunt' — pi. halotat 
nacal 'sister-in-law' - pi. na'altotat talakam 'brother-in-law' - pi. talakmotat 
^ab'-ab 'grandfather' — pi. 'ab'abotat 'ammat 'father's sister' — pi. cammotdt 

THE SUFFIX -ot. This plural suffix is attested for three nouns only, the ending -ay which is common 
to their singular form being replaced by -ot: 

harastdy 'peasant' (beside harsay 'plougher') 
watay 'singer' - pi. watot tastay 'young bull' - pi. tastot 

THE SUFFIX -ac. Nine nouns3 having this suffix in the plural form were recorded:4 

1. ham 'father in-law' — pi. hamac 6. karay 'hyaena' — pi. karac and 'akkanit 
2. 'ab 'father' - pi. 'abac and >abayt 7. fatay 'friend' - pi. fatac 
3. 'af 'mouth' - pi. 'afac and 'afayt 8. caqqaytdy 'soldier' - pi. "aqqac 
4. talay 'shepherd' - pi. talac and talayt 9. callaytay 'bondsman' - pi. callac. 
5. harmay 'robber' — pi. harmac and harammit 

Taking into account the additional variants of the plural form instances 2-45 and forms with 
pronominal suffixes such as 'abaytu 'his paternal uncles', caqqaytu 'his soldiers', fataytu 'his friends', 
etc., the c of the plural suffix may be interpreted morphologically as yt. 

THE SUFFIX -at. This suffix is regularly used in the expression of plural with the morphologically 
active participle of the mould qatlay, maqatlay, etc.-the pattern of the singular form being peculiar to 
the type of the verb and/or its prefixed derivative.6 Such verbal nouns, denoting the "agent," have 
distinctive forms for masculine and feminine but one form to express the plural, e.g., 

kadmay 'servant' (masc.) - kadmayt (fern.) - kadmat (pi.) 

As can be seen from the above example, the plural suffix is added to the stem. Other examples: 

The regular plural suffix of the active participle is -(y)ahi (masc), -(y)at (fem.). See 3.4.2, examples. See also 3.7.1 (b). 

One adjective form whose plural form is used also as a noun has this suffix: -cabi 'big', pi. -'•abayi and -cabac (as noun 
its plural meaning is 'elders'). 

4 
Cf. Palmer, F. R., 77ie morphology of the Tigre noun, p. 36. 

According to Leslau, W., Short grammar, p. 178-79, hamayt is also attested. 
6Cf., 3.4.2, 3.4.4, 3.4.5. 
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safyay 'weaver' — pi. safyat haylay 'singer' — pi. haylat 
walday 'father' — pi. waldat magSyray 'shoemaker' — pi. magayrat 

THE SUFFIX -urn. This suffix is used in the expression of masculine gender in participles and adjectives 
which are morphologically participles. Such forms are treated in 3.4.2, 3.4.4, 3.4.6 and in 3.7.1 (a)-(e) 
and 3.7.3. 

3.2.3.2. Broken Plurals 

Noun forms used in the expression of the notion of plurality (1) which share the same radicals as 
their singular form but not the same vowels (i.e., with at least one new vocalic element in the stem), 
(2) whose syllabic and vocalic patterns are different from those of the singular, and (3) which may 
have additional morphological elements of affixation, gemination or vowel duration, are referred to 
here as "broken plurals." 

THE MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SINGULAR AND BROKEN-PLURAL FORMS. The broken 
plurals and the countable singulars are not predictable from each other's forms, though certain 
singular patterns correspond more often than not to certain plural patterns, e.g., the singular form of 
the pattern CaCaC has, many times, the plural pattern °aCdCCat: 

kdtab 'book' — pi. "akatbat garab 'thing' — pi. "agarbat 
Sdgad 'neck' — pi. 'asagdat but: zalam 'rain' — pi. zalaydm 

ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE MAIN BROKEN-PLURAL TYPES. A classification of broken-
plural forms may be made by taking into account their syllabic structure, and by, in each case, 
considering one or more of the following three morphological conditions (the third being a negative 
one): (1) the presence of the prefix 3a- or its absence; (2) the gemination of the penultimate radical, 
or the lengthening of the vowel of the penultimate syllable—two features that may be in complementary 
distribution in patterns of certain types; (3) the non-occurrence of either feature mentioned in (1) and 
(2), under which heading patterns common to nouns expressing collectivity are included. 

The basic types of the broken plural forms are as follows: 

(a) 'flCaCpC (>aCaCCitl>aC3CdC) 
(b) QzGzCCaC/CaCaCVC 
(c) CaCaCCi(t)ICaCaCi(t), 'aCaCCit 
(d) 'aCCVC 
(e) >aCaCCat 
(f) CVCVC 

The overall number of broken plural forms, occurring in the main types (a)-(f), may be set out and 
exemplified as follows: 

(a) >aCaCCsCI^aCaCaC. Patterns of this type consist of forms with the prefix >a-, and with gemination 
of the penultimate radical or lengthening of the vowel of the penultimate syllable. Nouns of the 
pattern 'aCaCaC whose stem consists of three consonant radicals are rare. Examples: 

balasat 'fig' — pi. 'aballds (collective: balas) 
naggal 'kid' — pi. >anaggal 
sayaf 'sword' — pi. 'asayaf (y is not geminated) 
walat 'daughter' — pi. ''awuted 
bagguc 'sheep' — pi. >abagac 

The notation CC stands for a geminated consonant whereas CC signifies a culster of two-identical or different-consonants. 
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(b) CaCaCCaC/CaCaCVC, where V is a, i, or u. The stem of the singular form has the syllabic 
structure CVCVC (CVCCVC) or CVCCVC. In the case of singular nouns of stem structure CVCVC 
(CVCCVC) an additional consonant is provided in the plural forms by means of the repetition of the 
medial radical or the production of a semivowel, e.g., 

zanab 'tail' - pi. zannanab naggarat 'drum' - pi. nagagir 
qasir '(point of) lance' — pi. qasayar 

In the case of singular nouns of stem structure CVCCVC, certain limitations on the choice between the 
geminated and non-geminated plural patterns of type (b) (in respect of the phonological shape of the 
singular) may be noted as follows: (1) Verbal nouns having the prefix -ma/me* require the non-
geminated plural patterns, e.g., 

masqal 'instrument for suspending' - pi. masaqal 
mansaf 'cover, carpet' - pi. mari&saf 
mawaqqal 'high place' — pi. mawuqal. 

(2) Singular forms of the structure CVCCVC may, where the final vowel is a, a, or a, have either the 
geminated or the non-geminated type of plural, the non-geminated plural pattern being limited to 
CaCaCaC. Other vowels in the final syllable of the singular may produce the other patterns of the 
non-geminated plural, i.e., CaCSCiC and CaCaCttC. 

Examples: Plurals whose singular forms have a, a, or a in the final syllable the plurals being 
CaCaCCaCjCaCaCaC: 

karbag 'whip' - pi. karabbag kanfar 'lip' - pi. kanafar 
qalcam 'wrist' - pi. qalaccam dangal 'virgin' — pi. danagal 

Plurals, the stem of whose singular form has any vowel other than a, a, or a in its final syllable, the 
plural patterns being CaCaCCaC/CaCaCVC, where V is u or i: 

hngul 'adult' - pi. sanaggal 
ganbil 'basket (made of palm)' - pi. ganabil 
darbobat 'termites' mound' — pi. darabbab 
rrmskot 'window' - pi. mosOkut 
mastir 'secret, mystery' - pi. masattar 

(c) CaCaCCi(t)/CaCaCi(t), 'aCaCCit. Patterns of these types are associated with those described above 
in (b) and (a) respectively and are distinguished from them by having Ci(tj as the last syllable and not 
CVC (where V is a, i or u). The ending -i(t) of the plural is effected in those cases where the 
corresponding singular form terminates in a vowel, or in Vr, in the patterns described above in (b). 
Whether a final t is actualized in the plural form is a matter which belongs to the lexical domain. 
Examples: 

rora 'highlands' - pi. rawarri(t) safta 'rebel, bandit' - safattit 
galbat 'boat' - pi. galabbit (or galab) kadbet 'floor' - pi. kadabbi(t) 
manfat 'sieve' — pi. manafit masni 'friend' — pi. masanit 
'arwe 'snake' — pi. 'arawit gana 'child' — pi. "'agannit 

(d) ^aCCVC, where V is a, u or a. Examples: 

dabar 'mountain' - pi. 'adbar daqal 'mast' — pi. >adkul 
kalab 'dog' - pi. >aklab 

In the case of the pattern "aCCaC an optional form with the suffix -at is possible, though the suffixed 
form may be the only plural form for some of the nouns: 

8Cf., 3.4.8 (a) & (b). 

Also in the case of verbal nouns whose stem is quadriradical, the structure of the singular derivation being then CVCVCCVC, 
e.g., macandaq 'belt', pi. nw'anadaq. 
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madar land' - pi. 'amdar or 'amdarat 
dagam 'tale' — pi. 'adgam or >adgamat 

In the case of certain forms of the pattern ""aCCaC the occurrence of an additional suffix, such as the 
third person pronominal suffix, requires the juncture feature -f-, e.g., 

ma'as 'hide, skin' - pi. ^am'as — 'am'astu 'his hides' 
qabar 'tomb' — pi. 'aqbar(t) 
ba^as 'husband' - pi. 'ab'as(t) 

(e) 'aCaCCat. Forms of this type of broken plural have, mostly, the singular form CaCaC, e.g., 

karar 'curtain' — pi. "akarrat 
rayal 'Ethiopian dollar' — pi. 'aralyat/'araylat; cf. katam 'seal, stamp' — pi. 'akatmat 

(f) CVCVC. Uncountable nouns of this syllabic structure whose first vowel is a or a and whose second 
vowel is a or a are used in the expression of plurality or collectivity. The relationship between the 
plural in ge/ieral and the collective is described in 3.2.2.1. In the case of the following examples no 
other plural forms exist except the ones given—the morphological relationship between the members of 
each pair of forms being that of singulative to collective (3.2.2): 

karsat 'belly' - pi. karas hafrat 'hole, pit' - pi. hafar 
habbazat 'round bread' — pi. habaz qarbat 'skin (for holding liquid)' — pi. qarab 
gabbat 'jacket' — pi. gabab 

A certain number of names have CVCCVC as their syllabic structure and not CVCVC, as in: 

nagus 'king' - pi. naggas zabat 'officer' - pi. zabbat 

There are a few nouns in which the syllabic structure of both singular and plural forms is CVCVC 
the distinction being made between the two by means of vowel arrangements, e.g., 

""agui 'calf — pi. 'agal (also 'Sgal, see section below) 
>agar 'foot' - pl.^agar 

THE INFLUENCE OF LARYNGEALS ON BROKEN-PLURAL FORMATION. The presence of a laryngeal as 
one of the radicals in the stem may bring about changes in form, depending on the type of plural 
formation and the sequential position of the laryngeal in the syllabic structure. Phenomena 
involving laryngeals which are typical of Tigre morphology in general are met with here. These are 
the non gemination of laryngeals, the non-occurrence of the prefix 'a- preceding a laryngeal and the 
distribution of laryngeals in the syllabic structure. A phenomenon unique to the broken plural is the 
occurrence of the suffix -Vr following a laryngeal, for some of the patterns. The instances in which 
the presence of laryngeals brings about changes in broken-plural patterns are set out and exemplified 
below: 

(1) Plurals of the type âCCVC (see (d) above), the initial radical of whose stem is a laryngeal, occur with 
the syllabic structure^ CVCVC, the vowel of the first syllable being a usually but also a, e.g., 

hdlam 'dream' — pi. Mlam (*:'ahlam) calab 'number' - pi. cSlSb 
habay 'monkey' — pi. habuy/habuy >adag 'donkey' — pi. "adug 

(2) Plurals of the pattern >aCCaC which occur having the optional suffix -at- with a final radical 
laryngeal they (i) may submit to no changes when occurring with the suffix -at or (ii) provide the 
vocalic option a/a in place of the vowel a in the final syllable of the stem. Most instances recorded 
did not have the unsuffixed plural form, e.g., 

zuc 'utterance' — pi.>azwacat or 'azwa'at 
barac 'pen' — pi. >abracat or 'abra^at 
luh 'board' — pi. 'alwahat or 'alwahat (also ^alwan) 
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(3) Plurals of the pattern 0aCaCCaC (see (b)) whose final radical is a laryngeal occur having the suffix 
-at/-at, e.g., 

kabK 'clay pot' - pi. ^kalla'a; or >akalhcat 
zara* 'seed' - pi. 'azarra'at or 'azarra'at 
ramah 'point of spear' — pi. 'arammahat or >arammahat 

(4) Plurals of the type 'aCaCCat (see (e)) whose medial radical is a laryngeal occur having the syllabic 
structure >aCCaCat, the laryngeal and the vowel being transposed, e.g., 

ba'ray 'ox' - pi. 'ab'arat (^^aba'rat; cf. 'akatbat 'books') 
wahar 'bull' - pi. 'awharat 

THE ROLE OF SEMIVOWELS IN BROKEN-PLURAL FORMATION. Nouns with semivowels which occur in 
broken-plural forms but do not occur in the corresponding singular forms are numerous. In such 
instances the function of the semivowel is purely structural, i.e., it provides the "missing" consonant 
necessary to the formation of broken-plurals when the stem structure of the singular form is one 
consonant "short" (repetition of the medial radical of the singular is another means of providing an 
additional consonant for some types of broken-plurals; cf. 3.2.3.2 (b)). Front vowels in the last 
syllable of the singular stem are associated with y in the plural, and back vowels with w. This 
statement is true for only some of the broken-plural types; the only statement valid for all types 
involves the relationship between o—in any syllable of the singular stem—and w in the plural. The 
distribution of w/y in the various types of broken-plurals is set out and exemplified below: 

(1) Type 'aCCVC (see (d)). The occurrence of semivowels in this type of broken plural is limited to 
the pattern 3aCC5C whose singular form has the syllabic structure CVC, where i and e in the singular 
are associated with y in the plural and u and o with w. Examples: 

qor 'depth' - pi. 'aqwar kis 'bag' - pi. ^akyas 
bet 'house' — pi. 'abyat 

(2) Type CVCVC (see (f)). The occurrence of semivowels in this type of broken plural is limited to 
the pattern CaCaC whose singular stem has the syllabic structure CVC; the relationship between the 
semivowels in the plural form and the relevant vowels in the singular is similar to that mentioned in 
(1) above, e.g., 

Mat 'strength, power' — pi. hayal (verb: hela 'to be strong') 
kidat 'sole of shoe' — pi. kayad (verb: keda 'to tread') 
kukat 'viper' — pi. kawak (collective: kuk 'species of venomous snake') 

(3) Type CaCaCCaC/CaCaCVC (see (b)). None of the relationships between the singular and plural 
forms set out in (1) and (2) above may be induced here. There is, however, a limitation on the 
distribution of the patterns of this type: only forms of the patterns CaCaCCaC/CaCaCaC are attested, 
with semivowels. When the semivowel is y the pattern CaCSCaC prevails, CaCaCCaC being usually 
the pattern for forms which include w. Unlike the sequential position of y— which is that next to 
the last consonant of the plural form—w regularly assumes the antepenultimate position. Examples: 

hasur 'enclosure' — pi. hasayar kokab 'star' — pi. kawakab 
derho 'chicken' — pi. dawarrah qamis 'shirt' — pi. qamayas 
zalam 'rain' — pi. zalayam fanus 'lamp' — pi. fawannas 
gabilat 'tribe' — pi. gabayal 

(4) Type CaCaCCi(t)/CaCSCi(t) (see (c)). Only -w- is met with in patterns of this type, the syllabic 
structure of the singular being CVCV(t), e.g., 

hosa(t) 'sand' - pi. hawasi cala 'well' - pi. cawalli 
qiso(t) 'village' — pi. qawassi 
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A relation of "order inversion" of features described in (l)-(3) above may exist between the singular 
and plural forms, whereby y as the ultimate consonant of the singular form is associated with the 
vowel / of the plural ending -i(t), e.g., 

carqay 'bed' — pi. 'araqqit tdgray 'vassal' - pi. tagarri(t) 
harmay 'robber' — pi. harammit (also: harmac) 

3.3. SUFFIXED DERIVATIVES: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

In addition to the formation of suffixed nouns, dealt with hitherto, there are in Tigre other noun plus 
suffix formations which form semantic classes of their own, namely." diminutives (i.e., 'a small . . .'), 
pejoratives (i.e., 'a poor, bad . . .'), augmentatives (i.e., 'a big, large . . .'), paucatives (i.e., 'a few . . .') 
and paucative pejoratives (i.e., 'some poor . . .'). Noun forms belonging to any of these classes are 
referred to in this work as suffixed derivatives. As their semantic connotation—given in parentheses 
above—show, nouns of the first three classes occur in the singular and are countable whereas the 
other two classes consist of plural forms. The relations of such semantic classes to morphological 
criteria suggest that the countable singular forms dealt with in 3.2—either suffixed or unsuffixed—and 
the suffixed plural forms dealt with in 3.2.3.1 are the unmarked terms of both the form and meaning 
of suffixed derivatives. The classification which follows takes into account in the first place the 
lexical connotation of the semantic classes, the morphological features providing a formal dimension of 
classification only. Thus, 3.3.2 for example, is entitled "Paucatives" and not "Diminutive plurals." 

3.3.1. DIMINUTIVES 

The diminutive derivation is a productive one and can operate with almost any noun in Tigre. As a 
semantic class the diminutive denotes smallness and/or affection. Thus, hdsan 'boy' has the diminutive 
form hdsenay which means 'little boy', or 'nice little boy'. The diminutive derivation is also common 
with proper names. The gender of the diminutive corresponds to that of the countable singular. 

(a) THE SUFFIXES -ay, -at, -it. (1) Where the countable singular form has no suffix, the diminutive 
form has the vowel e replacing the vowel a, a or a in a final close syllable of the noun stem, together 
with the suffix -ay for masculine nouns or -at for feminine nouns. Monosyllabic nouns of the 
structure CVC where V is a or a are not covered by this statement (see section (b)(2) below). 
Examples: 

hayab 'gift' - hdyebay 'little present' 
bab 'gate, door' - bebay 'small door, wicket' 
>3gal 'calf (masc. & fem.) - 'sgeldy 'little calf (masc.) - 'agelat 'little calf (fern.) 
mambar 'chair'— mamberay 'little chair' 
g3nsdl 'fowling piece' — gonselay 'small fowling piece' 
mawrad 'ring' - mawredat 'little ring' 

Where the vowel of the last syllable of the noun stem is other than a, a, or a, the stem remains intact, 
as in: 

hasil 'jackal' - hasilay 'little jackal' maskot 'window' - maskotat 'little window' 
camur 'pail' — camurat 'little pail' 

(2) In the noun patterns CaCaC, CaCaC or CaCaC, where no laryngeals are involved, a gemination of 
the medial radical is likely to be effected to accompany the occurrence of the features described in (1): 

Cf., Palmer, F. R., The morphology of the Tigre noun, pp. 40-65. 

Morphological analysis of the diminutive forms of proper names is not necessary here since their formation is similar to 
that of the Tigre noun in general. For a list of such proper names see PL1, p. 138 et seq., and Littmann, E., "Die 
Diminutivbildung im Tigre, AIUO 2, 1943, pp. 89-103. 
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falaq 'forked branch' — falleqay 'little forked branch' 
zanab 'tail' — zannebay 'little tail' 
wakad 'time' — wakkedat 'short time' 

(3) Nouns ending in a vowel regularly have the juncture feature -t- between the noun stem and the 
suffix of the derivative. Examples of masculine nouns ending in a: 

magda 'bonfire' — magdetay 'little bonfire' 
qasah 'hut' — qasesetay 'little hut' 

Feminine nouns ending in a: 
cala 'well' - 'alatit 'little well' 
Angara '(piece of) bread' — 'angeratit 'little (piece of) bread' 

One can see from the examples above that in the case of masculine nouns ending in a, this a is 
replaced by e, the ending of the diminutive being -etay (e+t+ay), whereas feminine nouns retain this 
a and their suffix is, then, -it, the ending of the diminutive being -atit (a+t+it). In the case of nouns 
ending in vowels other than a the diminutive suffixes are -ay in the case of nouns of masculine gender 
and -at in the case of nouns of feminine gender, the noun stem usually remaining intact, e.g., 

dagge 'town' - daggetay 'small town' 
>anqoqho 'egg' — 'anqoqhotay 'little egg' 
dammit 'cat' — dammutay 'little cat, kitten' (masc.) — dammatit 'little cat, kitten' (fern.) 
lahe 'jaw' - hhetat 'little jaw' 
sa'ali 'picture, photograph' — sa^alitat 'little picture' 

(4) Countable nouns with the feminine suffix -at (or -(a)t) have an additional suffix -it in the formation 
of the diminutive. Examples: 

galbat ship' — galbatit 'little ship' 
'adgat 'she-donkey' {>adag 'donkey') - 'adgatit 'little she-donkey' 

(b) THE SUFFIXES -etay, -atit. (1) A few countable nouns whose ending is -ay have the diminutive 
suffix -etay attached to them, e.g., 

katkattay 'chicken' - katkatetay 'little chicken' 

In other instances the formation is the one described in (a)(1) above, e.g., 

talay 'shepherd' - taleyay 'little shepherd' 

(2) Countable nouns which are (i) morphologically CVCC but phonologically CVC where V is a or a, 
and (ii) feminine nouns of the structure CVC where V is any vov/el except a or a, have the diminutive 
suffix -etay in the case of nouns of masculine gender and -atit in the case of nouns of feminine gender. 
Examples of (i): 

das 'pot' — dassetay 'little pot' >am 'mother' — 'ammatit 'little mother' 

Examples of (ii): 

qal 'speech' — qalatit 'short speech' bet 'house' — betatit 'little house' 

(3) The pattern CaCaC of countable nouns produces diminutives with the suffixes -etay and -atit, the 
noun stem becoming C5CC, e.g., 

katam 'ring (of silver)' — katmatit 'little ring' 

(c) There are instances in which the formation of the diminutive deviates from the general observations 
set out above in sections (a) and (b), the following being a few examples: 
(1) When the diminutive exponent e is missing: 

sokan 'gazelle' — sokannat 'little gazelle' 
markab 'ship' — markabat 'little ship' 
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(2) A few instances were recorded in which the diminutive form was derived from the uncountable 
singular, e.g., 

'addam 'people, crowd' — 'addemay 'little man' 

3.3.2. PAUCATIVES 

The paucative derivation, which is a plural form, indicates smallness of quantity, e.g., 

wa'at 'cow' — wa'at 'a few cows' 
sab 'men, people' — sab'dtam 'some few people' 

The suffixes used in the formation of the paucative are the plural-type suffixes -am and -at, the former 
where the corresponding countable singular is of masculine gender, the latter where it is of feminine 
gender. The paucative form is derived from (a) the countable singular form, notably the diminutive, 
and (b) the broken-plural form. 

Syntactic Features: As plural type derivations the paucative forms which are animate nouns have 
plural concord and the same gender as the corresponding countable singular, whereas those forms which 
are inanimate have masculine singular concord. 

(a) THE COUNTABLE SINGULAR FORM AS A BASIS FOR DERIVATION OF THE PAUCATIVE. Where the 
paucative form is derived on the basis of the countable singular form, the morphological similarities 
between the two may, to a large extent, be interpreted in terms of singular-plural type relationships, e.g., 

countable singular: habay 'monkey' 
diminutive: habbeyay (masc), habbeyat (fern.) 
paucative: habbeyam (masc), habbeyat (fern.) 

(1) This type of formal correlation is pretty consistent between the paucative and diminutive forms 
with nouns of masculine gender, where the suffixes -am and -etam in the former type of semantic 
category replace the suffixes -ay and -etay, respectively, in the latter, e.g., 

countable singular: cdticay 'fly' sa/a3 'winnowing tray' dosa 'a sort of hut' 
diminutive: canceyay dosetay 
paucative: cdnceyam saf'etam dosetam 

(2) As regards nouns of feminine gender, two types prevail: one in which the singulative or diminutive 
suffix -at is replaced by -at and another where the diminutive ending -atit is replaced by -etat, e.g., 

singulative: qatfat "leaf 
diminutive: walatit 'little girl' 
paucative: qatfat 'a few leaves' waletat 'a few girls' 

(b) THE BROKEN-PLURAL FORM AS A BASIS FOR THE DERIVATION OF THE PAUCATIVE. The vowel a 
or a in the final syllable of the noun in the broken-plural form is replaced by e in the paucative form, 
broken-plural forms not having either one of these vowels remaining intact, e.g., 

singulative: mhas 'house' talit 'goat' karay 'hyena' 
plural: 'anhas catal ^akarrit 
paucative: ^anhesam catelat 'akarritam 

3.3.3. PEJORATIVES 

The pejorative derivation adds a dimension of disparagement to the lexical notion which underlies the 
noun, e.g., 

bet 'house' — betay 'ruined house, house in poor condition' 
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The pejorative is a singular-type derivation (cf., 3.3.4 for a plural-type derivation in which a pejorative 
aspect is included), whose formal relationship to the countable singular is similar to the relationship of 
the diminutive to the countable singular. There is, however, one morphological and syntactic feature 
which is exclusive to the pejorative: the latter has a gender different from that of the countable 
singular form (and, thus, different from the diminutive) expressed by a suffix additional to the form 
of the countable singular. Difference in gender is, for the most part, expressed in the pejorative by 
means of this additional suffix-the masculine suffix when the countable singular is of feminine gender, 
and—to a lesser extent—vice versa. Examples: 

garhat 'field' (fern.) - garhetay 'poor field' 
walat 'daughter, girl' (fern.) - waletay 'bad girl' 
'anas 'man' (masc.) — 'anesat 'worthless man' 

There are, however, instances in which the formation of the pejorative is similar to that of the 
diminutive, and the distinction in meaning in both cases is statable only in lexical terms, e.g., 

labbas 'dress' — labbesay '(nice) little dress, poor dress' (dimin./pejorat.) 

3.3.4. PAUCATIVE-PEJORATIVES 

Nouns belonging to this semantic class, which has a plural-type derivation, denote smallness in number. 
Such suffixed derivatives form the plural of the singular-type derivation dealt with in 3.3.3; hence the 
name "paucative-pejoratives." The derivation of the paucative pejorative form is effected on the basis 
of the paucative form (3.3.2) but with plural suffixes with different gender, i.e., -dm and -at where 
the paucative has -at and -am respectively. Examples: 

collective: sab 'men, people' >assit 'woman' 
paucative: sab'etam 'a few people' 'ansetat 'a few women' 
paucative-pejorative: sab'etat 'some poor people' 'ansetam 'some poor women' 

3.3.5. AUGMENTATIVES 

Suffixed derivatives belonging to this semantic class, denote increased size or intensity. The * 
augmentative, which has a singular-type derivation, can only be derived from the countable singular 
whose ending is -at (be it the ending of the stem or the suffix -at of the feminine singulative). This 
-at becomes -ay in the augmentative, other features of the countable singular being retained, e.g., 

bacat 'cave' — ba'ay 'large cave' 
garhat 'field' - garhay 'large field' 
'abbanat 'stone' — 'abbanay 'big stone/rock' 

3.4. VERBAL FORMATIONS 

This section deals with noun forms which are morphologically verbal formations. 

3.4.1. PARTICIPLES 

The participle form may be produced from any verb type and derivative. In its active form the 
participle is regularly met with in the expression of the "actor;" mostly in its passive form the participle 
is encountered as one of the derivations used to produce the Tigre adjective (3.7.1 (a)-(c)). The 
participle form participates in the formation of compound tenses (6.3.1.9). Type A verbs make use 
of both active and passive participles in the construction of tense compounds, other types and 
derivatives occurring in such compounds only in the passive form (even when meaning is not passive, 
cf. ibid.). 
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MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES: (1) The distinction of gender and number by means of suffixes for all 
types and derivatives; (2) the presence of both the prefix ma- and the suffix -ay for all active 
participles excluding triradicals of type A; (3) the presence of the ultimate vowel -u- (masc. sing, 
form.) and -a- (fem. sing, form.) for all passive participles; (4) stem structure which is peculiar to 
each type and derivative, excluding similarities of stem in the following cases: in the case of B and 
>a-B, C and >a-C, t-C and 'at-C of the triradicals and A and >a-A in the case of stems of more than 
three radicals. 

3.4.2. ACTIVE PARTICIPLES OF THE TRIRADICAL VERB 

The main derivations are set out and exemplified as follows: 

TYPES AND 

DERIVATIVES 

A 

TYPES AND 

DERIVATIVES 

B 
C 
f-A/B 
t-C 
>a-A 
>a-B 
>a-C 
>at-C 
>at-D 

SINGULAR 

MASCULINE 

qatal 

FEMININE 

qatlat 

SINGULAR 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

maqatlay 
maqatlay 
matqattDlay 
matqatlay 
maqtdlay 

maqatlayt 
maqatlayt 
matqattdlayt 
matqatlayt 
maqtdlayt 

similar 

PLURAL 

MASCULINE 

qatlam 

FEMININE 

qatlat 

PLURAL 

MASCULINE & FEMININE 

maqatlat 
maqatlat 
matqattdlat 
matqatlat 
maqtalat 

to B 

similar to C 
similar to t-C 

matqatatlay i matqatatlayt i matqatatlat 

Examples: 

TYPE Ai qabdl 'former' - qablat (fem.) - qablam (masc. pi.) - qablat (fem. pi.) 
Where the medial radical is a laryngeal the structure of the stem is CaCaC for the masculine singular 
form and CaC(a)C for the feminine singular and plural forms, e.g., sa^an 'tired' — sd^ajnat (fem.). 
A final radical semivowel is represented in the masculine singular form by i and in the feminine and 
plural forms by y, e.g., waqi 'useful' — waqyat (fem.). Where a final semivowel is represented by y 
a transposition of the second and third radicals may occur, e.g., qali 'proud' — qalyat (fem.), 
qaylam (masc. pi.) — qaylat (fem. pi.). In roots of which the second radical is a laryngeal and the 
third radical is a semivowel the stem structure is CaCz for the masculine singular form and CaC(a)>> 
for the feminine singular and plural forms, e.g., gdhi 'sad' — gdh(3Jyat (fem.). 

TYPE B: ma'amray 'scientist' - ma^amrayt (fem.) - ma'amrat (pi.) 

TYPE C: malasyay 'barber' (root: Isy) 

t-A/B: matkabbatay 'host' 

t-C: matgamray 'clever, crafty' 
3a-A: mawlodayt 'midwife' 

Another form, maqatlay, was attested for some verbs, e.g., masafray 'money-changer'; macabyay 
'educator'. This form is similar to B (cf. above) and >a-B (cf. below) formations. 

' a " B : similar to B, e.g., masalfay 'creditor' 

*a~C: similar to C, e.g., mazabyay 'seller' (root: zby) 
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>at-B: massa'alay 'messenger' (root: sH) 

'at-C: similar to t-C, e.g., matnaqbay 'spy' 

'at-D: maddafaf'ay 'comforter (The Holy Spirit) 

The masculine singular form—type A forms excluded—may occur without the suffix -ay, the feminine 
and plural forms being as above. Type B forms have, then, the medial radical geminated and the 
vowel 3 occurs in the ultimate position according to syllabic structure. For some verbs this active 
participle form is the only existing one, for other verbs it is an alternative to the suffixed form, e.g., 

TYPE B: macaggab/macagbay 'one who does wrong' - macagbayt (fem.) - ma'-agbat (pi.) 

TYPE C: mazabat 'fighter' 

'a-A: matmaq 'baptizer' 

>a-B: mafarrah 'gladdening' 

t-A/B: massallaf (*matsallaf) 'debter' 

3.4.3. PASSIVE PARTICIPLES OF THE TRIRADICAL VERB 

Passive participle forms of all verb types and derivatives regularly have the suffixes -dt (fem. sing.), -am 
(masc. pi.) and -at (fem. pi.) (some broken plurals may exist as alternative forms). The feminine 
singular passive participle has an alternative form without the suffix -at, where an ultimate vowel, 3, 
occurs between the second and third radicals. Such alternatives do not include type C forms. The 
three main types are set out in a scheme and exemplified as follows: 

TYPES 

A 
B 
C 

SINGULAR 

MASCULINE 

qdtul 
qsttul 
quttul 

FEMININE 

qatal/qatlat 
qattaljqattdlat 
qutht 

PLURAL 

MASCULINE 

qdtulam 
qattulam 
qutulam 

FEMININE 

qatulat 
qattulat » 
qutulat 

Examples: 

TYPE A: qdrub 'near, relative' - qarbat/qarab (fem.) - qarubam (masc. pi.) - qarubat (fem. pi.). Where the 
final radical is a laryngeal the vowel u is omitted in the feminine and plural forms, e.g. bazuh 'many' — bazhat 
(fem.) — bazham (masc. pi.) — bazhat (fem. pi.). A final semivowel is represented by y, except the feminine 
singular form where it is represented by i, e.g. haruy 'chosen' - harit (fem.) - haruyam (masc. pL). Some forms 
with the alternative broken plurals are: gamus 'poor' — gamayas (pi); sabut 'caught' - sabayat (pi.). 

TYPE B: garrum 'beautiful' — garramjgarramat (fem.) — garrumam (masc. pi.) (also: gararram) — 
garrumat (fem. pi.) 

TYPE C: lubus 'dressed' - lubsat (fem.) - lubusam (masc. pi.) - lubusat (fem. pi.) 

Derivatives of the various verb types show no irregular morphological features. In theory, each 
derivative may have a participle form as follows: 

f-A/B/C: similar to A, B, C 

>a-A: "aqtul, 'aqtal/'aqtalat (fem.) 

'at-A: 'atqatul, >atqatal/yatqatalat (fem.) 

'atta-A: 'attaqtul, >attaqta!/>attaqtalat (fem.) 

>at-C: 'atqutul, 'atqutlat (fem.) 

Examples: 3a-A: >agruf 'beaten in pieces' — >agraf/'agrafat (fem.) 'at-A: 'at'amur 'announced' 
'atta-A: 'attadluy 'being certain' — 'attadlit (fem.) (root: dly) >at-C: 'athuzun 'distressful' 
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3.4.4. PARTICIPLES OF VERBS OF MORE THAN THREE RADICALS 

Taking into account the distribution of verb types and derivatives of more than three radicals and the 
syllabic structure of participles derived from such verbs, the phenomena described in the case of 
participles of three radicals are also to be noted here. There is, however, one morphological 
distinction which is peculiar to verbs of more than three radicals: type A verbs produce active 
participle forms with the prefix ma- and with one plural suffix, -at (masc. and fern.). 

Some examples of active participles: 

TYPE A: masankdlay 'honeygatherer' — masankalayt (fern.) — masankdlat (masc. & fern, pi.) 

TYPE C: manqasaqds 'one who stirs' 

t-A: matqalpn 'changing one's colors' (PL2, 169, No. 391) 

>a-A: madangds 'frightening' 

Some examples of passive participles: 

TYPE A: kalkul 'encircling' — kdlkdljkdlkaht (fern.) — kalkulam (masc. pi.) — kdlkulat (fern, pi.) 

TYPE C: hmugug 'ornamented (sword)' — hdnuggdt (fem.) 

'a-A: 'awdlwul 'airy' 

'a«-A: ^dngdrgur 'wallowed' 

Active participle forms derived from verbs of which one of the radicals is represented by o or e (o 
represents w and e represents y), retain these o or e in the active participle form, e.g., 

TYPE A: malelay 'destroyer' (verb: sesa 'to destroy', root: sysy) 
5a«-A: mankolel 'fugitive' (verb: 'ankolala, root: kwll) 

In the passive participle, o is rendered by u and e by i, e.g., 
TYPE A: 'ufuy 'hungry' — >w/zr (fem.) (verb: ta'ofa, root: >wfy) 

'an-A: ^dnqutur 'looking downward' (verb: >anqotara, root: qwtr). 

Examples of quinqueradicals, active forms: 
TYPE A: mahasaksakay 'slanderer' 

TYPE C: magramarmay 'one who grumbles' 

3.4.5. THE FORM cflWay 

Along with the active participle form aflt?\ (cf. 3.4.2, Type A) the pattern qatlay may be met with in 
the expression of the "agent." The form qatlay is frequently met with in the expression of a 
profession, or that occupation in which one is engaged. Examples: 

kadmay 'worker' — kadmayt (fem.) — kadmat (masc. & fem. pi.) 

Where the medial radical is a laryngeal: sahdtay 'violent'. 
Where the final radical is semivowel: wftyday 'doer' — waydat (pi.) (root: wdy). 
Where the medial radical is a laryngeal and the final radical a semivowel: r'-D^dyay 'shepherd' 

In some instances the alternative qatlayjqetlay were noted, 

zamtay/zemtay 'robber' - zamtatjzemtat (pi.) 

12 
The contextual sense of some such instances suggests a shade of disparagement as regards meaning of the e alternatives. 
The vowel e is a distinctive feature in the formation of the diminutive and pejorative. However, an additional suffix is 
required in the case of the diminutive (cf., 3.3.1), and in the case of the pejorative a gender different from that of the 
countable singular (cf., 3.3.3). 
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3.4.6. THE FORMS qatal AND qatali 

These forms may occur with a meaning similar to that of qatlay. A distinctive morphological feature 
which is common to both qatal and qatal/ is the use of the suffixes -it (fern, sing.), -yam (mas. pi.) 
and -yat (fern. pi.), qatal is also one of the patterns used in the expression of the Tigre adjective 
(see 3.7.1 (c)). As is the case with other patterns of the participle derivation, broken-plural forms 
also occur in this case. Examples: 

sahat 'sinner' - sahatit (fern.) - sahatyam (masc. pi.) - sahatyat (fem. pi.) 
waladi 'begetter' - waladit (fem.) 
qatlay I qatali/qatal 'killer, murderer' 

3.4.7. INFINITIVES 

The infinitive derivation has a wide range of phonological shapes, the main patterns of which are 
described in the sections below. 

(a) INFINITIVE FORMS OF TYPE A VERBS. These are mainly: qatil, qatlat, q^tlo, maqtal,13 qatle, qatal. 
Examples: 

balis 'answer' (balsa 'to answer') 
fatrat 'creation' (fatra 'to create') 
hadgo 'divorce' (hadga 'to leave, to divorce') 
mafgar 'going out' (when name of a place the meaning is: place of exit, exit', see fn. 13) 

(fagra 'to go out') 
qarbe 'being near' (qarba 'to be near') 
haras 'ploughing' (harsa 'to plough') 

Where the final radical is semivowel: 
tali 'going after' (tala 'to follow') 

Where the medial radical is a laryngeal: 
pcin 'loading' (sa'ana 'to load') 

Where the medial radical is a laryngeal and the final radical a semivowel: 
raH seeing' (ra'a 'to see') 

A given verb may have more than one infinitive form, e.g., 
nadiq, nadqat, nadqo, mandaq 'building' {nadqa 'to build') 

Certain verbs produce the infinitive form q<?tlan, e.g., 
qar^an 'reading' (qar'a 'to read') 
Mian 'strength' (hela 'to be strong', root: hyl) 
Man 'singing' (hala 'to sing', root: My) 

(b) INFINITIVE FORMS OF TYPES AND DERIVATIVES OF THE VERB EXCLUDING TYPE A, AND OF 
VERBS WITH MORE THAN THREE RADICALS. (1) The most common pattern of the'infinitive forms 
under discussion is constructed from the stem of the verb form in the perfect plus the suffix -ot. 
This pattern is not used with verb derivatives which have the prefix f-. Examples: 

TYPE B: 'allabot 'counting, computing' (callaba 'to count') 

TYPE C: habarot 'joining, putting together' (habara 'to join, put together') 

TYPE D: balalasot 'answering repeatedly' (balalasa 'to answer repeatedly') 

This pattern is equally used in the expression of a name of a place. Cf., 3.4.8 (b). 
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>a-A: ^albasot 'dressing' ('albasa 'to dress' (v. t.)) 
3a-B: 'abassarot 'good news' ('abassara 'to announce good news') 

'at-A: 'assa'alot 'telling, announcing' ('assa'ala 'to tell, to announce') 

Examples of quadriradicals: 

TYPE A: sangalot 'maturity' (sangala 'to become of age') 

TYPE C: tamatamot 'making touch' (tamatama 'to make touch') 

'a-A: 'amaslamot 'becoming a Muslim' ('amaslama 'to become a Muslim') 

(2) The infinitive pattern for verbs derived with the prefix t- is constructed from the stem of the 
verb in the perfect with (i) an additional a in the ultimate syllable of the stem and (ii) the prefix 
ma-, e.g., 

r-A/B: matqallac 'appearing' (taqalfoca 'to appear') 

Quadriradicals: 

t-A: matfarcay 'uttering a war-cry' (tafarca 'to utter a war-cry') 

An infinitive pattern frequent with the quadriradicals of type A is CaCCaCe, e.g., 

hanqaqe 'luxury' (hanqaqa 'to live well') 

3.4.8. NOUNS DENOTING THE INSTRUMENT, PLACE OR PRODUCT 

(a) NAME OF THE INSTRUMENT. Such a form is morphologically distinctive by means of the prefix 
ma- and the suffix -i attached to the stem, the pattern being rrvzqtah', e.g., 

maktabi 'writing implement' (katba 'to write', Type A) 

The pattern of nouns derived from verbs of more than three radicals, is similar in principle to the 
above, e.g., 

maqasqasi 'fire-hook' (root: qsqs) 

Morphologically maqtalf is a derivation of type A verbs. Semantically it is the marker of the name of 
the instrument for any given verb which contains type A forms. Where the "head" of the lexical 
entry of a verb in the dictionary is a verb type other than A, the stem of the the noun under 
discussion derived from it retains the distinctive morphological feature of that type, e.g., 

masaddaqi 'altar' (saddaqa 'to sacrifice', type B) 
malase 'razor' (lasa 'to shave', type C, root: Isy) 
masaggaH 'support' (tasaggaca 'to lean upon', t-A/B) 

Where the initial radical of the stem is a laryngeal its structure is maqatali, e.g., 
mahasabi 'washing implement' (bet mahasabi 'bathroom') 

Where the final radical is a laryngeal: 
mabrahi 'lighting utensil' 

Medial semivowels: 
makyadi 'threshing floor' (keda 'to tread') 
masawari 'brush' (sawara 'to paint', type B, semivowels are not geminated) 

Final semivowels: 
magassayi 'a piece of furniture to sit on' (tagassa 'to sit down', t-A/B) 

(b) NAME OF THE PLACE. The pattern maqtal is used in the expression of the name of the place for 
nouns derived from triradical verbs, e.g., 

mazfUn 'dancing-ground' mabyat 'dwelling place' (root: byi) 
makwal 'hiding place' (root: kwt) matkay 'fireplace' (root: tky) 
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Quadriradicals: 
mangargar 'wallowing place' {'angargara 'to wallow') 

(c) NAME OF PRODUCT. The name of product or the result of the action or state denoted by the verb 
is expressed by means of the pattern q^ttSl, e.g., 

harrad 'that which is slaughtered' 
haddag 'that which is left' 
sattar 'a piece split off, a splinter' 

3.5. THE SUFFIXES -nna AND -nnat IN THE EXPRESSION OF ABSTRACT NOUNS 

Nouns having one of these suffixes are constructed from the stem CaCaC (triradicals) or OCC^C 
(quadriradicals), to which the suffix is added by means of the juncture feature a. Nouns derived from 
type B verbs usually retain the medial radical geminated. As regards meaning, the two suffixes are 
interchangeable, e.g., 

basahanna/basahannat 'maturity' maslamanna/maslamannat 'Islam' 

Other examples: 
qadasanna 'sanctity' (type B) gabarannat 'slavery' 
waladannat 'parentage' yatamanna 'orphanhood' (type B) 

3.6. COMPOUND NOUNS 

A distinction can be made on syntactic grounds between (a) compounds whose qualified element is a 
noun while the qualifier is an adjective and (b) compounds both of whose elements are nouns. In the 
case of (a) the noun and adjective agree in number and gender, e.g., 

kokab dawaray 'planet' (masc.) — kawakab dawrat (pi.) 
rayam 'ammanat 'obelisk' (fern.) — rarayam >aman (pi.) 

In the case of (b) the plural is regularly formed by putting the qualified noun in the plural, e.g., 

wad hal 'cousin' (son of the mother's sister) — walad hal (pi.) 
bet mahro 'school' - 'abydt mahro (pi.) 
sabtay casa 'fisherman' - sabtat <asa (pi.) 

In the case of certain compounds consisting of two nouns, either one of the nouns can be put in the 
plural, e.g., 

c9\vura Mi 'bat' - cawura lalitat/cawayar Mi (pi.) 

Where the singular form of two nouns of a compound submit to the process of contamination 
resulting from phonetic conditions, the plural form is derived from the morphologically one-unit 
singular, e.g., 

kadbet (also kabad bet) 'floor' - kadabbi (pi.) 
qambet 'backyard' (from: qan 'lower part' and bet 'house') — qandbbi (pi.) 
'affet 'entrance' (from: >af 'mouth' and bet) - 'afyat (pi.) 

Here contamination occurs by means of assimilation of labials and dentals. 

3.7. THE ADJECTIVE 

An adjective form may precede or follow the qualified noun. For the most part the adjective precedes 
the noun which it qualifies, e.g., 

labab cabi 'the big gate' lasagub 'anas 'the rich man' 

According to Palmer, F. R., The morphology of the Tigre noun, p. 92 b, this expression is to be taken as one word: 
curalali, pi. curalitat. 
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3.7.1. ADJECTIVES WITH SUFFIXED PLURALS 

The type of suffixed plurals regularly met with is -(y)am (masc.) and -(y)at (fern.). 

(a) OCuC. This is the passive participle form (3.4.3), e.g., 

sabur 'broken' - ssbar/sabrat (fern, sing.) - saburdm (masc. pi.) - sdburat (fern, pi.) 

The stem structure of the adjective may therefore be OQ/C (triradical, type A), OCCwC 
(triradical, type B), OCCuC (quadriradical, type A), JaCC«C (triradical, 'fl-A), etc. For examples see 
3.4.3. 

(b) CaOC. With this type of adjectives plural suffixes are -am (masc.) and -at (fern.) as above but 
feminine singular forms have the suffix -at, e.g., 

nafjc 'useful' - naf'at (fern, sing.) - naf'am (masc. pi.) - nafcat (fern, pi.) 

This is the pattern of the active participle form, type A. 

(c) CaCaC, CaCCaC. Adjective with a masculine singular form of this structure may have suffixed 
plurals or broken plurals. The feminine singular form takes always the suffix -it, the plural suffixes 
being -yam (masc.) and -yat (fern.) e.g., 

qadam 'former' - qadamit (fern, sing.) — qadamyam (masc. pi.) - qadamyat (fern, pi.) 
karras 'fat' 

(d) GzCaC. A few examples of this pattern are noted, e.g., 

hamaq 'weak' - hamqat (fern.) — hamqam (masc. pi.) - hamqat (fern, pi.) 
qaydh 'red' - qayah (fern.) - qayham (masc. & fern, pi., also: qayhit) 

As can be seen from the examples above, their feminine singular form is not subject to a definite 
pattern. 

(e) CVC. Where V is u the suffixes are similar to those treated in 3.7.1 (a) above, e.g., 

hud 'little' - hddst (fern.) - hudam (masc. pi.) - hudat (fern, pi.) 

Where V is a the suffixes are similar to those in (c) above, e.g., 

har 'last' - harit (fern.) - haryam (masc. pi.) - harySt (fern, pi.) 

(f) One adjective of frequent occurrence whose pattern is idiosyncratic is: 

sanni 'good' — sannet (fern.) — sanyam (masc. pi.) — sanyat (fern, pi.) 

(g) Some adjectives whose patterns differ from those treated in (a)-(f) above are noted. Many of 
them express hues of colors, e.g., 

hambalay 'grey' - hambalayt (fern.) - hambalitat (masc. & fern, pi.) 

3.7.2. ADJECTIVES WITH BROKEN PLURALS 

The type of broken plural regularly met with here is CaCaCCaC/CaCaCVC (3.2.3.2 (b)). A broken-
plural form makes no distinction of gender. 

(a) QaCiC, GzCG'C. The most common type of adjective with a broken-plural formation has a 
masculine singular form of the structure CaC/C, or CaCCiC in the case of type B derivations. The 
feminine singular form is CaCCaC for both CaCiC and CaCCiC and the plural form is CaCayaC, or 
CaCCSyaC in the case of the singular CaCCf'C. Examples: 

hacir 'short' —haccar (fern.) - hacayar (pi.) 
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haddis 'new' - haddas (fern.) - haddayas (pi.) 
cabi 'big' - cabbay (fern.) - cabayi (pi. for *cabayjy, also 'abbac) 

(b) CaCCiC AND CaCCuC, e.g., 

tnaskin 'poor, miserable' - maskinat (fern.) - masakin (pi.) 
makruh 'miserable' - makmhat (fern.) - makardh (pi.) 

(c) CaCCaC. The data collected give reason to believe that there is no distinction of gender in the 
singular form, e.g., 

sangab 'left' (sing.) - sanaggab (pi.) 
salsal 'long haired' (sing.) - salashl (pi.) 
banban 'different' (sing.) - banabin (pi.) 

(d) CaCaC, CaCCaC. Adjectives of this structure are treated in 3.7.1 (c) above. Following are 
examples with broken-plural forms: 

fadab 'brave' - fadabit (fern.) - fadayab (pi.) 
'addag 'slow' -'addagit (fern.) - 3addayag (pi.) 

3.7.3. ADJECTIVES WHOSE SINGULAR FORM HAS THE SUFFIX -ay (masc), -ayt (fern.) 

This singular type derivation resembles the substantival one in which collective nouns denoting human 
beings are rendered singulatives by means of the same suffixes (cf. 3.2.2 (c)). Substantival forms with 
-ay do not have, however, distinctive plural forms, the collective form being used in the expression 
of plurality. Examples: 

tnddray 'terrestrial' — madrayt (fern.) —msdrayam (pi. from: madar 'earth') 
cablay 'ash colored' - cablayt (fern.) - caballit (pi. from: cabal 'ashes') 

3.8. THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 

The particle la is used in the expression of the article of determination (and in the expression of the 
relative), la is invariable in form. 

(a) Where la functions as the definite article its absence may signify indefiniteness (the numeral 
woro(t) 'one' (masc.) — hatte (fern.) may serve in the expression of: 'a certain'), e.g., 

'anas salas wal 'alaw calu 
man three son were to him 
'A man had three sons'. 

(b) The definite article la is regularly used to recall what has just been mentioned, e.g., 

'at karan kal'e bet mahro hallaya lahatte bet mahro nay awahd walahatte 
in karan two school there are the one school of girls and the one 
'There are two schools in Keren, one school for girls, the other 

bet mdhro nay walad 
school of boys 
for boys'. 

(c) As a rule, proper names need no article. Other nouns which are definite enough in themselves, 
such as nouns of generic sense, usually occur without the definite article. Examples: 
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yatyopya bazuh mahazat badiba 
Ethiopia many rivers are in her 
"There are many rivers in Ethiopia'. 

'azbun bali galad 'the times of the Old Testament' 

harmaz man hay at lacabbe 
elephant than lion is bigger 
'The elephant is bigger than the lion' 

(d) The definite article la is generally prefixed to the noun, or the first element in a group of nouns, 
irrespective of whether it is either the qualifying or qualified element. The usual order met with is: 
article + qualifier + qualified, e.g., 

lagandab ''anas 'the old man' 
lakal'ot hu 'the two brothers' 
la^akkit gabayom 'their evil way' 

(e) In normal rapid articulation of speech, the definite article may be attached to the preceding word 
of the utterance, e.g., 

nay la mudiryat say am 'chieftains of the province, (for: nay lamudiryat say am) 
'atta ddgge gasko 'I went to town' (for: >at ladagge gasko; cf. 2.1.1.5) 

(f) The definite article la is met with prefixed to nouns to which pronominal suffixes are suffixed 
(and thus occupying the same position as the demonstratives; cf. 4.10), e.g., 

lawaraqacce 'my letter' 
lakarsa 'the inside of it' (fern, sing.) 
laba'asa 'her husband' 

(g) Where a noun is qualified by another noun (i.e., the construct state) the definite article may 
precede either the qualifying noun or both, e.g., 

waldd ladagge / lawalad ladagge 'the boys of the village' 

fatoy waldat lawalat 
friend parents the girl 
'a friend of the parents of the girl' 

(h) Two nouns which are semantically connected and form a syntactic group by means of a 
conjunction require the article for only one of the nouns, e.g., 

lasahartay wabozzay 'the "sorcerer" and the "magician" ' (i.e., certain spirits; PL1, 245:6) 
cf. lasahartay ma labozzay 'the S. or the B.'(Ibid., 254:11) 
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4.1. THE PERSONAL PRONOUN 

(a) The personal pronouns in Tigre are as follows: 

PERSON 

1st common 
2nd masculine 
2nd feminine 
3rd masculine 
3rd feminine 

SINGULAR 

""ana 
'anta 
'and 
hatu 
hata 

PLURAL 

hana 
>antum 
'ant an 
hatom 
hdtan 

(b) The second person plural personal pronouns may be used as polite forms of address and the third 
person plural personal pronouns may be used as polite forms of reference. In such instances the 
personal pronoun is grammatically a plural form. Examples: 

wa'antum 'abuye 'addaha sema 'ab had'at caraf 'itarakbo 
and you (m. pi.) my father midday never peacefully rest find not 
'And you, my father, never find [time to] rest peacefully at midday'. {'Ag'azot, 100:17) 

wahatom 'agal garmawi nagusa nagast man lab lafagra hamde 
and they to Majesty Emperor from heart which comes out thanks 
'And he (i.e., the minister from Senegal) concluded his speech [to the conference 

'aqrab 'at lablo hagyahom damdamaw 
let me offer while saying their speech concluded 
members] saying: "Let me offer hearty thanks to His Majesty the Emperor." ' 

(c) The personal pronouns of the first and second persons are used in the expression of the copula in 
the first and second persons. Examples of the personal pronoun in this capacity are given below (5.1). 

(d) The personal pronoun can be used in such a way that it emphasizes its referent. This use is 

typical of sentences which, when formed without the personal pronoun, have a different connotation, 

e.g., 

yah yabba 'agal hasse Hgabba' 'alye 'ana >ab masarye wadekwo 
o father to lie I cannot I with my axe I did it 
' 0 father, I cannot lie! I [am the one who] did it with my axe' ('Ag'azot, 60:14) 

Without the personal pronoun the element emphasized in the above sentence would be the predicate. 

36 
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4.2. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH NOUNS AND PARTICLES 

The forms used as pronominal suffixes are as follows: 

PERSON 

1st common 
2nd masculine 
2nd feminine 
3rd masculine 
3rd feminine 

SINGULAR 

-ye 
-ka 
-ki 
-u 
-a 

PLURAL 

-na 
-kum 
-kan 
-om 
-an 

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH NOUNS, (a) In nouns ending in a dental or alveolar 
consonant, a palatalization of such a consonant occurs when followed by the first person pronominal 
suffix. This usually happens together with gemination of the palatalized consonant in intervocalic 
position. Examples: 

cad 'village' — ragge 'my village' warat 'work' — waracce 'my work' 

ra'as 'head' — ra'asse 'my head' gas 'face' — gacce 'my face' 

In one case the palatalized consonant is regularly not geminated: 

nos 'self — nose 'myself 

(b) In nouns ending in a vowel and followed by a pronominal suffix beginning in a vowel, a 
transitional -h- occurs between noun and suffix. Examples: 

hu 'brother' - huhu 'his brother' >ade 'hand' — 'adeha 'her hand' 
sa'ali 'photograph' — saHihom 'their (masc.) photograph' 
matlo 'dowry' — matlohan 'their (fern.) dowry' 

Where the noun ends in the vowel a and is followed by the pronominal suffix of the third person, 
this a may be represented by a or zero, e.g., 

higa 'language' - hig(a)hom 'their (masc.) language' 
mora 'stick' - mor(a)hu 'his stick' 

(c) In the case of three nouns which end in a consonant: >ab 'father', ham 'father-in-law' and >af 
'mouth', (1) the pronominal suffixes of the first and second person are directly attached to the noun 
or suffixed to a transitional vowel -u-, (2) the pronominal suffixes of the third person are always 
attached to the juncture feature -h-, which is itself preceded by -u- or directly attached to the noun. 
Examples: 

hamye or hamuye 'my father-in-law' yafka or >afuka 'your mouth' 
'abki or >abuki 'your father' "abhu or 'abuhu 'his father' 

The above three nouns belong to that group of nouns whose plural forms are formed using the suffix 
-ac (see 3.2.3.1) which—when the third person pronominal suffix is attached to it—is represented, for 
the most part, by -ac, -act, or -ayt, e.g., 

fatac 'friends' — fatacu, fatactu or fataytu 'his friends' 
'abac 'paternal uncles' — 'abac, 'abactu or 'abaytu 'his paternal uncles' 

— 'abacom, 'abactom or 'abaytom 'their paternal uncles', etc. 

(d) Some nouns whose lexically stated gender is feminine require the juncture feature -t- when the 
first or third person pronominal suffix is attached to them, e.g., 

karan 'voice' — karantu 'his voice' can 'eye' — cantu 'his eye' 
nacalta 'her sister-in-law' haltu 'his maternal aunt' 
walattu (walatj 'his daughter' 
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Certain broken-plural forms of the type 'aCCaC have also -f- as their juncture feature, e.g., 

safar 'nail' - 3asfar 'nails' - >asfartu 'his nails' 

(e) Certain monosyllabic nouns of the structure CVC in which V is a or a have their final radical 
doubled when followed by the third person pronominal suffix. Most of these nouns are morphologically 
CVCC. Examples: 

<ad 'village' - <addu 'his village' lab 'heart'- labbu 'his heart' 
'am 'mother' — >ammu 'his mother' 

(f) The noun wal/wad 'son', occurs regularly in either of its variant forms, e.g., wal/wad masniye 
'the son of my friend'. When followed by suffixes not beginning with a vowel, the variant wal 
occurs. When followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel the stem is wald or wad, the final 
consonant in the latter case being geminated, e.g., 

walye 'my son' - walki 'your (fern, sing.) son' - waldu/waddu 'his son' 

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH PARTICLES, (a) Particles ending in a vowel have the 
juncture feature -h- when followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel; the pronominal suffix is 
added directly to particles ending in a consonant. Palatalization of the final consonant of the particle 
occurs in accordance with the statement made in (a) above. Examples: 

haqo 'after' — haqohu 'after him, it; afterwards' 
masal 'with' - maslu 'with him' - masalka 'with you (masc. sing.)' ' 
'at 'in, to' — 'attu 'to him, it; there' — 'acce 'to me' 

The juncture feature -h- is also found with certain particles ending in a consonant, when these are 
followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel, e.g., 

kdmsal 'as, like' — kamsalhu 'like him, likewise' 
>ambal 'without, beside' - 'ambalhu 'without him, besides' 

(b) Most monosyllabic particles of the structure CaC have their last consonant geminated when preceded 
by a suffix beginning with a vowel, e.g., 

man 'from' - mannu 'from him' - cf. manka 'from you' (but: manana 'from us') 
'ab 'with, by' - ^abbu 'by it' 
'at 'in, to' - >attu 'in it' 
kal 'all, every' — kallu (or: kullu, the first u being pronounced short and centralized) 

One particle of high distrubution whose juncture feature does not include gemination of the final 
consonant is >al 'to', e.g., 

>alu 'to him' - >alom 'to them' (cf. 2.1.1.5) 

4.3. THE PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH VERBS 

PERSON 

1st common 
> 2nd masculine 

2nd feminine 
3rd masculine 
3rd feminine 

SINGULAR 

-ni. -nni 
-ka, -kka 
-ki, -kki 
-o, -wo, -yo, -hu, -yu 
-a, -wa, -ya, -ha 

PLURAL 

-na, -nna 
-kum, -kkum 
-kan, -kkan 
-om, -worn, -yom, -horn 
-an, -wan, -yan, -han 
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TYPE A: 

First person singular (masculine & feminine): -ni, -nm 
Perfect: qatalkanni (2nd masc. sing.), qatalkini (2nd fern, sing.), qatlenni (3rd masc. sing.), 

qatlattani (3rd fern, sing.), qatalkuni (2nd masc. pi.), qatalk(a)nani (2nd fern, pi.), 
qatlawni (3rd masc. pi.), qatlayani (3rd fern. pi.). 

Imperfect: tdqatlanni (2nd masc. sing.), tdqatlini (2nd fern, sing.), Uqatlanni (3rd masc. sing.), 
taqatlanni (3rd fern, sing.), taqatluni (2nd masc. pi.), taqatlani (2nd fem. pi.), 
teqatluni (3rd masc. pi.), bqatlani (3rd fem. pi.). 

Jussive: taqtalanni (2nd masc. sing.), taqtalini (2nd fem. sing.), hqtalanni (3rd masc. sing.), 
taqtalanni (3rd fem. sing.), taqtaluni (2nd masc. pi.), taqtalani (2nd fem. pi.), 
Idqtaluni (3rd masc. pi.), Idqtalani (3rd fem. pi.). 

Imperative: qdtalanni (2nd masc. sing.), qatalini (fem. sing.), qataluni (masc. pi.), qatalani 
(fem. pi.). 

First person plural (masculine & feminine): -«a, -««a, is as first person singular. 

Second person masculine singular: -ka, -kka 
Perfect: qatalkoka (1st sing.), qatlekka (3rd masc. sing.), qatlattakka (3rd fem. sing.), 

qatalnaka (1st plural), qatlawka (3rd masc. pi.), qatlayaka (3rd fem. pi.). 
Imperfect: 'aqatlakka (1st sing.), hqatlakka (3rd masc. sing.), t3qatlakka (3rd fem. sing.), 

'anqatlakka (1st pi.), hqatluka (3rd masc. pi.), hqatlaka (3rd fem. pi.) 
Jussive: The construction of the verb suffix of the jussive is the same as for the imperfect. 

Second person feminine singular: -ki, -kki; Second person masculine plural: -kum, -kkum; 
Second person feminine plural: -kan, -kkdn. No observations are necessary in the case of these 
pronominal suffixes since their inflexion in all morphological categories corresponds with that of the 
second person masculine singular pronominal suffix. 

Third person masculine singular: -o, -wo, -yo, -hu, -yu 
Perfect: qatalkwo (1st sing.), qatalkahu (2nd masc. sing.), qatalk(a)yo (2nd fem. sing.), 

qatlayu (3rd masc. sing.), qatlatto (3rd fem. sing.), qatalnahu (1st pi.), 
qatalkumo (2nd masc. pi.), qatalk(a)nahu (2nd fem. pi.), qatlawo (3rd masc. pi.), 
qatlayahu (3rd. fem. pi.). 

Imperfect: 'aqattallo (1st sing.), taqattallo (2nd masc. sing.), tdqattilo (2nd fem. sing.), 
hqattdllo (3rd masc. sing.), taqattdllo (3rd fem. sing.), 'anqattallo (1st pi.), 
tdqattulo (2nd masc. pi.), taqatlahu (2nd fem. pi.), laqattulo (3rd masc. pi.), 
bqatlahu (3rd fem. pi.). 

Jussive: ^aqtallo (1st pers.), tsqtallo (2nd masc. sing.), taqtelo (2nd fem. sing.), 
Idqtallo (3rd masc. sing.), tdqtallo (3rd fem. sing.), naqtallo (1st pi.), 
tdqtolo (2nd masc. pi.), taqtalahu (2nd fem. pi.), teqtolo (3rd masc. pi.), 
hqtalahu (3rd fem. pi.). 

Imperative: qdtallo, qatelo, qatolo, qatalahu. 

No observations are necessary in the case of the third person feminine singular and third person 
masculine and feminine plural forms, since their inflexion in all morphological categories corresponds 
with that of the third person masculine singular pronominal suffix. 

4.3.1. THE PRONOMINAL SUFFIX IN CONJUNCTION WITH VERB FORMS OF DERIVATIVES 
AND OTHER TYPES 

Examples: 

fe-A/B: tdkabbata 'to meet' — takabbatattom 'she met them (masc.)'; Imperf./Juss.: htkabbatahom 
'they (fem.) met them' (masc); Imperat.: tdkabboto 'receive (masc. pi.) her'. 

>a-A: 'awdaqa 'to overpower' - 'afgara 'to let go out' — >awdakenni 'he overpowered me'; 
Imperf.: tafaggarra 'she pours it (lit.: 'her', i.e., the soup)'. 
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TYPE B: ladaqqulo 'they (masc.) entreat him' 

to-C: tdbatara 'to resist'. Imperfect/Jussive: 'sgsl htbatoro 'in order that they (masc.) will 
resist it (masc. sing.)'. 

'at-C: 'atrasana 'to heat'. Imperfect/Jussive: latrasuno 'they heat it (masc. sing.)'. 

4.3.2. VERBS WITH LARYNGEALS 

Examples: 

TYPE A: sahaba 'to drag'. Imperfect: teshzbbo 'he drags it (masc. sing.)' - teshubo 'they (masc.) 
drag it (masc. sing.)'. Jussive: ^agdl tdkhola 'in order that you (masc. pi.) will endure it' {kahala 
'to endure'). Imperative: rshomom 'have (masc. sing.) pity on them!' (rahama 'to have pity on'). 

Verbs which have a third radical laryngeal form a class of their own in retaining their significant 
morphological feature, e.g., 

TYPE A: sam'a 'to hear'; mas^a 'to come'. Imperfect: ^mas^'akka 'I shall come to you (masc. 
sing.); t3samm3ciyo 'you (fern, sing.) will hear him' — t3samma'3wo 'you (masc. pi.) will hear him' — 
l3samm3c3wo 'they (masc. pi.) will hear him'. Jussive: >3gdl tdinp'anni 'in order that you (masc. sing.) 
will come to me'; >3g3l tdsms'iyo 'in order that you (fern, sing.) will hear him' — 33gsl tssma'jwo 
'in order that you (masc. pi.) will hear him'. Imperative: sdm'o, sdtn'iyo, s3mc3wo, sam'ahu. 

4.3.3. VERBS WITH SEMIVOWELS 

Verbs with w or y as their radicals retain their typical morphological features. Verbs with a final 
radical semivowel have peculiarities which can be described as follows: 

(a) No transposition of verb suffixes occurs. 

(b) In the case of verb forms of the imperfect and jussive (imperative) with the vowel e in final 
position, e is replaced by a or zero in the imperfect and by a in the jussive (imperative). In both 
cases a transitional y immediately follows the vowel concerned. 

(c) In imperfect forms with u in final position, the u of the ultimate form is replaced by a or zero 
and a transitional w immediately follows the vowels concerned. Examples: sama 'to name'; kara 
'to put down'. Imperfect: tdsammiyo 'you (fem. sing.) will name him' (also: t3smmByo and 
tasammyo) — samm9wan or sammwan 'they (masc.) name them (fem.)'; karrdwo or karrwo 'they 
(masc.) put it (masc. sing.) down'. Jussive: >3g3l tskrayo 'in order that she will put it ('him') -
'sgal Idkrawo 'in order that they (masc.) will put it (masc. sing.)'. Imperative: kdrayo 'put (masc. 
sing.) it (masc. sing.) down' — ksrawo 'put (masc. pi.) it (masc. sing.) down'. 

4.3.4. THE VERB bela 'to say' (cf. 6.2.5.8) 

A point-to be noted is the existence of the radical / throughout the inflexion in the perfect, either as 
a suppletion of the form in final position, or by means of the use of telk- (or tel-) stem in the 
appropriate persons. The inflexion is as follows: 

Perfect: >3bello, tdbello/tello, telkyo, bello/belayu, tsbello, ^nbello, telkumo, telknahu, 
belawo,1 belayahu. 

Imperfect: 'sballo, tdbdllo, tsbilo, tebsllo, tsbdllo, >3nb3llo, tsbulo, tsblahu, Isbulo, teblahu. 
Jussive: Hballo, tiballo, tibelo, liballo, tiballo, niballo, tibolo, tibalahu, libolo, libalahu. 
Imperative: ballo, belo, bolo, balahu. 

With first and second pers. pion. suffs.: beluni 'they (masc.) said to me', beluki 'they (masc.) said to you (fem. sing.)'. 
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4.3.5. VARIANT FORMS 

The following three phenomena should be pointed out: 

(a) The first person singular pronominal suffix -ni can stand in free variation with -we, as in: 'afgara 
'to cause to go out' —'agal lafgaranne 'in order that he will let me go out'. 

(b) In verb forms, with the third person pronominal suffix, in which the transitional element is -h-
preceded by a, the a can be represented by a. The range of actualization of the vowel extends from 
a throuth D to zero, e.g., rakabkahu 'you (masc. sing.) found him' {rakba 'to find') 

rakabkdhu 'you (masc. sing.) found him' (rakba 'to find') 
habnohu 'we gave him' (haba 'to give') 
wadekha 'you did it (fern, sing.)' (wada 'to do) 

(c) The ultimate form of third person masculine plural perfect qatlaw with first and second pronominal 
suffixes is given in the appropriate section above as katlawni, katlawka, etc. Two other variants of 
such forms are regularly encountered, in both of which an u precedes the pronominal suffix, and in one 
of which the w of the plural suffix appears as y. Examples: 

halfawuka 'they passed you (masc. sing.)' (halfa 'to pass') 
nas'ayuna 'they (masc.) took us' (nas'a 'to take'). 

4.4. THE REFLEXIVE PRONOUN: nos, (nafs), ra'as 

(a) The reflexive pronoun which is usually expressed by nos 'self in its inflected forms is used (1) to 
indicate identity of object with subject and (2) to lay stress upon the pronoun's referent, e.g., 

la^Dmmama haye haqo walacce 'Ponabbar tabe kanosa 
as for her mother however after my daughter I shall not live said and herself 
'As for her mother, however, she said: "I shall not live after [the death] of my daughter 

tdsannaqat 
she hanged 
[and] then hanged herself (Tribu, 54:30) 

noskum t3ssacano walatesdn '9b 'agaru ligis tahadgo 
yourself (m. pi.) you (m. pi.) ride and the boy on his foot to go you (m. p.) leave 
'You yourself (polite form, referring here to the child's father) ride [the donkey] and 
leave the boy to go on foot?' ('Ag'azot, 74:4) 

(b) The non-inflected form nos may occur in a semantic context resembling the one in the above 
example. Its meaning here is, however, idiomatic, e.g., 

'akay nos 'illness, infirmity' (j'akay 'badness') 
hamde nos 'pride, haughtiness' (hamde 'thank, praise') 
dahir nos 'modesty, humbleness' ( ddhir 'state of being low'), etc. 

(c) In the translation of the New Testament the word nafs often has a grammatical role similar to 
that of nos (e.g., Matthew, 8:4; Luke 1:24). 

(d) The word ra'as 'head' is regularly used in the expression of the reflexive pronoun, e.g., 

lahasan cad kam >ata '3ndo sa'a ra'asu >dt cad sa'a 
the boy village that he returned while hoping himself to village ran 
'Hoping that the boy has returned home to the village he (lit. 'he himself, i.e., the 
father) ran to the village' ('Ag'azot, 71:7) 

The meaning of nafs is 'soul'; the form of the reflexive pronoun nos seems to have evolved from it. Cf. LH, 325 a. 
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4.5. THE RECIPROCAL PRONOUN: had, nosnos 

(a) The reciprocal pronoun is expressed by means of (1) hdd or cad/'ad had and (2) nosnos. had is 
usually used of two and nosnos of more, e.g., 

'at 'adhad tacalagaw 'they fought each other' 
nosnosom tahagagaw 'they conferred with one another' 

(b) In adverbial expressions reciprocity is usually expressed by had, e.g., 

salasitom 'akal had 'agal latarfa kaflaw 
three of them equally that which remained they divided 
'The three of them equally divided the rest [of the inheritance]' (Tribu, 22:31) 

4.6. THE POSSESSIVE PARTICLE: nay 

The possessive pronoun is expressed by means of the preposition nay 'of, from', in its inflected form, e.g., 

'alii bet 'alii nayka tu? naye 'ikon. nay 'ato bakit tu 
this house this yours is mine it is not of Mr. Bakib it is 
'Is this house yours? It is not mine. It belongs to Mr. Bakit' 

4.7. THE INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN: mi, man, 'ayi 

(a) mi 'what?', e.g., 

'alii zar'it mi 'at 'antu sayamkahu 'acce 
this ZarMt what he being you appointed chieftain to me 
'Who is this [man] Zar^it whom you appointed chieftain to me?' (Tribu, 30:4) 

alii mi ta 'what is this?' — mi gab'a 'what happened?' 

(b) man 'who?, whose?, whom? (preceded by a preposition)'. The referent of man is almost always a 
person, e.g., ^ 

man 'agal lagba' tu kama 
who will he be then 

'Who can he be then?' 

'agal man zabekaha lawa'at 
for whom you bought her the cow 
'For whom did you buy the cow?' 

Note the following idiomatic expressions: 

man ta samka 'what is your name?' man 'ammar 'maybe' (lit. 'who knows') 

(c) 'ayi (masc. sing.), 'aya (fern, sing.), 'ayom (masc. pi.), 'ayan (fern, pi.) 'which?, what sort of?'. 
'ayi etc. refers to a person or a thing (one or more), e.g., 

'ana 'ab ta'azazu 'asra'el lahaddag 'ayi rabbi tu 
I by his command Israel that I shall let go which God is 
'What sort of God is he that I shall let [the people of] Israel go by his command?' 

(Racconti, 23:16) 

karay ma'alka 'ayi tu 
wage your day what is it 
'What is your daily wage?' 

hamle baka? 'afo 'ayi ganas hamle tahazze? 
vegetable you have yes what sort vegetable your want 
'Do you have vegetables?' 'Yes, what sort of vegetables do you want?' 
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4.8. THE RELATIVE PRONOUN: la 

(a) The particle la- which serves as the relative pronoun (la- also serves as the definite article; cf. 3.8) 
is usually attached to the verb, immediately preceding it, e.g., 

wa'at hatte dagge dagge wanin latatbahal nabro calaw 
and in one village village animals which is called living they were 
'And they were living in a village called "the village of animals" ' 

(b) In a compound tense la- is usually attached to the auxiliary verb, immediately preceding it, e.g., 

dagam worot 'anas higa kulla lahayayat 'ammer la'ala 
tale one man language all of her the animals knowing who was 
'The tale of a man who knew the language of all animals' (PL1, 88:14) 

(c) la- can be used without an antecedent, e.g., 

'abballi hamam lamotaw bazham kam torn 'ab 
because of this illness who died many (pi.) that they are according to 
'According to history we know that [those] who died by this illness 

tank 'agal na'ammar 'anqaddar 
history to [we] know we can 
were many' 

(d) Where the subject of the relative clause has the definite article, the verb of the clause may occur 
without la-, e.g., 

da'am lagabil larabbi wadayu >alu san kallu 'agid 'agal 
but the people which God did it to him favor all of it soon to 
'But soon the people started forgetting all favors which God 

latrassac 'ambata 
[they] forget started 
did unto them' (Storia, 95:22) 

(e) When the verb is preceded by a preposition with a pronominal suffix, the relative pronoun is 
regularly attached to the preposition, e.g., 

lasabab la 'abbu dangarko 
the reason which by it I was late 
"The reason for which I was late' 

la'aglu hazze calko katab 
which it looking for I was book 
"The book which I was looking for' 

lakatab la 'alu baka 
the book which it you have 
'The book you have' 

(f) Most commonly the relative clause precedes the noun it modifies. The general impression is that 
in literary or formal texts, relative clauses which follow the modified noun are rare. However, in 
utterances which represent the spoken language the modified-modifier order is met with quite 
frequently. 

RELATIVE CLAUSES WITHOUT la-. In relative clauses where the place of the main verb is occupied by 
'alabu-the suppletive form of the impersonal verb of existence in the negative—la- does not occur, 
e.g., 

3Cf. Palmer, F. R., "Relative clauses in Tigre," Word, vol. 17, 1961, p. 25. 
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wa'ot gassu >agsl ba3as batpr cala 'alabu 
and in front of him for fight who standing was there is not 
'And no one could face him in a fight' 

4.9. THE INDEFINITE PRONOUN 

The following list consists of words and idioms which are typical of the expression of the indefinite 
pronoun: 

(a) woro(t), hatte 'someone, some person'. Lexically, these are the masculine and feminine forms of 
the numeral 'one'. Examples: 

halayat worot yanas 
'a song of an unknown man' (rendered in the German translation as: 'Anonymos' 
PL4B, 1072:2) (PL3, L 522:5) 

haye woro ba'ad mannom 
however one other from them 
'however, someone else among them' (Tribu, 4:7) 

(b) manma 'no one, nobody'. This expression consists of the interrogative pronoun man 'who?' plus 
the particle ma, e.g., 

man masa* holla* manma 
who has come nobody 
'Who has come?' 'Nobody' 

(c) ^agale, >3galetay ('agaletat (fern.),/ 'so and so', is usually used for persons, e.g., 

>agale wad 'agale 'agarramu nas^a waman gabarannat fagra 
so and so son so and so his duty he performed and from slavery went out 
'So and so the son of so and so performed his duty with his warranters^md became 
free' (lit. 'free from slavery') (FM, 101:4) 

(d) falan 'such and such' is usually used for things, e.g., 

wacamat falan tawallada lablo 
and year such and such he was born they say 
'And it is said: "He was born in such and such a year" ' (PL1, 111:3) 

(e) gale 'some, something', e.g., 

gale >3gal tablac tahazze? gale higa 

'Do you want something to eat?' 'some talking' 

In its substantival use, for things, gale may be occasionally reinforced by gar 'thing', e.g., 

lamamhar galegar belayu 'agal latamharayu 
the teacher something said to him to the his student 
"The teacher said something to the student' 

(f) laga'a lagba* (standard pronunciation: lag^a tegba3) 'whoever, whatever, someone, something, some, 
anyone', etc. This expression (lit. 'that which happened shall happen') consists of forms of the 
verb gab'a 'to become, to happen' in the perfect and jussive, preceded by the relative pronoun. 
Examples: 

walaga'a hgba* man rakkab 
and anyone if he meets 
'and if he meets anyone' 
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ma laga'a lagba' bacad max 
or any other property 
'or any other property' 

(g) dala 'whoever, whatever, any', e.g., 

wadala >alu tasarara tasarara 
and whoever to him was hostile was deposed 
'and whoever was hostile to him was deposed' (cAd Sek, 184:(36)) 

(h) sema 'something, anything, no one, nothing'. This indefinite pronoun is used almost solely in 
negative utterances, e.g., 

sema 'ira'ena wa'isam'ana 
nothing we saw and we heard 
'we have seen nothing nor have we heard anything' 

4.10. DEMONSTRATIVES 

The demonstrative forms in Tigre are: 

PERSON 

Masculine 
Feminine 

NEAR OBJECTS 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

'alii >allom 
'alia >allan 

DISTANT OR ABSENT OBJECTS 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

lahay/lohay/lehay lahom/lohomllehom 
laha/loha/leha lahan/lohanllehan 

(a) THE DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVE. The noun is always preceded by the demonstrative adjective in the 
case of near objects, e.g., 

da* am 'allan >amcalat kam half ay a 
but these days when they are over 
'but when these days are over' (PL1, 66:22) 

The noun regularly precedes the demonstrative adjective in the case of distant or absent objects, e.g., 
>ab la*awkad lahay 'at that time'. The demonstrative adjective can be used redundantly, both 
preceding and following the noun at the same time, e.g., 

loha 'akan loha ta'ammara ma mi 
that place that you recognize or what 
'You recognize that place, don't you?' 

Nouns qualified by the demonstrative adjective may take pronominal suffixes, e.g., 

'alii halmu >agal >abuhu wa'agal hawu kam 'assa'ala 
this dream to his father and to his brothers when he told 
'and when he told this dream of his to his father and his brothers' {Racconti, 15:4) 

(b) THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN. Demonstratives may be substantially used, e.g., 

da*am 'allima qadam 'alia qar'an H'ammar 
but this also before this reading he does not know 
'But this [one] also, does not yet know how to read' (fLl, 52:10) 

Demonstrative forms for near objects can be used to represent a previously mentioned action, thought 
or speech, or to introduce things which are about to be mentioned, e.g., 

wa'allan kam bella 
and these when said to her 
'and having said to her these [things]' 



5. THE COPULA 
FORMS EXPRESSING EXISTENCE AND POSSESSION 

5.1. THE COPULA: FORMATION 

Two-member sentences, whose nexus is achieved by means of a mere juxtaposition where each member 
is a noun, are impossible in Tigre, in the sense that a copula-pronoun must intervene (9.3). 

(a) THE INDEPENDENT COPULA. The paradigm of the independent copula consists of the following 
forms: 

PERSON 

1st masculine & feminine 
2nd masculine 
2nd feminine 
3rd masculine 
3rd feminine 

SINGULAR 

'ana 
'anta 
'anti 
tu 
ta 

PLURAL 

hana 
'antum 
'ant an 
torn 

"Ian 

The following points are to be noted: (1) in the first and second persons the forms encountered are 
those of the first and second person personal pronouns; (2) the form tu is also met with in other 
persons than the third. Examples of utterances in which the copula is a personal pronoun: 

'ana man gabil mansa' 'ana 
'I am from the tribe of Mansa' 

'anta wa'ana sar hana 
'You and I are friends' 

man 'anta 
"Who are you?' 
safag 'anta 
'Are you in a hurry?' 

'ab 'aman walye 'esaw 'anta 
truly my son Esau you are 
'Are you truly Esau my son?' (Storia, 23:5) 

Examples of utterances with the copula tu: 

nay sidama Mat zelam 'at salas kaffal kafful tu 
of Sidamo strenght rain to three part divided is 
"The rainfall at Sidamo is rated according to three [geographical] divisions' 

sab Mansac man badirom kastan torn 
people Mansac from long ago Christians they are 
'The people of Mansa are Christians from long ago' 

(b) THE COPULA IN THE NEGATIVE. The copula in the form of the personal pronoun has attached to 
it the negative particle 'i- when in the negative, as in 'i'ana 'I am not', 'i'anta 'you (masc. sing.) are 
not', etc. The copula tu in the negative has the suppletive fossilized form 'ikon} as in: higaye ratuc 

Hkon 'My speech is not correct (i.e., not fluent)'. 

The form Hkone (1st person) is also encountered, 'ikon may be used to signify 'no'. 

46 
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(c) TEMPORAL VALUES IN THE COPULA. The copula does not occupy a definite place in the tense 
system. In fact such an utterance, in its temporal aspect, is closer to a nominal sentence: hence the 
use of the copula regardless of the temporal distinction past/non-past, e.g., 

'abrahim wad 'adris 'anas 'ad takles tu da'am madar mansa* 
ftbrahim W. 3E. man cAd Takles he is but country Mansac 

' 3Abrahim W. 'E. was a man of the cAd Takles, but he was living in the country 

bet 'abrahe nabbar 'ala 
B. 'A. he living was 
ofMansac B. 3A.' (PL 1,247:14) 

Temporal relations in the expression of the copula are, however, possible by means of the use of 
verbs which supply the appropriate alternate forms. The verbs cala, and gab'a enable the distinction 
past/non-past to exist, where cala is used in a past context and gab'a in a non-past context, e.g., 

sa'ayat baye mamhar 'agal 'agba' 
hope I have teacher to be 
'I hope to be a teacher' . 

'am sabuc . . . gaba' 
'Be a mother of seven . . .' (PL1, 122:5) 

hatu hdtar "-dla 
'He was a brave man' 

(d) THE SUBORDINATE FORMS OF THE COPULA. Non-temporal subordinating particles do not cause a 
change in the morphological shape of the copula, e.g., 

'anas fadab kam tu laddaggam halla 
man brave that he is it has-been told 
'It is told that he was a brave man' 

wa'ab lawalatma kamsalha moladu latu caddam 
and father the girl-also like her his relations which is he invites 
'And the father of the girl, also, invites in the same manner those who are his relations' 

(PL1, 122:17) 

When subordinate by reason of the temporal conjunction 'at or dib 'when', the personal pronoun 
copula retains its morphological shape while the copula tu assumes the forms 'antu (masc. sing.) 
'anta (fern, sing.), 'antom (masc. pi.) and 'antan (fern, pi.), e.g., 

lahamum ka'anna hawan dib 'antu 
the sick one like this weak when he is 
'When the sick man is [as] weak as this' 

kallat wacabal 'at 'ana masal mambaye 'agal 'athage radeko 
clay and ashes when I am with my Master to talk I dared 
'I, being clay and ashes, have dared to talk with my Master' (Storia, 17:12) 

When subordinate to the conditional particle man 'if, the copula is expressed in all persons by the 
imperfect forms of the verb gab'a, e.g., 

'aze safag man tagabba' 'at betka 'agal tigis qaddar 
now hurrying if you are to your home to [youj go you can 
'If you are in a hurry, you can go home now' 

5.1.1. THE EXPLICATIVE FORM -tu 

The form tu etc., may occur along with a finite verb-or ^ syntactically equivalent form-as a sign of 
an explanation or motivation. In this capacity, the meaning of the form tu can be rendered into 

[gabi], for g3bi'. 
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English by 'so, since, because' etc. The semantic connotation of the part of the sentence which 
immediately precedes or follows the "explicative tu" may be one of emphasis, e.g., 

tnasal rabbi wamasal ^addam 'ando tagadalka tu wassa'aka 
with God and with people you having wrestled because you prevailed 
'Having wrestled with God and with people, you prevailed, so [your name will be] 

gadam >asra*el da'ikon ya'akob >itatbahal 
thus Israel indeed Jacob you will not be called 
Israel; you will not be called Jacob' (Storia, 26:17) 

mannu 'agal 'atmahar tu hazze 'amanu >ass>elanni 
from him to learn because I want its truth tell me 
'I want ot learn from him, [so] tell me the truth of it' ('ag'azot, 79:8) 

5.1.2. THE EXPLICATIVE COPULA tatu 

Where the form tu functions as copula and is, at the same time, used to connect a preceding of 
following utterance of explanation or motivation (5.1.1), the form tatu occurs, e.g., 

'dlli tatu qanas wahasso 
this as he is rise and anoint him 
'It is he; rise then, and anoint him' (Storia, 61:14) / 

5.2. halla - THE VERB OF EXISTENCE IN THE PRESENT 

To express the notion of 'to be, to exist' in the present tense, the conjugated forms of halla in the 
perfect are regularly used, e.g., 

wa'asak >aze lawarad halla 'agal lasamac la'alaba garit 
and until now the oath exists for the matter which has not testimony 
'And the oath exists until now for a matter concerning which there is no testimony' 

(PL1, 176:5) 

rabbi halla 'God exists'. The conjugation of halla in the perfect also expresses the notion rendered 
in English by the expression 'there is/are', e.g., 

man ''aha hnguli latatbahal 'azan hallet 
from cows sanguli which is called sort [there] is 
'there is a sort of cow called sanguli' (PL1, 99:2) 

5.2.1. EXPRESSION OF EXISTENCE IN THE PAST: THE VERB cala 

Since the perfect form of the verb halla is used to denote present tense, another verb, cala, is used 
to denote past tense, e.g., 

'asla latatbahal walat calat 
Asia who is called girl [there] was 

"There was a girl called ''Asia' ('Ag'azot, 58:2) 

5.2.2. halla/'ala + ADVERBIAL COMPLEMENT 

The verbs halla (present) and cala (past) may take an adverbial complement, then rendereing a 
locative notion, e.g., 

'at madar namsa bazuh takla hallaw 
in land Austria many wolves [there] are 
'There are many wolves in the land of Austria' 
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*abal huka 'attaya halla 
'Where is you brother Abel?' (Racconti, 9:1) 

na'us waldu wakalbu maslu calaw 
small his son and his dog with him [there] were 
'There were with him his small son and his dog' (^Ag'azot, 71:3) 

5.2.3. NEGATION OF halla AND cala 

These verbs are negated in the same way in which a finite verb is negated, i.e., by means of the 
prefixed article '/-, e.g., 

'awtobus 'icala 'abballi sabab 'alii Jagid 'imas'ako 
bus [there] was not by this reason this quickly I did not come 
'there was no bus. Because of this I have not come sooner' 

waya'aqob yosef bada samcon 'ihalla wabanyam haye 'agal 
and Jacob Joseph perished Simon is not here and Benjamin as for to 
'And Jacob said (. . .): "Joseph has perished, Simon is gone and you want to take 

tansu' manye tahazzu (. . .) bela 
[you] take from me you want he said 
Benjamin from me?" ' {Racconti, 19:7) 

The negation of halla, the impersonal verb of existence, is effected by means of the use of the 
suppletive form 'alabu, e.g., 

wahatom labulo (. . .) >ab tafana ' may at 'alabu (. . .) 
and they say to him by last will who dies [there] is not 
'And they say to him: "No one dies by telling his last will . . ." ' (PL1, 208:7) 

5.2.4. EXPRESSION OF EXISTENCE IN THE FUTURE 

To express the notion of existence in the future, the conjugated forms of halla and gab*a in the 
imperfect are used, though the use of the imperfect forms of halla is infrequent, e.g., 

'ana masalka 'agabba* 
'I shall be with you5 (Storia, 38:21) 

5.2.5. EXPRESSION OF EXISTENCE IN THE MODAL CATEGORIES 

The jussive (imperative) and infinitival moods are usually expressed by the use of the verb gab'a, 
but also by the use of the verb halla, e.g., 

'anas bannu 'agal bgba' sanni 'ikon 
man by himself to be good it is not 
'It is not good that man should live alone' (Storia, 6:25) 

>9gjl lahallc halla 'alu 
to lit] be it is to it 
'It must be' 

halle wanabar 
exist and live 
'Live long!' (LH, 5a) 

'alabu is also the negative form of the particle bu which denotes the notion 'to have' (5.3). 
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5.2.6. SUBORDINATE FORMS OF VERBS USED IN THE EXPRESSION OF EXISTENCE 

(a) gab'a and <ala. As regards these verbs subordination is effected in the manner typical of any 
other finite verb. 

(b) halla. When halla occurs with other than temporal conjunctions and particles no peculiarities are 
to be noted. When subordinate by reason of a temporal conjunction, two phenomena may be noted: 
(1) preceded by the conjunctions 'at and dib 'when', which occur with imperfect forms of the Tigre 
verb, halla retains its perfect form, e.g., 

tabib 'aze 'at cad 'ihalla da'ikon badir 'at halladi 
blacksmith now in tribe [there] is not indeed formerly when [there] is then 
'Now there is not a blacksmith in the tribe. Formerly, when there was (one), 

'at la'ala sarha cawlu nassa' 
for that which it manufactured his price he takes 
he took the price for what he manufactured' (FM, 151:15) 

(2) preceded by the conditional particle man 'if, halla occurs in the imperfect form, e.g., 

manma 'aha 'at harratu tahalle wamanma 'aqrus 'at betu halle 
even if cattle in his corral [there] is and even if money in his house [there] is 
'Even if there are cattle in his corral and even if there is money in his house (. . .)' 

(FM, 143:8) 

5.3. EXPRESSION OF POSSESSION 

Possession is expressed by means of: 

(a) the particle bu or badibu, both forms being conjugated in all persons. In this capacity bu/badibu 
has the syntactical function of a finite verb in the present, e.g., 

hata cabbay sewabet ba 
she large family has 
'She has a large family' 

'at becce b zuh 'akatbat badibye 
in my house many books I have 
'I have many books at home' 

(b) the perfect forms of the verb halla conjugated in the third person + the article 'al conjugated in 
all persons, e.g., 

'ana sanni mas'alit hallet 'alye 
I good camera [there] is to me 
'I have a good camera' 

la'alab talafuna halla 'alka 
the number of the telephone [there] is to you 
'Do you have the telephone number?' 

5.3.1. NEGATION OF FORMS USED IN THE EXPRESSION OF POSSESSION 

halla + 'al is negated by means of the prefixed negative particle 'i. The negative form of the 
particle bu (badibu) is 'alabu (conjugated), as in: 

kabad 'alabaka 'You do not have a belly' (PL1, 84:7) 
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5.3.2. TEMPORAL AND MODAL RELATIONS IN THE EXPRESSION OF POSSESSION 

The forms dealt with above are used in the present. The expression of possession in the past is 
rendered by the construction cala + 3al, e.g., 

worot 3aws masal 3assitu cala. wahatom na3at sallam 'alat 
one man with his wife he was and they female camel dark [there] was 
'A man lived with his wife, and they had a dark 

3alom 
to them 
female camel' 

The expression of possession in the future is rendered by the verb halla in the imperfect + the 
particle 3al, as in: bazuh lahalle 3alu 'He will have plenty'. The construction consisting of the 
imperfect form of gab'a + the particle 3al is not used in the expression of possession in the non-
past, owing to the idiomatic meaning of gab'a + 3al which prevails (gab3a + 3al means 'to be able 
to'). The verb halla is used in subordinate position showing the same features as described (5.2.6) 
for halla in the expression of existence, e.g., 

3at worot gale kas man halle 3alom 
against one some accusation if [there] is to them 
'if they have an accusation against someone' 

The particle bu is used in subordinate position in cases other than those in which subordination is 
by means of a temporal conjunction (e.g., in a relative clause): Idkatob la3alu baka 'the book you 
have'. 

5.4. halla + 3al IN THE EXPRESSION OF NECESSITY 

The construction halla + 3al is also used to denote the notion expressed in English by the idiom 
'have to' or the modal auxiliary 'must'. The verb halla in this construction exhibits the same 
morphological and syntactical features as are displayed in other instances of the occurrence of 
halla + 3al in the expression of possession, e.g., 

3agal Hgis halla 3alye 
to [I] go [there] is to me 
'I have to go' 
3at becce 3aze >agal 3igis 3alabye 
to my house now to [I] go [there] is not to me 
'I don't have to go home now' 



6. THE VERB 

6.1. MORPHOLOGY: TYPES AND DERIVATIVES OF THE VERB 

(a) THE FOUR TYPES. The description of verb formation necessitates the recognition of four 
morphological types according to stem. These types are referred to in this work as A, B, C, D, 
where type A is taken as representing the "simple stem"-i.e., the basic stem in relation to which the 
form and meaning of the other types is considered. The stems of types B, C and D are formally 
distinctive in that: type B has the medial radical geminated throughout the inflexion, e.g., 'allaba 
'to count' (laryngeal and semi-vowel are not geminated; cf. 6.2.3, 6.2.4); type C has a long penultimate 
(in the stem) vowel throughout, e.g., dagama 'to tell'; type D has a long penultimate vowel 
throughout together with a repetition of the medial radical, e.g., balalasa 'to answer repeatedly'. 
All these distinctive morphological features are lacking in the case of the type A stem. Only types 
A and C are common to all verbs; types B and D do not occur with verbs of more than three 
radicals. As regards meaning, type B verbs are to be taken as lexical entities, while verbs of types C 
and D express the notions of conative (intensive) and frequentative aspect: triradicals of the type C 
are for the most part conative verbs while triradicals of type D and quadriradicals of type C are 
either conative or frequentative. 

(b) PREFIXED DERIVATIVES. Verbs of each of the four types may occur with a preformative whose 
function and meaning is usually related to coexisting verbs of other types and derivatives. Such a 
preformative—prefixed to the stem of the verb—is functional in the system where it is a derivative 
of another coexisting verb-form. There are four preformatives which serve in the formation of the 
derivatives, as follows: ta-, 'a-, 'at- and 'atta-. In general terms ta- is used to express the passive 
form of type A and D verbs and reciprocity in type C and D verbs; the other three preformatives 
are used to express various aspects of the notion of causation. There are certain limitations to the 
distribution of these preformatives, e.g., 'at- does not occur with type A of the triradical verb, which 
has no semivowel or laryngeal as radical, and 'a- does not occur with type D verbs. These limitaions 
of distribution are treated in the appropriate sections below. In addition to the four preformatives 
which are functional in the system some other preformatives, whose value is lexical only, occur with 
verbs of more than three radicals. These are the preformatives 'an- and 'as-. A special statement, as 
regards form and meaning, necessary for some of the verbs with laryngeals or semivowels as one of 
their radicals, is made in the appropriate sections below. 

6.1.1. THE FOUR TYPES; A DETAILED STATEMENT OF FUNCTION AND MEANING 

TYPE A. Type A verbs have unmarked meaning in relation to coexisting verbs of types B and C. 
Verbs of type A can be either transitive or intransitive. Examples: 

lakfa 'to throw' fagra 'to go out' 
sakba 'to take rest' dangara 'to be late' 
wada 'to do' 

TYPE B. Verbs of type B are non-functional in the morphological system of the verb and are to be 
treated in terms of lexis. Many of type B verbs do not have coexisting verbs of type A and thus 
form the "head" of a dictionary entry. Examples of type B verbs which do not have coexisting 
verbs of type A: 

mazzana 'to weigh' (v.t.) garrama 'to be beautiful' 
caddama 'to invite' kayana (semivowels are not geminated) 'to deceive' 
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Examples of type B verbs which have coexisting verbs of type A: 

daggama 'to tell' (dagma 'to repeat') 
kabbara 'to give news' (kabra 'to be honored') 
haffana 'to take with both hands' (hafna 'to become hot') 
sakkara 'to praise' (fakra 'to get drunk') 

TYPE C. Triradicals of type C are met with in the expression of (a) Increase of force or intensity of 
the action denoted by the underlying verb of type A. Such verbs are transitive. Examples: 

sabara 'to break to pieces, to be engaged in breaking' (sabra 'to break') 
qatala 'to do some killing, to be engaged in killing' (qatla 'to kill') 
lakafa 'to persist in throwing' (lakfa 'to throw') 

(b) The notion of causation for those verbs whose initial radical is a laryngeal (verbs with an initial 
laryngeal are lacking the 'a-A formation). Triradicals with an initial laryngeal can also express the 
conative aspect and meaning is then determined by the contextual sense. Thus type C of halka 
'to exert oneself, to trouble oneself which is halaka, is either 'to exert oneself very much' or 'to 
trouble' (v.t.). Examples of type C verbs whose first radical is a laryngeal: 

halafa 'to cause to pass, to remove' {Haifa 'to pass') 
^ata 'to make enter, to bring in' ('ata 'to enter') 
harada 'to slaughter' (e.g. several cows; harda 'to slaughter') 

(c) A stylistic variant of type A or type B where the type A does not coexist, e.g., 

takala/takla 'to plant' 
kalasa/kallasa 'to terminate' 

There are some instances in which a type C verb and the coexisting verb of another type are of 
different origin and meaning, e.g., 

sakara/sakkara 'to praise' - sakra 'to get drunk' 
saraha 'to send away, to make leave' — sarha 'to produce, to make' 

Quadriradicals of type C (quadriradicals occur only in types A and C) are used in the expression of 
the conative or frequentative (iterative) aspect of the action denoted by the underlying verb of type 
A. Thus, quadriradical verbs of type C function, in relation to type A, as triradical verbs of both 
types C and D function in relation to type A, e.g., 

maramara 'to examine thoroughly' (marmara 'to examine, to consider') 
gasagasa 'to charge forward repeatedly' (gasgasa 'to march forward') 

TYPE D. The type D verb which occurs with triradicals only, is used to express the frequentative or 
conative aspect of the action denoted by the underlying verb of type A. When the intensity of 
action is described this can involve either increase or decrease of force, i.e., augmentative or 
attenuate aspect (cf. 6.2.9.1, bela compounds: the aspectual use of bela and yabala). There are, 
therefore, instances in which the meanings of verbs of types C and D in relation to type A overlap. 
Examples: 

hararasa 'to plough a little — harasa 'to cultivate the soil' — harsa 'to plough' 
kadadama 'to work on and off — kadma 'to serve, to work' 
kalah^a 'to pass a short time' — kaPa 'to pass the time' 
sababara 'to break thoroughly' — sabara 'to break in pieces'(v.t.), to be engaged in 

breaking' — sabra 'to break' (v.t.) 

6.1.2. PREFIXED DERIVATIVES-A DETAILED STATEMENT OF FUNCTION AND MEANING 

(a) DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX to-, ta- derivatives are used in the expression of the passive 
voice of transitive verbs of types A, B and C. In some instances, transitive verbs become intransitive 
or denote the notion of refelxivity by means of the ta- formation. ta-C and ta-D verbs may express 
the notion of reciprocity. Examples: 
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torakkaba 'to be found' (rakba 'to find') 
tjmazzana 'to be weighed' (mazzana 'to weigh'; v.t.) 
tosarama 'to be cut into strips' (sarama 'to cut into strips') 
tolamada 'to get used to each other' {lamda 'to get accustomed') 
togadaba 'to fight each other' (gadba 'to plunder') 
tomardmara 'to consult one another' (marmara 'to examine') 
tdsalalama 'to bandy salutations' (tssalama 'to salute') 

(b) DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX 'a-, 'a- derivatives which occur with all types but D, are used in 
the expression of: (1) the causative of the transitive verb, e.g., 

'azmata 'to cause to raid' (zamta 'to rob, to raid') 
'aqdtala 'to cause to do some killing' (qatala 'to do some killing') 
'afanfana 'to make abhor' (fanfana 'to abhor') 

(2) the causative of the intransitive verb. Some of the verbs which are intransitive become transitive 
by means of the prefix 'a-. Examples: 

'aqtara 'to drip' (v.t.; qatra 'to trickle') 
'amsd'a 'to cause to come, to bring' {mas'a 'to come') 
'atlala 'to wet' (talla 'to be wet') 
'abharara 'to frighten' (baharara 'to be frightened') 
'agarrama 'to beautify' (garrama 'to be beautiful') 

(c) DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX 'at-, 'at- derivatives are used in the expression of: (1) the 
cuasative of intransitive verbs of to- formation. Some intransitive verbs of the to- formation become 
transitive by means of the prefix 'at-. Examples: 

'atgassa 'to make sit' (tagassa 'to sit down') 
'addala (for *'atdald) 'to make ready, to prepare' (todala 'to be ready') 
'atlahama 'to join (v.t.) together' (tdlahama 'to join (v.i.) together') 

(2) the causative reciprocal in the case of 'at-C and the causative in the case of 'at-D; prefix 'a-
being non-existent in the case of type D verbs. Examples: 

'atgadaba 'to cause to fight each other' (tagadaba 'to fight each other') 
'atfararha 'to cause to be feared much' {tsfarroha 'to be feared') 

(3) the causative for those verbs whose initial radical is a laryngeal; the causative being normally 
expressed for such verbs by type C proper or by means of the prefix 'at-. Examples: 

'athadaga 'to make leave' (hadga 'to leave') 
'athadara/hadara 'to cause to dwell' (hadra 'to dwell') 
'athalalaka 'to make someone exert himself a little' {halalaka 'to exert oneself a little') 

(d) DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX 'atta-. 'atta- derivatives are used in the expression of (1) the 
factitive (i.e., the "double" causative) and (2) the causative where the action is caused to be performed 
via an agent other than the subject of the verb. Examples: 

'attaqtala 'to cause to be killed' (qatla 'to kill') 
'attabala 'to cause to be said' (e.g. to spread rumors; bela 'to say') 
'attafgara 'to cause to be brought out' ifagra 'to go out') 
'attamp'a 'to cause to be brought, to let come' (mas'a 'to come') 

'atta- serves also as the simple causative for quadriradical verbs whose prefix is 'an- or 'as. For 
examples see the following section. 

(e) PREFIXES 'an- AND 'as-. These prefixes occur only with the quadriradicals and are non-functional 
as regards the system. Tlieir causative form is produced by means of the prefix 'atta-. Examples of 
verbs with the prefix 'an- and its causative form 'attan-: 
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'attanqatqata 'to shake' (v.t.; >anqatqata 'to shake' v.i.) 
'attansarsara 'to make suffer' ('ansarsara 'to be in trouble, to suffer'; sarsara 'to cry aloud') 

Examples of verbs with the prefix *as- and its causative 'attas-: 

'attasqamqama 'to make groan' ('asqamqama 'to groan') 

^attasnaqnaqa 'to cause to be shaken' ('asnaqnaqa 'to be shaken') 

(f) THE PREFIX 'asta-. This prefix appears only in Arabic loan-words and is thus to be regarded as 
an integral part of the verb in Tigre, e.g., 

'astafasara 'to inquire (about)' (Arabic: "istafsara) 
'astahala 'to be worthy of, to be entitled to' (Arabic: 'ista'hala) 

6.2. VERB FORMATION: TRIRADICAL VERBS OF TYPES A, B, C, D AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 

The following synoptic table illustrates the threefold possibilities of triradical verbs (which do not 
contain semivowels or laryngeals) in their actual range of occurrence. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT/ 

JUSSIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT/ 

JUSSIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT/ 

JUSSIVE 

qatla 
hqattdl 
teqtal 

qattala 

hqattdl 

qatala 

hqatal 

qatatala 

hqatatal 

t3-

tBqattala 
htqattal 
htqattal 

hqattala 

htqattal 

taqatala 

htqatal 

tdqatatala 

htqatatal 

=a-

>aqtala 
laqathl 
laqtol 

'aqattala 

laqattdl 

'aqatala 

laqatal 

-

'at-

-

'atqattala 

latqattdl 

'atqatala 

latqatdl 

^atqatatala 

latqatatdl 

>atta-

'attaqtala 
lattaqtdl 
lattaqtdl 

-

-

-

In reading the above table the following morphological phenomena are to be noted: (1) there is a 
similarity of form in the case of ra-A and te-B, in the sense that the semantic value required for td-k in 
relation to A is rendered regularly by fa-B forms; (2) an imperfect/jussive contrast exists only in type 
A and in the derivative 'a-k throughout the conjugation, other types and derivatives having a similar 
conjugation for both imperfect and jussive forms (the prefix of 1st person plural retains, however, the 
contrast imperfect/jussive in some other types); (3) type D does not have the derivative with the prefix 
'a-A. (4) the prefix 'atta- occurs only with type A forms where the prefix 'at- is not used. 

6.2.1. VERB INFLEXION:1 THE FOUR TYPES OF VERBS 

TYPE A: qansa 'to get up' 

Perfect: qanasko, qanaska, qanaski, qansa, qansat, qanasna, qanaskum, qanaskan, qansaw, 
qansaya 

Imperfect: 'dqannds, tdqanms, taqansi, hqannds, taqanms, 'dnqannds, tdqanso, taqansa, hqanso, 
hqansa 

The order followed in the first table will be kept throughout the chapter: 1st pers. sing., 2nd pers. masc. sing., 
2nd pers. fern, sing., 3rd pers. masc. sing., 3rd pers. fern, sing., etc. For tables of these inflected forms, cf. 11.1. 
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Jussive: "aqnas, tdqnas, taqnasi, laqnas, taqnas, naqnas, taqnaso, taqnasa, laqnaso, laqnasa 
Imperative: The imperative forms are derived from the jussive forms in the appropriate persons. 

They differ from the jussive forms in that they do not have prefixes and are, 
therefore, liable to change their position with regard to the syllabic structure. The 
inflexion of the imperative is as follows: qanas, qonasi, qanaso, qanasa. 

TYPE B: mazzana 'to weigh' 

Perfect: mazzanko, mazzanka, mazzanki, mazzana, mazzanat, mazzanna, mazzankum, 
mazzankan, mazzanaw, mazzanaya , 

Imperfect/ 'amazzan, tamazzan, tamazni, lamazzan, tamazzan, 'anmazzan/namazzan (the first 
Jussive: form is the imperfect one, the second is the jussive), tamazno, tamazna, lamazno, 

lamazna 
Imperative: mazzan, mazni, mazno, mazna 

TYPE C: kataba 'to vaccinate' 

Perfect: katabko, katabka, katabki, kataba, katabat, katabna, katabkum, katabkan, katabaw, 
katabaya 

Imperfect/ 'akdtab, takatab, takatbi, lakatab, takatab, 'ankatab/nakatab, takatbo, takatba, 
Jussive: hkatbo, lakatba 

Imperative: katab, katbi, katbo, katba 

TYPE D: balalasa 'to keep on answering, to answer repeatedly'. Perfect: balalasa. Imperfect/Jussive: 
hbalabs. Imperative: balalas. 

THE OPTIONAL USE OF PREFIXES IN THE IMPERFECT. In colloquial speech there is a distinct tendency 
to omit the prefixes of the verb in the imperfect, e.g., (fagra 'to go out'), faggar, faggar, fagri, faggar, 
figgar, faggar, fagro, fagra, fagro, fagra. 

6.2.2. VERB INFLEXION: PREFIXED DERIVATIVES 

PREFIX ta-. As mentioned above (6.2) there is identity of form in the case of ta-k and ta-B. The 
distinction between ta-A and ta-B, on the synchronic level, must, therefore, be analyzed lexically. 
Thus, the sign ta-A/B will be used, to signify that ta-A is formally identical with ta-B: taqarraca 
'to be cut off. 

Perfect: taqarracko, -ka, -ki, taqarraca, -at, taqarracna, -kum, -kan, taqarracaw, taqarracaya 
Imperfect/ >atqarrac, tatqarrac, tatqarraci, latqarrac, tatqarrac, natqarrac, tatqarraco, totqarraca, 

Jussive: latqarraco, htqarraca 
Imperative: taqarrac, -i, -o, -a 

ta-C: taqubala 'to meet'. Imperfect/Jussive: latqabal. Imperative: taqabal. 

ta-D: tanababara 'to live a bit on A and a bit on B' (e.g., agriculture and cattle-herding). 
Imperfect/Jussive: latnababar. Imperative: tanababar. As regards the phonemic shape of the derivatives 
with the prefix ta-, two points are to be noted: (1) The prefix ta- is optional, e.g., baggasa, or 
tabaggasa 'to depart'. (2) When ta- becomes a constituent in a consonantal cluster it may assimilate 
to dentals, alveolars and palato-alveolars. The result is a geminated consonant-voiced or voiceless-
according to the assimilating consonant, e.g., 

laddaqqab 'he is strong, able' (tadaqqaba 'to be strong'; [bttaqqab] see 2.1.1.2) 
lassalalamo 'they greet each other' {tasalalama 'to greet each other') 

PREFIX 3a-. Js-A. This is the sole instance of a triradical derivative where a formal distinction between 
the imperfect and jussive morphological categories is maintained. The inflexion is as follows: 

"This is the situation for imperative forms in the affirmative. For the imperative in the negative see 6.4. 
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'angafa 'to save, to let escape'. 

Perfect: 'angafko, -ka, -ki, -a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya. 
Imperfect: 'anaggjf, tanaggaf, tanagfi, lanaggof, tanaggaf, nanaggaf, tanagfo, tanagfa, lanagfo, 

lanagfa. 
Jussive: 'angjf, tangaf, tangafi, langaf, tangaf, nangaf tangdfo, tangafa, langafo, langafa. 
Imperative: 'angaf, >angafi, 'angafo, 'angafa. 

The consonantal element in the prefix >a- is liable to variation as follows: there is a possibility of free 
variation between 5 and c when the neighboring consonant is an ejective, e.g., 'asma'a or 'asma'a 'to 
make thirsty' (sam'a 'to be thirsty'). When the first radical of the root of the verb is q the q may 
occur as3or c along with the change of 3 to c in the prefix, e.g., 'aqraha, 'a'raha or cacraha 'to set 
fire to' (cf. 2.1.1.1; 2.1.1.3). 

3a-B: 'abattala 'to stop, to bring to a standstill'. 

Perfect: 'abattalko, -ka, -ki, -a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya. 
Imperfect/ 'abatpl, tabattal, tabatli, tabattal, tabattal, nabattal, tdbatlo, tabatla, labatlo, 

Jussive labatla. 
Imperative: 3abattol, 'abatli, 'abatlo, 'abatla. 

3fl-C: >asdbata 'to get hold of. 

Perfect: 'asabatko, -ka, -ki, -a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya. 
Imperfect/ 'asabat, tasabat, tasdbti, lasabat, tasabat, nasdbat, tasdbto, tasdbta, lasabto, 

Jussive lasdbta. 
Imperative: yasabat, *asdbti, 3asdbto, 'asdbta. 

TYPE D. There is no derivative *3a-D. Its place in the system is taken by 'at-D. 

PREFIX 'at-. TYPE A. Tliere is no derivative *'at-A (see, however, 'a- formations with initial laryngeals). 
Its place in the system is taken by "a-A and 3atta-A. 

>at-B. 'atbaggasa 'to cause to move off. 

Perfect: 'atbaggasko, -ka, -ki, -a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya. 
Imperfect/ 'atbaggas, tatbaggas, tatbagsi, latbaggas, tatbaggas, natbaggas, tatbagso, tatbagsa, 

Jussive: latbagso, tatbagsa. 
Imperative: 'atbaggas, 3atbagsi, 'atbagso, ^atbagsa. 

'at-C 'atrasana 'to heat' 

Perfect: 'atrdsanko, etc. 
Imperfect/ 'atrdsan, tatrdsan, tatrdsni, latrasan, tatrdsan, natrdsan, tatfdsno, tatrdsna, latrasno, 

Jussive: latrdsna. 
Imperative: 'atrdsan, 'atrdsni, 'atrdsno, 'atrdsna. 

'at-D. 'atqabdbala 'to go to and fro'. Perfect: 'atqabdbalko, etc. Imperfect/Jussive: ^atqabdbal, etc. 
Imperative: 'atqabdbal, etc. 

PREFIX 'atta-. This prefix is functional in the system only in the case of Type A verbs (6.2., Table). 
A small number of verbs of ^atta-Q formation appears in the written language, e.g. 'attaqabala 'to pay 
attention, to take notice of; cf. ^attaqbala 'to observe, to look at'; 'atqdbala 'to return'. These are best 
dealt with within the lexical domain. 

'atta-A. 'attaqraea 'to let cut off. Perfect: 'attaqracko, etc. Imperfect/Jussive: 'attaqrac, etc. 
Imperative: 'attaqrac, etc. 
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6.2.3. VERBS WITH LARYNGEALS 

The influence of laryngeals on adjacent speech-sounds is described in detail in the first chapter (2.1.1.3; 
2.2.4.4 (e) (f)). Additional statements which are relevant to the morphology of the verb follow in the 
appropriate sections below. 

6.2.3.1. Verbs with Initial Laryngeals "-• 

The following phenomena are to be noted: 

(1) Verbs with initial laryngeal have only one preformative, 'at-, which contains a laryngeal. Thus: 

(a) the preformatives 'a- and 'an- of the first persons which usually occur with the appropriate imperfect 
and jussive forms of the verb, do not materialize, as in, e.g. hassab 'I think'. 

(b) 'a- formation does not occur with initial laryngeals. The place of 'a- formations in the system is 
taken by type C or the 'at-A derivative of type A, as in, e.g. 

"arga 'to ascend' - cdraga 'to lift up' 
hatma 'to seal' — 'athatama 'to make seal' 

In the case of the other types, 'at- formations may serve the purpose of the 'a- formation-though 
type C may function either as C proper or as 'at-A, e.g. 

'abbasa 'to sin' - 'at'abbasa 'to make one sin' 
harsa 'to plough' — 'harasa 'to cultivate' — 'atharasa 'to make plough' 

(c) The prefix 'atta- is lacking in all types. 

(2) As regards vocalization the following features are typical of verbs with initial laryngeals: 

(a) In the first person singular of the jussive where the prefix is lacking, the vowel of the first radical 
is -i as opposed to a or zero in the other persons, e.g., hirad 'should I slaughter [the sacrificial cow] 
(PL1, 77:10). 

(b) In the case of the occurrence of the sequence VjLV2, Vj usually assimilates to V2, though stress 
must be accounted for. Thus, one may encounter tahassab 'you (masc. sing.) will wash', as well as 
thassab. 

(c) Since the sequence VLCV is not typical of verbs with laryngeals, the consonantal cluster of a 
possible VLCV sequence is eliminated by vocalizing the laryngeals. This phenomenon prevails in the 
jussive of type A, as in 'agal tahadag tu 'you (masc. sing.) will leave'; 'agal tahadagi tu 'you (fern, 
sing.) will leave', etc. 

(d) In 'at-A derivatives the consonant-vowel arrangement of the stem in the perfect is CaCaC in all 
persons. Thus the inflexion formation of 'at-A contrasts with that of 'at-C only as regards the quantity 
of the first vowel of the stem. In the imperfect/jussive the stem of 'at-A has the consonant-vowel 
arrangement of 'at-B but without gemination of the second radical. 

THE INFLEXION OF VERBS WITH INITIAL LARYNGEAL. 

In the absence of 'a- derivatives only type A has separate inflexions for the imperfect and the jussive. 
The inflexion of type A is as follows: hasba 'to wash' (v.t.) 

Perfect: hasabko, etc. 
Imperfect: hassab, tahassab, tahasbi, lahassab, tahassob, nahassab, tahasbo, tahasba, lahasbo, lahasba. 
Jussive: hisab, tahasab, tahasabi, lahasab, tahasab, nahasab, tahasabo, tahasaba, lahasabo, 

lahasaba. 
Imperative: hasab, hasabi, hasabo, hosaba. 

TYPE B. 'addama 'to invite' 

Perfect: caddamko, etc. 
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Imperfect/ cadddtn, ta'addom, tacadmi, la'addom, ta'addam, nacaddjm, tacadmo, tacadma, 
Jussive: la'admo, la'adma. 

Imperative: caddam, cadmi, cadmo, cadma 

TYPE c. habara 'to join' 

Perfect: habarko, etc. 
Imperfect/ habar, tahabar, takabri, lahabor, tahabor, nahabjr, tahabro, tahabra, lahabro, 

Jussive: lahabra. 
Imperative: habsr, habri, habro, habra. 

TYPE D. hararama 'to weed here and there'. Imperfect/Jussive: lahararam. Imperative: hararsm. 

PREFIXED DERIVATIVES3 

t3-A/B. Perfect: tahassaba 'to wash oneself. Imperfect/Jussive: hthasxab. Imperative: tahassab. 

td-C. Perfect: ta'arafa 'to visit'. Imperfect/Jussive: htcaraf. Imperative: tacaraf. 

'at-A. 'athalafa 'to cause to pass'. 

'at-B. ^athaddasa 'to cause to renew'. 

'at-C. 'athadaga 'to cause to leave one another'. Imperfect/Jussive: lathahf, lathaddas, lathadog. 
Imperative: 'athaLif, >athaddjs, 'athadjg. 

6.2.3.2. Verbs with Medial Laryngeals 

The characteristic features of verbs with medial laryngeals are: (a) the absence of type B formations, as 
the laryngeals are not geminated; (b) the type A stem shows peculiarities in all morphological categories 
of the verb: in the perfect, the stem is CalaC throughout the inflexion; in the imperfect the stem is 
CLaC; in the jussive CLaC; and in the imperative CaLaC throughout; (c) type C seems to be non
functional in the system, e.g., taba'asa = tdba'asa 'to quarrel'; qahara = qahara 'to get excited'; tdsa'ara 
= tdsa'ara 'to be deposed'. 

THE INFLEXION OF TYPE A VERBS WITH MEDIAL LARYNGEALS 

sacana 'to load' 

Perfect: sacanko, etc. 
Imperfect: '3Sc3n, tdsc3n, t9Sc3ni, lssc3n, tas'dn, 'snss'sn, tdsc3no, t3Sc3na, ldsc3no, hsc3na. 
Jussive: 'ss'an, tds'an, tdfani, bs'an, toscan, tids'an, tDS'ano, t3Scana, ldscano, tes'ana. 
Imperative: sacan (or [sacan]), sa'ani, sa'ano, sacana. 

PREFIXED DERIVATIVES OF TYPE A. (1) With the exception of the 'atta- formation all derivatives are 
found. (2) No formal distinction exists between the imperfect and jussive forms. (3) The stem of 
'at-A in the imperfect/jussive is CaLaC and that of 'a-A is C(a)LaC. Examples: 

te-A: taba'asa 'to quarrel' 
'a-A: 'ashata 'to mislead' 
'at-A: 'atlahama 'to close'. Imperative/Jussive: tetba'as, lashst, lathham. Imperative: tdba'as, 

'ashdt, 'atlshdm. 

6.2.3.3. Verbs with Final Laryngeals 

TYPE A. The characteristic features of verbs with final laryngeals of type A are: 

Type D and its derivatives will be dealt with henceforth only where peculiarities need to be noted in the forms 
occurring. 
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(1) The actualization of the sequence VLCV is made feasible by means of metathesis, e.g., bal'ako 'I 
ate' for *balacko. 

(2) All forms with verb suffixes in the non-perfect morphological categories show peculiarities, as 
follows: (a) in the second persons, the vowel of the verb suffix is liable to transposition, e.g. tdbalhcu 
'you (masc. pi.) will eat' > tdballu'; (b) the vowel of the verb suffix in the second persons in the 
masculine plural forms is u as opposed to o in the verbs with a final non-laryngeal consonant; (c) all 
jussive forms with verb suffixes have the vowel a as the second vowel of the stem, as opposed to a in 
the verbs with a final non-laryngeal consonant; (d) owing to the phonemic shape of the imperfect form, 
the second radical is geminated throughout. 

THE INFLEXION OF VERBS WITH FINAL LARYNGEALS 

TYPE A. bal'a 'to eat' 

Perfect: baVako, bal'aka, bal'aki, bal'a, balcat, bal'ana, bal'akum, bal'akan, bal'aw, bal'aya. 
Imperfect: 'dbalh', tdbalte', tabalteH/taballi', tebalte', tdbalhc,'3nbalhc, tabalte'ii/taballu', 

tdbalid'a, labalte'u/hballu', tebalh'a. 
Jussive: >dblac, tabla", tdbhH/tabli', hbla", tdbla*, nsbla", Obh'u/tdblu,4 t3bhca, tebte'u/ 

hbluc, hbld'a. 
Imperative: balac, balHjbdli', bal'u/balu", bdl'a. 

TYPE B. sammd'a 'to daub with wax' 

Perfect: samm3cako (1st pers. sing.) 
Imperfect/ 

Jussive: hsamm3c, hsamma'u/bsammu' (3rd pers. masc. pi.) 
Imperative: sammd*, sammd'-i/sammic (fern, sing.) 

TYPE c. The vowel of the verb suffix in the non-perfect forms of type C, unlike that of types A and 
B, is not liable to transportation. In other respects the vowel of type C verb suffixes is that of the 
other types, e.g. sarfej'a 'to shave' 

Imperfect/Jussive: hsarz', t?sar(3}H (2nd fern, sing.) 
Imperative: sara<, sar(d)cu (2nd masc. pi.) 

PREFIXED DERIVATIVES. The formal distinction of imperfect/jussive exists only in derivatives of 'a-A 
formation, e.g., 'asma'a 'to let, make hear'. Imperfect: lasammd*. Jussive: lasma". Imperative: >asm3c. 
Examples of other derivatives: 

te-A/B: t3malhca 'to be filled'. Imperfect/Jussive: htmalla*. Imperative: tdmalla"1. 

*atta-k: 'attalmd'a 'to make blossom'. Imperfect/Jussive: lattalmd'1. Imperative: 'attalma*. 
3atta-B: 'attaqalh'a 'to cause premature birth'. Imperfect/Jussive: lattaqalte'-. Imperative: 'attaqallf. 

6.2A. VERBS WITH SEMIVOWELS 

A distinction is to be made here between those verbs whose final radical is a semivowel, and those whose 
initial or medial radical is a semivowel. The distinction needs to be maae as verbs with initial or medial 
semivowels show a complementary biradical-triradical inflexion, whereas verbs with a final semivowel are 
biradical. 

6.2.4.1. Verbs with Initial Semivowels 

TYPE A. Apart from the jussive of type A, verbs with initial semivowels are inflected in the same manner 
in which the typical triconsonantal verbs are inflected. The number of verbs with initial y is very small-

In the sequence LV of the jussive plural forms, a full assimilation can be detected, as in: t blu u, t bla a, I blu u, 
I bla a. 
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probably no greater than four—but sufficient to substantiate the above statement. In the jussive, verbs 
with initial semivowels lose the first radical, and the stem is thus CaC, to which the verb suffix with 
the vowel element / is attached. Example: warm 'to inherit' 

Imperfect: hwarras. 
Jussive: 'iras, tiras, tirasi, liras, tiras, niras, tiraso, tirasa, liraso, lirasa 
Imperative: waras, warasi, waraso, warasa 

yabsa 'to dry' (v.i.) 

Imperfect: layabbas. 
Jussive: 'ibas, tibas, tibasi, libas, tibas, nibas, tibaso, tibasa, libaso, libasa 

An optional form is possible for the imperative of verbs with initial w, e.g. ladi 'bring forth!' (2nd pers. 
fern. sing, of walda 'to bring forth'; PL1, 101:21) rad 'get down!' (2nd pers. masc. sing, of warda 'to 
descend'). 

OTHER TYPES AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. (1) Verbs with initial w show no peculiarities. (2) Verbs with 
initial y are attested in the following types and their derivatives where they show no peculiarities: 

TYPE B: yattama 'to become an orphan'. Imperfect/Jussive: layattam. 
Jtf-A: "ay bam 'to dry (trans.). Imperfect: layabbas. Jussive: laybas. 

ta-Q: tayamama 'to decide'. Imperfect/Jussive: latyamam. 

6.2.4.2. Verbs with Medial Semivowels 

The following phenomena are to be noted: (1) Gemination of the medial radical is not effected; (2) 
The inflexion of verbs with medial w is distinctive, from that of verbs with medial y. The inflexion of 
verbs with medial semivowels is as follows: 

TYPE A, medial y: geda 'to hurry'. 

Perfect: gadko, gadka, gadki, geda, gedat, gadna, gadkum, gadkan, gedaw, gedaya 
Imperfect: 'agayad (or >agayd), tagayad, tagaydi, lagayad, tagayad, 'angayad, tagaydo, tagayda, 

lagaydo, lagayda 
Jussive: *igid, tigid, tigidi, ligid, tigid, nigid, tigido, tigida, ligido, ligida 
Imperative: gid, gidi, gido, gida 

TYPE A, medial w: dora 'to go around' 

Perfect: darko, darka, darki, dora, dorat, darna, darkum, darkan, doraw, doraya 
Imperfect: 'adawar, tadawar, tadawri, ladawar, tadawar, andawar, tadawro, tadawra, ladawro, 

ladawra 
Jussive: 7idur, tidur, tiduri, lidur, tidur, nidur, tiduro, tidura, liduro, lidura 
Imperative: dur, duri, duro, dura 

Examples of other types and derivatives: 

VA: "arema 'to remove', 'aramna 'we removed'. Imperfect: larayam. Jussive: larim. Imperative: 'arirn. 
"adora 'to make turn'. Imperfect: ladawar. Jussive: ladur. Imperative: ?adur. 

TYPE B: qayasa 'to measure'; lawata 'to exchange'. Imperfect/Jussive: laqayas, lalqwat. Imperative: qayas, 
lawat. 

ta-A/B: tabayana 'to recover (health)'; tanawaka 'to turn away'. Imperfect: latbayan, latnawak. 
Imperative: tabayan, tanawak. 

*atta-K: 'attaswara 'to be carried'. Imperfect/Jussive: lattaswar. Imperative: 'attaswar. 

5In sequences of normal rapid articulation the vowel of the stem can disappear, e.g., >jgal tidri tu 'in order that you 
(fern, sing.) will return'; ^agal tidro tu 'in order that you (masc. pi.) will return', etc. 
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6.2.4.3. The Verbs mota and soma 

The verbs mota 'to die' and soma 'to fast', whose inflexion shows features which are typical of both 
medial w and medial y verbs are exceptions to the above generalization regarding verbs with medial 
semivowels. The verb mota shows distinctive features of a medial w inflexion in the morphological 
category of the perfect of type A, e.g..mota 'he died', matki '(when) you (fern, sing.)die' {PLl, 77:10), 
the >a-A derivative, e.g. 'amota 'to kill', and the jussive of type A, e.g. limut 'in order that he will die'. 
The imperfect forms of type A and the 3a-A derivative and all other types and derivatives have 
distinctive features of a medial y inflexion, e.g. temay.it (imperfect of type A), lamaydt (imperfect of 
the >a-A derivative). The collected examples of soma suggest that the radicals w and y occur in free 
variation in this particular verb: both tesawam and hsayam are recorded. 

6.2.4.4. Verbs with Final Semivowels 

These verbs, whose historical origin is believed to be a triradical verb with final w or y, are represented 
by one biradical inflexion: saqa 'to work'. 

Perfect: saqeko, saqeka, saqeki, saqa, saqet, saqena, saqekum, saqekan, saqaw, saqaya. 
Imperfect: asaqqe, hisaqqe, tnsaqqi, Lisaqqe, tasaqqe, dnlaqqe, tjsaqqu, tasaqya, Insaqqu, hsaqya. 
Jussive: ,~>sqe, tjsqe, tdsqay, hsqe, tosqe, nosqe, tjsqaw, tasqaya, hsqaw, fasqaya. 
Imperative: sjqe, sjqay, sjqaw, sjqaya. 

TYPES OTHER THAN A AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 

TYPE B: fassa 'to cut meat for drying'. Imperfect/Jussive: lafasse (pi. tefassu). Imperative: fasse. 

te-A/B: tjqalla 'to be roasted'. Imperfect/Jussive: htqalle (pi. htqallaw). Imperative: taqalle. 
3a-A: 'abda 'to destroy'. Imperfect: labadde (pi. labaddu). Jussive: labde (pi. labdu). Imperative: >abde. 

'atta-A: 'attansa 'to listen attentively'. Imperfect: lattanse. Imperative: 'attanse. 

6.2.4.5. Verbs with More Than One Semivowel 

Verbs containing two semivowels show the morphological features which are typical of their respective 
paradigms. Thus, the verb wada 'to do, to make', for example, has the endings of a final semivowel 
verb and the beginnings of an initial semivowel verb. Its inflexion is as follows: 

Perfect: wadeko, wadeka, wadeki, wada, wadet, wadena, wadekum, wadekm, wadaw, wadaya. 
Imperfect: ^jwadde, tjwadde, tDwaddi, hwadde, tjwadde, 'jnwadde, tjwaddu, tdwadya, hwaddu, 

hwadya. 
Jussive: 'ide, tide, tiday, lide, tide, nide, tidaw, tidaya, lidaw, lidaya. 
Imperative: de (or wjde), day (or wdday), daw, day a. 

A medial semivowel, either w or y, is retained throughout the inflexion. Thus, the verb sawa 'to 
distort', for example, has the imperfect form hsawe and the jussive hswe; the verb maya 'to let pass 
the night', has the imperfect form lomaye and the jussive bmye. Other types and derivatives show 
their typical features: 

fo-A/B: tomaya 'to pass the night'. Imperfect/Jussive: htmaye (pi. lotmayaw). 

tD-C: tjwdla 'to be led (animal)'. Imperfect: latwale (pi. htwalaw). 

'a-A: ^adwa 'to make last'. Imperfect: ladawe. Jussive: ladwe. 

^atta-A: yattawda 'to cause to be done'. Imperfect/Jussive: lattawde. 

6.2.5. VERBS WITH BOTH A SEMIVOWEL AND A LARYNGEAL 

Verbs containing a semivowel and a laryngeal reflect the behavior of vowels which are adjacent to laryngeals, 
in addition to the basic morphological features which are typical of their respective paradigms. The 
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following table illustrates the actual possibilities of combinations: 

c 
L 

L 

C 

SV 

L 

L 

C 

SV 

SV 

L 

SV 

SV 

SV 

SV 

L 

C 

C 

6.2.5.1. C L SV 

TYPE A: 

Perfect: 
Imperfect: 
Jussive: 
Imperative: 

ra-A/B: tjra'a 'he was seen'. Imperfect/Jussive: htrj^e. 

*a-A: >ar'a 'he showed'. Imperfect/Jussive: lar'e. 

ra'a 'he saw', ra'aw 'they (masc.) saw', wet 'she saw', ro'ena 'we saw'. 
tDrH 'you (fern, sing.) will see', hr'e 'he will see', hr'u 'they will see'. 
tzr^ay (2nd fern, sing.), hr'e (3rd masc. sing.), hr'aw (3rd masc. pi.). 
ro^e, ra'ay, ra'aw, ra^aya. 

6.2.5.2. L C SV 

TYPE A: Perfect: haza 'to wish'. Imperfect: lahazze, hazze (1st pers. sing.). Jussive: tehzze, hize (1st 
pers. sing.). Imperative: haze. 

It should be added here that 'a-A derivative does not exist for these verbs, since they begin with a 
laryngeal. The meaning usually expressed by 'a-A can be conveyed by type C, e.g. 3ara 'to bring home' 
as compared to 'ata 'to come home'. 

6.2.5.3. L SV SV: The Verb haya 

haya 'to heal (v.i.), to recover (from sickness)' is the single verb of its kind. The semivowel y as second 
radical is retained throughout the inflexion. Example: 

Perfect: hayeko (1st pers. sing.), hayeki (2nd pers. fem. sing.), hayaw (3rd pers. masc. pi.). 
Imperfect: haye (1st pers. sing.), lahayu (3rd masc. pi.). 
Jussive: hiye (1st pers. sing.), tahayay (2nd pers. fem. sing.), hhayaw (3rd pers. masc. pi.). 
Imperative: haye, hayay, hayaw, hay ay a. 

6.2.5.4. C SV L: The Verb ba'a and Verbs with Inflexion Similar to It. 

(1) Type A is lacking in the case of verbs with medial radical w. 

(2) The inflexion of type A verbs with medial radical y has: (a) the biradical stem CaC throughout the 
paradigm of the perfect; (b) the optional occurrence of y as medial radical throughout the paradigm of 
the jussive (imperative); (c) the optional occurrence of a jussive paradigm where the stem is CaC and the 
prefix vowel z'-a formation identical to that of verbs with initial w. Some verbs with the combination 
of radicals CyL are ba'a 'to enter', qaha 'to be red', qa*a 'to vomit' (also: qaca). The phenomena noted 
in (2) (b) above may be exemplified by means of the inflexion of the verb ba'a, as follows: 

Jussive, with medial y: 
'ibya7' (also: ^bya3), tibya', tibyaH/tibyP, libya\ tibya\ nibya\ tibya'u/tibyu', tibya'a, libya'u/ 
libyw, libya'a. 
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s 
Jussive, without medial y: 

Hba\ tiba\ tiba'i/tibi', liba\ tiba\ niba\ tiba'u/tibw, tiba'a, liba'u/libu3, liba'a. 

Imperative, with medial y: 
baya\ bay'i/bayp, bay'u/bayu', bay'a. 

Imperative, without medial y: 
ba\ ba'i/bi', ba'u/bu', ba'a. 

6.2.5.5. SV L C: Including the Verbs wahada and wahata 

Verbs containing initial semivowel and medial laryngeal: 

(a) are constituted according to the inflexion pattern of verbs with medial laryngeal, as follows: 

TYPE A: wacala 'to pass the day'. Imperfect: law'al. Jussive: law'al. Imperative: wa'al, wa'ali, wa'alo, 
wacala. 

(b) have biradical variants in the perfect and jussive of type A. Wahada 'to be little' and wahata 'to 
devour' are the only verbs attested with these variants: Perfect: hada, hata. Jussive: lahad, lahat {bwhat 
is also attested). 

6.2.5.6. L SV C: Including the Verb haba 

(1) No type A verbs with medial w are attested. 

(2) The prefix vowel of verb forms in the jussive of type a is a, e.g. bhis '(in order that) it will be 
better' {hesa 'to be better'). The verb haba, historically *wahaba, is a special case. From a descriptive 
point of view its inflexion shows combined features of L SV C and SV L C verbs: 

Perfect: habko, habka, habki, etc. 
Imperfect: hayab, tahayab, tahaybi, lahayab, tahayab, nahayab, tahaybo, tahayba, lahaybo, lahayba. 
Jussive: hab, tahab, tahabi, lahab, tahab, nahab, tahabo, tahaba, lahabo, lahaba. 
Imperative: hab, habi, habo, haba. 

6.2.5.7. The Verb <ala 

This verb occurs only in the morphological category of the perfect of type A. Its function is to supply the 
forms of the verb 'to be' in the past, e.g. calko 'I was', calaw 'they were', etc. 

6.2.5.8. The Verb bela 'To Say' 

This verb (originating from the root *bhl) is unique in its inflexion formation. The inflexion is as 
follows: 

Perfect: 'abe, tabe/telka, tsbayjtelki, bela belatjtdbe, \mbe [>3mbe]/ndbe, tDbaw/telkum, 
tdbaya/tdlkm, belaw, belaya. 

Imperfect: 'obdl, ubol, tabli, bbdl, tab.il, 'anbol \>amb<il]/n3b9l, tablo, tabla, hblo, labia. 
Jussive: 'ibal, tibal, tibali, libal, tibal, nibal, tibalo, tibala, libalo, libala. 
Imperative: bal, bali, balo, bala. 

Derivatives: the following derivatives have an inflexion typical of medial laryngeal verbs, excluding the 
case of V A where the stem is biradical: 

ta-A: Perfect: tabahala 'to be said'. Imperfect/Jussive: btbahal. 
3a-A: ^abala 'to make say, let speak'. Imperfect/Jussive: labal. 

http://tab.il
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6.2.6. VERBS WHOSE SECOND AND THIRD RADICALS ARE PHONETICALLY IDENTICAL 

When there is no vowel between second and third non-geminated radicals there is an assimilation of the 
two radicals into one doubled consonant of the same quality, e.g. tddanno 'you (masc. pi.) will descend' 
(danna 'to descend', root: dnn, type A). With pronominal suffixes an assimilation occurs even when the 
second radical is geminated, e.g. ^azzakkum T order you (masc. pi.)' ('azzaza 'to command', root: >zz, 
type B). 

6.2.7. QUADRIRADICAL VERBS 

The arrangement of radicals in the quadriradical verb exhibits, for the most part, the linear orders 
1.2.3.4. as in 'ambata 'to begin'; 1.2.1.2 as in bacbaca 'to mix'; and 1.2.3.3 as in qartata 'to break into 
several pieces'. The characteristic morphological features of the quadriradical verb are as follows: (1) 
absence of gemination in any one of the radicals; (2) only types A and C exist; (3) no formal contrast 
exists between the imperfect and jussive paradigms of either type and their derivatives; (4) the pre-
formatives >an and 'as are found only with quadriradicals; (5) the inflexion formation of verbs with 
semivowels shows some peculiarities which are not paralleled in the comparative triradical formation. 
In all other respects the quadriradical verb differs from the triradical only in its stem inflexion. The 
inflexion of the quadriradical verb is as follows: 

TYPE A: Perfect: targama. Imperfect/Jussive: latargam. Imperative: targam. 

TYPE C: qaratata 'to shatter to pieces'. Imperfect/Jussive: laqarapt. Some examples of prefixed 
derivatives: 

ta-A: Perfect: taqantasa 'to be torn off. Imperfect /Jussive: latqantas. Imperative: taqantas. 
3a-A: Perfect: >atamtama 'to reach' (v.t.) Imperfect/Jussive: latamtam. Imperative: 'atamtam. 

'an-A: Perfect: ^anqatqata 'to quake (earth)'. Imperfect/Jussive: lanqatqat. Imperative: 'anqatqat. 

'as-A: Perfect: 'astargama 'to interpret'. Imperfect/Jussive: lastargam. Imperative: 'astargam. 

ta-C Perfect: tabarabara 'to scatter', (v.i.). Imperfect /Jussive: latbarabar. Imperative: tabarabar. 

6.2.1.1. Quadriradical Verbs with Laryngeals 

The inflexion of quadriradical verbs possessing a laryngeal shows, mutatis mutandis, the same characteristics 
as the inflexion of triradical verbs possessing a laryngeal. Some examples (the order is: Perfect-Imperfect/ 
Jussive): 

L.2.3.4, type A: 'ambata (>anbata), la'ambat; ta-A: ta'-angafa 'to stumble', lat'angaf. 

I.L.3.4., >a-A: ^am'adaga (for: *'a-macdaga, from the root mcdg) 'to be at one's prime', lam'adag. 

I.L.3.3., type A: cacarara 'to become dry', laca'arar; ta-A: tamahalala 'to appeal to God', latmahalal. 

1.2.1.L., type A: qarqaha 'to knock', hqarqah; type C: qaraqaha 'to knock', hqaraqah. 

6.2.7.2. Quadriradicals with Semivowels 

The following is sufficient to illustrate the variety of actually attested combinations of radicals: (1) 
w C w C; (2) C C C SV; (3) C w C SV; (4) C w C C; (5) C y C SV; (6) C y C C. 

(1) A group of verbs in which the radical SV retains its phonetic shape, e.g. watwata 'to shake' (v.t.), 
Imperfect/Jussive: lawatwat. 

(2) Verbs whose endings are typical of verbs with final semivowels, e.g. type A: fanta 'to separate', 
Imperfect/Jussive: lafante. 
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(3) Represents two different types of stem. One type is similar to that of combination (2), as in nawna 
'to move' (v.t.), Imperfect/Jussive: bnawne; whereas with the other type of stem and its inflexion the 
w is actualized as o throughout the entire paradigm of type A and its derivatives, e.g. type A: gola 'to 
dance', Imperfect/Jussive: hgole. 

(4) Differs from (3) only in that its final radical is not a semivowel, e.g. type A: gorata 'to load'. 
Imperfect/Jussive: Isgorat. 

(5) and (6) Verbs whose second radical is the semivowel y. This y is represented by e throughout the 
inflexion of type A and its derivatives and retains its phonemic shape in type C and its derivatives. The 
endings of such verbs are those of triradicals with a final semivowel in the case of combination (5). 
Examples: 

TYPE A: gega 'to make a mistake'. Imperfect/Jussive: hgege. 
deraba 'to tie together'. Imperfect/Jussive: hderob. 

'a-A: 'aserara 'to stand in line'. Imperfect/Jussive: laserar. 

6.2.8. VERBS WITH MORE THAN FOUR RADICALS 

There are some verbs of five consonants, of the order 1.2.3.2.3. A few of these have semantically 
corresponding triradicals, e.g. 'aglablaba or galba 'to be startled'. Only 'a, 'at and >atta formations of 
A and C types appear to exist. 

6.2.8.1. Quinqueradicals with Semivowels 

Examples: hawaswasa 'to disappear'. Imperfect/Jussive: lahawaswas. There is a very small number of 
verbs—somewhere in the region of a dozen—which have the vowel o following the second radical throughout 
the inflexion, e.g. hanobaza 'to murmur'; Imperfect/Jussive: lahanobaz. 

6.2.9. VERB COMPOUNDS 

There are instances in which compounds with two elements occur, whose function is that of a verb. The 
first element in the compound may exist as a lexical entity or be dependent upon the occurrence of 
the compound. The second element of the compound is limited to three: bela 'to say' and its causative 
form 'abala; wada 'to do, to make' and ga'a (gab'a) 'to become'. In the case of a verb compound, the 
meaning of the whole compound is not predictable from the meaning of its constituents when: (a) the 
second element is void of lexical meaning and (b) the occurrence of the first element is limited to the 
compound. Cases in which the first element is a free morphological and semantic entity can be 
interpreted either as a verb and its complement, or as an idiomatic expression, e.g. 

bohal bela 'to pardon, to excuse' — bohsl 'pardon' — bahala 'to pardon' 
Thus, bdhrt bela 'He said: "pardon!" ' 

qac bela 'to make a sharp noise' (qac 'a sharp noise') 

sut bela 'to refuse' (sut 'an exclamation of disbelief) 

Examples of compounds whose first element is limited to that compound only: 

Uhab bela 'to sweat' (lahaba 'to sweat') 
tarn bela 'to be silent' 
bat bela 'to spring forth' 

Most bela compounds happen to be intransitive. They may be rendered transitive or become causative 
of the intransitive by the use of the verb 'abala ('a-A of bela) in place of the second element in the 
compound, e.g. 
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kaf bela 'to sit' — kaf 'abala 'to make sit' 
bah bela 'to rejoice' (v.i.) — bah 'abala 'to rejoice' (v.t.) 

6.2.9.1. The Aspectual Use of bela and 'abala 

In a certain number of cases the compound carries further information concerning the aspect of action 
or state of happening—as compared with the semantic content of a coexisting verb of the same origin 
as the first element of the compound. The addition in meaning can be specified in terms of intensity 
or manner of the activity, such as: augmentative, attenuate or iterative, e.g. 

lafqa 'to saw' - hfdq 'abala 'to saw a little' - tefiq bela passive of Infjq 'abala 
waswasa 'to move' (v.i.) - waswas bela 'to move fast/to and fro' 
>atmama 'to complete' — tamam bela 'to complete all, without deficiency' 
qansa 'to get up' — qrm,is bela 'to get up (and be absent) for a short while' (PL1, 

13:14) 

6.2.9.2. bela in Free Variation with wada; Compounds with wada and ga'a 

In some compounds the second element, bela, is in free variation with wada which, as a lexical entity, 
means 'to do, to make', e.g. koy bela/wada 'to hurry'; borof bela/wada 'to clear off. The verb wada 
may also be found as the second element of the compound—not in variation with bela—having a role 
similar to that of bela, as in: caqjl wada 'to be patient', yak wada 'to hurry'. The verb ga'a which 
means 'to become, to happen, to be' may also occur as the second element in some verb compounds; 
it retains, however, its original meaning of 'to become', e.g. >aghab ga'a 'to become senseless', hawaSSss 
ga'a 'to break to pieces', hem ga>a 'to become speechless' (h<m 'confusion'), han wada (causative of hdn 
ga'a). 

6.3. THE TENSE SYSTEM 

6.3.1. THE THREE MORPHOLOGICAL CATEGORIES OF THE TIGRE VERB 

There are three morphological categories of the Tigre verb: perfect, imperfect and jussive. The perfect 
and imperfect categories constitute the temporal category of the indicative, while the jussive is a modal 
non-temporal category. Verb forms of all three morphological categories contrast with each other in 
serving as the main verb of a sentence or clause. Verb forms of the jussive can occur as subordinate 
in one environment only: when preceded by the conjunction ^gal. When the complex 'agjl + jussive 
serves to perform a modal function it must be regarded as being in a subjunctive rather than a jussive 
mood. The major distinction of category between the perfect and imperfect can be seen in terms of 
the temporal contrast past (perfect forms)/non-past (imperfect forms). 

6.3.1.1. Complex Expressions of Time-Relations 

More specific time-relations than those mentioned above (6.3.1) can be expressed by means of a complex. 
Three major syntactical structures serve to express time-relations: (a) the imperfect form in construction 
with auxiliary verbs; (b) \mdo + perfect + auxiliary, or perfect + ka + auxiliary; (c) the participle form 
in construction with auxiliaries. The construction mentioned in (a) is used in the expression of non-
perfective7 time-relations; the constructions mentioned in (b) and (c) are used in the expression of the 
perfective notion of time-relations. 

The terms perfect, imperfect and jussive are used throughout the work in a morphological sense only. 
r 

A distinction is made throughout the work between the terms 'perfect' and 'perfective': the former denotes 
morphological category only, the latter a temporal category corresponding to, e.g., present-perfect, pluperfect, etc., 
in English grammar. 
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6.3.1.2. Jussive (and Imperative) 

This morphological category of the Tigre verb corresponds to a modal category for which the name 
'subjunctive-jussive' seems to be adequate, owing to its occurrence in both dependent and independent 
clauses. The imperative occurs as the second person (sing, and pi.) of the jussive in the affirmative, 
e.g. tarn bdli 'itabkay 'be silent, do not cry' (PL1, 10:5), and is never subordinate. Examples of the 
independent jussive-form, first and third persons: 

'alia nide 
'let us do this' 

ladol rabbi barhat tagba' bela 
then God light let it be he said 
'Then the Lord said, "Let there be light!"' (Racconti, 5:5) 

The jussive is also found in interrogative utterances, when the question implied is rhetorical, raises 
doubt or requires an answer in the imperative mood, e.g. 

mi 'ide maslakka 
what should I do it seems to you 
'What should I do, according to your opinion?' 

When subordinate—always preceded by the conjunction 'agal—there are two main usages to be observed: 
(a) the jussive functions as a semantic category of modality, or (b) it can appear as a quasi-infinitive or 
verbal-noun equivalent for those verbs whose complement is generally not an infinitive. Examples of (a): 

'anta 'agadda 'agal tassayam 'agid na'a 
you then so that you will be appointed quickly come (imperative) 
'[as for] you, then, come quickly so that you will be appointed' (Tribu 52:1) 

kastSn wa'aslam 'at madar habas dinom man had 
Christians and Moslems in land Abyssinia their religion from each other 
"This is what the Christians and Moslems in the country of Abyssinia do so that their 

'agal latfante lawaddwo 'alii tu 
so that it should be distinguished which they do this is 
religions (lit. 'religion') should be distinguished from each other' (PL1, 198:16) 

Examples of (b): 

sa'lika 'agal 'ansa' 'afatte 
your picture to I take I want 
'I want to take your picture' 

hamam caso lasabbatto 'addam 'agid bagid 'at hakim 
[the] illness [of] malaria which catches him man at once to doctor 
'People who have caught malaria should go to the doctor at once.' 

'agal ligis waggabbo 
to go is his duty 

'agal + JUSSIVE + tu AS THE EXPRESSION OF FUTURITY 

In the Mansa' Tigre of today the use of this compound seems to be gaining ground at the expense of 
the imperfect as the typical expression of futurity, and to be developing into the formal expression of 
future tense. This complex can express (a) what is about to, or soon to, happen (imminence) or (b) 
what will happen. Examples of (a): 
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la'agarbacce habuni >3g9l *igis tu 
my things give (masc. pi.) me that I should go it is 
'Give me my things; I am to go'. 

''ana >dnze kaf >3gal Hbal tu 'anta ken kaf bal 
I here sit is you there sit (imperative) 
'I am going to sit here—you sit (imperative) there'. 

Examples of (b): 

fagdr bapc 3gal 'nigis tu 
tomorrow Massawa to we go is 
'Tomorrow we shall go to Massawa'. 

hcul bernarad nay nedarland ^tyopya 'agjl tebsahu *ab fdntit 
Prince Bernhard of [the] Netherlands Ethiopia to visit in [a] special 
'Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands will come to Addis Ababa in a special aeroplane to 

tyarat 'adas ''abba 'agdl b'taw tu 
aeroplane [to] Addis Ababa to he come is 
visit Ethiopia'. 

6.3.1.3. Perfect and Imperfect 

The perfect and imperfect are in contrast in the expression of the distinction between past and non-past. 
In traditional terms of time relations the perfect essentially denotes the preterite and the imperfect serves 
to express the present and future. 

THE PERFECT IN THE EXPRESSION OF THE PRETERITE 

As a main verb in the sentence the perfect is used to express existence or action which is regarded as 
completed in the past (the preterite), e.g. 

'aze lakdl'ot ''anas kdl mannom 'at 'adgu sacana wagabayom 
Now the two men each of them on his donkey mounted and [on] their way 
'Now each of the two men mounted his [own] donkey and they started on their way'. 

'ambataw 
[they] started. 

The language sometimes makes use of the preterite with a resultative value whose association is perfective, 
i.e., where the same phenomenon can be regarded as action and the resultant condition, e.g. 

walka mota 'Your son is dead (has died)' (PL1, 25:14) 

ka'dgal mi 'attalli ta^assarki belawa 
And for what in here you ( fern, sing.) are bound they said to her 
'They said to her: "And why are you bound in here?" ' (Lt Leg, 3:4) 

To complete the picture of the uses of the perfect, its non-temporal use should be mentioned here. 
This use which has to do with the 'unreality' of the nexus is to be found: (a) in the expression of 
unreality in the apodosis of conditional clauses (wa + perfect), as in: 

bdzuh soldi man halleye8 makinat wazzabeko 
Much money if I have car I would buy 
'If I had more money, I would buy a car'. 

Assimilated form: halla >3lye. 
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>agdl mi wakaPakwa 
'Why should I have refused her [to your son for marriage—if she were not already engaged].' 

(PL1, 113:4) 
(Cf. 9.6, 9.7) 

THE IMPERFECT IN THE EXPRESSION OF THE NON-PAST 

The imperfect serves essentially to express: (a) a state of existing or an action whose period of time 
includes the present moment, e.g. 

>dt bet mahro kal dol 'assabuh s'assaman9 'agayas 
To school all time in the morning at eight o'clock I go 
T go to school every day at eight o'clock in the morning'. 

'ana 'ab daggalabye 'akattab da'am labazzah gabil 'ab 
I with my left hand I write but who is many people with 
'I write with the left hand but the majority of the people write with their right hand'. 

'adamanom tu lakatbo 
their right hand it is that they write 

da'am latalac 'azedi sanni na'amrakka 'ab nosnosom belaw 
But the shepherds now indeed well we know you among themselves they said 
'But the shepherds said among themselves: "Indeed, now we know you well" '. ('Ag'azot, 80:17) 

(b) futurity, e.g. 

gis ''ana 'asaddakka bello ' "Go, I shall help you" he said to him'. 

haqo kal'e ma salas ma'al 'aqabbal 
After two or three day I shall return 
'I shall return after two or three days'. 

(c) the descriptive present situated in the past. This use of the imperfect achieves a more vivid or 
dramatic result, and gives an emotional coloring typical of direct speech, e.g. 

qom 'arwam 'ab nawfiyu 'at kal 'akan nabbar cala 
Groups arwam with his flock in every place living was 
'Groups of people of the Rom (i.e. legendary giants) with their flocks, were living [once upon 

a time] everywhere. 

wa'arwam la^awalli lamannu 'ahahom lasattu bazuh qori tu 
and arwam the wells from which their cattle they water very deep is 
and the wells from which the Rom used (lit. 'use') to water their flocks were 

(lit. 'are') very deep, 

had rim safar gabba*. wakal rom la'ahahu 
about the length pack-rope perhaps, and each Rom the his cattle 
perhaps about the length of a packing-rope. And when each of the Rom 

'at lasatte la'agru hatte at lacela walahatte 
when he waters the his foot one in the well . and the one 
was watering (lit. 'waters') his flock he used to draw (lit. 'draws') [water] placing 

one of his feet in the well and the other 

Assimilated form: sacat soman. 
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'at lasamuy "ando karre gaqqsf 
in the watering trough while he placing he draws 
in the watering trough. (...)' (PL1, 83:5) 

6.3.1.4. Compound Tenses: Imperfect + Auxiliary (halla or 'ala) 

An adequate description of the marked meanings of the compounds involves two levels of analysis, 
firstly: the compounds in relation to the 'simple' tenses (i.e., perfect = past, imperfect = non-past), and, 
secondly: the compounds in relation to one another. 

(1) The two compounds superimpose upon the basic meaning-as expressed by the simple tenses-an 
aspectual feature which can be seen in terms of the duration, or aspect of duration, of the action or 
state involved. 'Duration' is taken here as indicating those features statable in terms other than the 
mere report of activity, i.e. progressive (continuous or broken), habitual, iterative, simultaneous with a 
single action or with a progressive one, etc. 

(2) The relevant distinction between the two compounds-Imperfect + halla; Imperfect + ca/a-is 
intrinsically temporal and thus is similar to the one which contrasts the equivalent unmarked categories 
(i.e., simple tenses), e.g. 

wa'alli 'ab zaban badir kal 'awan waddwo calaw. wa'azema 
and this in time old all time doing they were. And even now 
'And they always used to do this in the old times. And even now 

galgalc mannu waddu hallaw. 
some of it doing they are. 
they do [some] of it'. (PL1, 204:20) 

IMPERFECT + halla 

This compound is essentially used to express an activity in progress at the time of speaking, or an actual 
state. This use resembles in meaning the English 'present continuous' or 'progressive', e.g. 

gadam hasena wakaPitna hana haday natfarrar hallena 
Well then we are betrothed and both of us we wedding going out we are 
"They said, "We are betrothed now and [only] we two are going out to the wedding," 

belaw wagesaw. 
they said and they went. 
and they went.' (Tigre Texts 3:10) 

rafale hammanni halla 'I have a headache'. 

Other uses of the compound draw attention to the habitual or iterative (recurrent) aspects of the 
activity or state, when the period of time being indicated includes the present moment, e.g. 

wa'ab lagad>o 'asak yom tamayat hallat. 
And of the [disease] Gad>o until today dying she is. 
'And until today they (lit. 'she', i.e. the camels) die of Gad^o [disease]. (PL1, 69:20) 

IMPERFECT + cflfa 

This compound is used to express those aspects examplified above by imperfect + halla here in a past 
context. Examples of past progressive: 

kalab 'ab gabay lasce cala wakatfat saga 'at 'afuhu calat 
Dog on road running he was and piece meat in his mouth she was 
'A dog was running on the road and in his mouth he had a piece of meat. 
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'alu. haqo gale 'at mahaz 'ab mSyu basha. 
to him. After while at river with its water he arrived. 
After a while he arrived at a river (with water)'. ('Ag'azot, 65:11) 

A habitual or recurrent activity, or a custom (situation) which prevailed: 

ya'akob 'at kal highu 'arndn lathage 'icala. 
Jacob in all his speech truth speaking he was not. 
'Jacob was not in the habit of always speaking the truth'. (lAg'azot, 57:3) 

'ana na'us 'at 'ana kaldol 'at bet mahro 'agayas calko. 
I small while being I every time to school going I was. 
'When I was young, I used to go to school every day (lit. 'every time')'. 

6.3.1.5. The Imperfect in Construction with nabra and sanfta 

As the main verb of the sentence, nabra means 'to live', 'to pass one's life'. As the auxiliary verb in 
construction with a verb in the imperfect, nabra is used to express the extent of an activity or a situation 
throughout one's life (or a considerable period of it), or the quality of life as regards a given situation or 
state which prevailed, e.g. 

gadam mama' ... 'ab zaban badirdi zammat nabrat da'ikon tazammat 
Now Mansa ... in time old indeed raiding she was indeed being raided 
'Now, in the old time Mansa ... were indeed making plundering raids; they were not 

H'alat. 
she was not. 
[themselves] being raided'. (Tribii, 8:8) 

kal>ot hu masal nabro calaw (...) da'am kal dol lahaw 
Two brother together living they were (...) but all time the brothers 
'Two brothers were living together (...) but they used to quarrel all the time'. 

latba 'aso nabra w. 
quarrelling they were. (PL1, 35:17) 

qai caddamkel qara' 'icala. da'am 'ab sammac gale sabta 
Priest Addamkel reading he was not. But by hearing little he caught 
'Priest cAddamkel could not read. But he acquired a little by hearing, 

wa'ab ba'al wa'at taskdr 'alu dagagam nabra. 
and on holiday and on festival it reciting he was. 
and on festal days and on festivals for the dead he recited it'. (PL1, 52:7) 

Sometimes, sanha takes the place of cala in the complex, in which case its grammatical function parallels 
that of cala, e.g. 

wala'aban la'alu naddaq sanha 'agal maryam kastan 
And the stones which with it building he has been for Mary church 
'.... And with the stones with which he has been building they built a church for Mary'. 

nadqaw bu. 
they built with it. (Lt Leg, 12:35) 

6.3.1.6. The Imperfect in Construction with Verbs of Time-Duration 

Verbs of time-duration denote a concrete period of time, e.g. wacala 'to pass the day', tamaya 'to pass 
the night', 'asbaha 'to pass the morning', 'amsa 'to pass the evening'. The semantic independence of the 
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verb of time-duration precludes such a complex from being regarded as a compound tense and clarifies 
the status of its elements as verb + complement, e.g. 

ka*3gdl lagsna ks'snna tdblo 'amset 
And to the child like this singing she passed the evening. 
'and she passed the evening singing to the child like this (...)'. (Tigre Texts, 13:15) 

6.3.1.7. Complexes with the Perfect: 'ando + Perfect + cala (sanha) 

This is a complex whose association with the tense concept is perfective, i.e. the notion expressed by it 
refers to (a result of) an event or a situation whose beginning (and end) is previous to another specified, 
or understood, point of time, 'sndo + perfect + cala denotes the perfective past. Examples: 

hdtu '3g3l la3ando hawana lacala 'amlakot rabbi haddasayu. 
He as to the which-has-been-weakened adoration God renewed it. 
'He renewed the adoration of God which had been weakened'. (Storia, 73:19) 

'abunawas cela calat 33lu wahaye hatte naggalat. wa'st ddwar 
3Abunawas well was to him and also one kid. And around 
' Abunawas had a well and also one kid. And he had stuck [in the ground] 

la'elahu 'aqsrnat catal 'ando saqaqa cala. 
the his well horns of goats he had stuck. 
horns of goats around the well'. {PL1, 30:14) 

33ndo + PERFECT + sanha 

This complex may have the same function and value as the complex with cala, e.g. 

hata bdzuh 33ndo 'abbarat sanhat 
She much had been old. 
'She had been very old'. 

The verb sanha may—in addition to its grammatical function—introduce the notion of 'already', e.g. 

wa'at cad kdm 'ataw lamarcat 'abba *3bba daqala 
And to home when they returned the bride at once bastard 
'And when they returned home [they found] at once [that] the bride was 

'dndo camsat sanhat. wakantebay sallim sanfa 'assit waldu 
was [already] pregnant. And K. S. heard wife his son 
already pregnant with a bastard. And K. S. heard that his wife 

camsat kdm sanhat. 
was pregnant that already. 
was already pregnant'. (PL1, 45:4) 

6.3.1.8. The Complex Perfect + ka + Auxiliary 

This complex consists of a verb in the perfect followed by the conjunction ka which is itself followed 
by an auxiliary verb. The auxiliary verb can be halla, cala or sanha. Here also (as with the complex 
*3ndo + perfect + cala, v. 6.3.1.7), the feature of time underlined is that of a perfective tense. Perfect 
+ ka + halla denotes the perfective present (approximating to the meaning of the present-perfect tense 
in English, e.g. 

waddmmu msnla mac3l laha 'asdk aze kaynat 33t 'snta tarfat kahallet. 
And cat from the day that until now treacherous while being has remained. 
'And from that day until now the cat has remained treacherous'. 
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Perfect + ka + 'ala denotes the perfective past (approximating to the meaning of the past-perfect tense 
in English), e.g . 

ba'asaw ka'alaw da*am 'aze ta'araw 
quarrelled they had but now they have-become-reconciled. 
'They had quarrelled but now they have become reconciled'. 

Perfect + ka + sanha primarily denotes the perfective past, in addition to which the verb sanha 
introduces the notion of 'already' (cf. 6.3.1.7). That sanha functions here as an auxiliary verb can be 
shown in the following example: 

wasab lamahabar lamat'aMagom kam ra'aw qansaw 
And people the council the their struggling when they saw they got up 
'And when the people of the council saw their struggling they got up 

kahazmaw 'attorn, da'am kantebay sallim nafsu 
and rushed at them. But K. S. his soul 
and rushed at them. But they found that K. S. 

gesat kasanhattom. 
had-left-them-already. 
had already died.' (PL1, 47:3) 

Here the meaning of the complex is (literally): 'His soul had already left them' (i.e. he had already 
died). This meaning stands in contradiction to the semantic content of the verb sanha as a lexical 
item which is 'to wait'. 

6.3.1.9. The Complex Participle + Auxiliary 

The participle forms of the verbs of type A, CaCaC (active) and CaCuC (passive), as well as corresponding 
participles of other types and derivatives (3.4.2, 3.4.3), can enter into construction with the verbs halla, 
cala or sanha in the expression of the perfective tenses. The complex participle + halla may express the 
perfective present, while the complexes with zala and sanha may express the perfective past. The choice 
of an active or passive-participle form in the complex is determined by lexis. The complex participle 
+ halla is mainly used to denote the perfective present, e.g. 

wakam dannat nagus salamun sanfa nagus kabasa masa3 halla 
And when she descended King Solomon heard. King Kabasa has-arrived 
'And as soon as she descended King Solomon heard [about it]. He was told (lit. 'they 

belawo 
they told him. 
told him'), "The King of Kabasa has arrived'". (Lt Leg 6:14) 

hata kabub qobac labsat hallet 
She round hat has-put-on. 
'She has put on a round hat'. 

'esey 'azema lana'us kallom taraf halla da'am hatu >aze 
Jesse now then the small them all has-remained but he now 
'Jesse answered, "Now then, the smallest of them all is left (lit. 'has remained'), but 

3abagac 'at lar^e kadan famir halla balsa 
sheep while he pastures has-gone-out he answered 
he has gone out now, pasturing the sheep'". (Storia 61:11) 
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The complex participle + (ala can be used to denote the perfective past. Its function in the past 
corresponds to that of participle + halla in the present (cf. examples above), e.g. 

'ana 'agal masnye 'assa'alkwo qadam bazuh 'umotat 'at 
I to my friend told him before many years to 
'I told my friend that I had come to Ethiopia many years ago'. 

'atyopya map' calko 
Ethiopia I had-come. 

walawaldd Friday latwallado rabbi 'agal rabqa laKabi 'agal 
And the sons before they are born God to Rebecca the big to 
'And before the sons were born God had said to Rebecca, "The big one will serve 

lana'us kaddam bahala cala. 
the small he will-serve he had-'said to her. 
the small one'". (Storia 21:9) 

'alii lawada haye woro nay (...) hegtat maisaffat mahabar 
This which did however one of lurking warriors organization 
'One organization of the guerilla fighters, however, had announced that it was [itself] 

kam tu 'at'amur cala. da'am 'at dangoba 'attalli wadday 
that it is [it] had announced. But in its end in this deed 
the one which did this. But finally this organization denied that it had 

'alii hubur kam 'icala 'alii mahabar 'alii bara. 
this involved that it has not been this organization this denied, 
been involved in this deed'. 

The complex participle + sanha can be used to denote the perfective past, e.g. 

da'am hatu 'anday 'ammar rad'it lanaway halfat 'alu sanhat. 
But he without knowing raid the cattle passed him already had. 
'But without his knowing [it], the [people of the] raid for recapturing the cattle had 

already passed him'. (Tribii 7:3) 

wasa'ol 'at la'akan kam basha dawad 'ab kardyihu habif 
And Saul at the place when he arrived David with his army hiding 
'And when Saul arrived at that place he entered the cave in which David had 

'atta 'at lasanha ba'at 'ata. 
in it in which he had been cave he entered. 
been hiding (or: had stayed hidden) with his army'. (Storia 64:7) 

When the verb sanha occurs with a pronominal suffix, it becomes lexically an idiom whose meaning can 
best be rendered in translation as 'to find that', e.g. 

wahatom darba gesaw wamaytat sanhattom. 
And they behind her they went and being-dead she had been [there]. 
'And they went (there) behind her and found that [the dragon] had died'. (Lt Leg, 4:14) 

wala'amur kamsal ladab'at lasanhatto dab'aya kahadga. 
And the pail just as being-covered it had-been he covered her and he left. 
'And he covered the milk-pail just as he had found it covered, and left'. (Tigre Texts, 9:23) 
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6.4. NEGATION OF THE VERB 

A verb is rendered negative by means of the prefixed particle '/-. Examples: Perfect: 'isarqa 'he did 
not steal'. Imperfect: 'ityaqqdd 'I do not remember'. Jussive: ('Bgal) 'itetkam '(in order that) it will 
not be weak'. In the imperative the second persons of the jussive are used instead, e.g. (qatla 'to kill'' 
'itdqtal, 'itdqtali, 'itaqtalo, 'itdqtala. 



7. THE NUMERALS 

7.1. THE CARDINAL NUMERALS 

The cardinal numerals are as follows: worn or worot 'one' (masc); hatte 'one' (fern.); kal'ot 'two' 
(masc); kdPe 'two' (fern.); salas 'three'; *arbac 'four'; hamas 'five'; sas 'six'; sabuc 'seven'; saman 'eight'; 
S3C 'nine'; casar 'ten'; casra 'twenty'; salasa 'thirty'; 'arbs'a 'forty'; hamsa 'fifty'; ssssa 'sixty'; sabca 
'seventy'; samanya 'eighty'; sa'a or tasca 'ninety'; ma'at 'hundred', pi. ^am'at; hh 'thousand', pi. ashat. 
The Arabic word 'alf 'thousand', pi. 'alaf, is occasionally used having the same meaning as hh, e.g. 
salas >alf 'three thousand' (54c? Sek, 196:(10)). To denote a great unspecified number the word 3a//, 
whose plural is identical with that of 'alf, may be used. 'dlf is also used to denote 'ten thousand'. 

7.1.1. FORMATION OF JOINT NUMBERS 

(a) The numbers 11 to 19 are expressed by placing the units numeral immediately after the invariable 
element cas3r 'ten' while an optional wa 'and' may connect both elements. In terms of the 'stress-unit' 
(2.2.2) this wa is pronounced as the final unstressed syllable of the first element. Examples: casar 
wahatte 'eleven' (fern.) [cdsarwa-hatte]; 'assr was3S 'sixteen' ['dsarwa-ses], etc. 

(b) The numbers 21 to 29 are usually expressed by placing the units numeral after the cardinal which 
indicates the number of the tens, the two numerals being connected by means of the conjunction wa-, 
e.g. c3sra wahatte 'twenty-one' (fern.); hsmsa wa'arba' 'fifty-four'. 

(c) When the number of whole hundreds or thousands is indicated by placing a numeral immediately 
before 'hundred' or 'thousand', ma'at and hh occur only in the singular form, since countable nouns 
always occur in the singular (cf. 3.1.1.2). Examples: hamas m3=3t 'five hundred'; kal'e hh 'two 
thousand'. 

(d) The conjunction wa- is usually met with where the syntactic relationship between two numerals is 
one of coordination and not one of a qualified noun and a qualifier, e.g. salas ma'at wasamanya 'three 
hundred and eighty'; 'ab camat hh wahamas ma'st wacasar wasaman 'in the year fifteen hundred and 
eighteen'. The conjunction wa- is sometimes not used between the thousands and hundreds, e.g. sanat 
hh saman ma'at wasaca wahatte 'the year eighteen hundred and ninety-one'; sas md^at waworo hh sabif 
ma'at wasalasa 'six hundred and one thousand, seven hundred and thirty'. 

7.1.2. THE DISTRIBUTIVE FORM OF THE CARDINAL NUMERALS 

A special formation exists to indicate the distributive aspect of the unit numerals, by means of the 
reduplication of the initial CVC sequence of the number, e.g. worworot 'one each, one by one' (masc); 
kalkal'ot 'two each' (masc); sas-sas 'six each'; cas':asar 'ten each'; etc. 

7.1.3. THE NUMERAL 'ONE' IN THE EXPRESSION OF THE INDEFINITE 

The numeral 'one' worot (masc), hatte (fern.), serves in the expression of the indefinite. In this case it may 
function as (a) an indefinite pronoun, having the meaning of 'someone', 'no one', 'somebody', etc. (cf. 4.7); 
(b) an indefinite article (cf. 3.9) with the unspecified meaning of 'certain', and (c) a substantive, denoting 
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'one of. Examples: woro ba'ad 'another (one)', 'someone else'; hatte ma 'nothing' (in the negative); 
hatte dol 'once (upon a time)'; worotom 'one of them'. The formation mentioned above in 7.1.2 is 
also used to express the indefinite, the meaning being, then, 'some, few', e.g. worworot 'anas 'few 
people'; hathatte 'awan 'sometimes'. 

7.1.4. Had, cadad, Nafar 

(a) When the notion of approximation is indicated, the preposition had 'about, what amounts to' is 
frequently used with numbers, e.g. had hamas sah 'anas 'about five thousand men'; had kal'e ma'at 
camat 'about two hundred years'. 

(b) The word cadad which, as a lexical entity has the meaning 'limit, number' is used in the expression 
of an aggregate number, e.g. 

Qadad sas dakkan lagabbu' leta hallow 
Number six shop what make only there exist. 
'There are [there, i.e. in the village] six shops only'. 

bet mehro 'awalad cadad samdn ma'at walat gabba' bet mehro 
School girls number eight hundred girl it makes. School 
'The school for girls has eight hundred girls. There are seven hundred boys at 

walad cadad sabuc ma'at hasan ma walad torn 
boys number seven hundred young one or boys are [there] 
the school for boys'. 

(c) The word nafar 'an individual, a person', pi. 3anfar, is met with to denote a counted number, and 
would be approximately rendered in English as 'ones', e.g. '(Give me) six ones' (request at a Post 
Office stamp counter). In Tigre, however, this appellative noun is used in the counting of human 
beings only, e.g. 

casra nafar hamayam lanabu. 
Twenty ones sick who nurse 
'Twenty nurses (lit. [persons] who nurse the sick ones)'. 

wa'ambal worworot nafar ladahana 'alabu. 
And except some few ones who was saved there is not. 
'And no one saved himself except some few'. (PL1, 165:7) 

7.2. THE ORDINAL NUMERALS 

Two morphological structures are met with in the expression of the ordinal numerals, masculine forms, 
for the numbers 2 to 10, as follows: CaCaC and CaCCay; the feminine form being CaCCayt (cf. 3.4.2., 
3.4.5). Examples: kola', kaPay 'second' (masc), kaPayt (fern.); saias, salsay 'third' (masc), sakayt (fern.); 
sadas, sadsay 'sixth' (masc), sadsayt (fem.); saba', sabcay 'seventh' (masc), sabayt (fem.); tasdc, tas'uy, 
'ninth' (masc), tas'ayt (fem.); casar, casray 'tenth' (masc), casrayt (fem.). To express the notion 'first', 
the word qadam (masc), qadumit (fem.), qadamyam (masc. pi.), qadamyat (fem. pi.) is used (cf. 3.4.6), 
e.g. kaPe lasaman qadamyat 'the first two weeks'; laqadamit macdl 'the first day'. 

7.2.1. FORMATION OF ORDINALS FOR JOINT NUMBERS 

For the expression of the numerals 11 to 19 the cardinal numeral casar 'ten' is used as an invariable 
constituent followed either by wa- plus the ordinal number of the structure CaCCay(t), described in 7.2 
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above, or by qadamay (masc), qadamayt (fern.) in the case of the numeral 'eleven'. Examples: cas9r 
waqadamay 'eleventh' (masc); casar wakal'ay 'twelfth' (masc); cas9r warab'-ay 'fourteenth'; 'asar wahamsay 
'fifteenth', etc. The ending -ay may be applied to whole numbers of tens, hundreds and thousands in the expression 
of the ordinal numeral. In the case of joint numbers only the last whole numeral in the sequence is necessarily 
expressed by means of the forms typical of ordinal numerals. Examples: c3sray 'twentieth', sassiiy 
'sixtieth'; samanay 'eightieth'; sa'ay 'ninetieth'; ma^dtay 'hundredth'; md'atQy waqadamay 'one hundred 
and first'; kdl'e ma^tay 'two hundredth'; hhay 'one thousandth'; 'asar hhay 'ten thousandth'; etc. The 
ordinal numeral is usually met with preceding the noun it qualifies, e.g., lakal'ayt 'swan 'the second 
time'. As an epithet, the ordinal numeral may, however, follow the noun, e.g. 'abot qadamit 'great 
grandmother'; qesar fredrik lasalsay 'the Emperor Frederick the third'. 

7.3. THE FRACTIONS 

The following forms are attested for fractions whose numerator is 'one', where the ending -it is common 
to all forms except the first three: sar 'half; masallas 'third part'; rate1 or rab'a 'fourth part'; fommasit 
'fifth part'; sdb'it 'seventh part'; c3ssarit 'one tenth'; m3>3tayit 'a hundredth'; hhayit 'a thousandth'. 



8. PREPOSITIONS, ADVERBS, CONJUNCTIONS, INTERJECTIONS 

8.1. PREPOSITIONS 

Many adverbs and prepositions are similar in form. Distinction between such adverbs and prepositions 
is made here according to whether they lack or possess a complement (almost all prepositions may have 
pronominal suffixes), e.g. masal nabraw 'they lived together' (adverb); masalka 'agayas 'I shall go with 
you' (preposition). Phenomena regarding the attachment of pronominal suffixes to particles are treated 
in 4.2. 

8.1.1. LIST OF PREPOSITIONS 

The prepositions are given in the Ethiopic alphabetical order and are exemplified below. In the case of 
complex expressions where the first element is a particle, the order of entries is based on the first 
letter of the second element: 

(1) man la^al 'above', e.g. man lacal lagabay 'above the road'. 

(2) man haras 'because of, owing to', e.g. man haras 'alii 'because of this'. 

(3) haqo 'after', e.g. haqo kal'e saman 'after two weeks'. 

(4) man hanet 'instead', e.g. 'man hanet fagar yom dayo 'do it today instead of tomorrow'. 

(5) hante/han 'under', e.g. hante tilan 'under [the rule of] the Italians'. 

(6) had 'up to, about'; v. 7.1.4. 

(7) masal 'with', e.g. maslu 'with him'. 

(8) 'ab masmasa 'on account of, e.g. 'ab masmasa 'isanni magayas 'on account of an improper way of 
life' {Tribit, 6:29). 

(9) masanqal 'over, above'. 

(10) mator 'at the side of, near'. 

(11) matan 'for (the sake of)', e.g. maxan nafsu 'for himself, for his own sake'. 

(12) man 'from, than (introducing the second member of a comparison)', e.g. 'ade man man daggalab 
taddaqqab 'the right hand is stronger than the left hand'. 

(13) 'abl'at magab 'in the midst of. 

(14) ('at) man rahar 'behind'. 

(15) 'at rayos 'at the top of, at the first or foremost part of (lit. 'at the head of)'. 

(16) 'at samat 'near, at the side of. 

(17) sabbat 'on account of, because of, e.g. sabbat 'alii 'for this reason'. 

(18) sankat/hnak 'in the direction of, towards'. 

(19) 'at qablat/'at qabal 'opposite, in front of. 

(20) 'at qabat 'in the midst of, inside'. 

(21) qadam 'before (earlier to; in front of)', e.g. qadam krastos 'before Christ' (i.e. B.C.); qadamom 
gay as cala 'he was walking before them'. 

(22) man tahat 'under, below'. 
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(23) nay 'of (cf. 4.6); also corresponds to 'genitive' constructions in English such as 'John's hat', etc., 
e.g. nay yom mahro 'today's lesson'; 'ab hiatte barat nay ladabac 'in a certain cave in (lit. 'of) the 
bush' 

eabi qeto man caccay latasaqqa tu wa'ab nay hawan qarbat lalabsa tu. 
Big qeto from wood which is made is and with of animal skin which is clothed is 
'The big [armchair called] qeto is made of wood and is covered with animal skin'. 

(24) 'al 'to, for', is used, more often than not, in the expression of the indirect object, e.g. 

'azema 'alia baqalka hawar 'anas tawallad 'alka. 
Now then this (fern.) your mule young female she will beget for you. 
'Now then, this mule of yours will beget a female young one for you'. (TE, 703:6) 

'abuka olka massal 'Your father resembles you'. (Lt Leg, 8:6) 

For the expression of the notion 'to have' by means of holla + 'al and cala + 'al, see 5.3 and 5.3.2. 

(25) 'ambal 'without, except'. 

(26) 'araf 'near', e.g. labet mahro 'araf labet kastan ta 'the school is near the church'. 

(27) 'asar 'after' (following), e.g. 

wahatu kam mota 'asaru waldu mahammad 'agal lasaymo hazaw 
And he when he died after him his son M. to they appoint they wanted. 
'And since he had died, they wanted to appoint his son M. after him'. 

'asar 'alia 'after that'. In some forms of the third person, the variant 'asarehu etc. may occur, e.g. 
mannabet kam gesct 'ana 'at 'asarehu mas'ako 'I came home after he had left' (lit. '[He], having 
left the house, I came after him'). 

(28) 'asak 'until, up to, towards, as far as', e.g. 'asak 'alladi 'up to that [time/moment]'; 'asak karan 
gesaw "They went to Karan', 

walahayayat kam ra'etto kalla saket mannu 'asak harammazma. 
And the animal when she saw him all of them fled from him up to the elephants even. 
'And when the animals saw it, they all fled from it, even the elephants'. (PL1, 73:2) 

(29) 'ab/bu 'about, with (accompanied by, by means of), within (in the course of time, or period of), 
through (within the limits of), of (indicating material or substance), owing to'. 

(a) 'ab. Examples: wa'abbom bazuh hasbo 'and they think often about them'; 'ab hatte soman 
'within a week'; hatom 'ah madrom halfaw 'they passed through their country'; 

carat salon 'ab hasin latasaqqa tu. lamakrayi 'agarbat haye 'ab 
Bed salon from iron which is made is. The case utensils however of 
"The sofa is made of iron. The cupboard, however, is made of wood'. 

caccay latasaqqa tu. 
wood which is made is. 

'ab 'attas'ayot 'abuhom 'owing to the promises of their father'. 

(b) bu. bu materializes in a stress unit (v. 2.2.2) where, (i) a preceding word carries the primary 
stress, (ii) 'ab takes a pronominal suffix, the syllable containing the glottal stop being unstressed and 
(iii) 'ab is followed by a pause. These conditions are typical of 'ab in a stress-unit final position in 
the sentence, where the pronominal suffix functions as a pronoun of reference, e.g. 

walanagad madyan 'agal yosef 'at masar dannaw bu (ddnnawbii) 
And the traders Midian as for Joseph to Egypt they descended with him. 
'And the Midianite traders descended with Joseph to Egypt'. (Racconti, 16:19) 

massu' bu (mdssu'abu) "They go with him'.. 

(c) ba'atu (i) The particle b- + pronominal suffixes is one of the means through which Tigre expresses 
the notion 'to have'; 'to have' may also be expressed by the complex form badibu (ba + dib; 5.3). 
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(ii) The particle b- may combine with 'at (cf. No. 30, below), assuming the complex form ba3at(t)-
+ pronominal suffixes, in the expression of the notion 'to have'. It is different, however, from bu or 
badibu, as regards content and distribution. Firstly, its meaning is the outcome of the lexical content 
of both bu 'to have' and 'at (the latter's meaning in this complex being limited to 'on', indicating 
contact with surface, and 'in', indicating inclusion within space or limits). Secondly, the complex 
ba'attu occurs predominantly in relative clauses. In translating such relative clauses into English, it 
is often preferable to use the English expression of existence (e.g. 'which has in/on it'). Examples: 

wa'aqbaru 'asak yom 'at kal 'akan halla 'aban gazayaf wararayam 
And his tombs until today in every place exists stones big and tall 
'And their (i.e. the giants') tombs exist in every place until today, where there are heavy 

laba 'attu. 
which has on it. 
and large stones' (or [those] which have on them heavy and large stones) 

(PL1, 87:22) 

wahaqoha kal hatac wahagaleb 'at laba'atta bet marhayu. 
And afterwards every poverty and want to which there is in it house he led him. 
'And afterwards he led him to a house where there was any [kind of] poverty and want (or: 

'a house which had in it ... ', etc.)'. Qig'azot, 85:21) 

(30) 'at 'in, on, to, against, because of, e.g. 

'at bdsac <abi bet mahro halla. 
In Massawa big school there is 
'In Massawa there is a big school'. 

'atta safrat 'abi cafas karaw 
On the table big parcel they put. 
'They placed a large parcel on the table'. 

'agal la'adag 'atta caccat 'asrayu. 
As for the donkey to the tree he tied him. 
'He tied the donkey to a tree'. 

gadam 'allom gabdt sammuc 'atkum. 
Well then these vultures will be witness against you. 
'These vultures will be witness against you'. Qig'azot, 77:11) 

wala'attu tasahaqku 'assa'alanni 
And [that] which on it [you] laughed let me know. 
'And tell me what made you laugh' (lit. 'that because of which you laughed') (PL1, 89:6) 

Certain verbs make use of 'at in the expression of the indirect object, e.g. 'ando bela balsa 'attu 'He 
answered him, saying, "..."'. 'at plus pronominal suffixes may, in its shortened form t- (for the 
phonetic conditions under which t- occurs, cf. No. 29 bu above) serve as a second complement (the 
one which is the direct object) for verbs which can take two complements. This is the case for 
transitive verbs with a pronominal suffix. They may take a second complement in the form of tu. 
This tu, which immediately follows the pronominal suffix, agrees in number and gender with the 
noun it stands for, e.g. 

wahar 'agar harit laqabbulo kahazzwo ta. wa'ab 
And afterwards time last they return to him and ask him her. And father 
'And afterwards they return to him [for the] last time and ask her of him. 

For examples in which ba'attu functions as the main verb, cf. Tigre Gaines, 66:32, Storia, 46:14. 
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lawalat 'agal lahabbom ta man 'ifatte kalla'om ta. 
the girl to give them her if he does not wish he refuses them her. 
And if the girl's father does not wish to give her to them, he refuses her to them (...). 

da'am 'agal lahabbom ta man radde man cad 
But to give them her if he agrees, from family 
But if he agrees to give her to them he says to them, "Ask her of the family 

'abuha wa'ad 'amma hazawa laballom (...). 
her father and family her mother ask her he says to them, 
of her father and the family of her mother". (...) 

wadib 'ah lahasan laqablo kawalat gadam habawuna 
And to father the boy they return and girl well they gave us 
And they return to the boy's father and say to him, "Well they gave us 

ta labulo. 
her they say to him'. 
the girl". (PL1, 113:9, 11, 18) 

(31) 'akal 'as (much) as, as well as', etc., is used in comparisons denoting equality, e.g. hasan 'akal 
'anas 'ikaddam 'A child is not as useful as an adult'. 

(32) 'at 'akan 'instead of, in place of. 

(33) 'at 'azam 'instead'. 

(34) 'agal 'for, to', indicating relation of direct object (cf. No. 24 -'al above), introducing the object. 

(a) The particle 'agal is used, with considerable regularity, in the expression of the direct object, e.g. 

ladol 'ag.il 'anas 'asra'eiay lalaharram 'anas masray ra'a. 
Then man Israelite who beats man Egyptian he saw. 
"Then he saw an Egyptian man who was beating an Israelite'. (Racconti, 22:16) 

(b) 'agal is frequently used to introduce the object of the verb, the verb itself taking a pronominal 
suffix of which the referent is the object, e.g. 

'agal labab dab'ayu 'He shut the door'. 

'agal masnihu katab habayu. 
To his friend book he gave him. 
'He gave his friend a book'. 

'agal la'anas bello 
To the man he said to him 
'He said to the man, "..."'. 

(c) The lexical meaning of 'agal is demonstrated in the following examples: 

'agal hatte sacat lagabba' sakabna. 
For one hour which is we rested. 
'We rested for about one hour'. 

'agal 'asra'el marhay 'agal lahab dib rabbi 
To Israel leader that he will give with God 
'He entreated God to give [the people of] Israel a leader'. 

'agal lakatab 'agal man 'amsa'akahu 
As for the book for whom you brought it? 
'For whom did you bring the book?' 

(35) 'at 'af 'before', e.g. 

'agal sar camat lagabba' 'atta tamaharko ^at 'af 
For half year which is there I studied before 
'Before that, I studied there for about half a year'. 

ramqa. 
he entreated. 

(Storia, 52:2) 

'alia. 
that. 

http://'ag.il
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(36) kam 'as, like', e.g. kam gahi tamassal 'You look sad' (lit. 'You seem like [a] sad [man]'); 

dagam gabil kal dol 'ab nosuma kam mamhar tatu. 
History people all time by himself even like teacher is. 
'People's history even by itself is always instructive (Jit. "as a teacher")'. 

(37) kamsal 'as, like'. The difference between this preposition and the former is that kamsal can take 
pronominal suffixes, while kam cannot, e.g. kamsalha 'like her', etc. 

(38) kara 'with the company of, things like, such as', e.g. 

wakara gahag dib mallahayom 'aqbalaw. 
And G-and-his-company to their friend they returned. 
'And Gahag and his company returned to their friend'. (PL1, 48:5) 

dangoba kallu rabbi nabyat kara samu'el wabazham bacadam 
End all of it God prophets such as S. and many others 
'Finally, after God had sent prophets such as Samuel and many others ... '. (Storia, 73.4) 

'ando la'aka. 
having-had-sent. 

(39) 'at kabad 'in(side)'. 

(40) cadad (cf. 7.1.4 (b)) 'according to', e.g. 'adad caqmu saqa 'He performed according to his ability'. 

(41) darb 'behind, after' indicating relation of place only, e.g. kadarbu at lagayas 'and while walking 
after him'. 

(42) dib 'to, into, at' indicating direction and locality of destination, e.g. 

bazuh waraq nadda' cala dib bacadam caddotat. 
Many letters sending he was to other countries. 
'He used to send many letters to other countries'. 

(43) 'at dawar 'around'. 

(44) fab) gallab 'for the sake of, e.g. gallabka 'for your sake'. 

(45) at garra 'behind, after'. This preposition indicates relations of both time and place. 

(46) go/gor 'at, with' (corresponding in meaning to chez in French), e.g. 

hatte wakzd go masnihu kam tagassa. 
One time at his friend when he sat. 
'Once when he was sitting at his friend's [house]'. 

wa*dt kaymat go <aqbatom 'atgassawo. 
And in tent with their guards they made him sit. 
'And they made him sit in a tent, with their guards (i.e. where the guards stayed)'. 

{Tribii, 68:22) 

(47) gador. Meaning and function as above. 

(48) at gabay 'by means of. 

(49) fange/mange 'between'. 

(50) faza. Meaning and function as (44) above. 

8.2. ADVERBS 

The linguistic stock from which adverbs are constructed comprises (a) nouns, adjectives, infinitives, 
participles; (b) particles, most of which function equally as prepositions and/or conjunctions; (c) words 
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and particles which function only as adverbs; (d) pronouns, and (e) the complex 'ando + perfect which 
has a content similar to that of an adverb. An adverbial expression may consist of any combination of 
the linguistic material mentioned in (a)-(d). A small number of adverbial expressions are unanalyzable 
as regards their form, e.g. ('ab)hamgam 'suddenly' (hamgam is non-existent elsewhere); 'akke 'really'; 
'aze 'now' etc. 

8.2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS ACCORDING TO FORM 

(a) The most frequent structure containing the elements mentioned in 8.2 (a) above is that of the nominal 
element preceded by the preposition 'ab 'with, by' or, less frequently by the preposition 'at 'in, to'. 
Examples: 'ab habuc 'secretly'; 'ab safag 'quickly'; 'ab qalil/'ab qallal 'easily'; 'ab tartara 'in turn, 
alternately'; 'ab dalit 'certainly'; 'ab dagman 'again'; 'at dangoba ['addangoba] 'finally'; 'at salf 'firstly'; 
'at agidat 'soon, at once'. The nominal form may have a pronominal suffix, e.g. 

'3b salluma 'at hagas ladabar batrat. 
Safely at lower part the mountain she stood. 
'She stood safely at the lower part of the mountain [-slope]'. 

One word with an adverbial function was noted, baraq 'empty, naked' which occurs only with 
pronominal suffixes, e.g. wabaraqye man ga'ako 'Since I was naked' (Racconti, 7:8). 

(b) Adjectives and participles may be identical in form with the corresponding adverbs, the only 
distinctive feature of the latter being its position in the sentence, e.g. 

rayim man 'igayas 'If he does not go far' 

sanni takabbatkawo i received him well' 

'alii bazuh lalathaze tu 'agalye. 
This much which is necessary is to me. 
'This is very important to me'. 

(c) As mentioned above, the complex 'ando + perfect may have a similar meaning to that of an adverb, 
e.g. 

male "dt becce 'dndo dangarko mafako. 
Yesterday to my house while I was late I came. 
'Yesterday I came home late'. 

sab mansa' 'dndo 'aqdamaw 'oslam calaw. 
People Mansa while they came first Muslims they were. 
'The people of Mansa were formerly Muslims'. 

8.2.2. CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS ACCORDING TO MEANING AND FUNCTION 

Although adverbs differ considerably as regards their content and function, many of them fall into 
several main groups according to (a) their meaning, i.e., adverbs of manner, degree, time, place, etc., 
or (b) their function, i.e., sentence adverbs, such as interrogative adverbs, adverbs of affirmation and 
negation, adverbs denoting exception and concession, etc. Classification of the data that follows is 
based upon the statement above. 

^baraqu 'naked, empty'; from *ba + *tBraqu; ta^arraqa 'to be naked'. 
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8.2.2.1. Adverbs Denoting Relation of Manner or Degree 

Examples: 'akal had 'equally'; banjbayn 'alone'; 'ab hayl mayl 'hardly'; lazayad 'mostly, principally, 
in general, more (comparative), most (superlative)', e.g. 

... min 'amar... wacad riayab 'allom lazayad faras 'ando belaw 
Min cAmar and the cAd Nay JO these what is more faras while they shouted 
'But the Min cAmar ... and the cAd Nay^b use mostly the war-cry faras (i.e. brave, bold)' 

lasaqro 
they raise the war cry. (PL1, 166:17ff) 

'ana man sahi lazayad bun 'afatte. 
I from tea what is more coffee I like. 
'I like coffee more than tea'. 

man masanitka man lazayad tafatte 
From your (sing.) friends who what is more you like? 
'Whom do you like most among [lit. 'from'] your friends?' 

'akal 'akal 'hardly, seldom'; kullu ra'asu 'altogether' (affirmative), 'not at all' (negative), e.g. 'anta kullu 
ra'asu bassul 'anta 'You are thoroughly lazy'; 'ab laha 'gratis'; masah 'in vain'; bates 'for nothing'; gamas 
'for nothing'; masal 'jointly, together'; 'ab 'asar 'together'; gale 'a little' (place), 'a while' (time), e.g. 

gale kam kal'a 
while after passed 
'After a while'. 

da'am yosef mannom gale fantat >ando wada baka. 
But Joseph from them little separation while he did he cried. 
'But Joseph, turning a little away from them, cried'. (Racconti, 19:3) 

bilu bilu/bila bila (also 'at lablo 'at lablo) 'finally, gradually, soon, slowly'; 'agid/bagid/'agidbagidj'agidat 
'quickly'; 'abbu 'abbu/'abba 'abba (also pronounced 'abbubbu/'abbabba) 'soon, at once, immediately'. 

8.2.2.2. Adverbs Denoting Relation of Place 

Examples: lacal 'up(wards)'; tahat 'down(wards)'; ra'asu lacal 'upwards'; ra'asu qadam 'forwards'; ra'asu 
har 'backwards'; sagad 'above'; gassu har 'backwards'; gassu lacal 'upwards'; gassu qadam 'forwards'; 'at 
qablat 'opposite': qadam 'before, formerly'; man qadam 'in front'; gos cad/gof cad 'inside'; gos kadanj 
gof kadan 'outside'; 'at kadan 'outside'; man qabal 'from a distance'; 'attu/'atta 'there'; 'attalli 'here'; 
'at loha 'there'; 'aballa 'in here'; 'anze 'here'; 'anze waken 'here and there' (also 'from now on'); kan 
'there, on the other side'; ken wa'anze 'to and fro'; man ken 'off, e.g. 'at gabay man ken karan 'on 
the road off Karan'. 

8.2.2.3. Adverbs Denoting Relation of Time 

These may be divided into adverbs denoting a period of time limited by two points (on the 'duration 
axis'), e.g. yom 'today', and a period of time limited by one point only, e.g., har 'then, afterwards'. 
The former contain mainly words which reckon time and the latter are constructed from various 
elements. In the case of the former, the main element of the expression usually occurs without a 
preceding preposition, e.g. fagar basac 'agal nigis tu 'Tomorrow we shall go to Massawa'; wamase kam 
ceraw '... and when they returned home in the evening'; cf. wa'ab lamaset 'and in the evening'. 
Examples: hadal yom 'today'; male 'yesterday'; fagar 'tomorrow (morning)'; fagar laha 'the day after 
tomorrow'; male laha 'the day before yesterday'; ab fdgra 'on the next morning'; 'addaha 'at noon'; 
yom 'today'; yom camat 'this year'; 'at fakkat madar 'at day break'; fangoh 'tomorrow'; fangoh laha 
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'the day after tomorrow'; haqohu/haqoha 'afterwards'; bar 'then, after that'; hadat 'awan 'several times'; 
mandalla/manmanna 'from that time on'; qadam 'before, formerly'; 'anze waken 'from now on'; 'aze 
'now'; la'awan 'at that time'; ladol 'at that time'; 'agal dol 'for some time'; dol dol 'sometimes'; 
'agal dima 'for ever' (affirmative); man dima 'never' (negative). 

8.2.2.4. Sentence Adverbs 

These adverbs qualify the sentence as a whole rather than any particular part of it. The sentence 
adverbs in Tigre are as follows: haye [h^e] 'also, now, however, again (furthermore)', e.g. haygat haye 
htbahal '[The land of Mansac] is also called Haygat'; la'anas haye (...) bela 'The man, however, said 
(...)'; 'ab lakawakab haye 'alia hala 'Again, he sang this about the stars ...' (PL1, 59:19); lama 'also'; 
lata 'however, but'; leta 'only (but)'; e.g. 

'akal 'ab tarab leta balluc 'ilaharso. 
Corn by caravan [of corn retailers] only they eat. They do not plough. 
'They do not plough, but eat corn which they buy'. 

-ma 'also, even' (enclitic), e.g. sarayer castarma tasarrabaw 'Even winged creatures who could fly were 
drowned'; manma 'although, even if (combined of man 'if and ma 'even'), e.g. 

manma 'at 'alii baynye baynye 'anabbar. 
Although in this by myself by myself I live. 
'Although I live here absolutely by myself. 

mami 'n'est-ce pas?' (French), 'nicht wahr?' (German). This expression comes at the end of an utterance, 
asserting it as a rhetorical question (lit. 'or what?'), e.g. 

'agal mi mas'aka? 'abba at nobbar 'aha habkoka mami? 
For what did you come? By means of it you would live cows I gave you or what? 
'Why did you come? Have I not given you cows to live off?' (PL1, 84:23) 

manna ta 'thus (therefore); but (contrariwise)'; 'ambal 'allimaj'ambal 'allidi 'furthermore'; 'abba 'rather, 
on the contrary'; 'ande 'well then'; 'agadda 'rather, especially'; kama 'then, now then'; kat 'then (since 
that is so; in those circumstances)'; ka'anna/ka'an/ka'anni 'thus, like this, in this way (manner)', etc., 
e.g. 

'at ka'anni lamassal gar 
In like this which looks thing. 
'In a case like this' (in a manner which looks like this); 

cadu 'still, yet'; gadam 'now'; -di 'indeed, in fact, really', e.g. 

kam sarcat dindi 'itatcallab 
Like rite religion-indeed it is not counted. 
'In fact it (i.e. circumcision) is not considered a religious rite'. 

8.2.2.5. Interrogative Adverbs 

The interrogative adverbs are as follows: madol (for *mi dol) 'when?', e.g. man karan madol mas'aka 
'when did you come from Karan?'; ma'aze 'when?'; 'attaya/'at 'aya 'where?' 'where to?' e.g. 'Maya 
tagayas 'where are you going?'; 'at 'aya halleka? 'where are you?'; man 'aya 'from where?'; 'aswo 
'where?' (masc. sing.), 'aswa (fern, sing.), 'aswom (masc. pi.), 'aswan (fern. pi.). This interrogative 
adverb occurs in nominal expressions only. Its referent is always in the third person, e.g. 'aswo labet 
munat? 'where is the dining room?'; ka'afo 'how?' e.g. 'alii ka'afo ga'a 'how did this happen?'; 

For the interrogative pronouns man 'who?', mi 'what?', 'ayi 'which', see (4.7) 
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ka'afo halleka 'how are you?'; 'agal mi 'why?'; 'at mi 'why?'; 'akal 'ayi 'how much', 'how many', e.g. 
'akal 'ayi 'akatbat badibka? 'How many books do you have?', 'agal 'alia makinat 'alia 'akal 'ayi soldi 
tahazze? 'How much money do you want for this car?'; 'akal mi meaning and function as above; kam 
'how much?' 'how many? ...' e.g. 'alii katab kam gabba' 'How much is this book?', 'at 'alii warah 'alii 
kam 'amral bu gabba' 'How many days are there in this month?' Kam is used in idiomatic expressions 
denoting age of persons and hour of the day, e.g. man 'anze sacat kam baggaska 'At what time did you 
depart from here?', wad kam camat 'anta 'How old are you?' (masc. sing.). 

8.2.2.6. Adverbs Denoting Doubt 

Man 'ammar, labad, kando, gabba' serve in the expression of doubt, having the meaning 'perhaps, maybe, 
possibly', etc. Man 'ammar is a complete sentence by itself (lit. 'who knows?') and is marked as such 
in speech by a slight pause at the end, e.g. man 'ammar, 'at hagay zalam htrakkab 'maybe it will rain 
in summer'. Gabba' is a fossilized form of the verb gab'a 'to become, to happen'. 

8.2.2.7. Adverbs Denoting Affirmation and Negation 

'afo/cabe 'yes', are regularly used in the expression of affirmation or assent, e.g. 

lohay 'anas ta'ammarro? 'afo, hatu masnaye tu 
That man you know him? Yes he my friend is. 
'Do you know that man?' 'Yes, he is my friend'. 

'alia gabay 'alia nay karan tu? cabe, raska qadam gis. 
This road this of Karan is? Yes, your head forward go. 
'Is this the road to Karan?' 'Yes, go [straight] ahead'. 

'oho, 'aha, 'uhu 'yes'. These words are used in familiar conversation only, usually by the listener, to 
show the speaker that he is attentive. The word 'afo is also met with with the meaning 'how?' or 
'why?', notably in exclamatory utterances and in rhetorical questions, e.g. mi wadenaka? 'afo ka'anna 
wadekanna? 'What have we done to you? Why do you treat us like this?' (PLl, 34:8); 'afo talamkanni? 
'How could you betray me [like this]?' (Ibid., 15:10). 

>ifalu 'no' is regularly used in the expression of negation or dissent, e.g. 

sigara tahazze? ifSlu, rabbi lahabbakkum* 'ana sigara 'i'asatte. 
Cigarette you want? No, God shall provide you. I cigarette not drink. 
'Do you want a cigarette?' 'No, thank you, I do not smoke'. 

'ifalu comprises the negative particle 3i- plus fal plus the third person masculine singular pronominal 
suffix -u for all persons. The pronominal suffix may, however, be inflected where the connotation is 
'I (you, etc.) do not wish (or dare)', e.g. 'ifalye, etc. 

'ikon 'no, not' is morphologically the suppletive form of the copula tu (third person only) in the 
negative. <abi 'yes, of course' 'absolutely yes'. ya'/yac 'not at all', 'absolutely not'. Both cabi and 
ya' are interjectionally used; morphologically, the former is an adjective (meaning 'big'). 

8.3. CONJUNCTIONS 

These are connective words, either coordinating or subordinating. The former are used in connecting 
two clauses, phrases or words of the same grammatical function. The latter are used in introducing a 
subordinate clause, joining it to a principal clause. 

Standard pronunciation: rabbslhabbdkkum. 
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8.3.1. COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS 

The coordinating conjunctions are as follows: 

(1) -wa 'and' e.g. sadqat walllwhat (fern, forms) 'righteous and kind'. The construction lagba' wa is 
used to connect alternatives, e.g. 'addam lagba' wahayayat 'Be it a man or an animal'. 

(2) -ma 'or' is used to connect alternatives, e.g. 

'aksum na'is ta ma cabbay? 
Aksum small is (fern.) or big? 
'Is Aksum small or big?' 

(3) wok 'or'. This conjunction's function and meaning is identical to those of ma above, e.g. 

gale *agal taste tahazze? man 'ammar bun wok sahi? 
Something to you drink you want? Who knows coffee or tea? 
'Will you have something to drink? Maybe coffee or tea?' 

wok may repeat itself, heading either part in an utterance denoting an alternative. The corresponding 
English expression would be 'either ... or', e.g. 

wok 'ataw 'acce kataggabbaro wok haye 'azamtakkum. 
Or you come to me and become subjects or indeed I shall raid you. 
'Either you come to me and be my subjects or I shall raid you'. {Tribu, 53:23) 

(4) ka (a) 'and', (b) 'and so, therefore', 'then (in that case)', (c) 'then (next in order of time)', (a) ka 
may have a coordinative role only, being similar in function to wa, in which case the difference between 
the two is a stylistic one, e.g. 

wakom ra'ayu tarqa 'attu katesalamayu woman >aya 'anta 
And when he saw him he came to him and greeted him and from where you are 

'And when he saw him, he made his way towards him, [and] greeted him and asked him, 

bello. 
he said to him. 
"Where are you from?"' 

(b) Along with its role mentioned in (a) above, ka may indicate that the content of the part of the 
utterance following it, is the consequence of the content of the utterance preceding it. In such cases 
the English translation would be 'so', 'therefore', 'then (since that is so)', etc., e.g. 

la'assit 'arwe 'ashattenni kabal'ako tabe. 
The woman snake enticed me so I ate she said. 
'The woman said, "The snake enticed me, so I ate [the apple]" ' . (Racconti, 7:13) 

(c) ka may have an adverbial connotation, indicating that the action described in the part of the 
utterance following ka is subsequent in time to that described in the part of the utterance preceding 
the conjunction, e.g. 

>agal liqa' mawat 'ando qarfo >alu cafcafo 
In order that he will vomit mawat while they peel for him they crush 
'In order that he (i.e., the sick man) will vomit they peel [him] a mawat plant, crush it 

>alu wa'at may waddawo ka'alu satte. 
for him and in water they make it then it he drinks. 
and put it in water, then he drinks it'. (SS, 136:25) 
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(5) da'am 'but' links two sentences or clauses, the second of which is of restrictive nature as regards 
the first, e.g. 

'agal nar'ekka nahazze calna da'am 'awkad 'irakabna 
To we see you wishing we were but time we did not find. 
'We wanted to see you but found no time'. 

(6) daHkon5 {daHkon) 'on the contrary', 'rather', 'but'. The main types of utterances containing 
daHkon may be set out as follows: (a) The most frequent pattern is the one in which daHkon is 
preceded by a sentence with a verb in the affirmative and followed by a sentence containing a verb 
in the negative. The notional relation between two such sentences is that of emphatic opposition or 
restriction. In speech, the pitch of voice is raised in the word preceding daHkon (i.e. the verb) and 
the conjunction is followed by a short pause, e.g. 

Hfdlka. latarfaya kalian >ab lazabtat farraya daHkon 
Not so. which remained all of them because of the shot took off rather 
'Not so. All these [birds] which had remained took off because of the [noise of] the shot 

hattema 'itarfat ... 
one even did not remain. 
—not even one remained'. 

The sentence containing the verb in the negative may change place wi th t he sentence containing the 
verb in the affirmative, e.g. 

lamasa.ru nay kallat ta Htabattak tassabbar daHkon. 
The his axe of clay is It does no t cut, it will break rather. 
'His axe is [made] of clay; it cannot cut , on the contrary—it will break ' . (PL1, 12:4) 

(b) The utterance containing daHkon may be elliptical (i.e. where there is no sentence containing a verb 
in the negative, but the notion of such a part of the utterance is implied by the context), e.g. 

walye wad 'amanye walohayma walye hi gago ga'a daHkon. 
My son my-true-son and that also my son is fool he became but. 
'[You are] my true son and that one too is my son, but he has turned out a dolt 

[I do not want him]'. (Lt Leg, 8:20) 

(c) daHkon may approach the meaning of da'am 'but' (cf. No. (5) above), where the notion expressed 
is one of restriction rather than opposition. In such a case daHkon is preceded by the verb of the 
sentence which introduces the restriction, e.g. 

lamanna qansaw >akan Hta'ammarat daHkon la'abbu 
Which from her they got up place is not known however which by it 
'They say [ tha t ] the place from which they emigrated (lit. 'got up ' ) is not known , 

ga'azaw masmasa 'alii tu lablo. 
they emigrated reason this is they say. 
bu t the reason [by which] they emigrated is this, ... '. (Tribu, 5:9) 

8.3.2. SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS 

The linguistic stock from which subordinating conjunctions are constructed comprises (a) mainly prepositions, 
e.g. haqo, man, >asak, kam\ (b) nouns, e.g. sabbat 'reason', 'awan, wakad, dol ' t ime ' ; (c) 'ando Nvhile, 

Variant forms: da'ikoni and da'ikone. 

http://lamasa.ru
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after', which is used as a conjunction only, and (d) compound interrogative-adverbs, e.g. 'agalmi 
'because' (as an adverb it means Svhy?'). 

The subordinating conjunctions are as follows: 

(1) haqo 'after (subsequent to the time that), since, as', e.g. 

haqo 'at karan 'aqabbal waraqat 'agal 'anda' tu. 
After to Karan I return letter I shall send 

'I shall send a letter after I return to Karan'. 

(2) man hanet 'instead of, lest (for fear that)', e.g. 

kaman hanet fatah musa latbarraw mot harraw. 
And lest law Moses they betray death they chose. 

'And lest they betray the law of Moses they chose death'. (Storia, 97:15) 

(3) 'abmi 'because', e.g. 

rayim gabay 'ab 'agru 'agal ligis 'ala 'alu 'abmi mdkinatu 
Long way by his foot to go he had because his car 
'He had to walk (lit. 'go by foot') a long way because his car 

'ab hamgam tasabbara. 
suddenly broke down, 
suddenly broke down'. 

(4) 'agalmi. Function and meaning as above. 

(5) man 'if (with the imperfect form); 'since' (with the perfect form); 'whether', e.g. 

'ab qyas man tathage bazuh 'agal 'aftiamakka qaddar. 
In measure if you speak much to I understand you I shall be able. 
'If you talk more slowly I shall be able to understand you better'. 

ka'anna kam asnaya 'agal lara'owa kallom 
Like this since he had taken good care of her to those who saw it all of them 
'Since he had taken good care of it (i.e. the lemon tree) in this way, it delighted 

bah 'abalattom. 
it delighted them. 
all [people] who saw it'. (Hg'azot, 59:4) 

(6) sabbat 'because', e.g. sabbat dangarko bahal bal 'alye 'Excuse me for being late' (lit. 'excuse me 
because I was late'). 

(7) 'asak 'until' (with the imperfect form), e.g. 

'asak tathadde man dar 'abuha tatmawan. 
Until she gets married from the property her father she is nourished. 
'Until she gets married she is fed by means of her father's property'. 

(8) 33t 'while' (with the imperfect form), e.g. 

simat 'at lahazzu 'at Ulan 'at madun dannaw. 
Chieftainship while they seek to Italians at Madun they went down. 
'While seeking the chieftainship [for him] they went down to the Italians at M^dun'. 

(Tribii, 68:9) 
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(9) 'ando 'when, after' (almost only with the perfect), e.g. 

ka' endo 'alia hala 'at 'addu 'aqbala. 
And after this having sung to his village he returned. 
'And after having sung this he returned to his village'. 

wahar bet 'ab lamayat kal mannom sayf 'ando harrat 
And afterwards family the deceased each of them sword while drawing 
'And afterwards each [male] member of the family of the deceased, drawing a sword or 

ma 'ab konat wok mora 'at hwatwat lassaqar. 
or with lance or stick while swinging he raises the war cry. 
swinging a lance or stick, raises the war-cry'. (PL1, 223:24) 

(10) 'anday/day 'before, while ... not, as long as ... not, without that, until' (with the imperfect), e.g. 

'anze 'anday 'amassa' 'at makkaray tyarotat calko. 
Here before I come at the place of descent aeroplanes I was. 
'Before I came here I was at the airport'. 

garicce 'anday 'asallat 'i'aballac. 
My business before I complete I shall not eat. 
'I shall not eat as long as 1 have not completed my business [successfully]'. 

(11) 'akal la 'as often as, whenever', e.g. 

wadawad 'akal lamasanqo zabbat 'alu 'agal sa'ol qallal 'alu cala. 
And David whenever the harp he plays for him for Saul pleasing forhim it was. 
'And whenever David played the harp for Saul, he (i.e. Saul) was at ease'. (Storia, 61:25) 

(12) 'agal (a) 'In order to' (introducing an adverbial clause of purpose or result); (b) corresponding 
grammatically to 'to' + infinitive in English, when functioning as the object of the verb, e.g. 'I planned 
to go', 'agal can precede verb forms which belong to the jussive morphological category only, e.g. 

3at magab gannat 3ab lahallet <accat 'agal 'itimuto 
In middle paradise concerning which exists' tree in order that you shall not die 
'Do not eat from the [fruit of] the tree which is in the midst of paradise or you shall die 

manna 3itabluc. 
from her do not eat. 
(lit. 'in order that you shall not die')'. {Racconti, 6:22) 

'at becce 'aze 'agal 'igis 'alabye. 
To my house now to go I have not. 
'I don't have to go home now'. 

(13) 'awan 'when' (with the imperfect form). 

(14) kam (a) 'when, after, as soon as' (with the imperfect form), e.g. 

'at 'adigrat kam bashaka salf mi wadeka 
In Adigrat when you arrived first what you did? 
'Having arrived in Adigrat, what did you do first?' 

(b) 'as' (according to what, or manner in which), e.g. 

wahatu 'abuhu kam la'azzazayu wada. 
And he his father according to that which he ordered him he did. 
'And he did as his father ordered him'. 
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(c) 'that' (introducing a content clause), e.g. 

worn nageday 'agal dakkanu nafac hasan kam hazze 'at gazetat 
One merchant for his shop useful boy that he looks for in papers 
'A certain shopkeeper advertised in the papers that he was looking for a young assistant 

'assa'ala. 
he let know. 
(lit. 'a useful boy') for his shop'. , Qig'azot, 82:15) 

(15) kamsal 'when' (with the perfect), e.g. 

'agal lamabrahat kamsal 'abraha 'atta kadbet gale santim 
As for the light when he switched it on on the floor some copper coins 
'When he switched on the light, he saw a few [copper] coins on the floor'. 

ra'a. 
he saw. 

(16) wakad 'when' (with the imperfect). 

(17) dib 'while' (with the imperfect). 

(18) dol 'when' (with the imperfect). 

8.4. INTERJECTIONS 

Interjections can be (a) words which are used as interjections only and are morphologically unanalyzable, 
and (b) words otherwise belonging to other parts of speech, or determined by their morphological 
pattern. Examples: (a) has/sat 'be quiet!'; ha'/waha 'ah!'; 'ay/'ayo/yawu/yaw/dabbo 'woe!'; hay/saw 
'away!'; haya' 'up!' 'now then!'; hassa 'far be it!'; hay 'make haste!'; samhano 'be praised!'; samarma 
(also: + >3l with the pronominal suffixes) 'cheer up!'; sut 'impossible!'; bah 'not at all!'; bas 'enough!'; 
'abada' 'never!'; wo 'oh!'; wassele 'a pity!'; yabba 'father!'; yamma6 'mother!'; gaddo' 'oh wonder!' 

(b) (i) hasse 'excellent!' (hasse, pi. hassetat 'honor, good deed' a noun; root: hys); ken 'away!' {ken 
'there' an adverb); 'asannay 'thank God!' ('asannay an infinitive form7 of *'asanna, root: sny). (ii) naca 
(masc. sing.), naci (fem. sing.), nacano (masc. pi.), nacana (fem. pi.) 'come'here!' These forms replace 
the imperative forms of the verb mas'a 'to come', e.g. >anze naca 'come here', 'arika (masc. sing.), 
>anki (fem. sing.), 'ankano (masc. pi.), 'arikana (fem. pi.) 'behold!', 'here it is!', yaha (masc. sing.), 
yahay (fem. sing.), yahaw (masc. pi.), yahayat (fem. pi.) 'you there!'. 

These two interjections are used regularly by children, when addressing one of their parents. 
7 
This is one of the rarer infinitive forms, not dealt with in 3.4.7. 



9. SYNTAX 

9.1. THE WORD-ORDER IN THE SIMPLE SENTENCE 

There are three main features of word arrangement typical of the Tigre sentence, as follows: (a) The 
main verb, or a syntactically equivalent word, is regularly placed at the end of the sentence, (b) Com
plements and qualifiers precede the words they qualify or complete, (c) The subject is usually placed 
at the beginning of the sentence; it may be preceded by sentence adverbs (8.2.2.4) and conjunctions 
of coordination (8.3.1). It should be noted here that any change of the above word-order features 
does not necessarily suggest a syntactic extraposition. Examples: 

worot 'anas masal nawayu wasewahu 'at qisot cala. 
One man with his cattle and his family in small village was. 
'A man lived with his family and his cattle in a hamlet'. (Tigre Texts, 13:11) 

hatte dol 'allom hamas nafar 'aha bazhat calat 'allom. 
One time these five one[s] cattle much (fern, sing.) was to them. 
'Once these five ones had a lot of cattle'. 

rabbi castar wamadar fatra 'God created heaven and earth'. 

The resultant type of sentence exhibits the basic pattern of subject—complement—verb, which is the 
typical structure of modern Ethiopian Semitic languages. A common phenomenon is the word-order 
in which a noun other than the subject heads the sentence. In such a case, the subject occurs in second place, 
having a suffixed pronoun of which the referent is the preceding word. Theoretically the first two words in 
the sentence can be put in a construct state by reversing the word order and omitting the pronoun of reference. 
The word which occupies first place in the sentence is the subject in the contextual sense. Examples: 

'assit hilata hawanit ta. 
Woman her strength weakness it is. 
'The strength of a woman is [her] weakness'. 

karan hosaha qayah tu. lakarsa 'ab qatran laqluq tu. 
Karan her soil red it is. Its interior with tar smeared it is. 
'The soil of Karan is red. Its interior (i.e. of Karan) is smeared with tar'. 

A different type of structure is the cleft sentence where a special emphasis is laid on a part of the 
sentence. The typical structure is that in which a relative clause is put at the end of the sentence, 
preceded by the copula tu. The part of the sentence preceding the copula is then emphasized. This 
structure deviates from the normal order in the sense that a subordinate verb occupies final position 
in the sentence. Examples: 

wahatu 'ab nosse tu latasahaqko. 'atki 'ikon bela. 
And he at myself it is that I laughed. At you it is not he said. 
'And he said to her, "It is at myself that I laughed-not at you'". (PL1, 89:3) 

gadam warat mes ... kalla sab tu lawaddya. 
As for making mead ... all of her men it is who do it. 
'As for the making of the mead, it is the men who do all of it [and not the women]'. 

(Ibid., 189:3) 

94 
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9.2. THE WORD-ORDER IN THE COMPLEX SENTENCE 

The description given above (9.1) in the case of the simple sentence can also be applied here. The 
main clause is a simple sentence whose verb is regularly preceded by the subordinate clause. The various 
types of subordinate clause occupy their place in the sentence according to their function in relation to 
the main clause, e.g. a relative clause functions as a modifier of a noun and occupies those positions 
that modifiers occupy (i.e. regularly preceding the noun), etc. 

galab >at 'atyopya latdtrakkab hatte na'is dagge ta. 
Galab in Ethiopia which is found one small town is. 
'Galab is a small town [which is found] in Ethiopia'. 

laga'a hgbcf daHkon 'abla wakad laha la'alaw ma'amrat wahakayam 
However in the time that who were scientists and physicians 
'However, we can tell (lit. 'know') from history that although scientists and physicians 

hamam caso 'agal labdu bazuh ma saggumam man gabbu3 

illness malaria to destroy much even if-fhey-had-fought 
who lived at that time fought much to destroy the malaria illness, the 

'abballi hamam 'alii mayto la'alaw walad min^adam 
in this illness this dying who were members human-race 
human beings who died because of this illness were many'. 

bazham kam torn ^ab tarix 'agal na'ammarro >anqaddar. 
many that they are through history to we know it we can. 

Two different types of change in the word order of the complex sentence may be noted, resembling 
in principle those described above (9.1) for the simple sentence. These are where (a) a nominal element 
in the main clause and the subject of the main clause exchange places, and (b) a relative clause is put 
at the end of the sentence, preceded by the copula tu which may occur anywhere in the main clause 
between the relative and the subject. An example for (a): 

lahasan hamatu ""at madar bacad man gabbi* cadda 
The boy his mother-in-law in country another if is her village ... 
'If the village of the boy's mother-in-law is in another country ... 

hamatu nabra satinet tawadde. 
his mother-in-law meal good she makes. 
his mother-in-law makes a good meal'. (PL1, 117:6) 

In the example above, the nouns involved are lahasan, hamatu, cadda, all of which can be put in 
reverse order and form a construct state, i.e. cad lahamat lahasan 'the village of the boy's mother-in-law'. 
The bringing forward of a nominal element in the complex sentence results in avoiding a long sequence 
of words in the construct state. For examples of (b) see last section of 9.1 above. 

9.2.1. HYPOTACTIC RELATIONS: DISTRIBUTION OF COMPLEX AND COMPOUND SENTENCES 

The choice between a complex and a compound sentence in Tigre has no limitation of distribution 
and both types are equally used. An example of a compound sentence: 

>aze hatte macal ^at haday 'ad wacaga fararaw wa^aha 
Now one day to wedding party family guenon they went out and cattle 
Now one day they went out to the wedding party of the family of the guenon, and the 
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'at dabar saffalaw wabadet. 
on mountain grazed and went astray. 
cattle grazed on the [lower slope of] the mountain and went astray'. 

Long complex sentences are quite regularly encountered, e.g. 

'at legos naygarya laga'a nay babur baqot Friday mayto 
In Lagos Nigeria which happened of train accident without they die 
'News which came from Lagos, Nigeria, reported that fifty people who sustained 

'9b hayatom la'alaw hamsa nafar 'at makinat 'ando 
with they alive who were fifty ones into vehicle having made 
minor injuries in a train accident, had got into a car 

sa'anawom hospital 'at labassahawom lamakinat 
them get in hospital while they were bringing them the vehicle 
which overturned while they were being driven 

sabbat taballasat kallom woro 'anday tarraf 
because it overturned all of them one without he will remain 
to hospital and all of them died'. 

mannom karri motaw man legos lamas'a 'axbar 'assa'ala. 
of them that they died from Lagos which came news reported. 

9.3. NOMINAL SENTENCES 

In sentences whose predicate is a nominal form, a copula-pronoun must intervene. Examples of such 
sentences and a description of the copula are given in 5.1 above. When subordinate by reason of 
the temporal conjunction 'at or dib 'when', the personal pronoun copula retains its morphological 
shape, while the copula tu assumes the forms 'antu (masc. sing.), 'anta (fern, sing.), 'mtom (masc. 
pi.), and 'antan (fern, pi.), e.g. kallat wacabal 'at 'arm '1, being clay and ashes'.3 

lahamum ka'anna hawan dib 'antu. 
the sick [man] like this weak when he is. 
'When the sick man is [as] weak as this'. 

When subordinate to the conditional particle man 'if, the copula is expressed in all persons by the 
imperfect forms of the verb gab'a. Nominal sentences without a copula are non-typical of Tigre. 
However, they are quite frequent in certain expressions, such as formulae of greetings, salutations, 
interjections and forms of ellipsis, e.g. salam calekum 'Peace be unto you!'; kullu dahan 'All is well!'; 
hamde 'agal rabbi 'Praise be to God'; 'iwalye 'Not my son!' {PLl, 91:4), etc. An exception is the 
interrogative adverb 'aswo which occurs in nominal expressions only (8.2.2.5). 

9.4. DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH 

The verb bela 'to say' may be used as a point of punctuation in marking the end or beginning of direct 
speech. In this capacity bela is semantically redundant, e.g. 

wacad lawalat balso walatna na'is hallet wa'itaddiena 
And family the girl they answer our daughter small she is and we are not ready 
'And the family of the girl answer [saying] " Our daughter is small and we are not ready 
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>mdo belaw. 
while they say. 
[yet to give her in marriage]"'. (PLl, 119:22) 

When the main verb in the sentence is bela, it occurs only once, e.g. 

fratte ma'al gohu talakayom wa ... bellom 
One day to him he summoned them and ... he said to them 
'One day, he summoned them to him and said to them, "..."'. 

As regards the position of the verb of saying in relation to that of the subject and the content clause, 
deviation from the normal order of words is possible (i.e. from the order S-C-V, where C stands for 
the content of the verb of saying), e.g. 

ksm la'jlu ^as'alayuni dagam ' bet 'ashaqan 'alii tu bela ^nas 
As it they told me the story of B. E. this is he said a man 
'As I was told (lit. 'As they told me') the story of Bet 'Eshaqan is so (i.e. 'as follows') 

bet 'ashaqandy ... 
[which belongs to] B . E. 
said a man of the Bet 'EShaqan' (Tribu, 74:15) 

wahstom 'agal mahammad qabbubo calaw hawan tu >ando belaw. 
And they for M. despising him they were weak he is while they said. 
'And they despised M., thinking he was weak'. (Lt Su Sang, 11:6) 

The structure exhibited is typical of the spoken language, and also in written utterances, when the 
writer preserves the allure of the spoken language. Reported speech is rendered in the same way as 
direct speech, e.g. 

haqo >3lla ra^as ''alula dib Hamasen mass1' halla kam belayuna ... 
After this R. A. to H. he-has-come when they told us. 
'After that, when we were told that Ra^as 'Alula had come to Hamasen ... (lit. 'when they 

told us: "Ra'as JAlula has come to Hamasen"'. {Tribu, 82:3) 

9.5. VERBS TAKING AN INFINITIVE AS THEIR COMPLEMENT 

Verbs usually have the complex ''agal + Jussive as their complement, e.g. 

>aze >agal >igis halla ^alye 
Now to go there is to me. 
'I have to leave now'. 

>3g3l hqtolo hasbaw "They intended to kill him'. 

Certain verbs take an infinitive form as their complement. Such verbs, for the most part, render the 
notion of '(not) to be able, (not) to wish'. The following are the most frequent verbs that take an 
infinitive as a complement: tahallala 'to be unable', sa^ana 'not to be able, not to have', >athaza 'to be 
necessary', >aba 'not to wish, to refuse', hela 'to be unable' (also 'to overpower'). Examples: 

naqila tahallaw "They were unable to uproot it (i.e. the bush)' 

sarayotu helayom 'They could not cure him' (lit. 'it's being cured was not possible for them') 

hbbu c3raf sa'ana 'He became restless' (lit. 'His heart did not have rest') 
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Some verbs may have as their complement either 'agal + Jussive or an infinitive form, e.g. 

hqalka 'agid 'agal takallas daqqab. 
Your work quickly to you finish you can? 
'Can you finish your work soon?' 

walahsmum mathagay man daqqab ... 
And the sick talking if he can. 
'And if the sick [man] can speak'. 

9.6. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 

The following is a synoptic schema of the two patterns of conditional sentences: 

pattern A 

pattern B 

PROTASIS 

man + imperfect 
perfect + man gabba 

man + imperfect 
wa + perfect 

APODOSIS 

Any construction, excluding the 
perfect form, that renders the nexus 
of the sentence 

wa + perfect 

SENTENCES EXPRESSING REAL CONDITIONS (pattern A) Examples: 

kal'ot man latba'aso lazayad lamasmasa 'at worot leta 'ikon. 
Two if they quarrel which is most the cause in one only it is not. 
'If two [persons] quarrel, usually the blame (lit. 'the cause') is not on one [of them] only'. 

gale ga'aw man gabba' hghu dibom. 
Something they became if it is they are grieved about them. 
'If anything happens to them, they are grieved about them'. 

SENTENCES EXPRESSING UNREAL CONDITIONS ( pattern B) 

Such sentences express conditions which are improbable or incapable of fulfilment. Examples: 

wa'alli kallu 'ab worworo man latkattab kalla la'addinama 
And this all of it one-by-one if it is written all of her the world even 
'And if all this were to be written, one by one, even the whole world would not suffice for 

'zgal lahtkattabo 'akatbat wa'i'aklattom. 
for which will be written (pi.) books it (fern, sing.) would not suffice 
the books to be written about it'. for them'. 

'ala nasayam hatama rabbi wa'ihabaya mi 
Her let us make chieftain. She indeed God had not he given her it how 
'Let us make her chieftain. Had not God given it (i.e. the chieftainship) to her, how could 

The complex man gabba' is a fossilized form. 
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wamotat manna ... 
could-she-have died because of her ... '. 
she (i.e. the dragon) have died because of her?' (Lt Leg, 4:15) 

9.7. THE MODAL FORM wa + PERFECT 

The complex wa + perfect may serve as a special form for modal expressions denoting the unreality of 
the nexus. This usage of wa + perfect resembles the function of the morphological category of the 
'conditionnel' in French, e.g. 

kahatte >?ssit tellom 'antum cabal gabbw. lawalddkum 
And one woman said to them you ashes become (imperat.). Your children 
'And a certain woman said to them, "May you turn into ashes. You should have let your 

wasa'ankum. 
you should have let [them] ride. 
children ride [the donkeys]" (i.e. the children died because they walked a long 
way while their parents rode the donkeys)'. 

'alia latahayas bet man 3aya warakba. 
This that which is better house from where could he find? 
'Where else could he find a house which would be better than this [one]?' 

9.8. THE ALTERNATIVE 

To denote the possibility of one out of two (or more) Tigre makes use of the coordinating conjunctions 
wa, ma, wok (8.3.1. (l)-(3)) and the jussive conjugated form of the verb gafra 'to be, to become', e.g. 

wahatom ladhuro wasandbulo ''aha ma catal wok 'aqrus 
And they they bless him and give him as presents cows or goats or money 
'And they bless him, and give him as presents, cows or goats or money and even fields 

wahaye garah. 
and even fields, 
(i.e. plots of land)'. (PL1, 128:24) 

The particle wok and the form lagba' followed by wa/ma, are the ones usually used in the expression 
of 'either ... or', wok preceding both nouns or clauses of the alternative, whereas the linear order 
wa A lagba' wa/ma B is used in the expression of the notion 'both A and B' (lit. 'and be it A or B'), 
e.g. 

>agal wa'anas lagba? watab'at kam tawallada 'aska'alala latbahal. 
Calf or male be it or female when it is born 'A. it is called. 
'Calves, both male and female, are called "Aska^alala when they are born [and for two 

months]'. (PL1, 178:5) 

wahata tagba' ma >at dawdra lahalla madar >aban zendy 
And she be it or on around it that which is ground stone zendy 
'And both this [stone] and those which are on the ground around it are called the stone [s] 

latbahal. 
it is called. 
of zenay'. (Tribu, 10:15) 
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9.9. THE EXPRESSION OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE, ITERATIVE, AND INTENSIVE ASPECTS BY 
MEANS OF REPETITION OF THE WORD 

A frequent phenomenon in Tigre is the repetition of a word or an expression, the value of which is 
aspectual. The repeated element can be a member of any word-class. 

THE DISTRIBUTIVE 

The term 'distributive' is used here in the expression of treating the members of a group individually, 
indicating the notion rendered in English by 'each' and 'every'. Repeated nouns may become a com
pound, the first constituent of which loses its final word-syllable, e.g. 

waman Midyayat lahawan hawan abda ... walasannet sannet 
And from the animal the weak weak he destroyed ... and the good good 
'And from the animals he destroyed all the poor ones and spared all the good ones' 

hhayayrt baqqa. 
the animal he spared. 
(lit. 'Each one of low value he destroyed and each one of good value he spared')'. 

For the distributive forms of the cardinal numerals, e.g. worworot 'One each, one by one', etc. see 
7.1.2 above. 

THE ITERATIVE 

The term 'iterative' is used here to indicate the repetition of the action denoted by the verb, either as 
progressive or as habitual, without limiting the number of the repeated actions, e.g. lawaraq qara' qara* 
'abalayu 'He read the letters one after the other', fazaga fazaga 'every Easter', fafem tdhm 'every [time 
at the] beginning of [the] ploughing [season]', karam karam 'every rainy-season'. 

THE INTENSIVE 

The term 'intensive' is used here to indicate increased emphasis or force of the action denoted by the 
verb, e.g. >ab nans naHs hayet 'She recovered very slowly [from her illness]', 'at lagayas wa'at lagayas 
'Walking on and on'. 
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11. TEXTS 

Introductory Notes 

The texts are rendered by a phonetic transcription with a word by word interlinear translation. This 
in turn is followed by a full translation of each text into English. The interlinear translation is intended 
as a device to enable the reader to have the meaning of each separate word as well as the order of 
words in the sentence. Yet an effort has been made to treat strings of words which have syntagmatic 
relations in a manner in which the syntagms will be properly represented. Thus, as regards the interlinear 
translation, the following points should be made: 

(a) Idiomatic expressions are not rendered literally, e.g., walad 'asra'el '[the] people [of] Israel' and 
not '[the] children/sons [of] Israel'; labazzdh—'awkad 'most of the time' and not 'which is much times'; 
laga'a—ldgba* 'whatever' and not '[that] which happened should happen'; pbah—madar '[the] early 
morning' and not '[the] morning [of the] earth'; etc. As can be seen from the examples above, 
words in expressions which are translated as a whole are hyphenated. This is especially evident with 
verb compounds where a literal interlinear translation does not reflect the structure and meaning of 
the compound, e.g., bashu-dibla-halla 'to which [he] has reached (it)', and not 'reaching it to which 
is/exists' (qdtdl + halla = present perfect). -

(b) Where the English translation requires it, 'agal + subjunctive is rendered as an infinitive, e.g, ^gal 
hklaffo wagdb 'ikon 'to contradict him necessary [it] is not', and not 'in order to contradict necessary 
is not'. 

(c) The independent personal pronoun, the definite/indefinite article and the relative pronoun may appear in 
square brackets when they are not formally expressed, e.g., 3af magcaz 'on [a] journey'; fosan 'asat tu 
'[the] tongue fire is'; ra'a '[he] saw'. This applies to all words which are not expressed formally in 
Tigre, but are essential to the understanding of the structure of the language, e.g., kdl ganas 'abyat 
'all kindfs of] houses'. 

(d) Where necessary a further comment is put in parentheses, to clarify the relation between form and 
meaning on the syntactic level, e.g., 'atalli 'awkad 'in these (lit. 'this') times'; mayto la'alaw 'dying 
(lit. 'die') who were'. 

(e) When the particle 'agal stands for the sign of the direct object, no equivalent is given in the English 
translation. 

11.1. d3g9m'abbdkiki 'The Tale of the Plover' 

(1) 'abbnkiki ^slemay nabra. (2) wahatte ma'al >3t masgdd sahaqa. (3) wahar 
(1) plover Muslim was. (2) and one day in mosque [he] laughed. (3) and then 

lasek ragmayu wa'at sareray ^aqbala. (4) gadam 'abbakiki sas bazuh 
the sheik cursed him and into bird [he] turned. (4) now plover turban much 

fatte-cala wa'ab sasu wanosu >Dt sareray 'aqbala. (5) 'addam dib 
used to like and with his" turban and himself into bird [he] turned. (5) man when 
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halla 'abbakiki bazuh 'at masgad gay as walassalle nabra. (6) wahar 
[he] was plover much to mosque going and praying was. (6) and afterwards 

'at sarerdy kem 'aqbala 'ab sdsu 'asak 'aze ra'asu ladannsn-halla 
to bird when [he] became with his turban until now his head [he] stoops 

latbahal. 
[it] is said. 

(1) The plover was Muslim. (2) (And) one day he laughed in the mosque (i.e., when he was a 
human being). (3) And then the sheikh cursed him and he (i.e., the plover) turned into a bird. 
(4) Now, the plover used to like the turban very much and he turned into a bird (himself) with 
the turban [on his head]. (5) When he was a man, the plover used to spend his time going to the 
mosque and praying. (6) And afterwards, having become a bird, he still (lit. until now) stoops his 
head with his turban [on it], so they say (lit. 'it is said'). 

11.2. dagam kalab wadammu 'The Tale of the Dog and the Cat' 

(1) kalab wadammu kal'ot galgaldy ma fatal calaw. (2) 'aze hatte ma'al Mi 
(1) dog and cat two friends or pals were. (2) now one day at night 

'at wow dagge 'asdt man qdbal 'at tahaye ra'aw. (3) ka'agal had 
in one village fire from distance while burning [they] saw. (3) and to each other 

ka'anna belaw fagar lohay dagge la'atta qabldtna lahalla 
like this they said tomorrow morning that village the in the front of us which is found 

'attu natcadde 'alii daggena saga 'alabu man-'ammar gisna 
there let us go over, this our village meat does not have perhaps [we] went 

man-gabbV saga wa'angera 'anrakkeb belaw. (4) wasanbat-'abbay 'agal latcaddaw 
if meat and bread [we] shall find [they] said. (4) and Sunday to go over 

gomaiom qartaw. (5) da'am dammu telmdyt wakdynat man 
their decision [they] took. (5) but cat treacherous and untrustworthy while 

ga'at *agal kalab wacul talmat 'attu kobayna sanbat-na'is 
she became dog deliberately [she] deceived him and [she] alone Saturday 

tacaddet ka'at hatte bet samat ma'osdi kaf—tabe. (6) gadam kalab lassabbarra 
went over and in a house beside fireplace sat down. (6) now dog expecting her 

wacal <ala wakam dangaratto tacadda. (7) wa'abba-'abba 
passing the day was and since [she] was late for him [he] went over. (7) And soon 

labet ladammu hallet diba 'atta hadfa. (8) wakam ra'aya 
the house which cat was in it to it [he] came unexpectedly. (8) and when [he] saw it 

dammu 'at samat ma'osdt 'aghamat rakbaya. (9) 'at labbu kam ra'aya 
cat beside fireplace lying down [he] found her. (9) in his heart as [he] saw her 

bazuh harqa kagadam man 'alia yom rabbi 'ilatra'enna 
much [he] became indignant and well then from this day God that [he] may cause us 
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bela kamahala. (10) dammu kam sam'atto 
not to meet [he] said and took an oath. (10) cat when [she] heard him 

harqat wa'agal tatba'as sa'et 'attu. (11) da'am qabbaya 
[she] became angry and in order to fight leaped at him. (11) but [he] despised her 

ka'azma manna. (12) wa'abballi sabab 'alii tu dammu wakalab 
and kept away from her. (12) and by this reason this [it] is [that] cat and dog 

'asak 'aze 'ilatfataw kahad ra'aw man-gabbi' 'at had 
until now do not become friends and each other [they] saw if on each other 

sarro-lahallaw. 
[they] jump. 

(1) The dog and the cat were two friends (or pals). (2) Now, one night (Ut. 'one day at night') 
they saw from a distance a fire burning in afnother] village. (3) And they said to each other as 
follows: 'Tomorrow morning let us go over to that village which lies ahead of us' (lit. 'that village 
which is found in front of us, let us go over there'). There is no meat in our village. Maybe if 
we go [there] we shall find food (lit. 'meat and bread'). (4) And [finally] they made their decision 
to go over on Sunday. (5) But the cat, having become treacherous and untrustworthy, deliberately 
deceived the dog and on Saturday went over [to the other village] alone, and sat herself in a house, 
by the fireplace. (6) Now, the dog passed the day expecting her and since she failed to arrive he 
went over [to the village.] (7) (And) soon he ran across the house where the cat was. (8) And 
when he looked at it he found her lying down by the fireplace. (9) As he saw her he flew into a 
rage (Ut. 'he became indignant in his heart') and took an oath, saying to her: 'May God separate us 
(lit. 'May God cause us not to meet') from this day [on].' (10) When the cat heard him she became 
angry and looked inimically at him, and leaped at him in order to fight. (11) But the dog despised 
her and ignored her. (12) And it is for this reason that, until today, the cat and the dog do not 
befriend one another and if they see each other they jump on each other. 

11.3. dsgam derho karkarre hasil gamgammdre wakaray 
"The Tale of the Chicken, Partridge, Fox, Hornbill and Hyaena' 

(1) hatte-dol 'allom hamas nafar 'aha bazhat calat 'allom. (2) 'allom hamas 
(1) once these five one[s] cattle much was to them. (2) these five 

nafar masanit calaw wa'at hatte dagge dagge wanin latatbahdl 
one[s] friends were and in one viUage [the] viUage of animals which is called 

nabro calaw. (3) 'aze hatte macal 'at haddy cad wacaga fararaw 
Uving were. (3) now one day to wedding party of family of guenon [they] went 

wa'aha 'at dabar saffalaw wabadet (4) wahatom man haday 
out and cattle on mountain grazed and went astray. (4) and they from wedding party 

kam 'aqbalaw 'aha 'at safra 'icerat. (5) wa'agal lahazaw 
when returned cattle to enclosure did not come home. (5) and to seek 

tagamaw kaka'anna gamaw. (6) derho 'at bet wacal 
[they] deliberated and like this [they] resolved. (6) [the] chicken at home stay 
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belawo. karay 'at dabar hazay belawa. gamgammdre 'at gadam 
[they] said to him. hyaena on mountain seek [they] said to her. hornbill on plain 

belawo wahasil 'at hams gddam. wakarkarre 'at dabar 'at-waqqal 
[they] said to him and fox on cultivated plain. and partridge on mountain up high 

'ando ga'at dahay 'agal tide 'assa'alawa. (7) wakal mannom 'agal 
while [she] is clamours to make [they] told her. (7) and each of them to 

lahaze tabctggasa da'am la'aha sa'anawa. (8) kagadam derho 'asak 
seek went out but the cattle [they] did not have it. (8) and now chicken until 

ra'asu dawar ka'anna 'at labal naqqe-cala rakabkuma rnami 
his head turns like this while saying [he] was shouting have you found them or what 

way ra'ase wa'asak 'aze kamsalha labal-halla. (9) wakaray 'at kadana 
oh my head and until now like this [he] says. (9) and hyaena in her outside 

tarfat 'asak 'aze. (10) wakarkarre kam ra'etta 'agal la'aha 
remained until today. (10) and partridge as soon as [she] saw her the cattle 

farhat kaka'anna 'at tabal naqet kar kar kar kar wa'asak 
[she] rejoiced and like this while saying [she] shouted krr krr krr krr and until 

'aze kamsalhu tabal-hallet. (11) wagamgammare hye darit darit 'at labal 
now like this [she] says. (11) and hornbill however drit drit while saying 

hazzya cala wa'asak 'aze kamsalha labal-halla. (12) kagadam 'ahahom 'asak 
seeking her was and until now like this [he] says. (12) and now their cattle until 

'aze 'itarakkabat. wahatomma man 'abydtom wamalom wadarom 
now was not found. As for them from their houses and their property and their people 

'at kadan tarfam-hallaw wa'at dangoba 'abayam had ga'aw 
outside [they] have been left and in end enemies to one another [they] became 

lazayd hasil 'asak 'aze 'agal derho 'at bet kam 'atrafawo sabbat 
especially fox until now chicken at home as [they] left him because 

qane'-tu 'abayu gaba'-halla. (13) da'am derho wakarkarre 
[he] had been jealous his enemy [he] has become. (13) but the chicken and the partridge 

masanit ga'aw. derho man cad dahayu lasammac wakarkarre 
friends became, the chicken from [the] village his voice [he] makes heard and partridge 

man dabar wagamgammare man gddam. wadagmom 'alii tu. 
from mountain and hornbill from plain. and their tale this is. 

(1) Once these five had a lot of cattle. (2) These five were friends and were living in one village 
which was called "the village of the animals". (3) Now, one day they went out to the wedding-party 
of the family of the guenon, and the cattle grazed on [the lower slope of] the mountain and went 
astray. (4) And when they returned from the wedding-party, the cattle did not come home to the 
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enclosure. (5) And they deliberated (on how) to search for [the cattle] and resolved as follows. (6) They 
said to the chicken: 'Stay at home'. To the hyaena they said: 'Search on the mountain'. To the hornbill 
they said: 'On the plain', and to the fox: 'On the cultivated plain'. And they told the partridge that having 
gone up on the mountain she should make a great deal of noise [to summon the cattle]. (7) And each one 
of them went out to search, but did not find (lit. 'have') the cattle. (8) Now the chicken was calling 
aloud until his head was whirling, saying as follows: 'Have you found them or not? oh my head', and 
until now he talks like this. (9) And the hyaena has stayed out in the wilderness until today. (10) And as 
soon as the partridge saw the cattle, she rejoiced and called aloud as follows: 'krr krr', and she still talks like 
this. (11) As for the hornbill, he was looking for them (i.e., the cattle; lit. 'her') saying 'drit drit', and up 
to now he talks like that. And the fox stays in the cultivated plain even now. (12) Indeed, their 
cattle has not been recovered up to now. And as for themselves, they have remained outside having 
lost (lit. 'without') their houses, property and friends, and finally they became each other's enemies; 
especially, as they left the chicken at home, the fox, because he was jealous, has been his enemy 
until now. (13) But tlie chicken and the partridge became friends. Tlie chicken makes his voice heard 
from the village, and the partridge from the mountain; and the hornbill from the plain. And this is 
their story. 

11.4. ddgam nabi musa 'The Tale of the Prophet Moses' 

(1) nabi musa 'asra'elay tu. >9t latwallad-dib-halla dagmo karri "anna tu. 
(1) prophet Moses Israelite is. while [he] was born his story like this is. 

(2) walad yasra'el >sb zaban badir 'at-hante far1 on nagus masar latgazzu'-calaw. 
(2) people Israel in time old under Pharaoh king Egypt were ruled. 

(3) wafar'on bazuh bqcarrom walaganabbom cala. (4) da'am rabbi 
(3) and Pharaoh much oppressing them and distressing them was. (4) but God 

galad masal 'ab^zbom wadi-sabbat-'ala lagalad faqda. 
covenant with their ancestors because [he] had made the covenant [he] remembered. 

(5) kagaddm hatte-dol nagus farcon tambih tambaha. (6) walatanbih mi 
(5) thus once king Pharaoh [an] order [he] ordered. (6) and the order what 

ialabdl tu dala 'asra-elay hasan lagab^a qattulo "ando 
which [it] says is whosoever Israelite [a] boy who became [you] will kill him while 

bela >awag 'awaga. (7) wakallom lacaqqac ma lacasakir 
[he] said an announcement [he] announced. (7) and all of them the warriors or the soldiers 

^agal waldd ^asra'el laqatlo tafarraraw. (8) wadala wallada kullu 
people Israel to slaughter went out. (8) and whomsoever was born all of it 

qatalaw. (9) da'am 'at la'awkad lahay hatte 'assit walat-Israel hasan 
[they] killed. (9) but at time(s) that one woman Israelite [a] boy 

waldat. (10) wa'agal lahasan 'agal Hhqqattal manna ^mdo tabe 
[she] begot. (10) and the boy that [he] will not be killed from her while wishing 

sanduq sansala 'ando-saqet 3ab qatran labbakatta wa'at mahaz nil 'at—fange 
[a] chest reed having made with tar [she] smeared it and in river Nile among 
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wad-may karetto. (11) 'addaha - 'addaha 'attu lawcal cala 
water plant[s she] put it. (11) every day there [he] passing the time was 

walali 'at beta tamassa'o calat. da'am gale 'abay ma wanin 
and at night to her house [she] bringing him was. but some enemy or animals 

kadan 'agal 'ilablaco hattu maryam man rayim 'ando ga'at 
wilderness in order that [it] will not eat him his sister Meriam from afar while being 

tatqamatto <alat. (12) 'aze hatte macal 'ab-hamgam walat nagus bahalat 
[she] espying on him was. (12) now one day unexpectedly daughter king that is 

walat farcon masal wasSyfa 'dtta mahaz 'agal tathassab wardat. 
daughter Pharaoh with her maid-servants to the river to wash [she] went down. 

(13) wa'attu man rayim lasanduqat salsala 'atta may karit ra'etta. 
(13) and there from afar the chest reed in the water placed [she] saw it. 

(14) wahar 'ana 'at lehay may 'atta mahaz gale 'ar'e halleko 
(14) and then I in that water in the river something [I] seeing am 

'ando tabe hatte manna wasayfa la'akat. (15) walawasayfa 
while [she] said one of the her maid-servants [she] sent. (15) and her maid-servants 

'agal lasanduqat kfat - kamsal - 'abalaya gana bakke rakbaya. (16) wahata 
the chest when [they] opened it [a] child crying [they] found. (16) and she 

tabe 'amsa'awo. wakamsal ra'etto man-'ammar man walad 'asra'el gabbi' 
said bring him. and when [she] saw him perhaps from people Israel [he] may be 

'allidi 'agal 'ilatqattal 'atalli hab'awo tabe. (17) 'aze 
this [one] indeed so that [he] will not be killed here [they] hid him [she] said. (17) now 

maryam mas'attan. kam mas'attan 'agal walat nagus tella. 
Meriam came to them, as soon as [she] came to them to daughter king she said to her. 

sam'i 'ana macabayit man 'anas 'asra'el 'agal-'amsa' 'alu 'akki tella. 
listen I [a] nurse from women Israel let me bring for him to you [she] said 

(18) walawalat nagus sanni 'amsa'i tella wa'agal 'ammu 
to her. (18) and the daughter king all right bring [she] said to her and his mother 

'agal musa 'amsa'at. (19) wa'ammu 'agal musa ganaha takabbatat. 
to Moses she brought. (19) and his mother Moses her child [she] received. 

(20) wakam ""aba 'at walat nagus nas'atto wawalat nagus kam 
(20) and when [he] grew up to daughter king [she] took him and daughter king like 

walda 'ando takabbatatto musa sametto. (21) wagadam musa bazuh 
her son while [she] received him Moses [she] called his name. (21) and now Moses very 

fadab wahatar cala. (22) da'am walad 'asra'el kal dol masar lagarrubom 
strong and brave was. (22) but people Israel all time Egyptians [they] distressing 
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sabbat calaw bazuh laghe 'ala. (23) hatte m'el hasba 'ana 
them because were much [he] grieving was. (23) one day [he] thought I 

'at bet nagus sanni 'agal 'ambar da'am hawye 'agal laggarrabo beta 
in house king well should [I] live but my brothers should be distressed [he] said 

kalagarbat hawu 'agal lar'e gesa dibom. (24) wahar wow masray 
and the distress his brothers to see [he] went to them. (24) and then one Egyptian 

'agal woro 'asra'elay 'at qattal ra'a. wa'alli kam ra'a bazuh 
one Israelite while [he] kills [he] saw. and this when [he] saw very 

qahara wa'agal lamasray 'ando qatlayu 'at hosa dafnayu. 
[he] became angry and the Egyptian having [he] killed him in sand [he] buried him. 

(25) lanagus 'alii kam samca 'agal musa giso hazawo 'amsa'awo bela 
(25) the king this when [he] heard Moses go seek him bring him he said 

kacaskant nad'a. (26) walacaskar kam hazawo 'irakbawo 
and his army he sent. (26) and the army when [they] sought him [they] did not find him 

'ammi musa 'at madar rayim gesa wa'attu 'agal 'arba'a sanat talay-'abagac 

since Moses to land far [he] went and there for forty years shepherd 

kam tu nabbar nabro. (27) da'am hatte dol 'at hatte 'akan kamsal 
while [he] is living [he] was. (27) but one time in one place when 

basha masal 'abag'u dib gays dib halla qatqatat ma caccay 
[he] arrived with his sheep while walking while [he] was a thorn-bush or wood 

'at naddad ra'a. (28) wa'ando gesa 'agal lar'ayo kamsal qarba 
while burning [he] saw. (28) and while [he] went to see it just as [he] came near 

'attu dahay mas'ayu man rabbi musa musa la'akan la'atta tabattar 
to it voice reached him from God Moses Moses the place which in it [you] standing 

halleka qaddasat ta ka'as'anka harat bello. (29) wamusa 'alii dahay 
are holy is so your shoes take off [he] said to him. (29) and Moses this voice 

kam samca 'at madar wadqa warabbi belayu musa gis wagabilye 
when [he] heard on ground [he] fell and God said to him Moses go and my people 

man 'ade farcon 'afgar wa'at kana'an 'amsa'awom bello. 
from hand Pharaoh bring out and to Canaan bring them [he] said to him. 

(30) musa 'alii kam samca mamba 'ana da'am 'i'aqaddar 
(30) Moses this when [he] heard Lord I but do not have the power to 

] 
bela. rabbi hye gis 'ana 'asaddekka bello (31) wamusa 'at 
[he] said. God however go I shall help you [he] said to him. (31) and Moses to 

farcon gesa karabbi gabilye habanni lablakka halla bello. 
Pharaoh went and God my people give me [he] saying to you is [he] said to him. 
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farc on 'ana 'asra'el 'ihaddag warabbi 'i'ammar bela. 
Pharaoh I Israel shall not set free and God [I] do not believe in [he] said. 

(32) rabbi hye xac ma'at 'amsa'a attorn wagabil masar 
(32) God however nine punishments [he] brought upon them, and people Egypt 

kullu kamsal garraba farcon giso cadkum belayom 
all of them when [they] were distressed Pharaoh go to your country [he] said to them 

'agal 'asra'el. (33) wamusa 'agal walad 'asra'el 'at badobat 'arbaca ma'al 
to Israel. (33) and Moses to people Israel in desert forty days 

wa'arbaca lali marhayom. (34) wa'at badobat sina 'at hgayso bazuh 
and forty nights [he] led them. (34) and in desert Sinai while [they] went much 

safraw wasam'aw ka'agal musa belawo hana man masar 
[they] were hungry and were thirsty and to Moses [they] said to him we from Egypt 

'agal ma 'amsa'akanna 'attalli 'agal nimut may 'alabu wamunat 'alabu. 
for what [you] brought us here to die water there is not and food there is not. 

(35) musa 'at rabbi salla warabbi kal dol 'assabuh mana lalatbahal 
(35) Moses to God prayed and God all time [in the] morning manna which is called 

munat haybbom cala. (36) wamay kam sa'anaw balqat kam 
food giving to them was. (36) and water when they did not have rock while . 

zabta manna balqat may fagra wasattu 'alaw. (37) da'am 
[he] struck from the rock water came out and [they] drinking were. (37) but 

ka'anna 'at lawaddu 'at gayso-di hallaw hatte dol farcon tacasa 
like this while doing while [they] going so are one time Pharaoh repented 

wakarayihu 'ab 'afrus 'asarehom saca da'am rabbi fatty om sabbat ca/a 
and his army with horses after them ran but God loving them because was 

lali 'ab takyat 'asat wa'am'al 'ab takyat gim marrahom 
[at] night with column fire and [at] day with column clouds [he] leading them 

cala. (38) wa'at bahar 'artra kamsal qarbaw garrahom farcon 
was. (38) and to sea Eritrea while [they] came near behind them Pharaoh 

waqadamehom bahar ga'a walagabil 'ansarsaraw. (39) kagadam 
and in front of them sea became and the people were driven into a corner. (39) and then 

rabbi 'agal musa 'agal labahar zbatta belayu wakam zabtaya 'at 
God to Moses the sea strike it said to him and when [he] struck it in 

kal'e tkaffalat man wadaggalab kamsal mandaq wahalfaw. 
two [it] was divided [to the] right and [to the] left like wall and [they] passed. 

(40) farc on 'asarehom kam half a kawalad 'asra'el kam tacaddaw 
(40) Pharaoh after them when [he] passed and people Israel while [they] went through 
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man-liadis labahar musa kam zabta far'on wakarayihu 'at bahar 'artra 
anew the sea Moses as soon as [he] struck Pharaoh and his army in sea Eritrea 

tsarrabaw. (41) waka'anna 'at gayso walad 'asra'el rabbi sannet dib 
[they] drowned. (41) and like this while going people Israel God good while 

wada 'aglom kafwdawo da'am qas'ayom kam qafayom 
[he] did for them they opposed him but [he] punished them, when [he] punished them 

mahakayom. waka'anna 'at lawaddu madar kana'an Warsaw. 
[he] spared them, and like this while doing land Canaan [they] inherited. 

(1) The prophet Moses was Israelite. His story while he was born (i.e., of his birth) is as follows. 
(2) The people of Israel were ruled in old times under Pharaoh the king of Egypt. (3) And Pharaoh 
used to oppress and distress them very much. (4) But as God had made a covenant with their ancestors, 
He remembered the covenant. (5) Now, one day King Pharaoh issued an order. (6) And what did this 
order say? He made a [public] announcement, saying: 'Whosoever is a [newborn] Israelite boy-you will 
kill him'. (8) And they killed whomsoever was born. (9) But at that time an Israelite woman begot a 
boy. (10) And wishing that he should not be killed [to her detriment], she made a reed chest, smeared 
it with tar and put it in the river Nile among the plants there. (11) During the daytime, he stayed 
there, and at night she used to bring him home. But in order that some enemy, that is, wild animals, 
should not prey upon him, his sister Meriam kept watch over him from afar. (12) Now one day all of 
a sudden the king's daughter, that is, the daughter of Pharaoh, went down to the river with her maid
servants to wash herself. (13) And there she saw, from afar, the reed chest placed in the water. 
(14) Then she sent one of her maid-servants, saying: 'I see something in that [strip of] water in the 
river'-. (15) And when her maid-servants opened the chest, they found [in it] a child crying. (16) And 
she said: 'Bring him [here]'. As she saw him she said: 'Indeed, this one may perhaps be from the people 
of Israel; they hid him here so that he would not be killed.' (17) Now Meriam approached them. As 
soon as she reached them she said to the king's daughter: 'Listen, let me bring you a nurse for him 
from the women of Israel'. (18) And the king's daughter said to her: 'All right, bring [one]', and she 
brought the mother of Moses to him. (19) And his mother received her child Moses. (20) When he 
grew up she took him to the king's daughter, and the king's daughter having received him like her 
[own] son, called his name Moses. (21) Now Moses was very strong and brave. (22) But since the 
Egyptians used to distress the people of Israel all the time he grieved [about it] greatly. (23) One day 
he was thinking. He said: 'Is it right that I live well in the king's house whereas my brothers are 
distressed', and went to his brothers to see their misery. (24) And later he saw an Egyptian killing 
an Israelite. When he saw this, he became very angry and, having killed the Egyptian, buried him in 
the sand. (25) When the king heard this, he said: 'Go after Moses; seek him; bring him [here]', and 
he sent his army [to bring him]. (26) And when the army sought him they did not find him, since 
Moses went to a far country and lived there for forty years as a shepherd. (27) But once while he 
was walking with his sheep, when he arrived at a certain place he saw a thorn-bush or a piece of wood 
burning. (28) And having gone to see it, just as he approached a voice reached him from God. He 
said to him: 'Moses, Moses! The place on which you are standing is holy, so take your shoes off. 
(29) When Moses heard this voice he fell on the ground and God said to him: 'Moses, go and free my 
people from the hands of Pharaoh and bring them to Canaan'. (30) When Moses heard this he said: 
'Lord, I do not have the power'. God, however, said to him: 'Go, I shall help you'. (31) And Moses 
went to the Pharaoh and said to him: 'God says to you: Give me my people'. Pharaoh said: 'I shall 
not set [the people of] Israel free and I do not believe in God'. (32) God, however, brought upon 
them nine punishments, and when all the people of Egypt were distressed Pharaoh said to the Israelites: 
'Go to your country'. (33) And Moses led the people of Israel in the desert forty days and forty 
nights. (34) And while traveling in the desert of Sinai they were very hungry and thirsty and they 
said to Moses: 'Why did you bring us from Egypt to die here? there is neither water nor food [here]'. 
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(35) Moses prayed to God and God gave them nourishment every morning (which is) called 'manna'. 
(36) And since they did not have water, he struck a rock and made water gush from it and they drank. 
(37) So while they were traveling living like this (lit. 'doing like this'), Pharaoh one day repented and 
his army, [mounted] on horses, ran after them. But since God loved them, he led them by means of 
a column of fire at night and a column of clouds by day. (38) And while they approached the sea of 
Eritrea, Pharaoh was behind them and the sea in front of them, and the people were driven into a 
corner. (39) Then God said to Moses: 'Strike the sea'. And when he struck it, it was divided into two 
[parts] to the right and to the left, like a wall, and they passed. (40) When Pharaoh passed after them 
just as the people of Israel went through, Moses struck the sea again and Pharaoh and his army drowned 
in the sea of Eritrea. (41) And so while the people of Israel traveled they [sometimes] opposed God 
although he did good to them, but he [also] punished them. Having punished them he spared them, and 
while living (lit. 'doing') like this, they inherited the land of Canaan. 

11.5. 'abyat 'Houses' 

(1) 'af cadna kal gdnas 'abyat halla kam macadani 'ablo 
(1) in our country all kind[s of] houses there is like macadani 'ablo 

cohlle soyuk mdrdbbacat saqlo. (2) macadani man cdcay htsaqqe 'ab 'arba' rdknu 
"oldlle sdyuk marabba'at saqlo. (2) ma'adani from wood is made in four its corners 

walanahasu kam marabbacat tu. (3) macadani >ab sacar labbas. (4) may 
and the its clay roof like marabbacat is. (3) macadani with hay is dressed (4) water 

'agal 'ilaqtar haye 'at kdl camat lathanfas waman-hadis 
in order that [it] will not drip water but in each year [it] is pulled down and from anew 

Idtsaqqe. (5) macadani 'at-karsu kullu lalathazekka wadde 'attu. 
is built. (5) macadani inside it all which is necessary to you [you] do in it. 

(6) macadani salaf '3b >arbac rakan tahaffar 'alu. (7) wahar cacay 
(6) ma'adani firstly in four corner[s] [you] dig for it. (7) and then wood 

takal 'attu wa'ab maro 'ab lahas 'ando wadeka ta'asserro 
[you] plant in it and with seams with stripes of bast while [you] did you tie it 

wahar marraggo walwal 'agal 'ila'Ste 'atka. (8) 'ablo 
and then [you] smear it with clay wind in order that [it] will not let to you. (8) 'ablo 

>ab raqay htsaqqe wahar "ab takob labbas. (9) 'alii takob 
with thin twigs is built and then with mats is covered. (9) this mats 

'agdl 'ilatbas >ab tanan lafalle. (10) 'ablo 
in order that [it] will not let dampness enter with smoke [it] is smoke-dried. (10) 'ablo 

'agdl sab naway wasabbak-sagam tu lano~fac man 'akdn 
for people cattle and nomads (lit. 'goes down and goes up') is which useful from place 

'at 'akan lagayso. (11) 'ablo 'agal tandaqqo wa'agal tahanfasso bazuh qalil 
to place [they] who go. (11) 'ablo to build it and to pull it down very easy 
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sabbat tu 'agal sab naway bazuh naf'at bu. (12) 'ablo 
because [it] is for people [of] cattle much usefulness [it] has. (12) 'ablo 

laraqay haqo gandaba man-hadis latsaqqe. (13) 'ablo lazayad 'at 
the thin twigs after it became old anew [it] is built. (13) 'ablo especially in 

mathat bazzeh. (14) 'olalle na'is bet to. (15) 'alia bahalat 'at 
lowland is numerous. (14) 'olalle small house is. (15) this that is to say on 

magcaz dib 'anta 'at mamydy latanaddeqqa bet ta wahata 
journey while [you] are in passing the night which [you] build it house is and she 

man kal'e 'at salas takobat tatSaqqe. (16) 'alla-ma haye 'agal sabbak-sdgam 
from two to three mat[s] is made. (16) this also however to nomads 

bazuh niif'at ta. (17) sayuk 'ab hamas raqyat wahamas takobat htnaddaq. 
very useful is. (17) sayuk with five thin twig[s] and five mat[s] is built. 

(18) seyuk may man massa' lafsdlatat mannu ka'ilatabbas. 
(18) seyuk water if comes [it] flows from it and [it] does not let water pass. 

(19) marabba'at 'at dagge latatnaddaq man 'aban wa'ab norat latatlaqlaq. 
(19) marabba^at in town[s] which is built from stones and with mortar is plastered. 

(20) saqlo '9b 'aban wa'acay htsaqqe wahatu 'at dagge latnaddaq wasa'ar 
(20) saqlo with stones and wood is built and it in townfs] is built and hay 

labbas. (21) ka'at cadna kal ganas cabyat halla. 
[it] wears. (21) so in our country all kind[s of] houses there is. 

(1) There are in our country all kinds of houses, such as: ma'adani, 'ablo, 'olalle, sayuk, marabba'at, 
saqlo. (2) The four corners of the macadani are made of wood and its clay roof is like [that of the] 
marabba'at. (3) macadani is covered with hay. (4) But in order that it will not drip water [through] 
it is pulled down and built anew each year. (5) You can do inside the macadani whatever you wish 
(lit. 'ma'adani, inside it, all which is necessary to you you do there'). (6) [To build it] firstly, you 
dig [holes] (for the macadani) in four corners. (7) And then you plant there [poles of] wood and 
you tie them with strips of bast to the seams; then you smear it with clay so that it will not let wind 
enter (to you). (8) 'ablo is made of thin twigs [of palms] and then covered with [palm-fibre] mats. 
(9) In order that these mats will not let dampness enter, they are smoke-dried. (10) 'ablo is [especially] 
useful to herdsmen and nomads (lit. 'who goes down to the lowland and up to the highland') who move 
from place to place. (11) As it is very easy to build and [also] to pull down the 'ablo, it has great 
advantages to the herdsmen. (12) After the palm twigs of the 'ablo are worn out (lit. 'become old') 
it is built anew. (13) 'ablo is especially numerous in the lowland. (14) colalle is a hut (lit. 'a small 
house'). (15) That is to say, this is the house that you build to pass the night while you are on a 
journey, and it is built from two to three mats. (16) This [one] is also very useful to nomads. (17) 
sayuk is built from five palm twigs and five mats. (18) If water (i.e., rain) comes the sayuk does not 
let water pass. (Tit. ''sayuk, if water comes, it flows away from it'). (19) marabbacat is [the one] built 
in town[s] from stones and plastered with mortar. (20) saqle is made of stones and wood and is built 
in town[s]; it is covered with hay. (21) So, there are in our country all kinds of houses. 
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11.6 Idsan 'adib 'Polite Language' 

(1) ktab rabbi 'ab bsan latmassa' kasar wamaksab ^b rahib >ando 
(1) book God about tongue which comes loss and gain with width while 

^abraha bthage. (2) >akkuy bsan dib gabay mot waman qalbl ''at 
[it] brightened talks. (2) bad tongue on road death and if [it] is less to 

garmat lalabasph masammam sar tu. (3) 'ab bgam 'ando tasabbata 
crime which makes reach [a] poisonous companion is. (3) with bridle while [it] is tied 

dib latathaze waqat walalathaze leta >agal baclu nathage 
at which is necessary time and [that] which is necessary only for his master we speak 

bu lasthal. (4) 'ab bd'dat gabay hye bsan man lul 
by means of it [it] is due. (4) in another way however tongue from pearl [s] 

wagawhar Mahays hayab rabbi tu. (5) marir bsan tacaya 
and gem[s] which is better [than] [a] gift God is. (5) bitter tongue [one] reviled 

man-gabbP macagbay lahtqassa' bu fatah 
if wrong-doer which will be punished by means of it law 

latasthdl qafat 'adduluy - >alu - halla. (6) ktab rabbi-ma 'ab 
which is due punishment ready for him has been. (6) book God as for in 

'ankaru 'ab-sabbat 'alii 'at lahaddag mot wahayot 'at 'ade bsan 
its direction about this while [it] advises death and life in hand tongue 

tan bbal (7) bsan halbna 'ando tola 
[they (fem.)] are [it] says. (7) [the] tongue thinking while [it] followed (i.e. having followed) 

'agal ligis 'at lasthallo 'agal 'addam at lahamme cayar waba'as 'at 
to go [it] is due to it to people while 'it' abuses insult and quarrel while 

latkattal lalakaggal wadday kalbq halla. (8) 'anday 
[it] causes to be accompanied which makes ashamed [a] deed creating is. (8) without that 

br'e bsan bannu dib bacat 'ando tagassa hatte-ma 'azan wa'antat 
[it] sees tongue by itself in [a] cave while [it] sat nothing ears and eyes 

la'alu samcaw 'anday sammacu wala'alu ra'aw 
[that] which it [they] heard without that [they] hear and [that] which it [they] saw 

'anday br'u 'at la'azmo bsan hatte-ma 'anday br'e 
without that [they] see while [they] keep quiet tongue nothing without that [it] sees 

wa'anday sammac hataf - 'at - labal bazuh wadde. (9) '?b 
and without that [it] hears while [it] raves much [it] does. (9) by means of 

bsan bazuh wadday sannet wawadday 'akkit gdbba' halla. (10) bsan >asat 
the tongue much deed good and deed bad possible is. (10) tongue fire 
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tu hsan mot tu 'ambalhu-ma lasan farhat tu hsan hayot tu. (11) '?b 
is tongue death is moreover tongue joy is tongue life is. (11) by 

sabbat 'alii lasan man warat 'akay 'dndo >azma >at sannet warat >?gal 
reason this tongue from work evil while [it] kept aloof to good work to 

hw'al mi wadi lathaze. (12) lalathaze balis qadam hayib Friday 
remain what deed is necessary. (12) which is necessary answer before giving without that 

tathage hasib tu. (13) masal woro qahar man taqhar 
[you] speak thinking is. (13) with (some)one anger if [you] become angry 

"dnday tahassab mm balhs >3t kabdst cagab >3gdl tdbsah taqaddar. 
without that [you] think if [you] answer to grave crime to arrive at [you] can. 

(14) 'addam farhat wagahayat hayot wamot 'sgal hkrab laqaddar 'db 
(14) people joy and sadness life and death to find that [he] can by means of 

hsan tu. (15) sabbat 'alii >at waqat higana 'ambal hawke >ando 
tongue [it] is. (15) because this at time our speech without excitement while 

hasabna sanni balis man nahayab hays. (16) >ab bazhe sabab kagaleb 
[we] thought good answer if [we] give [it] is better. (16) for a lot reasons shame 

wa'urat ^anday massa' 'itarraf (17) 'afuhu lasabbat lata 
and disgrace without that [it] comes [it] does not remain. (17) his mouth who holds but 

labab htbahal. (18) afuhu lasabbat galul-ma man gabbi' labab massal 
clever is called. (18) his mouth who holds fool even if [he] is clever resembles 

htbahal. (19) wakalna tamam Hhana wa'at-ra'asu nay hangal safdgat 
[it] is said. (19) and all of us perfection [we] are not and above it of brain haste 

sabbat bana bahalat >agal hayib balis safgam-ma man 'angdbba' masal 
because we have that is to say for giving answer hurrying-even if [we] are with 

wadday sannet 'at natfaham 'ab-hud-hud tabicatna 'agal nasne 
deed good while [we] make ourselves understood, slowly our nature to improve 

'anqaddar. (20) dahab hgba* wahasin >ab >asat rattac 'addam-ma >ab 
[we] can. (20) gold be it and iron through fire is corrected people-as for through 

matqassac mastabhalay >agal lagba* qaddar. (21) worot >at lathage >agal 
discipline eloquent to become can. (21) one while [he] speaks to 

laklaffo wagab ikon. salf kallu 3agal tattansayo badibka wa'at 
contradict him necessary [it] is not. first all to pay heed to him you have and while 

tattansayo sanni cabe 'oho tello kahigahu kam 
you pay heed to him all right yes yes [you] say to him and his speech when 

kallasa 'ando hasabka la'ilatharaq wala'ilatbalahs 
[he] finished while [you] thought which does not make angry and which does not cause 
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wagib balis man tahaybo hays. (22) 'adnay sarrah 
altercation esteemed answer if [you] give him it is better. (22) without that [it] shouts 

'ab-gabay 'adab lalathage tesan 'J gal lafham wa'agal lasmac qaddar. 
by-means politeness which speaks tongue to make understand and to let hear [it] can. 

(23) masal wow qahar man taqhar 'asarehu lamassa' cayar 
(23) with (some)one anger if [you] become angry after it which comes insult 

ba'as wamatqatal tu. (24) 'anta hatu wahata 'ab-salam 'agal tanbaro 
quarrel and fight is. (24) you he and she in peace in order that [you] live 

salf kallu 'imatcaggdb wahar bhal 'agal tahalle lathaze. 
first all not doing injustice and later forgiveness to be it is necessary. 

(25) haruqat bahalat la'ala itafatte garit 'at gabbi' man tar'e 
(25) anger that is to say which her [you] do not like thing while [it] is if [you] see 

tu da'am 'at 'akal haruqat sabar-man-tawadde kallu 'ab-qalil 'agal 
is but in measure anger if [you] are patient all easily to 

lahalaf qaddar. (26) mathafafan 'at 'adhad 'asarehu mi kam massa' 
pass [it] can. (26) violence to one another after it what that comes 

'at'amuram-hallena karabbi 'agal kalna sabar walasdn 'adib lahabanna. 
we have let known and God to us all patience and tongue polite let him give us. 

(1) The book of God tells, elucidating at length, about the benefit and damage which comes by means 
of the tongue. (2) Bad language is a poisonous companion which leads to the road of death and if 
less to crime. (3) Is is acceptable (lit. 'due') that we shall speak by means of it at the necessary time 
as long as it is restrained, and only that which is necessary for its master. (4) In other respects, 
however, the tongue is a gift from God which is better than pearls and gems. (5) If one uses bad 
language, the law by which the wrong-doer is punished has prescribed for him the due punishment. 
(6) As for the book of God, while giving its own advice about this, it says: "The tongue has power 
of life and death". (7) While the tongue should follow the thinking, when it abuses people it creates 
shameful events accompanied by insults and quarreling. (8) The tongue sits by itself in a cave without 
seeing, while the ears and the eyes keep silent without listening to anything of what they heard and 
without seeing anything of what they observed (i.e., without reacting), and yet the tongue is most 
active raving about, without seeing or hearing a thing. (9) Many good and bad deeds are possible by 
means of the tongue. (10) The tongue is fire; the tongue is death. Moreover, the tongue is joy; the 
tongue is life. Having wished [it] the tongue is honey. (11) For this reason which action is necessary 
so that the tongue will remain aloof from bad activity and employ itself in good activities? (12) 
Thinking without speaking is prior to the giving of the necessary answer. (13) If you become angry 
with someone [and] you answer without thinking, you can commit a serious offense. (14) It is by 
means of the tongue that people can find joy and sadness, life and death. (15) It is better, therefore, 
if at the time of our speech we [first] think calmly (lit. 'without excitement') and [then] give a good 
answer. (16) [Otherwise] shame and disgrace do not fail to follow, for many reasons. (17) Yet the 
one who holds his tongue (lit. 'mouth') is called clever. (18) The one who holds his tongue (lit. 
'mouth') is said to resemble [a] clever [person] even if he is a fool. (19) None of us is perfect (lit. 
'All of us are not perfect'). Above all, since we have fast reactions, that is to say, if we act with 
[undue] haste in giving answers, we can [still] slowly improve our nature, making ourselves understood 
by means of good deeds. (20) Be it gold or iron, it is purified through fire. As for people, they can 
become eloquent through discipline. (21) When someone talks there is no need to contradict him, and 
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you should pay attention to him saying: 'all riglit, yes, yes'. When he has finished his talk, it is better 
if you think and give him a favorable answer which neither provokes anger nor causes altercation. (22) 
The tongue which talks can make itself understood and heard in a civilized manner without shouting. 
(23) If you become angry with someone, what follows are insults, quarrels and fighting. (24) In order 
that you, he and she will live in peace, you should first of all avoid doing injustice, and then forgive. 
(25) Anger means seeing a thing which you dislike (lit. 'Anger, that is, while a matter which you do 
not like happens, if you see [it]'). But if you are patient to a considerable degree, then [your] anger 
can all easily pass. (26) We have [already] warned what comes after mutual violence. So let God give 
us patience and polite language. 

11.7. fdkrat wad-'adddm 'The Intelligence of the Human Race' 

(1) 'agal sab rabbi 'at kalleqqo 'amer walababat 'ando haba 
(1) mankind God while [he] creates it knowledge and cleverness while he gave 

kalqayu. (2) wakamsalhu-ma madar 'ab m<meta tahaybbo 'abla 
[he] created him. (2) and like this even earth with its nature giving to him with which 

calat fre man-ma latnababar wamahagaz-ma man 'isannah 'alu 'abballa 
[she] was fruit if even [he] lives and need even if is not to him with this 

manbar sannet ''alia leta 'agal latkarra" 'ihaza. (3) ka'abballi 
way of living good this only to be kept back [he] did not want. (3) and by this 

sabab alii manna 'atla nabbar cala manbaro 'atla tahays 
reason this from the in which lives [he] was way of living to that which is better 

'agal labsah kal wakad 'ab 'astantan wa'ab hasab wawadday manna 'atta 
to reach all time by reflection and by thought and deed from her to which 

basha matqaddam 'at lawassak 'alii >aze bashu-dibla-halla matmaddan 
[he] arrived progress while [he] adds this now to which [he] has reached progress 

'agal labsah qadra. (4) waman 'alli-ma la'aze halla dibu 'agal 
to reach [he] was able. (4) and from this even [that] which now is to him to 

lahlaf sabbat hazze wad-'addam skab 'alabu. (5) >ab zaban badir 
go beyond because he wishes human being rest does not have. (5) in time old 

wad-'addam man gannat kam fagra kamadar "aglu kam tahayabat 
human being from paradise when [he] went out and earth to him when [she] was given 

'ambal labbas bra'u cala wa'akanat kagalebu leta 'ab qataf kawel 
without clothing naked [he] was and places his shame only with leaves covering 

cala. (6) manna-ta '3b qataf leta 'itakarra'a. msn qataf Mahays 
[he] was. (6) but with leaves only [he] did not remain, from leaves which is 

qrab 'agal lalbas qadra. (7) wam?nnu-ma man catab 
better dressed skin to clothe himself [he] was able. (7) and from it-even from cotton 
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woman 'alhas dibla wadayu labbas basha. (8) 'ab sankat 
and from fibres at which [he] made it clothing [he] arrived. (8) in direction 

munat-ma man balldc fre wa'a'rud 'acay 'at balldc 'akal wasito halib 
food however from eating fruit and roots trees to eating corn and drinking milk 

halfa. (9) ka-'abballi-ma leta 'agal latkarrac sabbat ^ihaza 
he passed. (9) and with this-even only to be kept back because [he] did not wish 

mannu latahayso gabay munat 'at lahazze maridbaratu 'asak 
from it which is better for him way nourishment while seeks his ways of life until 

lasanne hassab wasaqqe halla. (10) wad-'adddm 'at labazzah 
[he] would improve thinking and working [he] is. (10) human being while multiplying 

wa'at latfandte sabbat gesa 'at caddotdt wa'at managgas kam 
and while multiplies, splits because [he] went into countries and into nations since 

kafdfala man zamdte 'adhad kam 'ilaw'al 'ando 
[he] became divided from robbing excursion mutual since [he] cannot abstain as 

'dmara galehom la'abbu zamto wagalehom-ma 
[he] understood some of them which with it [they] make raids and some of them-as for 

la'abbu latkaldkalo swdr 'at ladddlu man sotal wasayf 
which with it [they] defend weaponry while [they] make ready from dagger and sword 

waman manduq waken 'alii yom 'at <ad 'amerika wamaskob 
and from rifle and beyond this today in country America and Russia 

wa'angliz wafaransa wasin lahtrakkab 'aswar 'atomik wahidrogin 
and England and France and China which exists weaponry atomic and hydrogen 

bdsah-kam-halla kalna na'ammar. (11) mi 'iwada wad-'adddm la'abbu 
that it has arrived at [we] all [we] know. (11) what did not do human being which with it 

kattab wa'ab katdbat lalassamdmac bom 
[he] writes and by means of writing which [he] (i.e. people) hears one another with them 

fadeldt 'ansasa. (12) haqo 'alli-ma man katdbat 'ab 'ade 'at muhtam 
letters [he] acquired. (12) after this even from writing by hand to printing 

halfa. (13) haqo 'alli-ma wad-'adddm rim man 'adhad Mahdcar 
he passed. (13) after this even human being distance from one another which shortens 

'abbu wadib 'adhad Matqardrbbo motor wada. 
by means of it and to each other which makes it closely connected engine [he] made. 

(14) wamandalli motor bawdbir-madar wamakdyan wabawdbir-bahar wabawdbir-castar 
(14) and from this engine locomotives and cars and steam ships and aeroplanes 

wada. (15) ka'aballi 'anday battar 'aze-ma 'at madar warah 
[he] made. (15) and with this without that [he] stops now even to earth moon 
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wa'at bacad kawakab labassah-bu galab 'ando 'ansasa 'at 
and to other stars which [he] reaches with it ships while [he] procured to 

warah 'ando basha caqbalotu kalna lana'ammarro-tu. 
moon while [he] reached his coming back [we] all [that] which we know it is. 

(16) wad-'addam la'abbu hassab wala'abbu lastantm hangalu <araf 
(16) human being which with it [he] thinks and which with it he muses his brain rest 

'agal lorkab sabbat 'ihazayu Mi wa'am'al 'at lahassab '3b 
to find because [he] did not wish it night and day while [he] thinks in 

bacadat gabay hye 'elektrisiti wok 'asat barq mahaza. (17) ''alii 
different way however electricity or fire lightning [he] made use of. (17) this 

wadday 'alii '3b gamlat wad-'addam lawadayu tu 'ambal hallena da'ikon 
deed this in totality human being who did it is we saying are indeed 

man waldd-'addSm-ma waydatu 'umuram torn. (18) ka'ab sabbat 'alii hana-ma 
among human beings -as for its doers famous are. (18) and by reason this we even 

la'atalli matmaddan 'alii basham-la-'ihallena 'abba hatom wadawo natnaffac 

the to this civilization this who have not reached by that which they did it profiting 

hallena. (19) manfa'at leta day gabbi hana-ma kam hasbat 
[we] are. (19) utility only while not [it] is we also according to reflection 

walad-'addam nay 'alii haban 'alii matkaflat 'agal nagba' sa'ayo barn 
human beings of this honor this participants to be hope [we] have 

kadibla latkattalanna har gam hadgSmu-hallena 'at 'ambal fakrat 
so to who will follow us next generation we have left it while [we] say intelligence 

wafasahat wad-'addam manna dibla cala halat matkallaqu ka'afo 
and cleverness human being from the in which [he] was situation his creation how 

dib 'alia 'aze lahalla dibla halat kam basha 'agal nat'amar 'ab-haciru 
to this now which exists to the situation that [he] arrived to tell in short 

la'addalenahu higa dib 'alii nabattarro hallena. 
which [we] prepared it talk by this stopping it [we] are. 

(1) When God created Man, he created him with (lit. 'having given [to him]') knowledge and cleverness. 
(2) So, although he lived by the products which earth (with its nature) was offering him, and even 
though he was not in need he did not wish to remain (lit. 'to be kept out') merely in this good way 
of life. (3) So, for this reason, in order to attain a way of life, which was better than that in which 
he used to live, he continuously increased the progress which he made by reflection and by thought 
and deed, and could thus reach this [state of] civilization which he has now achieved. (4) And as he 
wishes to go beyond even this which he has now, Man has no rest. (5) In old times, when Man left 
paradise and earth was given to him, he was naked, without clothes and used to cover his private parts 
only, with leaves. (6) But he did not remain with leaves only. He managed to clothe himself with 
prepared skin which was better than leaves. (7) And even from this he passed on to clothes which he 
made from cotton and bast. (8) As for nourishment, he progressed from eating the fruits and roots of 
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trees to eating corn and drinking milk. (9) And since he did not wish to be held back even with this, 
while seeking a better way of nourishment than this he was thinking and working until he improved 
his ways of life. (10) Because the human race was graduaEy multiplying and splitting into factions, 
having understood that they could not abstain from mutual acts of warfare, some of them produced 
weaponry with which they [partly] made raids and [partly] (lit. 'some') defended themselves, from 
dagger and sword and from rifle and beyond. We all know that today this weaponry which exists in 
the countries of America, Russia, Britain, France, and China has reached [the stage of] atomic and 
hydrogen [bombs]. (11) What Man did not do! He invented letters with which he writes and by 
means of which people communicate (lit. 'listen to one another') in writing. (12) Now, after this he 
passed on from handwriting to printing. (13) After this, Man made an engine with which he shortened 
distances between places (lit. 'from one another'), and which made one another closely connected. 
(14) And from this engine he made locomotives, steam ships, cars and aeroplanes. (15) And while he 
was not stopped at this, even now having invented [space] ships with which he reaches the (earth of 
the) moon and other stars, we all know that he reached the moon and came back (lit. 'having reached 
the moon, his coming back is that which we all know it'). (16) Because Man did not like his brain— 
with which he thinks and muses—to find rest, while thinking night and day he made use of electricity 
or "lightning fire" in a different way (i.e., different from its natural form). (17) Indeed, we are saying 
[that] the one who achieved all of this is Man. As for the ones who did it (lit. 'its doers'), they are 
famous among [members of] the human race. (18) And because of this, we who have not reached 
this [state of] civilization are profiting through them who created it. (19) As it is not [a matter of] 
utility alone, we too—as human beings wish (lit. 'like the belief of human beings')—have a hope of 
becoming participants in this honor. So while we say: we have left it (i.e., the fulfillment of this 
hope) to the other generation which will follow us, we are hereby discontinuing the talk which we 
prepared in brief, to tell how Man's intelligence and cleverness has reached the level at which he is 
now from the level at which he was at his creation (lit. 'from the situation of his birth in which he 
was'). 

11.8. hamam caso 'The Malaria Illness' 

(1) >ab sab grik woro 'dmmur-la-'ala hamam tu. (2) laga'a-bgba' 
(1) with people Greece a which had been known illness [it] is. (2) in any case 

da'ikon "abla wakad laha lacalaw ma'amrat wahakayam hamam caso >ag?l 
but in the time that who were scientists and physicians illness malaria to 

labdu bazuh-ma saggurriam-man-gabbu' "abballi hamam 'alii mayto la'alaw 
destroy much even if [they] had fought in this illness this dying who were 

w'alad-min'adam bazham kam torn *ab tarix "agdl na'ammarro 
members of the human race many that [they] are ; through history to know it 

'anqadddr. (3) wa^aze-ma hye >dtalli 'awkad "alii la^aze hallena dibu 
[we] can. (3) and now even however in this times this which now we are in it 

>3t "addanya "at kal 'akanat "aballi harriam caso 'alii >ando sabbataw 
in world in all places by this illness malaria this while [they] are caught 

lamayto bazham karri torn ceqbat cafyet 'abla habawo mabrahi 
[those] who die many that [they] are guards health in which [they] gave it elucidation 

"agal lat^ammar qadra-ka-halla. (4) harriam caso mabaqqalu man hananit 
to become known it has been possible. (4) illness malaria its growth from mosquitoes 
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woman hamumam 'addam tu. (5) waman hamum 'addam dib ba'al 'afyet 
and from sick people is. (5) and from sick people to owner health 

lala<adyo hananit ta. (6) wahata munat 'at tahazze man hatte 
[that] which infects him mosquitoes is. (6) and she food while [she] sucks from one 

'a/can dib ba'dat 'akan 'at tacassas *agal 'addam 'abla bluh ^afuha 
place to another place while [she] flies man with the pointed her mouth 

'ando ragzatto dam nassi' mannu wamannu hye ba'dam 'agal 
while [she] pierced blood [she] carries from him. and from him however others to 

tankas gays. (7) ka'alli dam la'alu sammat hamum dam ga'a 
bite [she] goes. (7) and this blood which it [she] sucked out sick blood became 

man-gabba' hata tahammam waba'-dam har latnakkaso. 'aballa gabay 'alia 
if she becomes ill and others after that are bitten. in this way this 

latnakkaso kahammo. (8) hananit labazzah-'awkad 'ab Mi 
[they] are bitten and (thus) become ill. (8) mosquitoes most of the time at night 

wasabah-madar tahannan. (9) walahamdm man lahay 'at Idhay latacadde-bu 
and early morning [she] buzzes. (9) and the illness from that to that that it goes 

'atalli 'awkad 'alii tu. (10) wa'ato pawlos gabra salase kamla 
over in it in this time this [it] is. (10) and Mr. P G S according to 

labulo-ma caso lasabtu-tu 'addam qadameka 
which [he] says it (polite pi. form) also malaria which has caught him people before you 

'abla raggaza 'abrat man tatraggaz lahamam 'agid 'adde 
by which was pierced needle if [you] are pierced the illness quickly goes over 

dibka. (11) ka'abballa 'abrat hye qadam matraggazka la'abrat 'agal 
unto you. (11) and with this needle however before your being pierced the needle for 

casar daqiqat lagabb? 'ammay hafun 'agal tasre wa'agal tathassab 
ten minute which comes to with water hot to be purified and to be washed 

lastahal. (12) kamsalhu-ma woro nafar naqas dam rakkabbo woman 
[it] is necessary. (12) like it also a person want blood finds him and from 

bacdam-hawu dam 'at nassi' 'alii dam 'alii qadam matkabbat 
other his relatives blood while [he] takes this blood this before being taken 

lahaybay dam 'ab hakim 'agal latra'e lastahal. (13) hananit kam 
the donor blood by physician to be seen it is necessary. (13) mosquitoes as soon as 

naksattakka lapmmam la'alu sabtat-'alat 'at garobka 'atte. (14) kamasal 
[she] bites you the sucked which it she had caught in your body enters. (14) and with 

damka kam tahdbara kankanit wahaz wadde dibka wa'agal hud 
your blood when [it] is mixed shiver and fever [it] does unto you and for short 
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'awkad hamam ra'as walahabat-ma lamassa'. (15) ka'ab sabbat ''alii 'ab 'awkad 
spells ache head and sweat also it brings. (15) and by reason this in time 

saray 'itarakkaba walatathaze warat cafyet 'itarakkabat man-'igabbi' 
medicine was not found and which is necessary work health was not found if not 

lahamum 'at mot bassah. (16) labazzah-'-'awkad hananit 'at madar dahur 
the sick to death approaches. (16) most times mosquitoes in land low 

da'ikon 'at mawaqqal 'ab bazhe 'itatrakkab. (17) waman-ma 
indeed in height in large numbers [she] is not found. (17) and if even 

tatrakkab lahamam la'alu tahaybbakka bazuh kabud 'igabbi . 
[she] is found the illness which it [she] gives you very heavy becomes not. 

(18) hananit may 'atla badibu 'akanat hafanat tatfdre kalazayd dib 
(18) mosquitoes water in which has places heat multiplies and mostly in 

'artra 'at sankat mafgar-sahay wamudaq-sahay dibla hallaw caddotat mathat 
Eritrea in direction east and west in which there are countries lowland 

tatrakkab wadibu ta'azzaz. (19) hamam caso lasabtu-tu 'addam 
[she] is found and in it [she] is strong. (19) illness malaria which has caught him people 

'agid-bagid 'at hakim 'agal ligis waggabbo. (20) wakamsalhu-ma 
at once to physician to go [it] is necessary for him. (20) and like it also 

la'akanat lahananit tatrakkab dibu mayu kal wakad 'agal lawhaz 
the places which mosquitoes is found in it its water all time to flow 

lathazzyo. (21) wala'ilawhaz kamsal kara kokan wabadob 
it is necessary to it. (21) and that which does not flow as things like pit and the desert 

lasabtu-tu karac may 'at wakad 'agal latcanga1 ka'agal lazlaf 
which has caught it reservoir water in time to be moved and to be kept dry 

lasthallo. (22) 'ambal 'alli-ma masakut wababat 'abyat manafit hasin 
it is necessary for it. (22) except of this also windows and doors houses nets iron 

wa'akarrat 'agal lagba' dibu lastahal. (23) wakal wakad diditi wafalit 
and curtains to to be on it it is necessary. (23) and all time DDT and Fleet 

Matbahalo mabdet canaccit wahananit 'asaryat 'at betka sabit 
which are called destroyer flies and mosquitoes medicines in your house to keep 

lathaze. (24) sab-naway wasab-gabay hye 'at-kadan dol sakbo ballayom 
it is due. (24) herdsmen and travellers also outside when [they] sleep their garment 

kamsal kis ' ando safawo man 'agarom 'asak ra'asom dibu 'ando 
like sack while [they] sewed from their feet up to their head in it while 

'ataw man sakbo lahananit la'abba ta'atte gabay 
[they] entered when [they] sleep the mosquitoes which in it [she] will enter way 
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tahaggal kaman matnakkas 7agal bngafo qadro. (25) 'ato Pawlos >3tla 
[she] misses and from biting to escape they can. (25) Mr. P in which 

habawo mskkar wok gomat caso Friday sabtakka 
[they] gave (polite pi. form) it advice or counsel malaria before [it] catches you 

J3gal tdns9,an latqaddar 'assryat mafakrin aspirin latetbahalo kanayan 
to take them which you can medicines mafacrin aspirin which are called quinines 

torn. (26) qadam gisat gabayka qadam salas mj'al "3lli kanayan 33lli >jgjl 
are. (26) before going your way before three days this quinines this to 

tjwhat lathaze. 
swallow it is necessary. 

(1) It is an illness which has been known by the [ancient] people of Greece. (2) However, although 
the scientists and physicians who lived at that time fought much to destroy the malaria illness, we can 
tell (Tit. 'know') from history that human beings who died from this illness were many. (3) And even 
in these times, in the world in which we live now, it has been possible to make [publicly] known 
through information given by the health authorities that there are many people all over the world who 
die having been smitten by this malaria illness. (4) The contagion (lit. 'the source of growth') of the 
malaria illness is from mosquitoes and from people suffering from malaria. (5) And those who pass it 
on from the sick people to the healthy ones are the mosquitoes. (6) And when they seek food, while 
they fly from one place to another, having pierced people with their pointed mouth (i.e. proboscis) 
they take blood from them, and from them they go to bite others also. (7) And if this blood which 
they sucked is sick blood, they become ill and then others are bitten. In this way they are bitten 
and become ill. (8) For most of the time the mosquitoes are active (lit. 'buzz') at night and in the 
early morning. (9) And it is at this time that the illness is infectious (lit. 'goes over from someone to 
another'). (10) Also, as Mr. P. G. S. says, if you are injected with a needle with which people who 
have got malaria were injected, the illness is passed on to you at once. (11) Therefore, before you 
are injected with this needle, it is necessary for the needle to be purified and washed with hot (i.e. 
boiling) water for about ten minutes. (12) Moreover, some people suffer from anaemia (lit- 'deficiency 
of blood finds someone'), and when they take blood from other members of the family, it is necessary 
before the acceptance of this blood that the blood donor be seen by a physician. (13) When 
mosquitoes have bitten you, the sucked [blood] which they have taken enters your body. (14) And 
when it is mixed with your blood it causes you to have shivering-fit and fever, and also brings out 
headache and sweat in short spells. (15) And for this reason, if medicine is not found in [due] time 
and the necessary medical care (lit. 'work of health') is lacking, the sick person approaches death. 
(16) Mostly, mosquitoes [are found] in the lowland; they are not found in large numbers in high 
altitudes. (17) And even if they are found there, the illness which they give you does not become 
very grave. (18) Mosquitoes multiply in hot places where there is water, and in Eritrea they are 
found mostly in the lowland countries, (which are) in the (direction of) east and west and there they 
are strong. (19) People which the malaria illness has caught must go at once to the physician. (20) 
Moreover, in places where the mosquitoes are, it is necessary that the water there should flow all the 
time. (21) And that which does not flow (i.e. stagnant water) such as in pits and ponds which the 
desert has caught, and the like, should be uprooted (i.e. its vegetation) and kept dry every now and 
again. (22) What is more, it is necessary to put metal mesh and curtains on windows and doors of 
houses. (23) And it is appropriate always to keep in your house medicines called DDT and Fleet 
[capable of] destroying mosquitoes and flies. (24) Also when herdsmen and travellers sleep outside, 
they sew their garment like a sack and enter it so they are covered from head to foot, so that when 
they go to sleep the mosquitoes cannot find a way to enter, and they (i.e. the people) are safe from 
bites. (25) In the advice or counsel that Mr. P. gave, [he said that] the medicines which you can 
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take to prevent malaria are "quinines" which are called aspirin, mafacrin ... (26) Tliree days before 
going on your way it is necessary that you swallow these "quinines". 

11.9. 'atyopya 'Ethiopia' 

(1) 'at sdman hatte dol gamcat 'atalla sacat 'alia lanaddalyo 'alkum 
(1) in week one time Friday in this hour this which [we] prepare it for you 

nay mahro madar 'atyopya yom 'abba sab'ay kaffal 'agal-netmahar-tu. 
of study country Ethiopia today about the seventh part [we] shall learn. 

(2) 'ab kafa 'atta halfat gamcat kam tamaharna lahtfdqad 
(2) about Kafa in which [she] passed Friday that [we] learned that which [one] remembers 

tu. (3) 'aze yom 'ab sidamo wabale 'agal-natmahar-tu. (4) sidamo 'at 
[it] is. (3) now today about Sidamo and Bale we shall learn. (4) Sidamo in 

gablat 'atyopya latatrakkab 'abbdy wakadrat 'ad ta. (5) 'ab mawddq-sahay 
south Ethiopia which is found big and verdant country is. (5) in west 

masal kafa 'ab gablat masal kenya tatgdnad. (6) nay sidamo ra'as dagge 
with Kafa in south with Kenya [she] borders. (6) of Sidamo principal town 

'awasa tatbahal. (7) badir da'am yarga calam latatbahal calat. 
Awasa is called. (7) formerly but Y^rga cAlam that which is called [she] was. 

(8) 'at 'ankar qablat bahar 'abbayan wabahar 'awasa man magab sidamo 'ando 
(8) in side north lake Abbayan and lake Awasa from center Sidamo while 

tabaggasa 'at madar kenya lala'ayar mahdz dawan 'agal 'amdarat 
[it] departed to country Kenya which turns [to] river Dawan to lands 

sidamo fantuy garmat haybu-tu bahalat la'amdarat lama' tu. (9) nay 
Sidamo special beauty has given to it that is to say the lands green is. (9) of 

sidamo Mat zalam 'at salas kaffal kafful tu. (10) 'at 'ankar qablat 
Sidamo strength rain to three parts divided is. (10) in side north 

mawddq-sahay daqqub zaldyam waddaq 'attu. (11) lamagbdy kaffal 'ab-qa yds rakkab 
west strong rains fall[sj there. (11) the central part adequately finds 

(12) 'ankar gablat mafgar-sahay hye hud zalam rakkab. (13) laga'a-lagba' nay 
(12) side south east however little rain finds. (13) whatever of 

sidamo zardqat zalam 'at hatte sanat man ma'at wahamsa 'asak 'alaf 
Sidamo falls rain in one year from hundred and fifty up to thousand 

wahamas ma'at milameter latmazzan. (14) hafanat hye sanqat qablat 
and five hundred millimeters is measured. (14) heat however direction north 

mafgar-sahay lahalla 'akdnat man 'asar-hamas dagri santigred 'asak casra 
east which is places from fifteen degrees centigrade up to twenty 
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dagri gabbi' qayasu. (15) madar sidamo 'ankar lacal lahalla 'amdarat 
degrees may be its measure. (15) country Sidamo side at the top which is lands 

kabasa tu. (16) gabil sidamo '3b haras waracayat naway latnababar. 
plateau is. (16) people Sidamo by means of agriculture and tending cattle lives. 

(17) la'at 'agnad kenya lahalla gabil hye sabbak-sagam tu. (18) 'at sidamo 
(17) the in borders Kenya which is people however nomad is. (18) in Sidamo 

'at-dawar dagge yarga calam nay bun 'abqalat halla. (19) 'ambal 'alii 'at 
around town Y^rga cAlam of coffee plants there is. (19) except this in 

sidamo kasal man madar lafaggar faham massal dahdb cewa nahas 
Sidamo kasal from ground which comes out coal [it] resembles gold salt copper 

latrakkab. (20) bale masal sidamo latatganad 'abbu 'ankar mahaz ganale; 
is found. (20) Bale with Sidamo which [it] borders in it side river Ganale; 

masal harar latatganad 'abbu 'ankar hye wabi sabale lalatbahalo 
with Harar which [it] borders in it side however W. S. which are called 

kal'ot mahaz hallaw bahalat 'allom la'alom samekom mahaz ganale 
two river there are that is to say these which them [I] named river G. 

wamahaz wabi sabale torn. (21) 'allom kal'ot mahaz 'at magab 'atyopya manna 
and river W. S. are. (21) these two river in center Ethiopia from which 

latrakkabo 'adbar lawhazo ka'ab madar somalya 'ando halfaw 'at 
are found mountains [they] flow and through land Somali while [they] passed to 

bahar handay cayro. (22) nay yom mahrona 'atalli 'ankallas. (23) 'atta 
sea Indian [they] come. (22) of today our lesson here we conclude. (23) in which 

tamassa' gamcat nay 'atyopya gewografl 'abba samnay kaffal 'asak naddole 
comes Friday of Ethiopia geography in regard to eighth part until [we] prepare 

'alkum dahan 'asmano. 
for you well pass the week. 

(1) Today we shall study the seventh part of [the course in] Ethiopian geography (lit. 'the study of 
the country of Ethiopia') which we prepare for you, at this hour, once a week [every] Friday. (2) If 
you remember, last week we learned about Kafa. (3) Today we shall learn about Sidamo and Bale. 
(4) Sidamo is a vast and flourishing country which is found in south [em] Ethiopia. (5) It borders 
Kafa in the west and Kenya in the south. (6) The capital of Sidamo is called 3Awasa. (7) Formerly 
though, it used to be called Yarga cAlam. (8) The river Dawan which rises in Central Sidamo at the 
northern side of lakes 'Abbayan and 3Awasa and turns into the land of Kenya gives a special beauty 
to the lands of Sidamo, that is to say, the lands blossom. (9) The rainfall at Sidamo is rated according 
to three geographical divisions (lit. 'the strength of rain in Sidamo is divided into three parts'). (10) 
In the (side of) north-west strong rains fall (there). (11) The central region has sufficient rainfall 
(lit. 'finds [rain] adequately'). (12) The south-east [ern region], however, has little rain. (13) The 
average rainfall in Sidamo according to these geographical divisions is from one hundred and fifty 
millimeters to fifteen hundred millimeters per annum (lit. 'whatever the quantity of rainfall of Sidamo, 
it is measured from one hundred and fifty up to one thousand five hundred millimeters in one year'). 
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(14) Regarding the temperature, in the north-eastern areas it is between fifteen and twenty degrees 
centigrade. (15) The highlands of Sidamo are plateaux. (16) The people of Sidamo live on agriculture 
and the tending of cattle. (17) The people who live by the borders of Kenya are, however, nomads 
(lit. 'who go down [to the lowland] and go up [to the highland]'). (18) In Sidamo around the town 
of Y. CA. there are coffee plants. (19) Furthermore there are in Sidamo kasal-it looks like coal which 
protrudes out of the ground—gold, salt [and] copper. (20) There are two rivers in Bale, which are 
called the river of Ganale, where it (i.e. the province) borders Sidamo [and] W. S. where it borders 
Harar (lit. 'Bale, two rivers exist [there] which are called River G. in the side where it [i.e. Bale] 
borders Sidamo; in the side where it borders Harar, however, W. S.'). That is to say, these are [the 
rivers] which I have named river G. and river W. S. (21) These two rivers flow from the mountains 
which are in Central Ethiopia, and running through the land of Somali enter the Indian Ocean. (22) 
Here we conclude today's study. (23) Until we present you next Friday the eighth part of Ethiopian 
geography have a nice week. 

11.10. 'axbar 'News' 

(1) 3ar gamma lahtrakkab nay ras damtaw hospstal }3b nay hukumat 
(1) in Jimma which is found of R. D. Hospital by of government 

swizerland sadayat latdmaharaw casra nafar hamaysm lanabu tsdaharaw. 
Switzerland help who studied twenty person sick (ones) who nurse were blessed. 

(2) 'Bllom laddaharaw 'anfar nay sahadatom wsraq m?n *sde 
(2) these who were graduated persons of their testimony papers from hand 

ksbur daggazmac gtrmacaw takla hawaryat nay gabil caqib cafyat minister 
the honorable daggazmac G. T. H. of public watch health minister 

tskabbataw. (3) ^amerika wahukuma sovyet nay nyukler sswar *?t 
[they] received. (3) America and government Soviets of nuclear [energy] weapons to 

sanni ksdmat leta ''agsl lawculo >3t maradayat basham-kdm-hallaw nay 
good service only to preserve it to agreement that [they] have arrived of 

'amerika marhay minister ^aVamara. (4) ydlli hye ^sgsl nay nadad-zet mafgari 
America principal minister announced. (4) this however for of fuel means 

"dgdl may lakarru cabayi 'asrdm waman madzr laUihaffa.ro garat 
for water which retain big water-holes and from earth which are dug (fem.) things 

'3g3i tegba* gomatom-qarcaw. (5) nay ^dsra^el marhay minister ''abba ^dban °dt 
to be [they] decided. (5) of Israel principal minister A. E. to 

nay mdwdaq-sahay gdrman myunik latdtbahal <ad ^gdl-bbphu-tu. 
of west Germany Munich which is called (fem. sing.) city [he] will arrive (pi. 

(6) 'dbslli sabab >dlli nay ^lla "ad 'dlla polis casdr-kdVot nafar 
polite form). (6) by this reason this of this city this police twelve person 

carab >dndo sabtaw 'asrawom. (7) >dt >3nkar qdblat kanal sues 
Arabs while [they] seized [they] arrested them. (7) in side north Canal Suez 

http://laUihaffa.ro
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woro nay 'ssra'el caskari caskar masBr lalakfawa rssas >Bbba 'sndo 
one of Israel soldier army Egypt which [they] fired her bullets by her while 

zabbata ksm mota woro nay 'jsra^el marhay caskar 'at'amara. (8) >3t 
[he] was hit that [he] died one of Israel chief army announced. (8) in 

nyu york nay 'aqbsr hsfar lalahafro sab mal >3g3l htwassakkom 
New York of tombs holes who dig people money to be added to them 

bssa'alo sabbat hallaw ssqlom 'abattalaw. (9) 'sbbslli sabab 
asking because [they] are their work [they] caused to be stopped. (9) by this reason 

'alii Cassr-S3s >abf lagabbs0 ganaydz qabiru sabbat tahaggala 
this sixteen thousand which is [about] corpses its burial because [it] did not take place 

>3bbahu ksruy-halla. (10) nay nyu york gabil 'aqib *afyat 
therefore [he] has been put down. (10) of New York people watch health 

bet-maktab ksmla ^afhamayu labazzah msndslli ganaysz 
office according to which [it] made understood it the greater part of this corpses 

°3gdl Htesene fsntuy qsduy ssray gabba'-^sttu-halla htbahal. 
in order that it will not smell special fragrant medicine has been necessary for it it is said. 

(11) gsrmawi ganhoy yom sacat hamss ^b nay 'dtyopya sa'at callabot 
(11) Majestic Majesty today o'clock five' according to of Ethiopia time counting 

y3t saddo kdm bashaw nay walamo muderyat gez'ay k3bur 
in Sodo as [he] arrived (pi. polite form) of Walamo province governor Excellency 

qanyazmac walda samayat gabrawald msssl nay la muderyat say am ^3ndo 
qaniiazmac W. S. G. with of the province chieftains while 

ga^aw -3b cabi ksbdr tkabbatawom. (12) waksmsalhu 
[they] were with great honor [they] received them (pi. polite form). (12) and likewise 

>3gal J3tuy ganhoy lassabbar lacala gabil walamo y3t makkaray-tyarotat 
for beloved Majesty waiting who was people Walamo at airport 

•3ndo sanhaw >3b farhat tskabbatawom. (13) ksbur 
while he stayed (pi. polite form) with with joy [they] received him. (13) Excellency 

letena general 'a say as gabrasslase nay sidamo taqlay-gsz^at y3ndarase kolonel 
lieutenant general E. G. of Sidamo province governor colonel 

haqala ysfraw wakil 'zndarase bisu' 'abuna timotewos nay >3lli taqlay-gdz'at 
B. Y. deputy governor Holiness bishop T. of this province 

>3lli bacal-gas-papdsat bsrgader general >albesa bayka nay 'dlli taqlay-gdz'at 'slli 
this archbishop brigadier general A. B. of this province this 

polls marhay 'stdlli matkabbat Jdlli huburam-'alaw. (14) gsrmawi-mgusa-nagast 
police chief in this reception this [they] had participated. (14) His Imperial Majesty 
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yom haqo-sar-ma'al >ab nay hdbar gabil >ab salas ma'at wasalasa 
today in the afternoon by of community people with three hundred and thirty 

>alaf rayal 3ar walamo haddis latasaqqa 'addaras mahabar kastan 
thousand dollar in W. new which was built hall association Christian 

'awalad *ando daharaw kastaw. (15) garmawi ganhoy 
young women while [he] inaugurated (pi. polite form) [he] opened. (15) Imperial Majesty 

'agal casar->arbac nay mahabar 'afriqa nay ba'adam caddotat garit lahr'u 
for fourteen of Organization Africa of other countries affair who treat 

ministerat wa'ala 'at 'addis 'ababa 'at 'addaras 'afriqa 'ando daharaw 
ministers council in A. A. in Hall Africa while [he] blessed (pi. polite 

kastawo. (16) 'atla-wakdd-lahay garmSwi-nagusa-nagast 'atalli lamassa' 
form) [he] opened it. (16) on that occasion His Imperial Majesty in this which comes 

"awkad rodeSya repablik 'agal tagba' tadale-hallet. 'alii hye nay gabil 
times Rhodesia republic to become is getting ready, this however of people 

'adddnya ra'ay sabir wakamsalhu nay gabil 'afriqa kabar lalanaqqas 
the world opinion breach and also of people Africa honor [that] which diminishes 

sabbat tu 'alii gar 'alii 'ab-'amdn 'agdl latnakkar halla-'alu. hukumat 
because it is this affair this truly to be rejected must. government 

'angliz wamahabar huburam managgas 'agal nay gablat rodesya walad-* afriqa 
English and Organization United Nations for of South Rhodesia Africans 

tastahalom 'agal tatcaqqab 'alom walalathazze ra'ay 'agal lathayab 
their right to be kept for them and which is wished opinion to be given 

'ab-farrug 'agal-nassa'al-tu 'at lablo 'agalla mahabar 'afhamaw. 
explicitly [we] shall ask while [they] said to the assembly [he] informed (pi. polite form). 

(17) wakamsalhu garmawi ganhoy hagyahom 'at lattalalu 'alia 
(17) and likewise Imperial Majesty his speech (pi. polite form) while they pursue this 

wacala 'alia nay naygerya konat labatrat 'attu wdkad sabbat tu bazuh 
meeting this of Nigeria war which stopped in it time because [it] is much 

bah-lalabal wanaygerya hye nay habar mambaroha 'ando caqbat 
[that] which rejoices and Nigeria however of unity her state while she kept 

'at-karsa lacala masdad 'agal larhe nay mahabar 'afriqa lawadayu 
inside her which was [the] tension to ease off of Organization Africa which [it] did it 

cabi sagam 'at-ra'as 'afqadotom wanay magbay mafgar-sahay 'akay maqrah 
big deed above their consideration and of Middle East bad condition 

hye 'at nay mahabar huburam managgas nay caqib 'aman bet-gomdt 
however to of Organization United Nations of guarding confidence council 
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lalathaze mabrahi "agal lide tasa'alaw. (18) haqo nay 
which is necessary elucidation to do [he] asked (pi. polite form). (18) after of 

garmawi ganhoy hagya nay zambya minister mister "edi kamara 'at lawadawo 
Imperial Majesty speech of Zambia minister Mr. E. K. in which [he] 

hagya garmawi-nagusa-nagsat 'agal nay 'afriqa mathabar 
made (pi. polite form) it speech Imperial Majesty for of Africa unification 

wa'ekonomi 'ambal 'abattalot lawadawo sagam >at 'afriqa 
and economy without keeping back which [he] did (pi. polite form) it deed in Africa 

leta 'anday gabbV "at kalla 'addanya lata'ammara kamtu 
only while not [it] is in all of her world [that] which is known that [it] is 

'afliamaw. (19) haqo 'alii nay senega! minister >ab 'ankarom 
[he] informed (pi. polite form). (19) after this of Senegal minister for his part 

>dt lathagaw 7agal 'addotat 'afriqa sa'ayat 'ando-ga'at-lasanhat 'atyopya leta ta. 
while he spoke for countries Africa hope which had remained Ethiopia only is. 

wanay mahabar 'afriqa bet-maktab 'agal lagba* hye man ^addis 'abba 
and of Organization Africa office to be however than Adis Ababa 

lahesat 'akan waHharaw-'-alaw ""at lablo tahagaw. 
which is better place [they] could not have chosen while saying he spoke (pi. polite form). 

(20) wakamsalhu >ab nay mawdaq-sahay 'afriqa nay ba'adam '•addotat garit 
(20) and likewise in of West Africa of other countries affairs 

lahr'u ministerat sam 'ando ga'aw 'agal garmawi-nagusa-nagast 
who. treat ministers name while [he] was (pi. polite form) to Imperial Majesty 

man lab lafagra hamde 'aqarrab >at hblo hagyahom 
from heart which came out thanks [I] offer while saying their speech 

damdamaw. (21) haqohom hye nay libya 
[he] concluded (pi. polite form). (21) after him (pi. polite form) however of Libya 

wabrazavil 'ando qansaw 'ab-tartara tahagaw. (22) haqo ''alii nayla 
and Brazzaville while [they] got up in turn [they] spoke. (22) after this of the 

mahabar lamarrahu hiran ga'a. (23) nay aper volta minister ... 
Organization those who will lead election took place. (23) of Upper Volta minister ... 

nayla wacala marhay nay zambya minister ... nay marhay salf wakil nay 
of the council leader of Zambia minister ... of leader first deputy of 

somali minister ... kal'ay wakil wanay huburam 'addotat carab nay la'ayak 
Somalia minister ... second deputy and of United countries Arabs of delegates 

marhay ... salsay 'a gal hkdamo taharraw. (24) nay legos bet-mahakamat 
chief ... third to serve [they] were elected. (24) of Lagos law court 
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'smbal gabay f3t?h 'st naygsrya la'ataw 'arbac nafar nay roma 
without way law to Nigeria who entered four person of Rome 

mafaslat-wangel '3gsl hfagro 3azzazat. (25) nay 'ssra'el tydrotat 'st ddwar kanal-swes 
missionaries to leave ordered. (25) of Israel planes around Suez Canal 

'st lahalla 'akanat 'sgsl ksl'e sacat wasar lagabbi' warar 
in which are places for two hour and half which is [about] attack 

wadyat-'alaya. (26) 'Alan tyarotat 'sllan nay msssr nay radar 'akdn 
had made (pi. fern.). (26) these planes these (fern, form) of Egypt of radar place 

wanay saf tyarotat 'akanat ksm 'abdaya 'ssra'el 'afamarat. 
and of battle planes places that they destroyed (fern, form) Israel informed. 

(27) nay msssr hay bay 'axbar ksmla Isbsllo hye 'ssra'el 'stla 
(27) of Egypt giver news according to which [he] says it however Israel in which 

wadetto warar ksl'ot ksm motaw wa'arbac ksm thakkaraw 'aVamara. 
[she] made it attack two that died and four that were wounded [he] informed. 

(28) waksmsalhu hye nay msssr caskar 'sbla kaftawo dsqqub zabst 
(28) and likewise however of Egypt army by which [they] opened it heavy fire 

nay 'ssra'el tydrotat sankat msfgar-sahdy 'sgsl Isskaya ksm tsqassabaya 
of Israel planes direction East to flee that [they] were forced 

^sb-dsgman 'at'amara. (29) nay 'ssra'el minister 'aba 'eban 'sgsl hud ' 'awkdd 
again he informed. (29) of Israel minister A. E. for some time 

'sngliz 'sgsl Isbsshu gesaw. (30) 'aba 'eban '3 b nay msgbay 
English to visit [he] went (pi. polite form). (30) A. E. about of Middle 

msfgar-sahay *akay maqrsh msssl mister 'sstuwart 'sgsl-lsthagagaw-tu. 
East bad condition with Mr. S. [he] will confer (pi. polite form). 

(31) 'st gdza labtbahal qisot '3b nay carab hegtat matsaffat latslakkafaya 
(31) in Gaza which is called village by of Arab lurking warriors which were thrown 

ksbe qanabbdl woro wad-cas3r-k3l'e-sanat carab wa'3t3lli 'akdn 'slli lanabro 
two grenades one twelve years old Arab and in this place this who live 

cssra-wasalas nafar k3m hakkaraw nay 'ssra'el nay caydn 'axbar 
twenty-three person that were wounded of Israel of (military) sources news 

'assa'alaya. (32) '3t woro ^snksr hye sankat gsblat kanal-suwes woro nay 
told (fern. pi.). (32) on one side however direction south Suez Canal one of 

'ssra'el caskar ksm tsqattala waksl'ot ksm tahakkaraw woro nay 'ssra'el 
Israel soldiers that was killed and two that were wounded one of Israel 

haybdy 'at'amara. (33) nay hukumat sovyet nay bscsdam caddotat garit 
newscaster announced. (33) of government Soviets of other countries affair 
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lalar'e wakil mister bladimir 'at kayro gesaw. (34) mister 
who treats emissary Mr. V. to Cairo went (pi. polite form). (34) Mr. 

bladimir 'at kayro lagesawbu sabab 'ab nay magbay 
V. to Cairo [for] which [he] went (pi. polite form) reason because of Middle 

mafgar-sahay "akay maqrah kamtu 'alharam latatbahal nay kayro garidat 
East bad' condition that [it] is aPahram which is called of Cairo newspaper 

'at'amarat. (35) hatte "assit 'ab nay swizerland polis "agal hukumat 
[she] informed. (35) a woman by of Switzerland police for government 

sovyet waromania tayan-hallet 'ando tabahalat sabbatat. (36) hatte 
Soviets and Rumania [she] has spied while [she] was said [she] was caught. (36) an 

"alitalya get tyarat 'at tal'aviv 'agal tagcaz kam tabaggasat 'at-karsa qanbalat 
Alitalia jet plane to Tel-Aviv to travel when [she] set out inside her bomb 

hallet lalabal zam sabbat tahassaba "at roma 'a gal ta'bal taqassabat. 
there is which says rumor because was believed to Rome to return [she] was 

(37) 'at-karsa lacalaw hye 'arbaca-wasaman bahalat 
obliged. (37) inside her those who were however forty-eight that is to say 

lalag'azo wasaman saqqala latydrat torn. (38) da'am 'at-dangoba 'at 
those who travel and eight workers the plane [they] are. (38) but finally to 

roma kam 'a'balat taftis kam ga'a "at-karsa hatte-ma "itarakkaba. 
Rome when [she] returned search when was made inside her even one was not found. 

(39) faransa 'ab-mastir 'arba'a-wasaman nay saf tyarotat miraz get 'at cayna 
(39) France secretly forty-eight of fight planes Mirage jet to China 

kam tazabbe zastar latatbahal nay hon kong garidat 'at'amarat. 
that [she] sells The Star which is called of Hong Kong newspaper informed. 

(40) nay portugal nay raqib 'aman caskar "atalli sdmen 'alii 'at 'angola 
(40) of Portugal of guarding security forces in this week this in Angola 

lawadawo konat salasa nay mafgarat-hara caskar walad-'afriqa kam hakkaraw 
which [they] made it war thirty of liberators army Africans that [they] were 

ta'ammara. (41) wakamsalhu man portugal salas kam motaw 
wounded [it] became known. (41) and likewise from Portugal three that died 

wasaman kam tahakkaraw nay portugal nay caskar marhay 'at'amara. 
and eight that were wounded of Portugal of army chief announded. 

(42) "axbar 'atalli 'ankallas. (43) yom Mi nay 'asmara ba'al-tarat bet-saray 
(42) news here we end. (43) today at night of Asmara on duty pharmacy 

'at gdbay qadamawi hay la salase latatrakkab 'atyopya latatbahal tu. 
in Road Q. H. S. which is found Ethiopia which is called is. 
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(44) <3 lab telefona 'asar-k^e bado salasa-waharms tu. (45) Mlli Asmara lahalla 
(44) number telephone twelve zero thirty-five is. (45) this Asmara which is 

radyo 'atyopya tu. 
radio Ethiopia is. 

(1) In R. D. Hospital in Jimma twenty nurses (lit. 'twenty person[s] who nurse sick people') who 
studied with the help of the Swiss government were graduated (lit. 'were blessed'). (2) These [persons] 
who graduated received their certificates (lit. 'their testimony papers') from the honorable daggazmac 
G. T. H., the Minister of Public Health (lit. 'the minister of the watch of the health of the people'). 
(3) The American Secretary of State announced that America and the Soviet government have reached 
an agreement to confine [the use of] nuclear armaments to peaceful purposes only. (4) They decided 
that these uses will be for the production of energy, the construction of water reservoirs and the mining 
of minerals. (5) The Israeli Foreign Minister A. E. will be coming to Munich, West Germany (lit. 'the 
leading minister of Israel A. E. will be coming to the city of west Germany which is called Munich'). 
(6) For this reason the police of this city have detained twelve Arabs (lit. 'having seized twelve Arabs 
they arrested them'). (7) An Israeli military spokesman announded that in the northern section of the 
Suez Canal an Israeli soldier was shot and killed by Egyptian army fire (lit. 'an army chief of Israel 
announced that in the side of the north of the Suez Canal one soldier of Israel, the army of Egypt, 
the bullets which they fired, having been hit by it, he died'). (8) Grave diggers (lit. 'the people who 
dig holes of tombs') in New York have gone on strike (lit. 'caused their work to be stopped') because 
they are asking for a pay increase (lit. 'they are asking for money to be added to them'). (9) For 
this reason, since about sixteen thousand corpses have not been buried, they are left untouched. (10) 
It was made known by the Office of Public Health in New York that a special fragrant medicine has 
to be applied to the corpses to prevent odor. (11) When His Imperial Majesty arrived today at Sodo 
at five o'clock (according to) Ethiopian (counting of) time, the governor of Walamo district, His 
Excellency Qafmazmac W. S. G., together with the province officials, received him with great honor. 
(12) Furthermore, the people of Walamo who were expecting the beloved Majesty, stayed on the airport 
and received him with joy. (13) His Excellency Lt. General E. G., the governor of Sidamo province, 
Colonel B. Y., the governor's deputy, His Holiness Bishop T., the archbishop of this province and 
Brigadier General A. B., the chief of Police of this province had participated in the reception. (14) 
His Imperial Majesty inaugurated and opened this afternoon in Walamo the new hall of the YWCA 
which was built by the people of the community with [the sum of] three hundred and thirty thousand 
[Ethiopian] dollars. (15) His Imperial Majesty opened the meeting of fourteen Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs of the Organization of Africa in Addis Ababa in the Africa Hall (lit. 'his Imperial Majesty, 
the meeting of ministers who treat affairs of foreign countries, of the Organization of Africa, having 
given his blessing opened it in Addis Ababa, in the Africa Hall'). (16) On that occasion His Imperial 
Majesty informed the Assembly saying: 'Rhodesia is getting ready to become a republic in the near 
future (lit. 'in these times which come'). This affair, however, must truly be rejected as it is an 
offense to (lit. 'breach of) world public opinion, and moreover, it is an insult to (lit. 'diminishes the 
honor of) the people of Africa. We shall explicitly ask the English government and the United Nations 
Organization that the rights of the African people of Southern Rhodesia be maintained (lit. 'be kept 
for them'), and that the desirable point of view be accepted (lit. 'that a point of view which is desired 
be given'). (17) Furthermore, His Imperial Majesty pursued his speech, [saying]: as to the effect that 
the Nigerian war has ceased—a most gladdening thing (lit. 'what rejoices much')—and also as Nigeria 
had kept her state of unity, he was asking this meeting to make the necessary elucidation to the 
Security Council of the UNO concerning the great deed, great beyond any recall (lit. 'above their 
remembering'), namely that the tension in Nigeria would ease off, and also make a statement concerning 
[the relief of tension of] the serious (lit. 'bad') situation in the Middle East. (18) After the speech of 
His Imperial Majesty, Zambia's minister Mr. E. K. announced in the speech which he gave that the 
deed which His Imperial Majesty has indefatigably (lit. 'without keeping back') performed for the 
unification and economy of Africa is recognized, not only in Africa, but also in the entire world (lit. 
'while it is not in Africa only it is that which is known in the entire world'). (19) After this, Senegal's 
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minister, speaking for his part, said: "It was Ethiopia alone which represented a hope for the countries 
of Africa, so they could not have chosen a better place than Addis Ababa to be the headquarters of 
the Organization of Africa." (20) Moreover, talking on behalf of (lit. 'being in the name of) the 
Foreign Ministers of West Africa, he concluded his speech saying: "I offer hearty thanks (lit. 'thanks 
which come out from the heart') to His Imperial Majesty." (21) Now, after him [the ministers] of 
Libya and [Congo-] Brazzaville having appeared, spoke one after the other. (22) After this, an election 
of the Organization's chairmanship took place (lit. 'was an election of those who will lead the 
Organization'). (23) The minister of Upper Volta was elected to serve [as] the council's chairman; the 
minister of Zambia ... the chairman's first deputy; the minister of Somali ... the chairman's second 
deputy and the head of Mission of the United Arab Republic (lit. 'the chief [of] delegates of united 
Arab countries') ... third. (24) A law court in Lagos ordered four Roman missionaries who entered 
Nigeria illegally (lit. 'without the way of law') to be expelled (lit. 'to leave'). (25) Israeli planes had 
made bombing riads (lit. 'attacks') for about two and a half hours around places (which are) [in the 
area of] the Suez Canal. (26) Israel announced that these planes destroyed an Egyptian radar and 
fighter-planes sites. (27) However, according to the Egyptian broadcaster's announcement, in the attack 
which Israel made, two died and four were wounded (lit. 'the Egyptian newscaster however, as he said 
it, in the attack which Israel made [it], he announced that two died and that four were wounded'). 
(28) Furthermore, he announced again that because of the heavy fire which the Egyptian troops opened, 
the Israeli planes were forced to flee to the east. (29) The Israeli minister A. E. went to England for 
a short visit. (30) A. E. will discuss the bad situation in the Middle East with Mr. S. (31) Israeli 
military sources announced that in the village of Gaza (lit. 'which is called Gaza') a twelve-year-old 
Arab and twenty-three people who live in this place were wounded by two grenades which were thrown 
by Arab guerillas (lit. 'Arab lurking warriors'). (32) An Israeli newscaster also announced that in an 
area in the direction (of) south of the Suez Canal one Israeli soldier was killed and two were wounded. 
(33) Mr. V., an emissary for foreign affairs of the Soviet government, went to Cairo. (34) The Cairo 
newspaper called ^APahram announced that the reason for Mr. V.'s going to Cairo is the serious 
condition in the Middle East. (35) A woman was caught by the Swiss police after she was said to 
have spied for the Soviet and Rumanian governments. (36) Since it was suspected that a bomb had 
been planted in an Alitalia jet plane, which had left on a flight to Tel-Aviv (lit. 'since a rumor was 
believed which says: there is a bomb inside it'), the plane was obliged to return to Rome. (37) Inside 
it were forty-eight passengers and eight crew-members (lit. 'forty-eight—that is to say [those] who 
travel, and eight plane workers'). (38) But, finally, when the plane had returned to Rome and a 
search had been carried out, nothing was found in it. (39) A Hong Kong newspaper called The Star 
announced that France is secretly selling forty-eight Mirage jet fighter planes to China. (40) It became 
known that in the war which the security forces of Portugal waged this week in Angola, there were 
thirty casualties among the Africans of the Liberation Army. (41) Also the army chief of staff announced 
that three Portuguese [soldiers] had died and eight were wounded. (42) Here we end the news. (43) 
Tonight the pharmacy on duty is [that] (which is) called 'Ethiopia' (which is found) in Q. H. S. Road. 
(44) The phone number is twelve zero thirty-five (i.e. 12035). (45) This is Radio Ethiopia (which is) 
[in] Asmara. 
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12.2. VERB INFLEXION. Triradicals of Types Other Than A and Derivatives of All Types (cf. 6.2, 6.2.2) 

LARYNGEALS SEMIVOWELS 
TYPE/ 
PREFIXED 
DERIVATIVE 

r,>-A/B 

Ja-A 

'at-k 

'atta-A 

B 

Ja-B 

3af-B 

Perfect: 

Imperfect 
Jussive ' •* 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 
Imperfect: 
Jussive: 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 
Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect. •, 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect. -, 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

tsqarraca 

btqarrac 

tsqarrac 

'angafa 
lanaggsf 
langsf 
'angsf 

'attaqraca 

lattaqrsc 

'attaqrsc 

mazzana 

hmazzsn 

mazzsn 

'abattala 

labattsl 

'abattsl 

'atbaggasa 

latbaggss 

'atbaggss 

INITIAL 

tahassaba 

bthassab 

tahassab 

'athalafa 

lathahf 

'athahf 

'addama 

la'addsm 

'addsm 

'athaddasa 

lathaddss 

'athaddss 

MEDIAL 

tsba 'asa 

htba 'as 

tsba'as 

'ashata 

} lash st 

'ashst 

'atlahama 

lathhsm 

' athhsm 

FINAL 

tsmalh'a 

htmalla' 

hmalla' 

'asms'a 
lasammsc 

lasms' 
'asms' 

'attalms'a 

lattalms' 

'attalms' 

"samms'a 

hsamma' 

samrns' 

'asalhha 

lasalhh 

'asallsh 

w 

tnwarrada 

htwarrad 

tswarrad 

'awlada 
lawalhd 
lawhd 
'awhd 

'attawrasa 

lattawrss 

'attawrss 

wallaba 

hwalhb 

walhb 

'awallaba 

lawalhb 

'awalbb 

'atwarrada 

latwarrsd 

'atwarrsd 

INITIAL 
y 

tsyaggana 

htyaggan 

tsyaggan 

'aybasa 
layabbss 
laybss 
'aybss 

yattama 

hyattdm 

yattam 

w 

tsnawaka 

htnawak 

tsnawak 

'adora 
ladawsr 
ladur 
'adur 

'attaswara 

lattaswsr 

'attasw.it 

lawata 

Islaws t 

lawst 

'asawaka 

lasawsk 

'asawsk 

V1EDIAL 
y 

tsbayana 

btbayan 

tsbayan 

'arema 
laraysm 
larim 
arim 

qayasa 

hqayss 

qayss 

'akayana 

lakaysn 

'akaysn 

'atnayata 

latnayst 

'atnayst 

FINAL 

tsqalla 

l.nqalle 

tsqalle 

'abda 
labadde 
labde 
'abde 

'attansa 

lattanse 

' attanse 

fassa 

hfasse 

fasse 

'alabba 

lalabbe 

'alabbe 

'atkarra 

latkarre 

'atkarre 

tsqarraca 'to be cut off; tahassaba 'to wash oneself; tsba'asa 'to quarrel'; tsmalfo'a'to be filled'; tswarrada 'to be taken down'; 'to bet'; tsyaggana 'to be drawn (lines)'; t.mawaka 'to turn 
away'; tsbayana 'to recover (health)'; tsqalla 'to be roasted'; 'angafa 'to save'; 'ashata 'to mislead'; 'asms'a 'to let, make hear'; 'awlada 'to assist in childbirth'; 'aybasa 'to dry' (trans.); 
'adora 'to make turn'; 'arema 'to remove'; 'abda 'to destroy'; 'athalafa 'to cause to pass'; 'atlahama 'to join together'; 'attaqraca 'to let cut off; 'attalms'a 'to make blossom'; 
'attawrasa 'to make inherit'; 'attaswara 'to be carried'; 'attansa 'to listen attentively'; mazzana 'to weigh'; 'addama 'to invite'; samms'a 'to daub with wax'; wallaba 'to burn' (trans.); 
yattama 'to become an orphan'; lawata 'to exchange'; qayasa 'to measure'; fassa 'to cut meat for drying'; 'abattala 'to stop' (trans.); 'asalhha 'to make thin'; 'awallaba 'to turn' (v. t.); 
'asawaka 'to cause trouble'; 'akayana 'to cause to betray'; 'alabba 'to accustom cattle to plowing'; 'atbaggasa 'to cause to move off; 'atwarrada 'to claim a lawsuit'; 'atnayata 'to 
encourage'; 'atkarra 'to cause to descend'. 

http://'attasw.it


LARYNGI:ALS SKMIVOWI'.LS 

TYPI7 
PRF.FIXKD 
DIR1VATIVI 

'atta-B 

C 

ta-C 

'a-C 

'at-C 

'atta-C 

Perfect: 
Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 
Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 

Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

Perfect: 
Imperfect , 
Jussive 
Imperative: 

kataba 

l.ikdt.tb 

kdt,)b 

taqdbala 

btqabal 

bqabal 

'asdbata 

lasabat 

'asdbat 

'atrasana 

latrdsm 

'atrdsan 

'attaqdbala 

lattaqdbal 

'attaqdbal 

INITIAL 

habara 

bhdbar 

hdbar 

ta'drafa 

bt'draf 

ta'draf 

'athddagd 

lathddag 

'athddag 

MI.DIAL 

qdhara 

bqdlur 

qdhor 

bsd'ara 

bssd'ar 

tasd'ar 

'atkdhada 

latkdhad 

'atkdlwd 

FINAL. 

'atlaqallJa 

lattaqaliy 

'attaqallJ 

sdr(,i)ca 

hsdr.f 

"sdra' 

bbdlfajha 

btbdlah 

tabdlah 

'atdqfa)ca 

latdqa' 

'atdqa' 

'atmdsa'a 

latmdsa' 

'atmdsa' 

w 

wdlama 

l.nvdhm 

wdbm 

tawdlada 

btwdlad 

tawdlad 

'atwalada 

latwdbd 

'atwdbd 

INITIAL. 

bydmama 

btydmam 

taydmam 

w 

kawala 

l.ikdw.il 

kdwal 

bldwasa 

btlawas 

taldwas 

'adddwara 

ladddwar 

'addawar 

MIDIAL 
1' 

tdyana 

btay.m 

tdyan 

tagayasa 

btgdyas 

lagdyas 

'atndyata 

latndyat 

'atndyat 

FINAL. 

Idsa 

IMasc 

lasc 

tabdqa 

btbdqe 

tabdqc 

'atbdka 

latbdkc 

'atbdkc 

'attandsa 

lattandsc 

'attandse 

> 

O 
—I 

3 
3 

'attaqalb'a 'to cause premature birth'; kataba 'to vaccinate'; habard 'to join'; qahdra 'to get excited'; sdrfaj'a 'to shave'; wdlama 'to slander'; kawala 'to guard'; tdyana 'to explore'; 
Idsa 'to shave'; taqdbala 'to meet'; ta'drafa 'to visit'; lasd'ara 'to be deposed'; tabdhha 'to be freed'; bwdlada 'to have children'; taydmama 'to decide'; taldwasa 'to be placed'; 
bgdyasa 'to go (together)'; tabdqd 'to endanger oneself; 'asdbata 'to get hold of; 'atdqfaj'a 'to clap hands'; 'atrasana 'to heat'; 'athddaga 'to cause to leave one another'; 'atkdhada 
'to cause to quarrel'; 'atmdsa'a 'to make meet'; 'atwalada 'to assist in childbirth'; 'adddwara 'to turn' (trans.); 'atndyata 'to encourage'; 'atbdka 'to bewail the dead'; 'attaqdbala 'to 
pay attention'; 'attandsa 'to listen attentively'. 
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12.3. TRIRADICALS OF TYPE D AND ITS DERIVATIVES (Cf. 6.2.1, 6.2.2) 

Perfect 

Imperfect / 

Jussive 

D 

baldlasa 

" t o answer 

repea ted ly" 

hbaldhs 

td-D 

tenababara 

" t o live a bi t 

on A and a 

bit on B " 

btnababar 

>a-D 'at-U 

'atqabdbala 

" t o go t o and 

f ro" 

htqabdbdl 

'atta-U 

12.4. TRIRADICALS OF TYPE A WITH BOTH A SEMIVOWEL AND A LARYNGEAL (Cf. 6.2.5) 

Perfect 

Imperfect 

Jussive 

Imperative 

C L S V 

raDa 

" t o see" 

hr'e 

ter'e 

rs"e 

L C SV 

haza 

" t o wish" 

lahazze 

fohdze 

hdze 

L SV SV 

haya 

"to recover" 

lahaye 

hhdye 

haye 

C SV L 

ba^a 

" t o en t e r " 

tebayd^ 

liba'/libya' 

ba'/bya' 

SV L C 

wa cala 

" t o pass the 

d a y " 

tew'-dl 

l3w"al 

wacal 

LSVC 

hesa 

" t o be b e t t e r " 

lahayas 

hhis 

his 
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12.5. QUADRIRADICALS OF TYPES A AND C AND THEIR DERIVATIVES (Cf. 6.2.7) 

td-

3a-

>at-

"an-

'attan-

'as-

'attas-

TYPE A 

PERFECT 

targama 
"to translate" 

tsqantaia 
"to be torn 

off 

'atamtama 
"to reach" (v. t.) 

'anqatqata 
"to quake" 

'attanqalqala 
"to make 

stagger" 

'astargama 
"to interpret" 

"attasqamqama 
"to make 
groan" 

IMPERFECT/ 
JUSSIVE 

htargam 

htqantas 

latamtdm 

lanqatqdt 

lattanqalqal 

lastargdm 

lattasqamqam 

IMPERATIVE 

targdm 

tdqantas 

'a tamtam 

"anqatqat 

"attanqalqal 

'astargam 

"attasqamqdm 

TYPE C 

PERFECT 

qaratata 
"to shatter" 

tebarabara 
"to scatter" 

(v. i.) 

"aqabatara 
"to caress" 

'atmasamasa 
"to justify 
oneself 

'anqalaqala 
"to shake" 

'attanbadabada 
"to make 

tremble" 

'asnaqanaqa 
"to shake 
oneself 

IMPERFECT/ 
JUSSIVE 

bqaratdt 

tetbarabar 

laqabapr 

latmasamds 

lanqalaqal 

lattanbaddbdi 

lasnaqdndq 

IMPERATIVE 

qarapt 

tdbarabar 

'aqabdter 

'atmasamzs 

'anqalaqdl 

'attanbadabdd 

'asnaqanaq 

12.6. QUADRIRADICALS WITH SEMIVOWELS (Cf. 6.2.7.2) 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT/ 
JUSSIVE 

w C w C 

watwata 
"to shake" 

(v.t.) 

hwatw3t 

ccc sv 

fanta 
"to separate" 

tefante 

C wC SV 

nawna 
"to move" 

(v.t.) 

gola 
"to dance" 

tenawne 
tegole 

C w C C 

dawrara 

"to turn" 
(v.i.) 

gorata 
"to load" 

bdawrar 
hgordt 

Cy C SV 

gega 
"to make a 

mistake" 

tegege 

Cy CC 

deraba 
"to tie 

together" 

Idderab 
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12.7. THE PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES-In Conjunction with Verbs (cf. 4.3) 

ST PERSON SING. 
RONOMINAL SUFF 

ND PERSON SING 
RONOMINAL SUFF. 

RD PERSON SING. 
RONOMINAL SUFF 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

SINGULAR 

1ST SING, 

qatalkoka 
'dqatlakka 
'dqtalakka 

qatalkwo 
^dqattdllo 
'dqtallo 

2ND MASC. 

qatalkanni 
taqatlanni 
tdqatlanni 
qdtalanni 

qatalkahu 
tdqattdllo 
taqtallo 
qdtallo 

2ND FEM. 

qatalkini 
tdqatlini 
taqtalini 
qdtalini 

qatalk(d)yo 
tdqattilo 
tdqtelo 
qdtelo 

3RD MASC. 

qatlenni 
bqatlanni 
hqtalanni 

qatlekka 
hqatlakka 
hqtalakka 

qatlayu 
hqattdllo 
hqtallo 

3RD FEM. 

qatlattanni 
tdqatlanni 
tdqtalanni 

qatlattakka 
taqatlakka 
tdqtalakka 

qatlatto 
tdqattallo 
tdqtallo 

ST PERSON SING 
RONOMINAL SUFF. 

ND PERSON SING. 
RONOMINAL SUFF. 

RD PERSON SING. 
RONOMINAL SUFF. 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

PERFECT 

IMPERFECT 

JUSSIVE 

IMPERATIVE 

PLURAL 

1ST PLURAL 

qatalnaka 
'dnqatlakka 
ndqtalakka 

qatalnahu 
'dnqattdllo 
ndqtallo 

2ND MASC. 

qatalkuni 
taqatluni 
tdqtaluni 
qdtaluni 

qatalkumo 
tdqattulo 
taqtolo 
qdtolo 

2ND FEM. 

qatalk(o)nani 
tdqatlani 
tdqtalani 
qdtalani 

qatalk(d)nahu 
tdqatlahu 
tdqtalahu 
qdtalahu 

3RD MASC. 

qatlawni 
Idqatluni 
hqtaluni 

qatlawka 
hqatluka 
hqtaluka 

qatlawo 
hqattulo 
hqtolo 

3RD FEM. 

qatlayani 
hqatlani 
bqtalani 

qatlayaka 
hqatlaka 
hqtalaka 

qatlayahu 
hqatlahu 
Idqtalahu 
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12.8. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES-In Conjunction with Nouns and Particles (cf. 4.2) 

NOUNS ENDING IN A 
DENTAL OR ALVEOLAR 
CONSONANT 

NOUNS ENDING IN A VOWEL 

NOUNS ENDING IN THE 
VOWEL a 

THE THREE NOUNS: 
°af "MOUTH"; 
ham "FATHER-IN-LAW"; 
>ab"FATHER" 

MONOSYLLABIC PARTICLES 

MONOSYLLABIC PARTICLES 

SINGULAR 

1ST SING. 

ra'asse "my head" 

(cf. kdtdbye 

"my book") 

S3'3liye "my 
photograph" 

moraye 
"my stick" 

^afuye 
>afye 

'dcce "in me, 
to me" 

'dlye "to me" 

^ye 

2ND MASC. 

ra'aska 

sa'dlika 

moraka 

'afiika 
>afka 

>9tka 

>3lka 

'akka 

2ND FEM. 

ra^aski 

sd^dliki 

moraki 

'afuki 
'afki 

>3tki 

>3lki 

>dkki 

3RD MASC. 

ra'asu 

Sd^dlihu 

morfdjhu 
(morahu) 

'afuhu 
^afhu 

>3ttU 

>dlu 

3RD FEM. 

ra'asa 

Sd'aliha 

morfdjha 
(morahaj 

'afuha 
'aflw 

>3tta 

>3la 

NOUNS ENDING IN A 
DENTAL OR ALVEOLAR 
CONSONANT 

NOUNS ENDING IN A VOWEL 

NOUNS ENDING IN THE 
VOWEL a 

THE THREE NOUNS: 
3af "MOUTH"; 
ham "FATHER-IN-LAW"; 
'ab "FATHER" 

MONOSYLLABIC PARTICLES 

MONOSYLLABIC PARTICLES 

PLURAL 

1ST PLURAL 

ra'asna 

S3*3lina 

morana 

'afuna 
>afna 

'stria 

'slna 

2ND MASC. 

ra'askum 

ss^likum 

morakum 

'afukum 
'afkum 

>3tkum 

'slkum 

'skkum 

2ND FEM. 

ra'asksn 

ss'dliksn 

moraken 

'afukdn 
'afkan 

>3tksn 

'slksn 

"3kk3H 

3RD MASC. 

ra'asom 

sa'slihom 

mor(3Jhom 
(morahom) 

"afuhom 
'afhom 

>3ttom 

'slom 

3RD FEM. 

ra'asan 

Sd^lihan 

mor(3Jhan 
(morahanj 

>afuhan 
'afhan 

'sttan 

>3lan 
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12.9. PRONOUNS 

(a) The Personal Pronoun (cf. 4.1) 

PERSON 

1ST COMMON 

2ND MASC. 

2ND FEM. 

3RD MASC. 

3RD FEM. 

SING. 

'ana 

>dnta 

>anti 

hdtu 

hdta 

PLURAL 

hsna 

>3titum 

'ant an 

hatom 

ha tan 

(b) Demonstratives (cf. 4.10) 

MASC. 

FEM. 

NEAR OBJECTS 

SING. 

>3lti 

'alia 

PLURAL 

'allom 

'allan 

DISTANT/ABSENT OBJECTS 

SING. 

lahay/lohayl 
lehay 

laha/loha/ 
leha 

PLURAL 

lahom/lohom/ 
lehom 

lahan/lohanl 
lehan 

(c) The reflexive pronoun: nos (nafs), ra'as "self (cf. 4.4). 
(d) The reciprocal pronqun: had, >ad/cadhad, nosnos "each other" (cf. 4.5). 
(e) The possessive pronoun: nay " o f (cf. 4.6). 
(f) The interrogative pronoun: mi "what?"; man "who?"; "whose?"; "whom?"; 'ayi (masc. sing.) "which?'' 

'aya (fern, sing.), 'ayom (masc. pi.), 'ayan (fern, pi.) (cf. 4.7). 
(g) The relative pronoun: la "who, which" (cf. 4.8). 
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12.10. NUMERALS (cf. 7.1, 7.2) 

THE CARDINAL NUMERALS 

one woro/worot (masc); hatte (fern.) 
two ksl'ot (masc); ksl'e (fern.) 
three salas 
four >arbac 

five hamss 
six sas 
seven sabuc 

eight saman 
nine S3C 

ten cassr 

twenty c3sra 
thirty salasa 
forty 'arba'a 
fifty hamsa 
sixty sasxa 
seventy sa6ca 
eighty samanya 
ninety xflca or tasca 

hundred ms^t, pi. ^am'at 
thousand saff, pi. 3asM? 

sixteen 'asar wasas 
twenty-three casra wasalas 
five hundred to/rcas wza'af 

two thousand kdl'e sa/z 

three hundred and eighty 
salas ma'at wasamanya 

six hundred and one thousand, seven hundred 
and thirty 

sas ma'at waworo sah sabu' ma'at wasalasa 

THE ORDINAL NUMERALS 

first qadam, qadamay (masc); qadamit, 
qadamayt (fern.); qadamyam (masc. 
pi.); qadamyat (fern, pi.) 

second kala\ kaPay (masc); kal'ayt (fern.) 
third salas, salsay (masc); salsayt (fern.) 
fourth rabac, rab'dy (masc); rabcayt (fern.) 
fifth hamas, hamsay (masc); hamsayt (fern.) 
sixth sddds, sadsay (masc); sadsayt (fern.) 
seventh sabs', sabcay (masc); sabcayt (fern.) 
eighth saman, samnay (masc); samnayt (fern.) 
ninth tasac, tascay (masc); tascayt (fern.) 
tenth casar, 'asray (masc); 'asrayt (fern.) 

eleventh (masc) casar waqaddmay 
twenty third (masc.) casra wasalsay 

twentieth casray 
sixtieth sassay 
eightieth samanyay 
ninetieth sa'ay 
hundredth ma'atay 

one thousand sahay 
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12.11. PARTICIPLES, INFINITIVES, AND DERIVED NOUN FORMS 

(a) Active Participles of the Triradical Verb (cf. 3.4.2) 

TYPES AND 
DERIVATIVES 

A 

B 

C 

r-A/B 

t-C 

'a-A 

>a-B 

'a-C 

'at-C 

'at-D 

SINGULAR 

MASCULINE 

qdtdl 

maqatlay 

maqatlay 

matqattsldy 

matqatlay 

maqtaldy 

similar to 

similar to 

similar to 

matqatdtlay 

FEMININE 

qatlat 

maqatldyt 

maqatlay t 

matqattdlayt 

matqatlay t 

maqtdlayt 

B 

C 

t-C 

matqatatlayt 

PLURAL 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

qatlam qatlat 

maqatlat 

maqatlat 

matqattalat 

mat qatlat 

maqtalat 

matqatatlat 

(b) Passive Participles of the Triradical Verb (cf. 3.4.3) 

TYPES 

A 

B 

C 

SINGULAR 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

qdtul qatsljqatht 

qattul q3tt3l/q3tteht 

quttul qutldt 

PLURAL 

MASCULINE 

qatuldm 

qdttuldm 

qutulam 

FEMININE 

qatuldt 

qsttuldt 

qutulat 

Derivatives: A 
r -{B 

c 
>a-A 
>at-A 
'atta-A 
'at-C 
'at-D 

similar to A, B, C (cf. table above) 

'aqtul, ^aqtal/'aqtaht (fern.) 
'dtqstul, 'atqatal/'stqatatet (fern.) 
*3tt3qtul, 'attaqtal/'attsqtdht (fern.) 
'dtqutul, 'atqutlat (fern.) 
'atqatutul, 'atqatutlat (fern.) 

(c) Active Participles of Verbs of More Than Three Radicals (cf. 3.4.4) 

Type A: maqartaldy (masc. sing.) T y p e C : maqaratal 
maqartalayt (feminine) t.A: matqartsl 
maqartalat (masc. & fem. pi.) Da-A: maqartsl 

(d) Passive Participles of Verbs of More Than Three Radicals (cf. 3.4.4) 

Type A: qsrtul (masc. sing.); Type C: qarutul 
qartsl/qartalat (fem. sing.) 3a-A: ^aqsrtul 
qdrtulam (masc. pi.); qartuldt (fem. pi.) >an-A: ^nqartul 
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(a) Infinitive Forms of the Triradical Verb (cf. 3.4.7) 

Type A 
B 
C 
D 
5 a- A 
>a-B 
'at-A 
f-A/B 
f-C 
t-D 

(b) Infinitive Forms of 

Type A 
C 
'a-A 

(c) Name of the Instrur 

Type A 
B 
C 

qatil, qatlat, qatlo, maqtal, qdtle, qatdl 
qattalot 
qatalot 
qatatalot 
>aqtalot 
'aqattalot 
'atqatalot 
matqattal 
matqatal 
matqatatal 

the Quadriradical Verb (cf. 3.4.7) 

qartalot, qsrtale 
qaratalot 
'aqartalot 

nent: the Triradical Verb (cf. 3.4.8) 

maqtali 
maqattali (Quadriradicals: maqartali) 
maqatali 

(d) Name of the Place: maqtal (cf. 3.4.8) 

(e) Name of the Product: qdttal (cf. 3.4.8) 
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JaCaCCat,21 
'aCCVC, 20 
-ac, 18 
cadad,78 
cadhsd,42 
cala, 48-49, 50-51, 64, 71, 73 
>alabu,50 
-am, 25,26, 33 
>an-, 54 
3as-, 54 
-at, 18,23 
Jat-, 54 
-at, 17,33 
>atta-, 54 
-atit, 24 
-ay, 34,23 

Semivowels, 6; verbs with pronominal 
suffixes, 40; verbs with semivowels, 
60-64 

Sentence adverbs, 87 
Singulative, 15 
Subordinating conjunctions, 90 
Suffixes (pronominal) with nouns and 

particles, 37; with verbs, 38-41 
Stress-unit, 7 
Syntax, 94-100 

Tense-system, 67 
Time: adverbs denoting relation of, 86 
Time-duration: the imperfect in construc

tion with verbs of, 72 
Types A, B, C, D of verbs, 52-53, 55 

Variant forms of verbs with pronominal 
suffixes, 41 

Verb: compounds, 66; the four types, 52, 
55; infinitive as verb complement, 97; 
jussive, 68; laryngeals, 58-59; morpho
logical categories, 67; perfect and 
imperfect, 69; prefixed derivatives, 53; 
quadriradicals, 65-66; semivowels, 
60-62; semivowel and laryngeal, 62-64; 
tenses, 67-74 

Vowels, central, 10-11; general description 
of, 6; quantity and the syllabic structure, 
7; variation, 8-11 

Word-order: in the simple sentence, 94; 
in the complex sentence, 95 

PATTERNS (B) 

-ayt, 34 
3ayi, 42 

ba'stu, 81-82 
bu/b3dibu,50,81 
ba^a, 63 
bela,40,64,66-67 

CaCaCCsC/CaCaCVC, 20, 33 
CaCaCCi(t)/CaCaCi(t), 20 
CVCVC, 21 

dib,96 

3,10,11 
33g3l, 68,83,92,97 
^1,50,81 
33lli, 45 
^sndo, 73 
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>antu,96 
'3SW0, 87 
Jat, 82,91, 96 
-etay, 24 

ga3a, 67 
gab=a,49,50 

haba, 64 
had,78 
had,42 
halla, 48-49, 71 
halla+ >a\, 51 
haya, 63 
haza, 63 

M-,49,76 
-it, 23 
'ikon, 46 

ka-, 67, 73, 89 
kara, 84 
kam, 92-93 

la-, 34,35,43 
lahay,45 

-ma, 89 
man, 42 
maqatlay,etc, 27 
maqtali, 31 
man,91,96,98 
maqtal, 30, 31 
mi, 42 

-nna, 32 
-nnat, 32 
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nabra, 72 
nafar, 78 
nafs,41 
nay, 42, 81 
nos, 41 
nosnos, 42 

-ot, 18 
-otat, 17 

qatla, 52-53, 55-56 
qattala, 52-53, 55-56 
qatala, 52-53; 55-56 
qatatala, 52-53; 55-56 
qatal,24,27,33,78 
qatul, 28,33 
qatil, etc., 30, 33-34 
qatlay, 29,78 
qatal(i), 30, 33 

ra'a, 63 
ra'as, 41 

sanha, 72,73 
soma, 62 

ta-, 53 
tatu,48 
tu, 46,47, 68, 95 

wa-, 69, 89,98,99 
wada, 62,67 
wahada, 64 
wahata, 64 
woro(t), hatte,44 
wok, 89 


